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ABSTRACT 

This study examines the phenomenon of what Halq' emeylem renewal means in the lives of 

St6:lo people today. St6:lo elders emphasize that St6:lo identity and worldview are embedded 

in our near-extinct Halq' emeylem language, which identifies us as a distinct .Aboriginal people 

in Canada. To illuminate the elders' assertion, the author uses an heuristic approach to 

examine a) the historical demise and recent rise of our language using st'dxem {worthless 

people) and smla:lh (worthy people) as a metaphorical theme reflected in our lived experience, 

b) how the term sm:sey:xwexpresses a St6:lo worldview of spiritual relationship with the land

based on harmony and respect, and c) how Halq' emeylem binds the people and their 

Riverworldview into an indistinguishable whole. These aspects of St6:lo histoty and language 

provide a context for the stories of what language renewal means to nine Halq' emeylem 

revivalists who have been associated with the Skulkayn, Coqualeetza and Shxweli programs, 

spanning over thirty years of Halq' emeylem renewal efforts. 

The researcher uses an aesthetic approach drawing on the concept of "humans as aesthetic," 

with the assumption that "as one moves toward beauty, one moves toward wholeness." This 

assumption is applied to reviving Halq' emeylem to restore wholeness to what it means to be 

St6:lo. Interviews with the co-researchers were conducted using an aesthetic protocol of 

empathy and respect. The interviews were transformed into "poetic monologues" to engage 

the reader in a dynamic of "play," and present the co-researchers close to the depictions of 

their experiences. 

1he "poetic monologues" reveal that within a short period of time, the St6:lo persisted against 

all odds to develop a multi-dimensional Halq' emeylem movement to «hdd atr /ar,;Jµaf!! mgi." In 

addition to increased self-esteem and pride with the use of Halq'emeylem, we can see a 

reversal of the trend toward Halq' emeylem extinction. The Halq' emeylem revivalists draw their 

inspiration from the fluent speaking elders who contribute unconditionally to the revival 

effort; their greatest rewards are hearing the children speak, sing and pray in Halq' emeylem. 

The study concludes that Riverworldview is manifest in St6:lo contemporaty life, and that 

Halq' emeylem revitalization can continue the legacy of a Riverworld aesthetic into the future. 

Ill 

Lisa Dixon


Lisa Dixon
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GLOSSARY OF HALQ'EMEYLEM TERMS 

Tset hfkwtexwte squi/,tdtset, We hold our language high 
Yalh }f;XWkufas hoy, mleufeuat.es, Thank you, everyone. 
A;ylexw te St6:lo shxudi The spirit of the St6:lo lives.
S'fJh Tenixu; Our Land 
SKwJKmpm, Origin stories 
Xa:ls, Transformer 
Xe,J£d:ls, Transformers 
OJUhe/h Siyi:m, Great Spirit 
X ud{tem, White person 
X 'llElditem, White persons 
st'dxem, worthless people who does not know their history('�) 
smld:lh, worthy people who knows their history 
pel:ekwet, we rise 
Ke/,thettset, write ourselves 
X uditerrqel,, White language, English 
EY{l£ihal, beautiful! 
Y u.'W[Whal, really beautiful! 
Lau; Luhexwue eyi Hello, How are you? 
Ts'ats'e/, ey/Veryfine. 
Tl'i·lsth6m:, I love you 
m5:qu.J bird or duck 
shxudi spirit 
X w:hijxm, always wild strawberries, Cheam village and island 
Ldlem )t' Sefpexue, House of Elders 
Te Squi/,tdtset Sq'ep, Our language Group 
Qput TuSque/s, Gathering of the Languages 
squefquels, true story 
-mfxu; a suffix that means person
Halq'� Upriver dialect of Halkomelem
S'fJh Tenixwtezkwel6This is Our Land.
X{Jhrr,zt te mlew'stdm We have to look after everything that belongs to us.
srrEStiy?.xie; power of thought and vitality in all of nature
Lhflheqi, Mother mountain, Mt. Cheam
�e,J£eyt, change or transform something, now name for site near Hatzic
Keyt, root of above
Ke:j,t, write something
Ket'� saying, say, said
Kwi.ytseuha, we will die out
eu.e Kwi.ytset .. we did not die out
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Ki;ltax7J£J11, they wrote us 
KeJ,thettset, we wrote ourselves 
Ke/,tel, writing instrument 
aj,exw, be alive, live 
pe/,:ekwseuha, we will rise 
pej:ekw, rise 
A thekts, Aitchelitz, "edge at bottom" or "place where two rivers meet" 
Giy5:m Cheam, "always wild strawberries" 
Leq'a:md, Lakahahmen, "level place" or "place that is visited" 
Skwatets, Peters, "water trickling through" 
Sq'euqe/,, Seabird Island, "tum in the river'' 
Shxwouhamf/,, O'hamil, "where the river levels and widens" 
St'elx1.REth', Squeah, St'elxweth', "to move in a semi-circle with the current" 
Skui;e, possibly "waterfalls" or from Lillooet 
GJ'iyiqtel, Tzeachten, "fish weir'' 
X 7.RIIK11e/a:lhp, Yale, "willow tree place" 
Ts'elx� "quieterwater on the head"(Galloway, 1993, p.649) 
skw-iyfth, slave 
shxwd:m Indian doctor 
t'i-/em song 
st'i·!em to sing 
rrPstfy.xw, person or people 
syil/1em, year 
skwex&s, moon, month 
-a-s, suffix refers to face, round, coin
kwex-, to count (root in the word for moon or month)
mfqa, fallen snow(s)[the word is not plural but is used that way with numbers to count years.]
terrp6:kw, October, time to smoke dry Chehalis spring salmon
temhdlhtel, time to dry salmon ( October)
xets'o:uestel, November, time to put away canoe paddles for winter
telxwtse/,, leaves are falling (November)
rm:j6.·s, December, fallen snow season
pe/UJ.es, January, dried sockeye head, torch season
terrti'i·q'es, February, time to get jammed in as in a trap, a box, referring to snow in pithouse
terrt'elerrtses, time one's hand sticks to things from the cold (February}
'lJJdek 'es, March, little frog season, when they start talking
qudaythf:/em birds making music, (March)
terrkwk'UEXe/, April, time for baby sockeye salmon
lherrt'&es, time of spring showers in one's eyes (April)
t:errlellle, May, time for salmonberries
temJ.CXJO.', June, time for high water
terrt'dmxw, time for gooseberries Gune)
ep(i/5tel, July, tenth month
·terrqwi:l time for mosquitoes Gul;1
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temchalhtel, time to wind dry fish at Yale Guly) 
temtheqi, August, time for sockeye salmon 
temkw'o:lexw, September, time for dog salmon 
If te smd:lt, to the mountain 
to:l, toward the river (on land), toward the middle of the river (when in the river) 
chuchu, way from shore ( on the river) 
cho:leqw, toward the backwoods, away from the river. 
woqw� drift downstream, drown 
!hos, drift downriver
ahfw, upstream
tryt, upriver
lhose::{el, downriver way, down that way, downriver below
t[yte::{el, upriver way, up that way, way upriver
tellhos, from downriver
telt[yt, from upriver
slheq 'qel, way upriver
lheq'ewilh, 'opposite side of the house (on the inside)
chuchuwdxel, 'front end of house (inside or out)'
stselqwd2{el, 'back end of house (inside or out)
strytd2{el, 'upper end of house (inside or out)'
sewqwd2{el, 'lower end of the house'
t'oxw, 'going downriver'
xwt'oxwestses, 'hollow of the hand'
xwt'oxwesxel, 'arch of the foot,'
tfy, be good, good, it is good
Yu:w!, exclamation, 'really beautiful!'

* Note on the use of the term st'dxem.

Some discrepancy exists regarding the use of the term st'cixem. Carlson (1997, p.90) lists the 
term s'texem to mean 'low status,' 'worthless people who have forgotten their history.' There is 
no sequence of "s't" [s?t] permitted anywhere in Halq'emeylem. Galloway's (1999) Finderlist far 
Upriver Halkomelem Dictionary includes a close rendition of s'texem in stfxem, the word for 'slime,' 
and tftexem, the word for 'slimy.' However, this term is not known to be used to refer to 
people. The word for 'unfortunate person' is listed as stftesos in T6:lmels Ye Siyelyolexwa 
(1980, p. 101). Stftesos is also listed in Galloway's (1999) Finderlist as 'low class person.' A 
Downriver (Katzie) Halq'emeylem term "st'Ex�m" does refer to low-class person (Suttles, 
1955:12), and the Downriver (Musqueam) Halkomelem term is given as St'exem "low-class 
person' in the 1985 draft of Suttles Musqueam Grammar: Downriver IP A e corresponds to 
Upriver orthographic a, and the Halq'emeylem spelling st'dxem will be used for this paper. 
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A:YLEXW TE STO:LO SHXWELf. THE SPIRIT OF THE STO:L6 LIVES. 

Today, there is a movement afoot in S'fih Temf.xw, 
A movement of Halq' emeylem revivalists 
Who are taking the last breath of our Halq' emeylem language, 
"Putting it away' in their hearts and minds 
And breathing it throughout the land. 

A:jex;wte St/J:lo Shxwe/£ The spirit <f the Stfxlo lives. 

We are the Upriver Halq'emeylem people of 
The Sumas, Pilah, Chilliwack, Chehalis and Tait. 

Our S�w�uiyimtell us we have lived here since time immemorial 
And tell of Xa:ls who brought order to our world 
When people with power, animal people, 
Deformed men and other creatures prevailed 
CJidJelh Siyi:m, the Great Spirit, creator of earth and humanity 
Sent Xa:ls to earth "to put things right." 
Xa:ls transformed our ancestors into animals, plants and stones. 
These stories of a myth-age world, with mystery beyond our ken, 
Tell how we became fully human, and connected to S'fih Temf.xw. 

A.-jexwte St/xlo S hxweli The spirit of the S t6:lif lives. 

Our Halq' emeylem language, born of our interconnecting 
Interrelationship with the River, the St6:lo,

Defined us, gave us our identity, 
Including a protocol of respect and power shared with all of nature, 
A philosophy in hammy wth her. 
Our Halq'emeylem language, a gift from the creator, 
Expresses best our relationship with each other and creation. 

A.-jexwte St6:lo Shxweli The spirit of the Strf:lif lives. 

"So God created man in his own image" says the book of Genesis, 
"In the image of God created he him; male and female created he them, 
And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful and Multiply, 
And replenish the earth and subdue it; and have doninion orerthe fish of the sea, 
Over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that moveth upon the earth ( Genesis, 
Chap. 1 Vx. 27, 28). 
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1be West came with their dminim mer philosophy, and 
Recreated us with their systems of understancling the world. 
"1bey should be good servants and very intelligent," says C.Olumbus, 
"For I have observed that they soon repeat anything that is said to them, 
And I believe that they would easily be made Christian, 
For they appeared to me to have no religion." 

A:jexwte St/xlo Shxweli The spirit if the Sto:lii lives. 

When Europeans came to S'(Jh Tenix14 we called them 
"Hungry people," or "X 'lfliiterrf in Halq' emeylem, 
Reflecting the X 'lflifrerrls insatiable appetite for the land and its resources. 
And then came the darkest era in the history of our relations with the X 'lfliitem, 
When their diseases nearlywiped us out; their laws kept us in check; 
And their alcohol numbed our pain, and brought us to our lowest point. 

We became st'dxern, worthless people 
Who do not know our history, language and culture. 
1be residential schools wrought the destruction of our family system, 
1be most powerful means bywhich our language and culture was transmitted 
We became confused and ambivalent about who we were, 
Unable to develop self-esteem and pride in being St6:lo.

A:jexwte Stfxlo Shxweli The spirit of the Sto:lii lives. 

"Language is culture, culture is language." 
"Language is central to cultural identity." 
"Language enhances self-esteem and pride." 
"Language expresses the Worldview of its speakers," and 
"Without our language we will cease to exist as a unique people." 

1bese elders' refrains echo in my mind as a St6:16 person 
Who is acutely aware of the critical state of our language. 

A:jexwte Stfxlo Shxweli The spirit of the Sto:lii lives. 

Today, only a few adults speak Halq' emeylem fluently. 
It is rarely taught to our children at home. 
Our fluent speakers are declining as our numbers increase, and 
Only three of them can read and write our language. 
English is spoken in most situations. 

We are told our language is chdesrent, heacling toward extinaicn, 
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And what we do now will detennine whether we reverse the process, 
Or allow our precious Halq' emeylem to die.
We can choose: sldxemor sm:la:lh. 
We can choose to become smla:lh, worthy people 
Who know our history, language and culture. 

A.-jexwte S115:lo Shxweli. The spirit of the Sto:lo lives. 

"How can you claim your land back if you can't even speak your own language?" 
Came the taunting words of Pierre Elliot Trudeau who challenged our 
Rights to exist as distinct peoples of this land in his 1969 White Paper policy. 
Aboriginal peoples united in protest against the policy and reversed it 
Asserting our Rights as distinct Aboriginal peoples of this land 
Ten thousand years of S'6lh Temexwand what it means to be St6:lo
Will not be wiped away by 150 years of European colonization. 
"We are fighting for our language, now," says Tsefnixhel,'lRJ!t, 
Our young elder teacher, and in my mind I understand that 
We are fighting for S'ah Tenixw, and all that it means to us. 
"Our legends and stories entrench us in our country, S'ah Tenixw. 
Therefore our Halq' emeylem connects us to the land," says 116wkomot, 
Who is learning Halq' emeylem and teaching it to others. 

A.-jexwte St!xlo Shxweli. The spirit of the Sto:lo liw.

And now, from under the veil of X udt't-erninfluence, 
We rise, peL·dewset, to name ourselves, to write ourselves, �ijt:hettset, 
Even in X udfterrqel,, in the X uelitemtongue, �ijtaxW?m 
And though our Halq' emeylem language, our X wflm!xuqel, has been submerged
Deep under the veil of X ueliteminfluence, we and our X 118mxuqe/, 
Our Halq' emeylem language, will burst through the X udftemveil and 
Breathe our identity throughout S'ah Tenixw. 
For the spirit of the St6:lo, the spirit of the River, lives in our language. 

A.-jexwte St/J:lo Shxwelf. The spirit of the Sto:lo lives. 

Halq' emeylem, an art that expresses the deep 
Interconnectedness between the St6:lo and Riverworld, 
Binds the people and Riverworld into an indistinguishable whole, 
Into a Riverworld aesthetic. 
E )({lfiha, "Beautiful," Y u:uqwha, "Really Beautiful!" 
As one moves toward beauty, one moves toward wholeness, 
Or the fullest potential of what one can be in the world. 

A.-jexwte St:6:lo Shxweli. The spirit of the Sto:lo lives. 
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I assume my self to be St6:lo. 
\When I know who I am as a St6:lo person, I feel like a whole person. 
If I do not have a strong sense of who I am, 
I cannot function as a whole human being. 
\When I hear my language, I feel emotional. 
\When I see a St6:lo elder speak Halq' emeylem, my emotions well up inside. 
It's the coming to be whole, a recognition, a resonance of something deep inside 
That wants to take form, to understand itself, an mJuiti1e syrd»mi,city. 
Yes, tears well up in my eyes at the wonder of becoming what I always knew I was. 
It's in my blood, it's in the land, it's in the naming, naming me. 

A:jexw te S t/J:lo S hxweli The spirit of the S to:lii lives. 

"Please sing 'My Home by the Fraser," I would ask my mom repeatedly. 
The song raised images I remembered of Hope, BC, 
Of the mountains, lakes and rivers, of the wild flowers, berries, salmon and oolichans. 
We would play by the creeks and lakes, 
And we would often go to Kawkawa Lake for swims, and for picnics. 
All these things seemed pretty normal to me. 
The word "St6:lo" was never spoken in our home. 
Nor was it understood that our St6:lo language was called Halq'emeylem. 
Sometimes Dad would call us "re-e-alXmrrex74 
And said that it meant that we were re-e-al Indians. 
I felt proud and distinct to be X 71ibn?x14 to be real 

A:jexwte St:6:lo Shxwelf. The spirit of the Sto:lii lives. 

The elders have watched our precious Halq' emeylem diminish before their veiy eyes, 
Swiftly replaced by English, "that white language." 
They have watched our people struggle with uttering even a few words in Halq' emeylem. 
And after thirty years of Halq' emeylem revival efforts, 
Through Skulkayn, Cnqualeetza and Shxweli, 
They have witnessed only a few people gain moderate fluency in the language. 
Yet they never fail to give themselves to the work of Halq' emeylem revival 
All these years of their lives, they kept the language "put away" 
In their hearts and minds for the benefit of future generations. 
We raise our hands in thanks and respect for their great feat. 

A.-jexwte St/J:lo Shxweli The spirit of the Sto:lii lives. 

Today, there is a movement afoot to revive our language, 
A movement of Halq' emeylem revivalists 
\Who are taking the last breath of Halq' emeylem, 
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"Putting it away" in their hearts and minds 
And breathing it throughout S'flh Temfxw.

Lau; Luhexwue eyi Ts'dts'e/, ey! Is a common refrain, 
And "Tl'f.·lstham, [ love you.]" 
Seeds have been planted in the minds of the younger generations 
Who have become hungry for the language. 
St6:lo children are talking, praying and singing in Halq' emeylem, 
And Halq' emeylem is increasingly becoming 
A viable part of our modem Indigenous lifestyles. 
The Halq' emeylem revivalists are making it happen, 
As theyworkdiligentlyand tirelessly, 
Reversing the trend of Halq' emeylem extinction. 
Halq' emeylem is reconnecting us with our Riveiworld aesthetic, 
Restoring us to wholeness as St6:lo, People of the River. 

Y u."'Ul[lPiha! How Beautiful! 
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Chapter 1 

"WI1HOUT OUR LANGUAGE WE WILL CEASE TO EXIST AS A UNIQUE PEOPLE" 

Language is Culture, Culture is Language 

Larrgµa� is central, to aJrural, identity. Larrgµa� enharm se/f e;twn and pride wmh 

prormtes effo:ti're social, adjustrrFnt. Langµa� expre;se; the 'OOrld ,dew cf its s/?('Akers, i.e 

the uniqum:ss cf a aature in term cf fax!, hats� ckxhin& m1hals cf trawl; haw the 

'OOrld wis created; the interaction cf plant, animd, bird and humin life; W%)5 ue org:inize 

at:rsaiety,gam:s, S011§, darm andart. Langµa�is thepnrxiplemeans bywhuhctdtureis 

� f4Pher, sharrdand transrritted tosumssiie g?m"ations. (Siy:irrtelot, 1988:2}. 

The St6:lo community adopted the above mission statement in 1988. Siyamtelot, otherwise 

known as Shirley D. Leon, in the paper Langµa� is Culture, Odture is Larrgµa�, states, "Why 

bother retaining a language which is no longer a viable part of modem Indigenous lifestyles?" 

Her rhetorical question reflects the current state of St6:lo Halq'emeylem. She reiterates the 

contents of the mission statement quoted above and lists some of the benefits of 'why bother', 

"... can be crucial to physiological well-being, a sense of self-esteem, and social 

development.... [I]ntellectual growth and educational achievement flow from the ability to 

have command of more than one language1
." The elders of the St6:lo community agree with a 

similar view regarding the importance and benefit of retaining the St6:lo Halq' emeylem 

language. Siyamtelot quotes this view, 

1 Siy.untelot (Shirley D. Leon}. 1988. L� is OJture, OJture is Larf!Jf11,ff. Unpublished paper. Sardis: Coqualeetza Giltu.ral 
Education and Training C.entre, p. 6} 
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Otr �ff! emxx.ies a udue s;stemaroa haw'lil! liw and relate to eadJ aher. It gj:l15 a 

nam: to relationships anwg kin, to rdes and rr:spmsibililies anwgfarrily rmrhrs, to ties 

w.th brrnder [ffWfJS. There are no E Yflish 'OOY'ds far these relationships lxrause, in wr,al, 

scx:id and farrily Ines are dijferml from am. If cur larrgµaff! is destru)ffi, these relationships 

brruk dmm and wll ir¥!litaliy destroy other aspects cf cur wiy cf life and m/,ture, especially 

ti.Jae that descrik mm's OJl1lX!1iari w.th nature, the Great Spirit, and the order cf tmrlf§. 

Withaa cur larrgµag?, 'lil! w1l cease to exist as a unique people (1988:7-8; AFN, 1992}. 

The elders' statement, "Without our language, we will cease to exist as a unique people," 

implodes in my mind as a St6:lo person who is acutely aware of the critical state of our 

language. The implications of what that statement means concerns me deeply. That critical 

state, according to Bauman's (1980) classification, shows how flalq'emeylem is verging on 

obsolescence, in that 

• only a few older adults speak the language fluently

• the language is not taught to children in the home

• the number of fluent speakers declines as the population increases

• English is the preferred language in most situations

• there are minimal literacy skills (reading and writing) among fluent speakers.

Obsolescence is the stage before extinction in Bauman's (1980) classification which includes 

jlamshir§ � � wsdi3rent and extinct languages2
• Only a handful of fluent speaking 

elders are involved in the language work, so what we do now as a language community is 

2 Ibid. 
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crucial to determining whether we reverse the process, or allow St6:lo Halq' emeylem to 

become extincr. 

We are the Upriver Halq'emeylem people. Our language is one of three dialects of 

Halkomelem, a member of the Salishan language family. Twenty-three languages of this family 

span an area extending over southern British Columbia, Washington, northern Idaho, western 

Montana, and northwestern Oregon,. Kinkade (1992)4 divides it into five branches: 

Bella Coola 

Ontral Salish 

Comox/Sliammon, dallam, Halkomelem, Lushootseed, Nooksack, Pentlatch, Sechelt, 
Squamish, Straits Salish, Twana 

Interior Salish 

Coeur d'Alene, Columbian, KalispeVFlathead/ Spokane, Lillooet, Okanagan/ Colville, 
Shuswap, Thompson 

Tillamook 

Tsamosan 

Lower Chehalis, Upper Chehalis, Cowlitz, Quinault 

3 David Gystal. (2000). language Death. Cambridge: Cannbridge University Press. Qystal states that since we can now 
make a true assessment of the extent of language death, and the possibility that we might have only one language in the 
world in a few hundred years, proposes that it is this generation that can make a difference, to either "sit back and do 
nothing ... " or  "to act, using as  many means as possible t o  confront the situation. . .  p.  165-166). 

4 M Dale Kinkade, "Salishan Languages," International Encyclopaedia of Linguistics Volume 3. Edited by William Bright. 
New York/ Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992. 
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Halkomelem5
, of the Central Salish branch, is closely related to its neighbor to the north, 

Squamish, and its neighbors to the south, Nooksack and Straits. and is divided into three 

principle dialects: Upriver, Downriver and Island ... 

Halkomelem Territory 

Gerdts and CDmpton www.sfu.ca/halk-ethnobiology 

The Upriver dialect is spoken from as far as Yale down to 11atsqui in the lower Fraser Valley 

of southwestern British CDlumbia. The Downriver dialect is spoken in the Vancouver 

.Metropolitan area, and the Island dialect is spoken on southeastern Vancouver Island from 

north of Saanich Ann to Nanaimo.6 Halq'emeylem is used when referring to the language 

5 rfalkomelem is an Anglicization of the Upriver term for the language. Due to different names for the language in different 
dialects, the Anglicization is adopted to avoid favouritism when speaking about the whole language. 

6 William W. Emendorf and Wayne Suttles. (1960). Pattern and Change in rfalkomelem Salish Dialects. AL 2.7: 1-32, p. 1. 
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from the Upriver perspective, and is further broken down into five sub-dialects, including 

Sumas, Pilalt, Chilliwack, Chehalis and Tait. 7 

The three clialects differ significantly in terms of phonology, syntax, and vocabulary. One of 

the most noticeable ways that the Upriver dialect differs from the Downriver and Island 

dialects is the replacement of the sound "n" with the "l" sound. The Downriver and Island 

dialects use both "n" and "l," though an older sub-dialect of Downriver substituted all 

instances of "l" with the "n" sound.8 Also, the Upriver dialect lost a set of sounds- the 

glottalized resonants (m', l', vi, y) and developed a type of pitch-accent system of vowel tones 

(marked with accents). We can see these differences in the name Halkomelem (applying the 

St6:lo orthography), as it is used in different places - Upriver Halq'emeylem, Downriver 

(Musqueam) Hen'q'emi'nem', and Island Hel'q'emi'nem'. Notice the glottalized resonants 

marked by ( ' ) on the Downriver and Island versions that are omitted in Upriver. Notice as 

well, the replacement of "l" in all instances of "n" for Upriver and the replacement of "n" for 

"l" in the Downriver version of Halkomelem. Island uses both "n" and "l." Also note the 

accent on the "e" for Upriver Halkomelem. 

Gerdts (1977),9 who studied vocabulary differences in the three Halkomelem dialects, found 

that they form a chain. Some words are shared among all three dialects, while others are 

7 Donna B Gerdts. (1977). A Dialect Survey of Halkomelem Salish. A Thesis Submitted in Partial Fulfillment of the 
Requirements for the Degree of Master of Arts. University of British Columbia. Gerdts Thesis indicated four dialects of 
Upriver, Sumas, diilliwack, Cbehalis and Tait; however later descriptions include Pilalt. 

8 Ehnendorf & Suttles. pp 6-7. The authors note that the (I) and (n) sounds were part of both the Musquearn, or Downriver, 
and the Cowichan, or Island, dialects. Part of the Musqueam speaking community at one time shifted all (I) to (n), and 
suggest that the shift Vv'.1S cuhivated as a status symbol 

9 Gerdts, pp. 24-30. 
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shared just between Upriver and Downriver, or between Downriver and Island dialects. 

Sometimes each dialect has a different word For example the word 'big' is hf:kw in Upriver 

but thi in Dowriver and Island The word 'box' is kw6xw/kw6x71£' in Upriver and Downriver 

but �them in Island. The Upriver dialect shows a pattern of vocabulary replacement, where 

meanings of words shifted over time and new words were invented making use of semantically 

similar roots. For example, sniy?th, the word meaning 'meat' in Upriver is the word for 'deer' 

in Island and Downriver, but d'elqtele (literally 'long ear'} is the word for 'deer' in Upriver. The 

Island dialect has many words in common with other C.entral Salish languages, suggesting 

extensive contact with them, especially Straits, making it the most diverse of the dialects 

lexically. 

The three dialects differ significantly from each other, and there has been no unified effort to 

teach and study the languages. Each dialect has its own orthography (sometimes more than 

one), reference grammar, dictionary, teaching materials, teachers, linguists, and so on. Other 

than the dialect work of Elmendorf and Suttles {1960} and Gerdts {1977}, the only other pan

Halkomelem project is the ethnobotanical website spearheaded by Donna Gerdts and Brian 

Compton (www.sfu.ca/halk-ethnobiologx}. h the community level, language workers from 

the three Halkomelem dialects met on October 20-21, 2000 andMayll-12, 2001 to determine 

how to work together on a common inter-intelligible language that we share. The group 

organized infonnally and called themselves Qput Tu Sqwls, meaning "Gathering of 

Languages." These meetings were a beginning toward creating a support network for sharing 

materials, techniques and ideas among the three sister dialects. 
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The following map shows the communities within the traditional Halq' emeylem speaking 

area. 

U river Halkomelem Territory (Halq'emeylem) 

Gerdts and Compton www.sfu.ca/halk-ethnobiology 

Index: 1 Chawathil, 2 Skawahlook, 3 Ohamil, 4 Peters, 5 Seabird Island, 6, Popkum, 7 Cheam, 
8 Skway, 9 Squiala, 10 Skwah, 11 Aitchelitz, 12 Kwawkwawapilt, 13 Yakweakwioose, 14 
Skowkale, 15 Tzeachten, 16 Soowahlie 

Halq'emeylem Origins 

Our St6:lo origin stories tell us that we have lived on our land since tim: imrmvrial, while 

western science dates the earliest occupation of North America to approximately 15,000 years 

ago.10 St6:lo origin stories are centered on Xa.:ls who brought order into the world, and Xd:ls 

10 Brian Thom St6:lii Culture - Ideas of Prrhistmyard Char'i'Jrrg Cultura/,Rdatiorrships to the Lard a rd Emi:ramrent,. St6:lo Curriculwn 
C.Onsortium, http://web20.mindlink.net/ stolo/ prehist.htm Date accessed, April 1998. 
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changed people into animals, plants and stones back and forth, and "and [many] St6:lo have a 

special relationship to these natural resources, for they considered them their ancestors."11 

1hey are stories about how we became fully human and connected to the world as we 

understand it today. 

Western science's story12 tells that before 25,000 to 13,000 years ago the North American 

continent was covered with 1,000 meters of solid ice. dose to the end of that time frame, a 

large ice-free plain called the "Bering Land Bridge" connected eastern Siberia and western 

Alaska across the Bering Strait. It is believed that our earliest ancestors came across the Bering 

Strait, and that Aboriginal peoples have biological links to people in East Asia, as evidenced in 

our "shovel-shaped" front teeth, a genetically determined trait. 

Nme thousand years ago salmon was an important food staple alongside land mammals, which 

made our ancestors distinct from other cultures in the New World and beyond. Our St6:lo 

culture developed from a hunting-gathering lifestyle dependent upon fresh catches of fish and 

wildlife to complex communities of people, with social status and ranking systems, regional 

trade networks, and elaborate artistic and ritual life. 1he St6:lo developed social classes, 

formed through inter-married family groups that gained wealth by controlling access to the 

best fishing, hunting and gathering locations. Radiocarbon dating, in the mid-1950's placed 

the origin of the Salish people at the Lower Fraser Valley Canyon. Evidence showed that 

11 Quote from 1hom in St6:l6 Traditional Culture: A Short Ethnograpl?J of the Sto:lo People. 

http://web20.mindlink.net/ stolo/ culture.htm. Some people may dispute the St6:!6 belief that plants, animals and stones 
could be considered ancestors of the people (Galloway, 2002 p.c.) 

12 1hom, in same source as note 10, describes the major archaeological discoveries which include the St6:lo area in Surrmrry if 
Major Oiltural. T rerrls am� which I further summarize here. 
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people moved from the coast into the interior as the salmon shifted up the inland waterways.13 

Kroeber14 dates Proto-Salish at 3,000 years ago based on differences in phonology and 

moiphology; Swadesh15 dates it at 6,000 years ago based on his glottochronological study. The

archaeological and the linguistic evidence has never really been matched up ... bones don't 

speak 

Early in the nineteenth century the Chilliwack people lived up the Chilliwack River in the 

mountains and spoke a dialect of Nooksack Logjams caused the Chilliwack River to change 

its course and to flow north into the Fraser. The Chilliwack people then moved into the 

valley, and by the middle of the nineteenth century they had some twelve villages and started 

abandoning their original language for Halkomelem.16 By the 1940's the Nooksack language

was largely replaced by adjacent Upriver Halkomelem, the northern dialect of Northern 

Lushootseed, or English. 

Sto:lo Halq'emeylem Today 

St6:16 organization today consists of a St6:lo Nation Government which includes nineteen of 

twenty-four First Nation Bands within St6:lo territory, as follows:17 

13 In Carlson (2001) Ed A Sto:lo - Olast Salish Historical Atlas, in Plate 5 <:Jri,;jn, The First Propirg if S'flh Tenixw, the 
coastal origin of Salish people is discussed 

14 Paul D Kroeber,. (1999). The Salish Language Family: Reconstructing Syntax. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press. 
(page 1.) 

15 
Swadesh, Morris. (1950). Sa/,ish JnterndRdatmshqz. International Journal of American Linguistics Vol 16, pp.157-67. 

16 Galloway (1985). The Ori#,aJ Territory if the Naksa<k Lanjj1t1,g?. International Journal of American Linguistics. 51 (4), 
p.416-418. Also cited in Wayne Suttles. (1990). Central. O:xtst Salish. North American Indian Handbook. Volume 7, pp.
455-456.

17 This list of Bands is from the St6:lo Nation Government House Brochure, October 1996. * Independent St6:]6 First 
Nations within the Upriver Halq'emeylem speaking area include Yale, Union Bar, Clrehalis, Peters and Skwah. 
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Aitchelitz 
Chawathil 
Cheam 
Kwantlen 
K waw K waw Apilt 
Lakahahmen 
Matsqui 
Shxw' ow'hamel 
Popkum 

Skawahlook 
Seabird Island 
Skowkale 
Skway 
Soowahlie 
Squiala 
Sumas 
Tzeachten 
Y akweakwioose 

Scowlitz 

*Yale
*Union Bar
* Peters
* Chehalis
*Skwah

(* Independent St6:16 Bands) 

"St6:lo,' our Halq'emeylem word meaning "River," is the collective name for all people whose 

Aboriginal Right it is to speak the Halq'emeylem language. Today, St6:lo traditional territory 

covers an area of approximately 1.7 million hectares along the lower 190 km. of the Fraser 

River. The Fraser River and fishing are at the heart of St6:16 culture. 

Prior to European colonization it is estimated that there were 10,000 to 30,000 Halq'emeylem 

speakers,18 which declined to about 1,300 by 1928. Today the St6:16 population has steadily 

risen to the level of about 5,700 by 1993,19 with only a handful of elders who speak the 

Halq'emeylem language fluently. English is used predominantly. In 1991, the entire First 

Nation and non-First Nation population in S'ah Tenix1.1/0 in St6:16 and Musqueam territory, 

was recorded at 2.7 million, and is projected to increase rapidly within the next ten years. 

Our St6:16, or River, culture, Halq'emeylem and its direct ancestors evolved for 10,000 years in 

the St6:lo area,21 and within 200 years of European contact, our Halq'emeylem language was

18 Keith Thor Car.Ison. Ed. (1997). You are Called to WltlleSs: The St6:l6 in Canada's Pacific Coast History. Oulliv.>ack: St6:16 
Heritage Trust, p. 141. 

19 Ibid. pp. 165-166. 

20 Ibid. p. 53, Car.Ison notes that S'6lh Temexw means "Our Land." 

211bid., p. 164. 
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nearly completely annihilated from ever being a spoken, functional thriving language again. 

For 200 years, the colonizers tried to make us forget who we were, in effect to make us all 

st'axem22 "worthless people" who do not know our history. But despite the hardships of the 

past, we can now aspire to become srrda:lh, 23 "worthy people", who know our history, who 

know our language. The St6:16 are nearly 6,000 people strong now, a force to carry forward a 

legacy of 10,000 years of cultural development and change on S'flh Tenix� the land of the 

River People. 

Halq'emeylem Revival 

A key group of people in the St6:lo community are aiming to reverse the process toward 

"language death24", despite the fact that Halq' emeylem has been identified as one of the many

Aboriginal languages in Gmada headed for extinction.25 We have a handful of older adults 

who speak Halq' emeylem fluently; three of them can also write in the language. These key 

people strive to revive the language with a determination that defies all predictions of 

extinction. These people have been active participants in the work of the Skulkayn Heritage 

Project of the early seventies, the CDqualeetza Education Training Centre, and in the St6:lo 

Shxweli Halq' emeylem Language Program. 

22 Ibid., p. 90 

23 Ibid., p. 90 

24 Gystal st.ates that a language is dead when no one speaks it anymore, and that even if there is one speaker left, it is dead 
because that speaker has no one with -which to speak (p. 11). 

25 Michael K. Foster. (1982). Indigenous L� in Carnd:i, L� an:l Saiety. Ottawa: Office of the Commissioner of 
Official Languages. 
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lhe O>qualeetza Centre conducted a great deal of the earlier work with the St6:lo elders, of 

documenting the language and developing language and culture resources for teaching. lhe 

linguist Brent Galloway, together with a team of elders, produced the writing system, the first 

linguistic grammar of Halq'emeylem, a SO-page grammatical sketch, a 3,000 word list and a 

15,000-card dictionai:y and teaching materials. Adult courses, including three teacher training 

programmes for ten fluent speakers, were offered through a local college. 1he teacher training 

programmes included Edna Bobb, Nancy Phillips, Elizabeth Phillips, Tillie Gutierrez, all of 

whom became Halq' emeylem teachers and introduced the new writing system in the 

classroom. 1his led to local language courses for adults and children, but predominantly in the 

Band Schools. 

However, two issues became evident. First, the School programs were highly influenced by a 

linguistic approach. Unfortunately, this type of programme, which stressed pronunciation, 

vocabulai:y, and sentence patterns, failed to promote a strong understanding of the cultural 

aspects inherent in the language. Second, the elders were in the classrooms teaching the young 

children, but the parents were not able to reinforce the language at home. lhus, the language 

was not being transmitted and reinforced naturally from one generation to the next. 

The St6:lo Shxweli'. Halq'emeylem Language Program began in 1995 as an endeavour to

educate adults who would become fluent in Halq'emeylem, and who would pursue a course of 

study leading to a teaching certification. Shxweli means spirit or life force 
26 in Halq'emeylem, 

and denotes a level of deep importance afforded the language renewal effort. By teaching the 

26 Carlso
n, 

p.55 
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adults, the Shxweli program is addressing the missing link, the inter-generational gap evident in 

the previously mentioned school programs. However, we know very little about what learning 

the language means in the context of these peoples' lives; how they use it in the community; 

how they value it; how the language relates to the St6:lo culture today. By examining the lived 

experience of the people, we can learn how the sp£rit or life forre of the St6:lo is reflected in their 

use of Halq'emeylem. In 1997 and 1998, I became more intimately aware of the language 

renewal effort while taking Halq' emeylem linguistics classes with the St6:lo Shxweli 

Halq'emeylem Language Program located at the C.Oqualeetza grounds in Sardis, British 

Columbia, Gmada. 

My reasons for enrolling in the courses initially were purely selfish; I wanted to learn the 

language of my people, the St6:lo. However, while observing my peers, and learning some of 

the intricate meanings of Halq' emeylem words through the elders, I was touched deeply by the 

experience. Sitting in a class of 25 St6:16 people who were determined to learn the language to 

eventually become Halq' emeylem language teachers impacted powerfully on my sense of 

identity, on my understanding of what it means to be St6:16. Among my classmates, I 

discovered a reflection of myself that I had only experienced with my immediate family. They 

resembled me in many ways, in their quiet respectful accommodation, their easy laughter, and 

their mannerisms. They knew my relatives and shared with me what they knew about them. I 

was among kin who were as deeply concerned about reconnecting with our language, culture 

and identityas I was. I became interested in knowing more aboutwhat theywere experiencing 

in learning Halq' emeylem, and in being involved with the language revival work I determined 
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that I wanted to contribute to the Halq'emeylem renewal effort in some way, and that way 

became the work of this study. 

Research Method 

My entire study is truly an heuristic investigation, an internal search for understanding the 

phenomenon of how learning Halq'emeylem can provide a key to understanding my St6:lo

identity and worldview. Moustakas (1994) discusses heuristic research as 

... a proo:ss that � wth a qU£Stianorprdlemwhuh the researcher sedes to illuninateor 

ansuer. 1he qU£Stian is orK! that has l:x:en a persooai, dJallerlg? and puzzlerrmt in the sedrrh 

to understand OYK!'s self and the 'OOJ7d in wich o-r li'U3. 1he heuristic prrxl:'SS is 

autdia;fraphir, � wth urtually ewy qU£Stion that rrutters there is also a sa:iaJ, - and 

JX!Yhaps uriwsal - signifo:arK£. ..

Heuristus is a wry if engp,� in sdentijic sedrrh tmmrjJ m1hals and prrxl:'Sses aimd at 

discmery; a wry if self-irquiry and didugµe wth a-hers aimd at finding the underiyi.rg 

� if inpartant humm experierre 21 

Issues of identity and worldview and how these are reflected in Aboriginal languages have 

been emphasized strongly as reasons why we might want to focus a great deal of energy, time 

and commitment to reviving Halq' emeylem. Thus, in my heuristic search, I investigate in 

some depth three topics related to these issues, incotporating personal reflections, literature 

and conversations with others. First, I explore what happened in the rise and demise of our 

language, and how what happened affected this St6:lo person's life and identity reflected first 

in bewilderment and ambivalence and then in a growing pride in our St6:lo heritage and 

27 Oark Moustakas. (1994). Phenomenological Resean:h Methods. Thousand Oaks: Sage Publications, pp 17-18 
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language. I provide an account of my own experience from my earliest memories of 

Halq'emeylem to my developing passion to learn more about my people's language. Second, I 

begin to develop an understanding of a St6:lo worldview by examining how Halq'emeylem 

expresses best the St6:lo's relationship to the land, to S'6lh Temexw, discovering how we, our 

word and our world blend intimately and spiritually. 'Third, I examine more closely how our 

culture, our identity and our worldview are embedded in words of the Halq' emeylem language 

to illustrate how Halq'emeylem brings these aspects into focus. These explorations stemmed 

from my need to know and understand what happened to our language in its demise and rise, 

to understand what the elders mean when they say "language is central to cultural identity and 

expresses the worldview of its speakers," and to understand what is meant when they say 

"language is a gift from the creatoi8
." By understanding these concepts, it becomes clearer 

how Halq' emeylem expresses intricate cultural nuances important to the St6:lo. These 

concepts were important to this research in order to understand the background context of my 

co-researchers and myself, to provide a backdrop upon which to depict our experiences. :My 

personal experience features largely in this research, and is supported in an heuristic approach. 

Moustakas (1994) says, 

'& self if the researcher is present throofix:ut; the prarss and, WJile understa� the 

phenom:non wih irx:rooing depth, the rf;Searrher also experierm grrmirg self awrerK:Ss and

self k� Heuristic prarsses incarparate creatne self prarsses and se/f disaJl£YU5. 29

28 "Language is a Gift From the G-eator" (1989) is the theme for the Canadian Journal of Native Education. Vol 16, No2.

The theme is drawn from a quote by Onef Mike Mitchell, pl. 

29 Moustakas, p 17. 
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The co-researchers in my study include nine remarkable people who are, or have been, 

associated with the Skulkayn, C.Oqualeetza, and Shxweli programs, and who are dedicated to 

reviving the St6:lo Halq'emeylem language.1vfymain research question is: 

• What does language renewal mean in the lives of the people whose language is

being renewed? In this case, people of the St6:lo community.

The pmpose of my research is to tell the story of a communitys drive to revive their language 

despite predictions for its extinction, to document what this effort means to a community of 

people who believe that without the language they will cease to be a unique people, and finally, 

to illustrate how this revival effort directly affects people's lives. I depict how specific events 

in the context of people's lives illustrate what is meant by "language is central to cultural 

identity," how, "language enhances self-esteem and pride which promotes effective social 

adjustment," and the ways "language expresses the world view of its speakers." As such, I 

intend to reveal the ways in which language revitalization delivers the promises declared in the 

St6:lo Halq' erneylem Language mission statement. 

I intend to reveal what language renewal m:ans to people and to their lives, what inspires people 

to learn "a language that is no longer a viable part of modem Indigenous lifestyles," and to 

reveal how the language identifies who we are in a contemporary context, how it reflects our 

WJdddew today. Thus, by examining meaning, value or inspiration, identity and worldview, I 

connect the use of Halq' ern.eylem to a contemporary cultural context. 
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Documenting what St6:lo Halq'emeylem language renewal means in the context of people's 

lives contnbutes to the dearth of knowledge on language revival. Little is written about how 

individua1s who make up the community are affected by the effort, about what inspires them 

against all odds, and in what ways language revival might restore wholeness to a community. 

By conducting this study, I want to reveal to the community the fruits of their labour. Other 

communities may become inspired to revive their own languages despite the difficulties and 

barriers they might face. 

Maintaining and revitalizing our languages includes broader implications than benefiting our 

immediate welfare as Aboriginal peoples, because our welfare is humanitys welfare. Linguists 

often compare the loss of linguistic diversity in the world to the impact of the loss of flora and 

fauna to extinction, and its effect on humankind. The loss that is often ref erred to is the 

creative and intellectual capacities of the human collective. 

Larlffltllf! reprE5enJs the rmt o-eati:re, penusiw asfX:C!S <f aJt:ure, the rmt intimtJe side <f 

the humm rrind The las <f lang;tag! dirersity uill rrz,an that 7R£ uill rK:lEr eren hare the 

opportunity to appnriate the fall creati1£ capaci,tk <f the hurmn nind (Mithun, 

1998:189).30 

The las <f lirf!µistic dirersity is a las to sdxlarship and sdme. The sdentijic study <f the 

nind is a wrrable pursuit in hurmn inteUeaua1 history, and the hurmn capaaty for 

/ar,guag! is the hurmn rrinls rmt prooirx:ntfeature (Hale, 1998: 192). 31 

30 Marianne Mithun, (1998). The Sigr,ifo:arre if dicersity in� err1:mpm:nt arri preseruuim In Endangered Languages. Ed.
Lenore A Grenoble & Lindsay J. Whaley. Gunbridge: Gunbridge University Press. 

3! Ken Hale. (1998). On errlangmi � arri th urpartan:e if lin,Jµistic dicersity. In Endangered Languages. Ed. Lenore A
Grenoble & Lindsay J. Whaley. Gunbridge: Gunbriclge University Press. p. 192.
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Langµaf!: is the rmt rrussire and inlusire art 'lR£ krJlJllJ a rrwntaina1s and ancnyrrms 

wrk cf umndms gn:ratims (EdzmrdSapir(1921:220}32 

By reading the story of St6:lo Halq' emeylem renewal, others may gain increased understanding 

of the complexities and intricacies of reviving a near extinct language, of why it is so important 

to the people and to humanity generally. Greater understanding may gamer greater moral and 

financial support for the effort. 

A Very Special Wild Strawberry Patch 

The story of St6:lo Halq'emeylem language renewal is not meant to be only a documentation 

of facts. The story intends to serve as an act of "making special33
" the meaning of

Halq'emeylem renewal in our lives today by crafting it as an aesthetic experience.34 "In the

aesthetic experience, we can attain the important sense of coherence necessary for healing to 

occur.35
" I intend my research to be a celebration of revival of our language and a celebration

of the people who are working hard to make it happen. In the presentation of my research, I 

resonate the aesthetic "qualities"36 of /:x>auty, alebratim, -triunph and pcmer, qualities of St6:lo 

Halq'emeylem language renewal manifested in the lives of my co-researchers. "Wild 

strawberries" is a metaphor that weaves throughout this research on what Halq' emeylem 

32 Gystal, p. 40. 

33 Carolyn Kenny. (1996). Thi Dilerrmt if Uniquerxss, An Essay ai Oncia.sms ard Qialities. Nonlic Journal of Music Therapy. 
Vol 5, No. 2, p.94. 

34 The idea of incorporating aesthetic experience in my research -was highly influenced by Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis (1997) 
method of The Art and Science of Portraiture, a method that explicitly "combines syst.ematic, empirical description with 
aesthetic expression." p. 3. Though aspects of the portraiture method resonated with what I wanted to do, its singular focus 
on narrative w-as limiting and I felt a more broadly based aesthetic approach was more useful for my heuristic inquiry. 

35 Kenny (1996). 

36 Ibid, p. 90 
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language renewal means to the St6:lo in the context of their lives today. "Wtld strawberries" is 

borrowed from the Cheam people in S'6lh Temexw. The Halq'emeylem name for Oieam is 

X w:hiy6:mor Oiftm and translates as "uhere there are a/,'lm)S uildstraulmies." 

In my presentation of the research, I craft the co-researchers' interviews into "poetic 

monologues," keeping the co-researchers close to the depictions of their experience, true to an 

heuristic approach. According to Moustakas (1994), 

The mearm participanls remiin ooe to depiai,ans <f their eicperierx:e, telling their indi:ddud 

Ston£5 wth increasing umerstandmt, and msigJt... The depictim itself is cmplete. .. In 

arg:mizing and symlX3izing mearrh data from heuristic studies, transoiptims <f interdew;, 

notl5, pcem, amwrk, and persanal, cla:um:nts are gp,therr!d t4ff1her and <»w,nizru by the 

imfstigp,tnr intxJ a Se£JuerKE that tells the story <f <WJ mf£lrrh participant (p.19 /1
• 

In a column alongside the "poetic monologues," I present my own light interpretation of the 

co-researchers' shared experiences. The co-researchers' experiences represent a ponrayal of 

their story, complete in itself, in vivid alive accurate and meaningful language.38 Finally, I 

provide a composite depiction of the entire group of co-researchers.39 

The co-researchers' experiences illustrate that the promises promulgated in the St6:lo mission 

statement are manifest in their lives as they learn Halq'emeylem and share what they know 

with others. In learning Halq'emeylem, the revivalists have developed a strong sense of St6:lo

identity, a deeper understanding of Riverworldview and increased pride and self-esteem in 

37 Moustakas, p 19. 

38 Moustakas, p. 19. 

39 Ibid. 
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knowing these aspects of their rich St6:16 heritage. The rewards far outweigh the challenges as 

the revivalists have shown great commitment and sacrifice in Halq' emeylem revival work. The 

younger revivalists show a deep respect and reverence toward the fluent speakers who kept the 

language "put away'' in their hearts and minds, and understand the great responsibility they 

shoulder to learn what they can to cany it forward to future generations. The revivalists' 

greatest rewards are gained in hearing the children talk, sing and pray in Halq' emeylem. 

I conclude that Halq' emeylem is indeed a part of modem Indigenous lifestyles and that the 

revivalists' tireless work is reversing the trend toward extinction of the Halq' emeylem language. 

The implications of Halq' emeylem revitalization is that the legacy of invention and creativity of 

a Riverworldview aesthetic can continue into the future, enabling us to appreciate the St6:16 's 

contnbution to the "full creative capacities of the human mind" To cultivate this appreciation, 

our X wmxuqe/, and our S'KWYJ,.w:yim need to be learned by all our community members and 

incorporated in all our educational learning environments. Our language reflects an undeniable 

interconnectedness and interrelationship with our land, and understanding this fact is critical to 

negotiating Aboriginal rights and claims to S'6lh Temexw and all it represents. More 

importantly, the Halq'emeylem revivalists' stories have shown us how reconnecting with our 

language can restore wholeness to ourselves as individuals, to the St6:16 as a people and to the 

legacy of our entire Riverworldview. 

In Chapter 2, I use the terms st�emand stn'lti-lhwhich means "lawd:iss" or «WYflhlesspeople"who 

haw forgJtten tlxir history" and «upper-class" or "'lRlJYthy prople" WJO knaw their history respectively as 

metaphors that weave through the history of language loss and the resulting revitalization 
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efforts. St'axem and smld:lh are used as metaphors for the effects of Canada's practiced 

government assimilation policies, and our efforts to tran.Scend their effects. My own story-as a 

St6:lo of not knowing my history- and my journey to learning it illustrates how the st'dxem and 

smld:lh metaphors manifest in lived experience. The section "Xa:ls and Worlds of Ciaos" 

highlights the chaos brought to our St6:lo world during the overt assimilationist period, 

reminding us of a time of chaos we knew once before. In "Putting things right," I discuss how 

.Aboriginal people united against the 1969 White Paper Policy, marking a turning point in our 

recent history- when .Aboriginal people began to openly assert our .Aboriginal Rights and 

practices against overt assimilation policies. Th.is section is meant to illuminate the socio

politico-historical context in which our experiences manifest. 

In Oiapter 3, I set the Halq' emeylem renewal effort in its physical context by drawing the 

reader into the land of S'6lh Temexw, the land of the St6:lo. Here, I explore the St6:lo 

people's worldview defined by our traditional relationship with S'6lh Temexw, a spiritual 

relationship bound by sm'Stiy:x� the power of vitality, thought and will shared in all of nature. 

Th.is Indigenous "harmony with" philosophy, in contrast to a Western "power over" 

paradigm, sets us worlds apart from the West in terms of how we relate to each other and our 

environment. Our S2fWJ2f#m, our creation stories that tell all of life's teachings revealed at 

the time of creation, incorporates our St6:lo worldview. 1hree stories of Oieam, X 'lllhiy5.m or 

Oijxm, a "place to always get wild strawberries," convey the St6:lo's intimate identification 

with the plants, animals and natural resources in S' 61h Temexw. Our S2f WJ2f#m and our 

relationship with S'6lh Temexw are best expressed in our Xwelmexwqel, our Halq'emeylem 
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language - the most important assertion of our uniqueness. Despite the strong Xwelitem 

influence on our language and lives, the Halq' emeylem word warriors' efforts are beginning to 

breathe the Shxweli of our ancestors throughout S' 61h Temexw. 

Oiapter 4 affirms that in the minds of Aboriginal peoples, language, identity and worldview 

are understood to be inextricably interconnected, and by reconnecting with what that means, 

we may restore wholeness to our communities from the trauma created by the erosion of our 

languages. 1he first and most obvious way that our Halq' emeylem language connects us to 

our identity is in the term we call ourselves, St6:lo, or River, which is central to our lifewayand 

our culture. In essence, the place where the River People and River environment intersect is 

where we derive our understanding of creation, and our Halq' emeylem language is its best 

expression. River world ways permeate the Halq'emeylem language, blended in tenns for time, 

in general directional tenns, and in human body parts. Terms for animals incmporate word 

pictures related to St6:lo creation stories. By breathing life into our Halq' emeylem language, 

we aim to reconnect with our collective memory that is distinctively St6:lo, to reconnect with 

who we are as defined by our ancestors and their relationship to the River, to achieve the 

wholeness for which we yearn. 

Chapter 5 "Iyjlem, E')qiiiha, Yu.wpdha" explores philosophical views of aesthetus, the approach 

I use to conduct and present my research. I draw on Kennys concepts of "humans as 

aesthetic" to establish the nature of the relationship between myself as researcher and my 

participants as co-researchers in this study. In particular, the assumption made that "as one 

moves toward beauty, one moves toward wholeness, or fullest potential of what one can be in 
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the world," befits my research of what Halq'emeylem means in the lives of people -who are 

working to revive it to bring wholeness to their lives as St6:lo people. I conduct an heuristic 

thought experiment of this St6:lo person's aesthetic perspective and arrive at my own 

definition of aesthetic as an "intuitive synchronicity." I pose that using a creative expression 

format to present my research provides a medium for involving the reader in a dynamic of 

" la "
p y. 

In Chapter 6, Picking Wtld Strawberries, refers to how I approach acquiring and presenting the 

richly shared experiences of my co-researchers, including a protocol established with St6:lo

Nation to conduct the research. I explain my methodological use of heuristics as my approach 

for setting the context for the study, and my use of "portraiture" as a method that combines 

academic rigour and creative expression in the presentation of my research. I discuss the 

development of an aesthetic approach for establishing my relationship with the co-researchers 

and presenting their thoughts as "poetic monologues" to involve the reader in a dynamic of 

play. 1he nine co-researchers are represented in three categories of people involved in the 

Halq' emeylem revival work: Elders, Junior Elders and Parents with Oilldren at Home. 

Chapter 7, A Basket of Wild Strawberries, includes nine "poetic monologues" created from the 

interviews with the co-researchers. Juxtaposed to the "poetic monologues, I present a light 

interpretation of what the co-researchers shared. 1he "poetic monologues" include "Sigooi, te' 

si� yxq foend" by Katelfla ; "Teach the OJildn:n With Lme" by Koyalem6t; "A rrawue� cf

'71hat's troe"by Tyrone; "It just has tobmsttbroor;. "by Xwellxwiya; " ... Inmyrrind, I canooit"by
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Kw6se4 "We hare a beautyiddramz"byTfr'elemSpa:th; "]ustg<ingtoteadnnylittlegµy."By Epelel 

; "Ibey 1Rml am, t:augJt on their mm." by Siyamiyateliyot; and "I W1S �tole stubborn" by Y 6malot. 

Chapter 8, Dessert of Wild Strawberries, presents a composite description of the entire group 

of co-researchers, illustrating how their experiences manifest the promises promulgated in the 

St6:lo Nation's mission statement, in a stronger understanding of a St6:lo identity and 

worldview and increased self-esteem and pride. I conclude that Halq'emeylem is part of 

modem Indigenous lifestyles, and that the Halq' emeylem revivalists' experiences reflect a 

movement of reversing the trend toward Halq' emeylem extinction. Their stories have shown 

us how reconnecting with our 1anguage can restore wholeness to ourselves as individuals, to 

the St6:lo as a people and to the legacy of our entire RivetWOrldview. Halq'emeylem 

revitalization and its legacy of thousands upon thousands of years of a Riverworldview 

aesthetic will be enabled to continue into the future, continuing to contnbute to the "full 

creative capacities of the human mind." 
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Chapter 2 

TE ST .AXEM QAS TE SMEIALH 

St'dxem, lower class person, or person who does not know their history, descnbes an aspect of 

many St6:lo people's lives, in that we know little about our rich cultural heritage and language 

as a result of Canada's past assimilation policies. Smla:lh, a high-class person, or a person who 

knows their history, refers here to learning who we are by reconnecting with our language and 

culture, and thereby strengthening our identity as St6:lo people. 

In this chapter, I discuss the demise of Halq'emeylem and efforts to "presetve" the language 

of a "dying race," to the rise of Halq' emeylem in community efforts to restore it to "the 

'normal' language of family and community' once again. The demise of Halq' emeylem, 

brought about largely through the residential school system, wrought the destruction of family, 

the most powerlul means by which language and culture is transmitted. Without 

understanding our identity, language and culture, many of us, confused and ambivalent about 

who we were, were unable to develop self-esteem, pride in being St6:lo. How then, it is asked, 

can restoring the language, restore wholeness to the community? I provide an heuristic 

account of how st'axem and smid:lh featured in my life experiences from a time when to be an 

"Indian" was disdained to a time when we could openly and proudly express our cultural 

traditions. The reversal of the White paper policy was a key to the change in Aboriginal 

peoples' lives as reflected in this St6:lo person's life experiences and in the "poetic 

monologues" of my co-researchers depicted later. The challenge remains in how we can pick 
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up the pieces of our shattered language to revitalize it to functional utility once again. I am 

learning that it is the responsibility of each and every one of us who is concerned about our 

Aboriginal language to explore the deepest recesses of our soul to know what it means for us 

personally to be committed to the renewal effort. 

The Demise and Rise of Halq'emeylem 

My investigation into Halq' emeylem began when I was a first year student in the Native Indian 

Teacher Education Program (NI1EP) at UBC°. My.motivation for writing a paper on the 

topic was born from my desire to learn my own people's language, and finding no materials for 

learning it anywhere. Finally, in 1979, I was introduced, through the Coqualeetza Education 

Training Centre, to a file cabinet of research on Halq' emeylem. I discovered that wooo on 

Halq'emeylem and on the culture of St6:lo people began at a time when Aboriginal people in 

Canada were thought to be a dying race41
, or that works were documented by missionaries 

who sought to save the souls of the people by teaching them the word of "God" in our own 

language 42
• I found little material on Halq' emeylem that was written after 1909, and then

discovered the Sepass Tales {1957), documented by Eloise Street for Chief Sepass who was

concerned that his people's culture was giving way to "white man's ways43
." A list of 

40 Ethel B. Gardner. (1979). Halkardem L� ard Propk. Vancouver. Unpublished student paper for the course Indian 
Studies 141: University ofBritish Columbia. 

41 Franz Boas. (1895). Indian Legends of the North Pacific Coast. Berlin: A Asher & Co; ----. (1890). Fieldnotes on 
Halkomelem Scowlitz Dialect. American Philosophical Society.; Chu-les Hill-Tout. (1904). Ethnological Report on 
StseElis and Skaulits Tnbes. London: Harrison and Sons; -----. (1902). Ethrdlfiad Stut.ies if the Mainlard Halkcmlem, a
ffrusim if the Salish if British O:iumia. In the Report on the Ethnological Survey of Gmada by the British Association for 
the Advancement of Science. 

42 Thomas Gosby. (1907). Among the An-ko-me-nwn. Toronto: William Briggs; ----. (1898). Indian Methodist Hymn 
Book. Onlliwack Chu-les M Tate. 

43 Eloise Street. (1963). Sepass Tales, Songs ofY-Ail-Mihth. Oulliwack Sepass Trust. 
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vocabulary in Halkomelem was recorded during the translation of Chief Sepass' songs. Finally, 

Oliver N. Wells (1965)44, who believed that much of the St6:16 culture was being lost with the 

passing of the language, published a little book of vocabulary in the Halkomelem language in 

hope that it would stimulate the people to learn the language, and serve to help preserve it. 

Oliver and his brother Casey Wells developed a Practical Phonetics System that would enable 

writing the words so they could be pronounced correctly. The System did not require the use 

of phonetic characters, which are not usually understood by the average reader, and it could be 

produced in ordinary type. Up to this point, works "about" the language were documented to 

preserve it, or to "convert" the "heathens," and finally to make it accessible to the people 

whose language was being documented. 

While the Aboriginal languages were being documented and while the Indians' souls were 

being "saved" by Clrristian missionaries, their languages and cultures were being undermined 

by government policies to assimilate them into Canadian society45 Here, we enter one of the 

darkest eras in the history of the Aboriginal peoples of this land - the era of the residential 

schools, where eradication of First Nations languages in favour of English was cruelly and 

coercively promoted As late as the fifties and sixties, the "English only' policy continued to 

be implemented in residential schools even though children could speak only a little of their 

language. The residential school system was the single most powerful force in achieving near 

44 Oliver Wells. {1965). A Vocabulary of Native Words in the Halkomelem Language as used by the Native People of 
the Lower Fraser Valley, B.C Sardis: Oliver Wells. 

45 Ethel B. Gardner & Mandy Jimmy. {1989). RJm;rr,itim and Le;jti,riz,atim if First Natims La1f!fidf!S: B.C Cmllerg!. Canadian 
Jownal of Native Education. Vol 16, No. 2; Cm.son, 1997. 
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extinction of First Nations languages in British Columbia46
, and its most devastating legacywas 

the "destruction of family7 ," the most powerful means by which language and culture is 

transmitted. 

By the 1950's Aboriginal people began to articulate their dissatisfaction with the residential 

school system, and the injustices of the system, which became more apparent to the general 

public, made it difficult to defend their continuing existence48
• Aboriginal children were then 

integrated into the public school system with little concern for including their language, 

culture, heritage and history in the curriculum 49
• Integration served to further erode the St6:lo 

Halq' emeylem language and culture. 

A movement to reverse Aboriginal language and cultural loss in Canada escalated with reaction 

against the 1969 white paper, a government document which proposed to extinguish special 

rights for Indians. The white paper stirred the Aboriginal communities across Gmada to join 

forces in opposing extinguishment. One of the results was the development of a policy 

document by the National Indian Brotherhood (NIB) called Indian C.ontrol of Indian

Education in 1972. The NIB paper which was accepted in principle by the government, 

promoted among other educational endeavours, a call for funds to support language 

revitalization efforts. Further, the white paper supported the funding of cultural centres for the 

46 Gardner & Jimmy. p. 7.

47 Carlson, p. 102. 

4s Ibid., p. 103 

49 I-Jany B. Hawthorn. (1960). The Indians of British Colwnbia: A Study of Contemporary and Social Adjustment 
Toronto, Vancouver. University of Toronto Press and the University of British Columbia. 
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development and preservation of First Nations cultures and languages50
• The Coqualeetza

Education Training Centre, which began as a B.C Provincial Gtltural Centre, established in 

1973, aimed to preserve and promote St6:lo culture and language. 

In the meantime, little attention had been paid to Halq' emeylem language revival since the 

Wells (1965) work, until 1972, when members from the Skulkayn Band acquired some funding 

through C.anada :Manpower's Local Initiatives Program. Through this funding, the Sku1kayn 

Heritage Project, administered and staffed by local St6:lo people, began collecting data on 

language and culture from 1972 to 1974. In 1970, Brent Galloway began research on 

Halq'emeylem, continued from 1975 to 1981 at Coqualeetza Education Training Centre, and 

continues to work on the language51
• 

Galloways works proved to be very useful for establishing Band School language programs. 

Siyamtelot-52 notes that language retention programs in the Band Schools were highly 

influenced by the linguistic approach, which in the 1970s was thought to be the state-of-the art 

and the best method. Teaching techniques which focussed on grammar, sounds, drill and 

correction, did not promote understanding of the cultural identity, meaning or significance 

inherent in the language. :My own observations of a community school's language program 

corroborate some of Siya.mtelot concerns. In my study ef Se.abird Island Cnrmrnity Sdxxi:

Unique Features <fan Indian Band Sdxxi,, I discovered that the students were learning 

50 Gardner & Jimmy, p. 3 

51Galloway(l988). Tk Upmer Halq'enijemL� Prqrfamat Oqua/,relza. Hwnan Organization. Vol 47, No. 4. 

s2 Siyamtelot (Shirley D. l.eon). (1987). L� is Odtwe, Odtme is L� (rruroramunj. Sardis: Cbqualeetza Education 
Training C.entre. 
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Halq' emeylem everyday from elders, but only for about 15 minutes for kindergartners and ½

hour per day for older students. The parents, however, knew very little, if any of the language 

to be able to reinforce it at home53
• Thus, we encounter an intergenerational gap, a missing 

link of the natural transmission of the language from parent to child. However, in the 1970s 

and 1980s, few if any St6:lo parents were found who could commit to a sustained set of 

Halq' emeylem classes for several years to learn the language from scratch ( Galloway 2002, 

p.c.).

In 1995, a small group of St6:lo community members began the arduous task, with support 

from the Chilliwack School District, of establishing a program for adults who would commit 

themselves to learning St6:lo Halq'emeylem to eventually become Halq'emeylem teachers. 

This effort came to be named the St6:lo Shxweli Halq'emeylem Language Program. This 

program spawned a number of initiatives, including four levels of Halq' emeylem language for 

community members, and a Halq'emeylem Linguistics Proficiency Diploma program where

participants learned linguistics, cultural anthropology and teaching methods. Shxweli Program 

participants completed the Native Adult Instructors Diploma Program (NAID), which 

focussed on how to teach Halq' emeylem and included a practicum experience. The Shxweli 

Program is now implementing a longer term goal of establishing fluency in Halq'emeylem for 

its adult participants in the Intensive Halq' emeylem Language Fluency Program. Finally, in 

partnership with the Faculty of Education at Simon Fraser University, St6:lo Nation will be 

able to offer a university-accredited Developmental Standard Term Qrtificate (DSTQ in 

53 Ethel B. Gardner. {1986). Unique Featurrs if a Barri-Onrdled Sdxxi: 1be Seabird Island O:mrunity Sdxxl,. Canadian Journal of 
Native Education Vol 13, No. 1, pp 15-32. 
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Halq'emeylem Language and Culture54
• The DSTC is designed to lead to a full professional 

teaching certificate for teaching kindergarten to grade seven. 

The Halq' emeylem revival movement is happening within a larger revival movement

throughout Canada and B.C of Aboriginal peoples working to revitalize their languages. 

Aboriginal language communities compete for federal and provincial dollars targeted for 

Aboriginal languages that often fall short of the needs and requirements of the communities. 

Sponsorship toward preservation of the Halq'emeylem language have included: the Indian 

Studies Support Program/The First Peoples Cultural Foundation/The BC Ministry of 

Education Skills and Training/BC Heritage Language Program/The Chilliwack, Hope, 

Langley, Mission and Abbotsford School Districts. Individual St6:lo First Nations also 

contribute cultural dollars from their budgets toward Halq'emeylem revitalization.55

Additionally, the St6:lo Shxweli conduct their own fundraising locally to purchase class jackets 

and pay for luncheons, Salmon Bar-B-Ques and other expenses.56 

Halq' emeylem revival activities stretch beyond the programs and individual local communities.

The twenty-four St6:lo Bands who may not always see eye to eye politically, agree that all must 

work together toward the common goal of Halq'emeylem revitalization. The La/em )t' 

54 On December 6, 1999, the British Columbia College of Teach= approved a proposal for a DSTC Program in 
Halq'emeylem Language and G.ilture. The progr.un, submitted by St6:lo Nation in partnership with Simon Fraser
University, allows teacher training geared specificallyfor language and culture to be offered in a flexible manner. Participants 
in the program undertake 45 credits in language and culture. The proposal includes the four levels of community 
Halq'emeylem courses, Htlq'erne}iem Linguistics Proficiency Certificate {SCES), and the Intensive Halq'emeylem Language
Fluency courses. 

55 T'i.1:'elem Spath - Eddie Gardner. {April 6, 1998). Ay Lexw te Sto:lo Shxwelf, the Spirit if the Sto:lo Liles. Sqwelqwels ye Sto:lo, 
True Stories of the St6:lo Nation •. Vol 1, Issue 2. 
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Selfl,ex1J£, House of Elders of St6:lo Nation government called on all the people within all 

twenty-four St6:lo Bands to unite to work together toward revitalizing our language. A 

meeting was convened on November 17, 2000, at the St6:lo Government House inviting 

people involved in language initiatives within all twenty-four St6:lo Bands.57 Te Sqwdte/,tset 

Sq'ep, Our Language Group, was formed, and a celebration of St6:lo language and culture was 

held June 13, 2001 at the Richard Malloway Memorial Longhouse. On October 20-21, 2000 

and May 11-12, 2001, language workers from the three Halkomelem dialects met in Nanaimo 

hosted by the Snuneymuxw Band, to determine how to work together as a common inter

intelligible language. This group called themselves Qput Tu Sqwls. Halq'emeylem workers 

attend meetings regarding the larger Salishan language family group, for example, that of the 

Salishan Language Conference, which the St6:lo hosted in partnership with the University of 

British Columbia on August 8-10, 2001.58 

Further networking is made possible through the Aboriginal Language Sub-Committee of the 

First Nations Education Steering Committee (FNESQ, a provincial organization of Aboriginal 

people who work in First Nations education in B.C The FNESC Aboriginal Language Sub

Committee negotiated a framework with the BC College of Teachers for an Interim Teaching 

Certificate and a Developmental Standard Term Certificate (DSTQ in First Nations Language 

56 Marianne Ignace. (1998). The Handbook for Aboriginal Language Program Planning in BritishColwnbia,AReport 
prepared for the First Nations Education Steering Committee Aboriginal Language Sub-Committee, p. 84. 

57 Ethel B. Gardner. (2000). Upmer Ha/q'enijem Gdheri,,g Report. Notes of meeting held November 17, 2000 held at St6:lo 
Government House in Sardis, B.C 

58 Ethel B. Gardner. (2001). Halq'enijem Langµaw A<tiutii3. A document prepared for and distributed at the Te Sqwelteltset 
Sq'ep gathering to celebrate St6:lo language and culture held June 13, 2001 at the Richard Malloway Memorial Longhouse in 
Sardis. 
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and Culture. St6:lo Nation is represented on the Aboriginal Language Sub-Cmnmittee, which 

enables them to network with other language groups and organizations in B.C, nationally and 

internationally. 

St6:lo Nation can look locally, nationally and internationally to exemplary language 

revitalization initiatives upon which to model their own when the conditions and climate are 

right. The Te Kohanga Reo language nests of the Maori are often looked to as an ideal model 

descnbed as follows: 

A k� no is a 'lRhanaulfarrily fuse WJeYe a de!:ikrate effort is mule to create a Maori 

aJtural emirwmznt, in 7ihuh Maori la�� 'llUU!5 and custom are naturally arqui:,-ed by 

pn5cha:1 children from their kmmwua (elders). ThralfiJ the exarrple <f the 'lRhanau, the 

children learn ardJa (!me and ronpassiay, rYW'!Mkifarw ( � �ity), 

Wtt11aU!1/j+tmyW (farrily nspoosililities) and they are taugJt traditum/, k� crafts 

and custom, all th-raw the mdi,um<f the Maori /anguag?. 59 

Unfortunately, at this time, St6:lo have too few elders and fluent speakers to replicate kcharrtfl 

?ID in the manner described above. However, at the Chawathil First Nation, some form of 

replication is being attempted by having babies in their Headstart program listen to audiotapes 

in Halq'emeylem. 60 Another exemplary model exists in the Kahnawake Mohawk immersion 

program, the first Aboriginal language immersion program in Canada, modelled on French 

immersion programs in Quebec.61 In B.C the duef Atahm School located on the Adams 

Lake Reserve in the Shuswap Nation first operated a "Language nest" daycare, and by 1998

59 Ignace, p. 50. 

ro Ethel Gardner, 2000. p. 5. 

61 Ignace, p. 35. 
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evolved into a Band Operated School with full immersion instruction for 38 students enrolled 

in grades K-12.62 St6:lo communities require speakers who are highly fluent in Halq'emeylem 

to attempt in any significant way the exemplary models discussed here, and are working to 

remedy the situation in this respect. 

Despite the challenge of not having many highly fluent speakers, St6:lo Halq' emeylem 

language initiatives are now offered in communities, in public and Band schools, and include a 

program for developing a pool of highly fluent adults who will bear the responsibility for 

carrying the language to future generations. All of these activities are important for reviving 

Halq' emeylem to "a state where it is once again the nonnal language of family and 

community.63
" These activities, and others, seIVe to increase the visibility and prestige of the

language within the community64, and promote rormunity use of the language - the ultimate 

guarantee of its vitality65
• 

The most effective strategy for promoting wide-spread community use would be to make the 

goal of the Halq'emeylem renewal effort a goal of contnbuting to restoring the mental, 

spiritual, physical and emotional wholeness of the community.66 We need to recognize what a

huge role language plays in understanding who we are as St6:lo people and to understand the 

huge void created in our lives and communities with language loss. With language loss we lost 

62 Ignace, p. 59.

63 Mark Fettes. {1992). A Guith to L� StmJeties for First Natiais Carrmnities. Ottawa: Assembly of First Nations Language 
and Literacy Secretariat.

64 Ibid, p. 1 O 

65 Ibid., p. 20 

66 Ibid, p. 3 
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our connection with our cultural heritage and with the land. By regaining our language as 

individuals, we can regain that sense of connection as a people, and as a community. 

Suppression of the language, as stated earlier, and the way in which it was done, did indeed 

create family and community dysfunction in the process of enforcing a banier to the natural 

tr.msrnission of the language and culture from one generation to the next. 1his fact begs the 

question: Can restoring the language restore wholeness to our community? We can know this 

by understanding how restoring the language maruf ests in the lives of the people in the 

commumty. 

St6:lo Halq'emeylem language revival is an evolving process, so it is not likely that we will find 

it at this point being "the 'normal' language of family and community." In my study, I intend 

to shed light on how Halq'emeylem evolved in the context of St6:lo peoples' lived experiences. 

In the next section, I off er my own account of how Halq' emeylem evolved in my life from 

having heard only a few phrases at one time to developing a burning desire to learn all I could 

about this language that, in the words of the elders, identifies who I am as a St6:16 person. 

Sqwelqwels
61 

the Ethel: Unlearning St'tixem 

"Please sing 'My Home by the Fraser,' Mom,'' I would ask repeatedly. And Mom would 

humour me. The song raised images I remembered of Hope, B.C, of the mountains and lakes 

and rivers, of the wild flowers, benies, salmon and oolichans. We were called the "half-breeds 

who lived down the hill." We lived on the margins of the town, in a house my father built 

67 Sqwelqwel and S;i&Wo..wiyam are described in the section called "Spoken Literature: St6:lo Oral Narratives" written by M. 
Teresa Grrlson, Keith Thor Carlson, Brian Thom & "Sonny" McHalsie, May 1996. Sqwelq-wel is a categoiy of St6:lo oral 
narratives which deal with contempor.uy or recent histoiy rather than with the time of the transformer Xa:ls. 
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himself. Even today, some people remember the little slope at the end of Wallace Street as 

Gardner's Hill. Our food staple was mainly salmon, salmon prepared in every way imaginable, 

salmon three times a day. And then, when the oolichans ran, we ate nothing but oolichans for 

a while. This diet seemed really quite normal to me, the only diet I knew. We would play by 

the creeks and the lakes, and we would often go to Kawkawa Lake for swims, and for picnics. 

All these things seemed pretty normal to me. Our little neighbour friends came to play with 

us, and we were oblivious to the cliff erences, except for one that I remember. We would never 

have shoes. Our friends wanted to be like us, and would take off their socks and shoes, but 

their feet would hurt when we played on the dirt road, the pebbles hurt their feet. Our soles 

had become tough. We liked who we were then. 

But our souls would soon become fragile. Going to school, we learned that we were different. 

One day walking home from school, my playmate stopped us in our tracks and said: "Look at 

our hands! Our hands are different colours. Mine are light and yours are dark!" And more 

and more, it became apparent that we were dark and that it mattered I remember when I 

went to the hospital to get my tonsils out, and one of the other children cried and cried, until 

finally she was moved to another room where there were no "Indians." 

"What are you doing?" my older sister said to me one day when I was about six years old "I 

am washing my hands," I said "But, you have been washing and washing and washing," she 

said, ""Why are you doing that?" "Because I want them to be nice and white like my 

mother's," I said Well, my mother's hands were not white at all, but they sure were not as 

brown as my dark little suntanned hands. How soon we learned that "white is right." 
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"Saum[!A Saum[!A," came the words in a tone that meant the caller was aiming to hurt. My 

siblings and I and my Mom were taken to a faraway land, far away from the salmon, far from 

the familiar lakes and streams to a foreign place. The place was cold, the language was French. 

We lived in Sept-Iles, Quebec, for most of my growing years. My siblings and I often talked 

about the fond memories we cherished of our "home by the Fraser." Living in Sept-Iles, away 

from our homeland, was lonely, if only for the familiar environment we knew, and to be close 

to relatives and others who were more like us than anyone we knew there. Yes, in Sept-Iles, 

there were "Indians." Theywere called the Montagnais then, and now they call themselves the 

Innu, not Inuit, but Innu. They lived on a reserve right at the edge of the city; and they spoke 

their own language, and French. We were separated by language, at first. Later, we would be 

able to communicate with each other in French, the language of C.anada's other "founders." 

Dad was upwardly mobile as an employee of the Quebec North Shore & Labrador Railroad 

where he was promoted from labourer, to foreman, and on to Road.master. Being an 

Anglophone was a boon in this way, which proved to be economically beneficial for our 

family, better than for many of the Innu and French C.anadians who mainly worked as 

labourers. Being "half-breed" would prove to be a bane. 

We never seemed to fit in anywhere. We were Indians, but not Montagnais. We were 

apparently Scottish, but not white. When we came home crying because our playmates would 

taunt us with the familiar refrain, "Indian! Indian!" Dad would reassure us that we were not 

"Indians." He would tell us that we were "half-breeds" and that we were Scottish. We could 

take some solace in being only "half" Indian, as it was only half bad to our 'friends' who were 
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able to rationalize that it would be okay to associate with our white half, I guess. That idea 

would only be half insulting to us, but nonetheless gave us some immediate respite from being 

completely excluded from having playmates. In reality, Dad was right in saying that we were 

not "Indians." Legally right, that is. We were not "Indians" according to the Indian Act. His 

father gave up his Indian "status" to own land, to vote and to be allowed to drink alcohol with 

his buddies, none of which were allowed if you were an "Indian" under the Act. In effect, we 

were st'axem, "worthless people" who did not know their history: And such was our status in 

society. 

The word "St6:lo" was never spoken in our home. l\,fyparents were not ashamed of it in any 

way; they simply did not know the term. Nor was it ever understood that our St6:1o language 

was called Halq' emeylem. At home, Dad felt free to banter around with Mom in the few 

phrases of Halq'emeylem that he knew. Mom never spoke it, but understood what my Dad 

was saying. Sometimes he would call us "re-e-al Xwflmxuf8," and told us that it meant we 

were re-e-al Indians. I guessed that being re-e-al Indians was different than being just Indian. 

On a very private level, I knew that he meant we should be proud to be X wmx14 but that in 

public we should know that to be "Indian" was to be disdained. At home I felt proud and 

distinct to be Xwelmexw, to be real. Mom and Dad and most of my siblings gradually moved 

back to British Columbia, to our homeland, and in 1975 I joined them. I longed to know who 

68 According to linguist Donna Gerdts, "real people" is actually the literal translation of the term" X,ui/,mx71{ and that it refers 
more specifically to a cultural group, such as Coast Salish rather than to all "Indians." In T 6:lmels Ye Siyely6lexwa, 
Wisdom of the Elders, a Halq'emeylem Classified Word List, (1980), C.Oqualeetz.a Education Training Centre, 
"X '1Jiimxw' is listed as meaning "Indian," and in Brent Gallo"\Vay's (1999). Finkrfist for Upmer Halq'emijem, "Xvvelmexw" is 
listed as referring generallyto mean North American Indian 
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I was, and unknown to me at that time, that longing meant I wanted to be smla:lh, a "worthy 

person," a person who knows her history. 

In 1977, when I discovered the Native Indian Teacher Education {NllEP) Program at UBC,, 

my quest began in earnest to know the story of what happened to us as "Indian" people, as 

X uelxu.imxw. When I first laid eyes on NilEP's little brochure, the words Indian Studies

stood out. Wow, I thought, an opportunity to learn something about "re-a-al Indians." The 

brochure also stated that the Indian students would study together in a field center for two 

years before going on to the University of British O:>lumbia (UBQ campus. That setup 

appealed to me enormously, and I was in awe that even going to university was an option for 

me. I applied to NllEP, and was accepted. Leaming about Indians with other Indians 

instilled in me a sense of comfort and acceptance as I had never known in my entire life. And 

so began my journey, not to just become an elementary school teacher, but also to learn what 

it meant to be St6:lo, to be X wlmxw The learning would come from books, and also from 

the many community connections we would make through the NilEP Program. Ironically, 

education, which served as a tool to eradicate our X wflmxw identity, would now serve to 

strengthen it. 69 

69 Roland O:irisjohn, Sheny Young and Michael Maraun. (1997). The Circle Game: Shadows and Substance in the Indian 
Residential School Experience in Canada. Penticton: Theytus Books. The authors called residential schools "total 
institutions" which setved to produce not a new self, but a no self at all among its inmates, the student populations. This 
effect earned over into society at large, in my experience. 
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I decided that I wanted to learn the language of my people whom I discovered were called 

St6:lo, the River People, and who spoke the Upriver dialect of the Halkomelem language70
• I 

had a fairly good command of the English language and had a good level of fluency in French

having learned it in schooi in social settings and in work settings while living in Quebec. I

thought I had a knack for learning languages since French came easily. Naively, I looked in all

the major bookstores. Nothing. Then I looked in the public hbrary. Nothing. How could it

be? Nothing, anywhere. This invisibility of my people's language was my first lesson in how

little our X wf/,mxw languages were valued in Canadian society, and further evidence of our

staxemstatus. 

What on earth happened? I wanted to know why it was that I could find ample materials on 

so many European languages, Asian languages, and even some books on :Mayan. And none 

on the language of the St6:lo people. Why was it that most of the X u.imxw I met did not 

speak our language? The Innu in Sept-Iles spoke their own language before they learned 

French. As I pursued mypost-secondatyeducation, I began to learn.why. I began to learn the 

story about my people, about how we were nearly completely decimated by diseases that 

anived before its caniers, the colonizers, who would attempt to annihilate us out of existence 

through assimilationist policies and laws.71 It became clear to me that this story was about 

70 Wilson Duff. (1952). The Upper Stalo Indians of the Fraser River of B.C Victoria: British Columbia Provincial 
Museum, Ibis book was my first introduction to information about St6:lo heritage. 

71 Carlson. In Oiapter 2 "First Ontaa: SmJJpax \:t sukrESs 1kt m mrJidre mJd � am m persm esazp/" deals entirely with the 
smallpox epidemic, its anival and its impact. Oiapter 5 addresses the government instituted laws and policies aimed at 
assimilating Aboriginal people. 
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power, "the capacity to influence or force others to behave in prescnbed ways."n Abuse of 

power was tempered in St6:lo culture, tempered by the wisdom and teachings of thousands of 

years. Within the St6:lo culture, there exists a wonderful story about power and influence, and 

that is, the story of Xa:ls,73 which told us who we were as St6:lo people and how we should 

conduct ourselves. 1bis code of conduct served us well until the arrival in our midst of the 

Xwelftem, and our St6:lo world as we knew it would never be the same thereafter. 

Xa:ls and Worlds of Chaos: Xwelitem Encounter 

The story of Xa:ls brings us as far back in time as any St6:lo can fathom. Xa:ls came into the 

world at a time when there was little order, at a time when evil spirits, people with power, 

animal people, deformed men and other creatures prevailed C1Juhelh Si;tf:m, the Great Spirit, 

creator of the earth and humanity, sent Xa:ls to earth in order "to put things right." A St6:lo 

elder puts it this way: 

Xa:ls is the Little Omst.. There WIS a tirre WJen the WJYfd WIS a la dijfermt than it is 

now Many � uere wth pooer; both prople andanimils andother beinf§. Manyprople 

axJd cra:tte � their mm wry If a min wnted a d££r, Ix! crdd fix, it or wsh it; Ix! 

didn't haie w hunt far it Others axJd Sf£ � lxfare they hapJxnd, and a-hers uere gjfied 

wth the p<mers if transfor,mtim Gal didn't like this so Ix! sent Xa:ls, the Little Omst, 

dmm w rruke tm1'f§ rigx. ScrrE -petple uere txxJ smm and abused their pmer-so Gal sent 

Xa:ls dmm w destroy thae WXJ uere fXJ"lf£rfid (AK, 198 5 cited inM dJs, 1990:6}.7 4 

n Oiarles V. Willie. Race, Ethnicity and Socioeconomic Status: A Theoretical Analysis of Their Interrelationship. 
Bayside, New York 11360: General Hall, Inc. 1983. 

73 X.kls is mentioned in a number of sources, by Street, Mohs, Carlson and Thom. 

74 Gordon Mohs. (1990). Sto:lo Sacred Ground. For: World Archaeological Congress II, Barquisimeto, Venezuela, 
September 4-8. 
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The stories of the time of Xa:ls are called S�w�7Riyim5 and tell about who we are as St6:lo 

people, about how we should conduct ourselves and of the consequences of not conducting 

ourselves properly. These stories are our St6:lo stories, not stories of origin such as the Judeo

drristian Genesis story, but of a myth-age world, stories with mystery beyond our ken. 

S��wyim acknowledges people who lived before the "first people." Each communitys 

origin story tells of a time of tragedy when nearly all the people in the Fraser Valley die, leaving 

only one man and one woman alive. These two survivors, who resided in separate villages, 

eventually find one another and repopulate the land thereby becoming the "first people." 

S�w�wyimserved us well and taught us: 

the fandarrmtal WURS and aaept«l lxb:nuur if the StJ5:"5 {for exarrple, uhy gjuamy and 

lazirx:ss are � and the risks if sex utd -prurrisadty). In a-her 'lilJYlis, haw to liie. 

the dJaaic nature if the 'lPUdd during the jX!>ia/, WJidJ existed Lefore the arriwl, if the 

XeKd:ls, and thewforr, the rm5sity if the appeararxe ef.XeKti:ls "to mike the 'lPUdd riw,:." 

the � origin/ grrmrh if a <Drl1'Ul1ity if peqie {for instarxe, the "original," armtors 

if the Katzie people. 

explanations for the intimite kinship (relations) retliPen certain resanrrs and mriats St/xw 

arrmmiJies, (i.e m:lar tnB, sturgn1, and sa:key! sdrrny and also explanations for the 

Clt1fi,ns if specific ww-aphim/, .feau,:r€s (i.e a � s� or widpa:l in a rertain part if the 

riw-). 

the arigj:n and chartKter if animus and plant, resanrrs {for instarxe, d:g sabmn are striµd 

lxrause as people they 'lilJYe striped liankets and lim in hatses pairTliJi uith stripes. T alay 

75 On the Internet a site http://web20.mindlink.net/ stolo/ oralnarr.htrn called the Sto:lo Cuniculum Consortium contains 
several sections. The S;i,.'OOJS.'Uiyfm are described in the section called "Spdeen Literature Sta/a 0-al Narratir.es" written by M 
Teresa Carlson, Keith Thor Carlson, Brian Thom & "Sonny' McHalsie, May 1996. 
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the crrlar trre prod.des prople wth mmy thirf§ brause arigjnal}y he 1i1IS a mm WJO 1i1IS 

kind and� wall 

the inherent charaderistus if <ertain ral:¥1Y(e prrxurem:nt areas {the sabrm hiby story 

illustrat£S WX?Ye g:xx/, sdrrm can k cat,fpt, and W'Jy salmn in other kxatims taste b:td (1( 

(J(J'e poorly}. 76 

And so, we learn that our St6:lo stories tell us "how to live." Our S�w�ui;tf,m teach us that 

not changing unacceptable behaviour will keep our world in chaos. S�w�ui;tf,m defined who 

we were, where we came from, how to act, and defined our relationship with each other and 

with the world around us. S��uiyimtaught respect for "power." 

Our "way of life" and our S��ui;tf,m served us well, until the arrival in our midst of the 

powerful diseases which came with the European explorers, traders and colonizers. Our 

peoples' lives were thrown into turmoil with these diseases, and our prayers and our medicines 

would not work Our leaders, our medicine people were helpless against the ravages of the 

disease epidemics, diseases unknown in our repertoire of knowledge. Thousands of St6:lo 

people died, thousands of people who were the keepers of our culture who never had the 

chance to pass on the original traditions and ways. What of our language must have gone with 

them? Nonetheless, with the arrival of the Europeans, a new kind of co-existence with other 

human beings would force the reshaping of St6:lo identity, a reshaping of identity strongly 

determined by the St6:lo in the face of adversity and planned anniliilation of that identity. Our 

stories, as previously mentioned, told us that we survived this kind of tragedy before. 

76 lbid 
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We were thrown against a whole new element, that of the Europeans themselves, with their 

trade, their whisky and guns, their search for gold, their religions, their education and finally 

their land grab.77 We called them Xuelitem,78 "the hungry ones." They called us savage,

Siwash,79 Indians, undeserving of land we did not "develop." Their population grew and grew

while ours dwindled. They wanted us out of the way so they could take the land and call it 

their own. And while they attempted to annihilate who we were as Indians, the term by which 

they named us and invented us, they thought they could destroy the X wflmxw they did not 

know. Their aim was to ensure that we would not survive as a distinct people among them. 

And try as they might, and with all their might, to achieve their aim, the X wflmxwwould not 

disappear. 

With all their might, and with all their power and influence, the Europeans created in our 

communities a state of extreme chaos - shades of the chaotic time of Xa:ls. Disease, guns, 

whisky, foreign religions, a foreign education and a foreign government bent on stamping out 

all that was X u.imxw prevailed among us. Our very own ways of life were outlawed by the 

foreign government, and our children were stolen and taken away from the influences of our 

communities where our ways of life were still practiced. Our children were taken to residential 

schools to instill in them the ways of the X 'lR£litem, to make them forget and to disdain the 

77 Carlson. Giapters 3 and 4 cover the Fur anJ Salnm Tratk Era as well as the Exµoratim, anl. Settlerrmt <f S'(Jh Tenixw(Otr
Lai-4. 

78 Carlson. The term X welrtem dates back to 1858 acconling to Elder Dan Milo when the gold miners arrived and were poorly 
provisioned, thus called "hungry people" or "starving people." Today, the St6:lo use the term to refer to the Xwelltem 
insatiable appetite for land and resources, p. 54. It is from the Chinook Jargon vocabulary. Xwi is "starve" and that may 
reinforce the "hungry ones." 
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X wmxw. Our ways went underground, practiced away from prying X 7iiditem eyes. And 

despite the residential schools, which were the single most powerful means of destroying our 

language through harsh coercive methods, many of our elders kept the knowledge of our 

language locked inside their minds. Our resistance was strong, but subdued when among the 

X7iidftem 

Putting Things Right in Our World: Reversing the White Paper Policy 

The year 1969 marked a turning point in the history of overt assimilation practices when Prime 

Minister Pierre Elliot Trudeau boldly presented Canada with the infamous White Paper 

Policy8° which proposed to eliminate special status for Indians once and for all. Indian leaders 

from across Canada joined in a united front in opposition against the policy, and had it 

reversed. While language and cultural practices had gone underground, .Aboriginal people 

were now determined more than ever to openly express their unique cultural identities, or, they 

feared, they might soon cease to exist as a distinct people with distinct Aboriginal Rights. 

But how can we understand the story about the relations between the X wmxwand X 7iiditerrt 

I tum to another story about "how to live," another story about how "to put things right" in 

this world. It is called, "Social Theory for a Science of Humanity,"81 which illustrates how

79 Oosby. The Coast Indians were spoken of generally as Si-washes, taken from the Olinook Jargon word for "Indian." Some 
thought it to be a corruption of the French word "Sauvages," a term used by the Nor'westers. It -w:tS also believed to be a 
corruption of the term "Salish'' vmich V\/IIS actually a misnomer, p. 9-10. 

80 Carlson, pp. 103-104. 

s1 diarles V. Willie. (1983). Race, Ethnicity and Socioeconomic Status: A Theoretical Analysis of Their 
Interrelationship. Bayside, New York 11360: General Hall, Inc. "Social Theory for a Science of Humanity' is the last 
chapter of his book 'While the story of X/4·/s is set in St6:16 mythic times with the probability of thousands of years in the 
making, "Social Theory for a Science of Humanity' = written in more recent times by an African-American man whose 
people have existed only a few centuries on the North American continent. Willie (1983) draws his theory from his own 
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dominants and subdominants in society who by working through conflictual situations can 

arrive at cooperative solutions. 

Canada's assimilationist actions were self-serving, serving Canadian society at the expense of 

the Xu.imxwwho were harmed and devastated in the process. The policy was flawed in that 

it was imposed on the very people who were excluded from involvement in designing it. 

When the White Paper was presented to the citizens of Canada, X u.imxw exercised their 

power of veto as subdominants against the dominants' proposal to finalize the assimilation 

process. The united front that Aboriginal peoples formed against the Policy forced the 

interaction between the dominants and subdominants, which resulted in a reversal of the 

policy. Had X wmxwcooperated with the oppressive Policy decision to extinguish Aboriginal 

Rights, we would have been cooperating in our own oppression, which was what the 

government expected But we did not. We were in conflict with it, and opposed it. Canada, 

on the other hand, could have chosen to impose the policy anyway, but did not. Instead, 

Canada cooperated by taking some small steps toward dismantling over a century of 

assimilation initiatives. This example illustrates the dynamics of how social structure and social 

analysis of how Blacks in America have transcended in many v.iays the unequal power relations between them and White 
America during the civil rights movement. Willie's Theory includes three major components. They are: a) the 
interdependent relationship between the individual and society, b) a social structure of interaction between dominant and 
subdominant groups, and c) the inevitable social processes of cooperation and conflict co-existing simultaneously. Together, 
these components form the social context from which we may fmd opportunities for correcting harmful acts in society. 
First, while society tends to promote stability by establishing norms, the individual tends to fall av.iay from the norm, and has 
a tendency to promote change in society. Second, effective social organizations include interaction between dominant and 
subdominant groups in their social structure. Dominants hold social power and control the resources in society, and their 
role is to establish universal principles of � if aaJ!SS to resources. Subdominants have the power of veto, that is, they 
have the choice not to cooperate in acts or structures that are oppressive to them. Third, cooperation is inevitable because 
all individuals are interdependent; none is self-sufficient. One person must do for another what the other cannot do for 
oneself. Conflict is inevitable because society consists of groups or categories of people with different power interests who 
aim to fulfill different pwposes. One could analyze at length the X'lDlftem/X�wrelations in terms of Willie's "Theory 

for a Science of Humanity." 
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process operating effectively can help solve issues that are harmful toward particular groups in 

society. The reversal of the White Paper Policy opened the door to Aboriginal people to 

revitalize their languages and cultures, which were in many cases, by this time, close to 

extinction. Great challenges toward this effort lay ahead, even thirty years later. 

Becoming Smelti:lh: Rising to the Challenge 

Our language diminished swiftly in the last half centuty to near extinction. The challenge of 

our St6:lo communities will be to make our Halq' emeylem language come alive again, trI!

d.-jex� to be spoken from the lips of our people and transmitted once again in a natural 

fashion to our children. The work toward this aim has begun already through the Coqualeetza 

Education Training Centre and through the St6:lo Shxweli Halq' emeylem Language Program. 82

Coqualeetza, with the Halq' emeylem speaking elders, and a dedicated linguist, produced 

materials that have been used to teach the language in schools, and in more informal settings 

for adults. The St6:lo Shxwelt Program, which means spirit or life farre if the St/J:lo, aims to teach 

adults who are dedicated to learning the language and to becoming teachers of the language. 

Results to date for both initiatives fall far short of fluency. The question becomes, can these 

efforts achieve the goal of language revitalization? Can the current levels of motivation and 

inspiration be sustained? Or can we expect slowing of momentum to the point of 

discouragement and abandonment of the effort? 

82 Maureen Bracewell (August 1997). "Halq'enijem L� Prqff-am in Sta$ Territory An Histnrird R.edew an:l Ourent 
Summry." Report prepared for St6:lo Nation. Bracewell elaborates in detail on the historical development of both 
Coqualeetza and St6:lo ShxweH. 
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Dauenhauer & Dauenhauer (1998) in Endangered Languages83 talk about how difficult 

work in revitalizing an endangered language can be: 

Work� wth N ati:re A m:rican /angµaf15 r.an le sad and depnss� stressfal, and fall if 
grief. ili is al:U0)5 ded� wth death and dfe& m only if the indiudua/, elders, but 

auru1atiuiy if the langµa� itself (p. 94}. 

They further say that "if it doesn't feel spiritually good to study [the endangered language], 

there is little hope that the language will sutVive in any form at all." And herein lies a key to 

determining the success of our revitalization effort. We need to know how we really feel about 

learning the language.84 "What fears, anxieties and insecurities about our language do we need 

to transcend, and what do we need to do to transcend these feelings and emotions? We need 

to know what kind of commitment, sacrifice, and effort we are personally willing to make to 

learn our language, and further, to use it in our daily lives and to transmit it to the next 

generations. All the technology, all the programs and all the money in the world, although 

helpful in an ideal situation, will be useless unless our whole community of St6:lo people is 

inspired spiritually to do whatever it takes to put our language on our lips, and in a way, "to 

put things right" in S'flh Tenixw We can choose: st'dxemor smla:lh. 

Today, we can openly be proud of who we are as St6:16 people. We can openly practice our 

cultural ways to fit into todays society. We are healing our people by strengthening their 

identity, instilling in them pride in who we are as a distinct St6:16 people, no longer strangers in 

83 Nora Marks Dauenhauer and Richard Dauenhauer. (1998). T «l:mim/,, emtuml, an/� issues in rerers� � shift: 
extUrfles firmSad.mstA laska. Endangered Languages. Eds. Lenore A Grenoble. New York: Cambridge University 
Press. 

84 Ibid, pp. 62-63. Dauenhauer and Dauenhauer state that -with adults learning their language as a second language "prior 
ideological clarification" is necessaryto deal -with unstated feh emotions and anxieties about learning the language. 
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our own land We are learning our language, in which is embedded all of who we are as St6:lo 

people.85 And the past is repeating itself, as we take our place as descendants of the second

wave of "first people," descendants of the ones who survived the ravages of the epidemics and 

who resisted the powerful forces of the government's assimilation policy, and who persisted in 

the knowledge and practice of our cultural ways. We are determined to continue to persist and 

flourish as a distinct people, learning and practicing our valued traditions, our stories, our 

connection to the land, to S'flh Tenixw 

85 Siyamtelot (1988). The philosophy of Coqualeetza states that "Language encompasses all of life or the wholeness of life -
self, environment, history, heritage and world view," p2. 
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Chapter 3 

S'OLHTEMEXW AND OUR WORLDVIEW 

In the last chapter, Dauenhauer & Dauenhauer ( 1998) were quoted as saying that "if it doesn't 

feel spiritually good to study [ the endangered language], there is little hope that the language 

will survive in any form at all" To illuminate what it means to "feel spiritually good," this 

chapter examines the St6:lo's relationship with the land, a spiritual relationship bound by 

smstfyxw, the power of vitality, thought and will shared in all of nature. The Indigenous 

"harmony with" philosophy is compared and contrasted with a Western "power over" 

paradigm, to illustrate how the ways we view our world set us worlds apart in how we relate to

each other and our environment. Three stories of Cheam, or X 'l1£hiy5:m, a place where there 

are "always wild strawberries," convey the St6:lo's intimate identification with the plants, 

animals and natural resources in S'6lh Temexw through our s6.�uiyfm I begin to develop an 

understanding of a St6:lo worldview of how we, our word and our world blend intimately and 

spiritually. Despite the strong Xwelitem influence on our lives, the Halq'emeylem word 

warriors' efforts are beginning to breathe the Shxw-f, the spirit, of our ancestors throughout 

S'6lh Temexw. 

Our Land, Our Country, Our World 

"Our language connects us to our land," my classmate says to me. "If you want to examine the 

meaning of something, you should look at the term "S'6lh Temexw." As she writes the 

Halq'emeylem words on a piece of paper, she proceeds to explain that the term "S'6lh" means 
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"Our," "Respectful," or "Sacred," and that "Temfxw means "Country," "Land," or "World" 

"Us, the People, are included in our term for the Land," she says, "and this links us to all of 

our ancestors. See the 'nixw in Temfx'lii That part of the word refers to us, the People, like in 

Xwehnexw, the word for First Nations, the word we use for ourselves."86 

"I certainly will make a point to explore this term," I assured her. My classmate understood 

that I was pursuing my doctoral degree, that I was interested in what it means for us as a 

people to renew and to revitalize our near extinct Halq' emeylem language. I can only hope to

do justice in a small way to my classmate's request. With my little understanding of the task at 

hand, and by observing, listening, reading and reflecting about this topic, I began putting 

fragmented pieces of this puzzle together. Little did I know when I began how deep the term 

"S'6lh Temexw" is embedded in who we are as St6:lo people. This brief conversation with my 

St6:lo classmate began my odyssey toward exploring the idea of meaning, of how we make 

meaning of Our World, of "S'6lh Temexw." It was a great beginning in my exploration of how 

our land, our language, our culture and we, the People, are interconnected and interrelated I 

am discovering that "S'6lh Temexw" is not just words, not simply a representation of the 

physicality of the World, but a representation of a holistic concept that binds the people 

spiritually to the physical world, to each other and to all our ancestors, and is expressed best 

through our Halq'emeylem language. These interrelationships define our culture, define who 

we are as St6:lo people, and in other words, define our worldview. 

86 On March 6, 1998, my classmate, TI'6vvkomot, in Halq'emeylem linguistjcs, approached me with her idea about S'61h 
Temexw. I decided to make a point to explore this topic in planning my doctoral program. 
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"S'6lh Temexw" refers to our relatimship with the land, a relationship that has been evolving 

for at least 10,000 years. The relationships in "Our World," which I will use to refer to the 

world in St6:lo terms or Indigenous terms, are defined in the language itself, in the words of 

the S�w�uipm and Squelquel, our ancient stories of creation and our oral history, or true 

stories, respectively. Our stories show how we, the land and the language are bound together 

by srrntiy.xUJ a powerful spirit that permeates all of nature. 

During one of my visits to the St6:1o Nation offices, I saw the description, or explanation of 

the St6:1o Nation logo posted on a door leading to the reception area. I requested a copy of it 

from the secretary and she kindly photocopied it for me. The explanation given on the St6:16 

Nation Logo represents the essence of Our World, of S'6lh Temexw, as follows: 

STOLO NATION LOGO 

S'flh Temfxwte ikweM 
X flhrm te mkw'stam 

1bis is O« land We haw to lak 
After el£Y)'thirg that bimgj to us. 

We, the St6:1o, have been here 

Since time immemorial. 

We are grateful for the rivers 
And the mountains 

Which tell our history, 

The river which provides our food; 

The cedar tree, which provides our houses, 
Canoes, clothing, and baskets; 
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The sun,87 which gives us light and warmth. 
Our Oral History, 

G.tlture, and 
Traditions teach us 

To respect 
And care for these 
Natural resources.88 

Yes, it's all there, our connection to the Land and its resources, a connection which has been in 

existence since "time immemoriaL"89 and the connection of our Oral history, G.ilture and 

Traditions bound by caring and respect for the land that sustains us. Whythen, do we feel the 

need to assert this, Our World? In what world do we make this assertion? 

Two Different Worlds: The Western Influence 

Less than two hundred years ago, Our World, S'6lh Temexw, was shattered with the arrival of 

a people whose relationship with the Earth, with the Land, and with the World was very 

different from Our World as we knew and understood it. With the settling of these visitors to 

Our Land, to Our World, we have come to understand that we now live in "two different 

Worlds," a common feeling among St6:lo people and among Indigenous people; throughout 

North America. Today, we are gathering the pieces of S'6lh Temexw and are putting them 

back together, clarifying for our future generations what it means to be St6:lo. The fragments 

87 Oliver N. Wells. (1987). The Cliilliwacks and their Neighbors. Vancouver. Talonbooks,. "Indian families, living in homes 
near where the cemetery is now, were known as 'early risers.' They were supposed to have risen and eaten before sun up and 
not to have eaten again until after sunset. This vvas the custom and training common in the homes of the 'nobles' or upper 
class of the tribe, p. 47." 

88 Jbis description of the St6:l6 Nation logo is included in a folder of public relations documents with brochures of the St6:16 
Nation government and a map of the St6:16 Nation territory and member Bands. 

89 Wells (1987) refers to the Native sentiment "We lxne a/,WZ)5 �here," in his discussion "Geological Background to Legendary 
History of the Tribes." Here, Wells links scientific geological explanations of the area with the Chihlkvlayuhks legendary 
historyvmich supports the St6:16 claims. p. 15 
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of our shattered S'6lh Temexw are encoded coherently in our Halq'emeylem language as the 

literal meaning given of S'6lh Temexw by my classmate has shown. 

Let's go back in time and imagine a visit fO S'6lh Temexw before contact90 ••• Imagine, ...

uninterrupted expanses of Douglas fir, cedar, and hemlock trees covering the uplands, while 

poplar trees and berry bushes grow in low lying areas closer to the River. The River is free of 

pollution, and its many streams and tnbutaries wind their way through the landscape . ... tens of 

millions of salmon spawn up the river every year. Elk and deer are plentiful throughout the 

forests. Sturgeon, salmon and waterfowl teaming in the shallow waters of Sumas Lake. - RiW' 

people burning patches of land ensuring rich berry picking and root harvesting soils for the 

seasons to come. RiW' villages dot the landscape, especially where the many smaller waterways 

meet the River . ... and the streams, creeks, and rivers are the "highways" of the people, with a 

few trails for overland routes. The River is the communication artery for the entire region, and 

some 28,000 Halq'errijem speaking people, RiW' people, are easily supported by the region's 

vast resources.91 

And now 150 years later, and a World away, S'6lh Temexw has changed ...... Now, the River is 

called Fraser, and the territory, the lower Fraser Valley. You can see it from the window of a 

car driving along the Trans-c.anada Highway. On a warm sunny day, the eastern valley skyline 

90 Carlson 1he descriptions here of S'6lli Temexw before and after contact were reworded and draV\/Il from Oiapter 10: 
�Lani Use in S'6lh Temexw(OtrLan:P Pcpu/atim, Transpartatim, E«¼:JaniHeritag:. River here refers to the Fraser 
River. Before cont.act it -was just called the St6:Io. I italicized the reference of Rizerto people. p 164. 

91 Ibid. 
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is a brown haze of gases, air pollution, which at times completely hides the mountains ... Urban 

underground infrastructures which provide fresh water and sewage disposal have replaced 

streams and creeks... And the old Sumas Lake bed is now home to livestock and heavily 

fertilized vegetables. Signs dot the highway roadside advertising new housing developments 

being built on the forested hillsides. X 7iditem population of two million people are settled 

throughout the expanse of the now clear-cut forests. Nineteen cities and twelve towns are 

linked by a complex series of roads that redefine the landscape, and on all sides regional 

urbanization encroaches further into the forests and farmlands ... 92

Needless to say, St6:lo adaptation to this new element of settlement was not smooth. Our 

land, our language, our ways and our very identity as the St6:lo in S'6lh Temexw, were 

shattered by X welitem domination and population influx. Yet, ten thousand years of Our 

World and of what it means to be St6:16 will not be wiped away by 150 years of European 

colonization, according to Tse/oj1hef,7iEt,93
one of our young St6:lo elders, who says "We are 

fighting for our language now." In my mind I understand this statement to mean more 

broadly, that we are fighting for S' 61h Temexw. And as she gets ready for the beginning of our 

Halq' emeylem class, she says, "Oh, I have to get to work, and make this good II And make it 

good, she does, by attending to the elders in the class, facilitating their involvement, sometimes 

mediating understanding between the linguist and the elders. "We work as a team," she says. 

"We discuss things, together." She is a young elder who has deep reverence for the more 

92 Ibid. 

93 On March 6, 1998, 1 spoke briefly about the question 116wkomot posed with Tselo}(>thelwet:, who looks after the Sto:lo 
elders and who is, and has been for many years, a Halq'ell1e}1em teacher herself. 
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seasoned fluent St6:lo elders and for the treasured knowledge of S' 61h Temexw that they carry 

in their hearts and minds. We are a bare thread, a mere breath, away from Halq'emeylem 

extinction, with only a handful of elders to draw from to make our language come alive and 

functional once again. Now, we are learning Halq' emeylem in an artificial environment, in a 

classroom with a Xwelftem linguist expert. How did this happen to us? 

What happened to our language, Halq'emeylem, and to S'61h Temexw? I pondered. This new 

element in our midst, the influence of the West,has created many challenges to S'61h Temexw, 

in terms of what this new element means for us in Our World. I looked to some of the 

fundamental beliefs of Our World and Their World, the 'Two different Worlds" in which we 

now find ourselves, for clues. 

"Dominion Over" and "Harmony With": Ways of Knowing, Ways of Being 

"So God created man in his own image," says the book of Genesis, "in the image of God 

created he him; male and female created he them." And then continuing, it says, 

And Gal blessed them and Gal said unto them & fiuiJfal, and Mz.dtiply, and replenish 

the earth, and sulxlue iJ: and haw darinion mer the fob cf the se,a, and mer the few cf the 

air, a:nd mer erery lmrg thirg that rrmeJh upm the earth. ( GerX5is, OJ. 1, -rs. 2 7,28 )94

lhis, I learned in my own Catholic upbringing, where I drew, at least in part, my own moral 

and ethical guidance. As an adult, I came to be exposed to .other ideas about what influences us 

as humans to act, to be and to know as we do. Onef Seattle's speech of 1854
95 impressed me 

94 The Holy Bible AuthorizedKingJames Version. 1611. Toronto: Canadian Bible Society. 

95 drief Seattle. (1989). "Chief Seattle's Speech 1854. Native Forestry: Ethic to Reality. Proceedings of a Gmference. 22-24 
November. OttaVll:l: Infolink Consultants Inc. 
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deeply, and helped me to understand what I have come to know as a harrrvnywitJ/6 philosophy. 

In its poetic, aesthetic, affective beauty, Seattle's speech resounds in my mind, throughout the 

continent and no doubt throughout the world, the Indigenous ancestral teachings derived 

from thousands of years of living on this land. 

1his we know, the earth does not belong to us, 
we belong to the earth. 

We are part of the earth and it is part of us. 
1he pe:rfumed flowers are our sisters. 
1he Deer, the horse, the great eagle; 
1hese are our brothers. 

1his land is sacred to us, 
1he shining water that moves the streams and 
rivers is not just water, 
but the blood of our ancestors. 

1he waters' murmur is the voice of 
my father's father. 
1he air is precious, for all things share 
the same breath. 
1he beast, the tree, the human; 
they all share the same breath.97 

1he two phrases, "Dcmnion mer' and "HarrrDf'o/ wth," were particularly revealing to me, in that 

whole systems of ideas, could be traced to these two simply stated phrases. What becomes 

96 
Julian Burger (1990) in The Gaia Atlas of First Peoples New York: Double Day, summarizes the Indigenous "harmony 

with" perspective, i.e. "Traditional people, still in hannonywith the world around them, do not isolate themselves from 
other living things, nor consider one creature superior to another."p. 23. 

97 Rudolf Kaiser. (1987). "Chief Seattle's Speech(es): American Origins and European Reception." In Recovering the Word, 

Essays on Native American Literature. ed. By Brian Svr.mn and Arnold Krupat, Berkeley: University of California Press. 
Kaiser's research shows that Seattle's original speech was probably delivered in his Duwamish language, Lushootseed, 
translated into Clunook Jargon and then translated into English by a Dr. H A Smith. The popularized speech with its 
ecological connotations was actually a fictionalized version written by Ted Perry for a film with an ecological bent. Perry 

states that he made the mistake of using Cnef Seattle's name in the body of the text instead of using a fictionalized name. 
And thus, what are actually Perry's words are attributed to Chief Seattle. 
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evident is the cliff erence between how the two systems view human interrelationships with the 

natural environment. The Genesis message infers that humans are superior beings in this world, 

are made in the akerK3s of Gal, and being the rulers of this earth, must "subdue" or exert control 

over animals, land and nature. Indigenous peoples view themselves as <Xjual and mterdeperxJent 

participants in the relationship between humans and everything in nature. Respect for all living 

things, and even non-living things, was important, for if one part of the whole is harmed, the 

whole is harmed. Rather than "subdue" or "control" nature, the philosophy taught that, by 

being a part of nature, it is important to live in harrmny wth it. 

More recently, I have come to discover more intimately the teachings of my own people, the 

St6:16 people, which echo those of our neighbor to the south, d:iief Seattle. Sonny Md-falsie, 

researcher and cultural advisor for the St6:l6 Nation, representative of his family of 

Shxw5whamel Band, a St6:16 Nation community, shares his view of our St6:lo relationship with 

the land, with S'61h Temexw, as follows,98 

A rchedcgjsts tell us that ue haw l:w-i here far at least 9,000 )t'd1S. Ou elders tell us ue 

haie l:w-i here since tirrr imwrnrial. They also tell us thrrujJ SKw5Kuiyim (starif:s and 

/,eyp,ds) that rmny if an-resauas uere at en tirrr an-armtors ... Far instarxe, prople at a 

wla[!! mer Hope daim the sturgrn as their armt:or; others fama wla� mer Gilli'WJfie 

and Agtsstz daim the rrwntain !fXlt as their armwr. Or Leypd wmrm txJ all Sto:lo 

tells the storyoftheon"gpzof thecedartrre Itga5 like this: Ato� tm therewas averygaxl 

mm WXYWas al'lm)5 helpingothers. Hewas al'lm)5 sharingwhateter he had When Xe;s,_a;/s 

(the transfarrrm) saw this they transfanml, him into a adar trre so he uadd dw:t)5

98 Carlson. In Cliapter 4, A Legu:y<{BrmenPrwisf5, Sonny McHalsie talks about Aboriginal rights and title. The description of 
Sonnyvvas drawn from tbe N<m <n G:ritrdJutors, p iii. 
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antinue hdpug the prople And so to this day he cwtinues to fire and share m:my � 

wth the propk - ar1ar roots for fuskets, furk far� and wxxlfar shdter. 

So a1r nsaem:s are rrore than just nsatr<E, they are a1r extend?d farrily. They are a1r

armtars, a1r Sbxwii (spi:rit ar life fa«R). Otr Sbxwii indudRs a1r parents, grarxlparents, 

great grarxlparents, axlar trre, sabwn, sturgm and transfUt??'l!Y' raks... Otr Elders tdl us 

that ererythi,r,g has a spi,rit So 7ihen ue use a nsa-nre, like a s� ar ar1ar trre, ue haw 

to thank a1r armtars WJO 7.REYe transfarmi!d into tlx5e �- We doo� like to think that 

a1r armtars cam mer the Bering Land Bri4/9 
• We hare alwt)5 ken here. 

1he West, who recreated us within the confines of their own systems of understanding the 

world, cited evidence that we came to our homeland over the Bering Strait. Not only has the 

theory been challenged, but there is no legendary evidence of such an event in any of our 

St6:lo stories. Our elders tell us a different story about our origins, a never ending story that 

locks our presence to the time of creation, and interlocks us with the land and with our 

ancestors. Our differences stretch far and beyond our ideas about St6:lo origins, which 

Xwelitem and Xwelmexw ideas about each other from first contact illustrate. 

"1hey should be good servants and very intelligent," said O>lumbus, in his first log entry upon 

meeting the Arawaks on October 12, 1492, "for I have observed that they soon repeat 

99 New evidence cited in the Vancouver Sun, April 12 1999 challenges the Bering Strait theory. In the article "Oldest Bones 
Give Human Migration New Focus," by Gary Polakovic, the author discusses evidence that suggests that the first peoples 
could have been Polynesians or southern Asians (front page). Challenges to the Bering Strait theory argue that travel on that 
route "would have been slow and perilous and does not account for widespread distribution of humans at such an early date 
(page AS). There are no stories in St6:16 oral tradition -vvhich refer to us coming over the Bering Strait. 
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anything that is said to them, and I believe that they would easily be made Christians, for they 

appeared to me to have no religion." 100 

The Amerindians they encountered responded in kind, "The Spanish King must be poor to be 

asking for other peoples' lands," they would say, and they laughed that the Pope would be so 

liberal with what was not his. When Cartier, in 1534, set up a cross in Gaspe Harbour, he made 

motions as if all the land in the region belonged to him, and Chief Donnacona objected When 

the French captain made signs with an axe that theywanted to barter for furs and would return 

with iron wares and other goods, the Amerindians indicated that they would not pull down the 

cross and had several laughs over the incident.101 Their gesture of good-will would be in vain.

When the European visitors came to S'6lh Temexw, the St6:lo called them "hungry people" or 

"starving people," or "Xwelitem102
" in Halq'emeylem. St6:16 Elder, Dan Milo, believed that the 

term dates back to the 1858 gold rush when thousands of poorly provisioned gold miners 

arrived in St6:lo territory. Today the term refers to the Xwelitem's continuing insatiable 

appetite for the land and its resources. 103 

After initial contact back in 1492, the Europeans, in a holy war, or holocaust,104 proceeded to

"subdue" Indigenous peoples, to manifest "dominion over" them and their lands. They came 

100 Jim Nollman. {1990). Spiritual Ecology: A Guide to Reconnection with Nature. New York: Bantam Books, p. 37 

101 LC Green & Olive P. Dickason {1989). Law of Nations and the New World. Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, p. 
232 II 

102 Galloway(1999). In the Finderlist for Upriver Halkomelem Dictionary, "starving'' is listed as x=wi. 

103 Carlson, p. 54 

104 Nollman, p 37. refers to "the destruct.ion of aboriginal Indian culture by Europeans as a holy war" which "translated as a 
holocaust for a new continent." 
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to Our World to stake claims of "discovery'' for their respective countries. And in the process, 

they contravened even their own rules and laws which stipulated that only lands which were 

na cxrupied could be claimed. When they encountered Amerindian people, they found a way to 

sunnount this problematic detail by redefoing ampation. The new definition of occupation 

determined that since the hunter/ gatherer Amerindians were migratory, they were not truly 

occupying the land. 

At the same time, the ideas of one of Europe's greatest thinkers added to the fervor of 

expansion and "discovery'' for the exploitation of land, native labor and the slave trade. 

Aristotle's doctrine of natu:rd serdtude, based on a hierarchical system of superior and inferior, 

promoted "the right of the superior to rule the inferior and be served by them." 105 

Europeans viewed us as inferior heathen savages, considered to be in cultural infancy and 

unqualified to govern ourselves. They would then learn and use our Amerindian languages and 

habits to divide and conquer us, and then to redefine us into their own Western image. They 

attempted to "Clrristianize" and "civilize" us to become good citizens of the Western 

European World they brought when they settled in Our World, in S'6lh Temexw. In the 

process, their diseases nearly wiped us out; their laws kept us in check; their alcohol numbed 

our pain and brought us to our lowest point, and finally, their promises would not be honored. 

"God loves everyone," my Catholic religion taught me. Jesus taught the golden rule, "Do unto 

others as you would have others do unto you." And among other of the Ten Commandments, 

10s Green and Dickason, p 244-45. 
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the religion taught, "1hou shalt not lie, steal or kill." As an Amerindian, a St6:lo, how do I 

reconcile this history of X welitem invasion with my own religious upbringing? I mean no 

disrespect to the Catholic religion or to Aboriginal people who embrace Christianity in any 

way. 1he idea of a Oeator, of spirituality and prayer, were no strangers to Amerindian people 

prior to contact, and probably why it was so easy for them to embrace an all-loving Cluistian 

God. In my searching for understanding, I came across Gregory Bateson's106 work whose 

analysis of the Orristian idea of separation between God and man helped me to place in 

context the rationalizations so strongly held by the Xwelitem, "the hungry people." 

Jf p-t-put Gal, attside and set hirmis-a-7.is his creationandifyathaietheidea thatyatare 

crea,ud in his irrug:, p-t wll /ogjatl}y and naturally sre yurself as attside and ag,tinst the 

tmnfj amtnd ')04. And as p-t arro;pte all nind to yurself, p-t wl1 sre the w:»fd amtnd 

p-t as ni:ndks and therefore na entitkd t:o rmral, or ethud anideratim The emiroom!nt 

wll seem t:o k yurs t:o expkit. Y oor suruwl unit wll fu p-t and -per fdks or anpecifos 

ag,iinst the em.iromrmt cf aher social unils, aher raa5 and the mull5 and�. 

And so, there it was. If we were seen to roam the land as animals, and were deemed inferior 

and not able to govern ourselves, and even further, if we were deemed not to have souls, then 

the land could be seen as "unoccupied," free for the taking. 

In contrast, mpect and mererKE for all things in nature is inherent in the Indigenous "harmony 

with" paradigm, which I will call "scientific." I use "scientific" here in the broadest meaning of 

the word "science," defined in the Webster's New World Dictionary as "systematized 

106 Gregory Bateson. (1972). Steps t.o an Ecology of Mind Toronto: Random House, p 4.
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knowledge derived from observation, study and experimentation."107 We can see from 

Bateson's explanation how the Western Scientific paradigm would evolve the idea of 

separation bm.u:en rrind and mrtter, whereas, we have seen that with Indigenous peoples, spirit, 

or mind, is attnbuted to other living things and even to non- living things. Through a further 

examination of the idea of "science," I was able to glean other comparisons between the 

Western and Indigenous paradigms. 

"Quarks" and II All my relations!" 

The Western Scientific paradigm explains very complex matters in terms of its smdl,estcorrpcn:nt 

parts. For example, gas temperature and pressure can be explained in terms of the motions of 

'the mi«:u/es, and human behavior can be explained in terms of stimdus and mpmse 108 A little 

over twenty years ago it was believed that protons and neutrons were the most "elementary'' 

particles of matter, the building blocks from which everything is made, until it was discovered 

in 1969 that the protons and neutrons were made up of even smaller particles called 

"quarks!"109 It is somewhat disconcerting to know that as a human being one could be thought 

of as a body of millions and millions of "quarks." For example, how is a quark in me 

differentiated from a quark in a rock? However, it is also humbling to know that, as in the 

Indigenous paradigm, all things are equal and equally important. 

107 David B Guralnik. ed. {c1971). Webster's New World Dictioruuy of the American Language. Scarborough: The New 
American Library of Canada. 

10s Willis Shannan, Ph.D. {1988). Global Mind Change. New York: Warner Books, p 89. 
109 Stephen W. Hawking. {c1988). A Brief History of Time. Toronto: Bantam Books, p. 65. 
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There is a limit to what can be explained by knowing the smallest component of matter, "the 

quark," if indeed, it turns out that the quark is the smallest component. The supposed 

objectivity with which the Western model observes and also treats the physical realm is 

frightening, for how much value, or moral and ethical consideration, can be placed on a world 

which is understood in terms of a massive number of minute "quarks?" Further, "quarks" do 

not tell us a great deal about what we are as whole beings, as living beings or as human beings. 

It is believed by many physicists that quarks will never be observed110 which makes the whole

notion of quarks as particles somewhat metaphysical.111

I have come to understand that it is the relationships of component parts which make up the 

whole that is more important than knowing what all the component parts of the whole are. 

The component parts may not be much in and of themselves until understood in relation to 

something else. According to Bateson,112 a strong critic of the Western Scientific Method, it is 

the patterns uhith CDrTYXXt that should concern us. He explains how to think about the patterns, 

the connections that all living things have with one another. For example, 

• the parts if a crab are cmm:ted by mnatS bilateral, symrmy, am these patterns are

simlar firm crab to crab am from parent to <ffipring, These patterns within the mdiddual

gruuing crab are called first order connections.

• Cmrroicn by pattern can k fomd � crab and kbter, animds uhith haw hiswriad

ruiutionary ronmtians, but now haw di/Jerenas. This is called second order

connections. 

110Bruce Gregory. (cl 988, 1990). Inventing Reality, Physics as Language. Toronto: John Wiley & Sons Ltd., p. 154. 

111Hawking, p. 73 

112Gregory Bateson. (c1979). Mind and Nature: A Necessary Unity: Toronto: Bantam Books,.pp. 10- 11. 
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• Sirrilar patterns can k dm:ribd for humms and harsr5, lah, for exarrple, haw patterns

wthin themehJ?S, and ealJ are cmnected ro <n amther as rrurmuls. The cmparis<n 

kroreri crah and ldzters 'llhen rorrpami wth the cmparis<n kru£en mm an:l horse is 

atll«J, third-order connections. 

• Ibis pattern of patterns is WJat is atll«J, a metapattem, uhuh djir¥:S the wst

f!?YUdizatim that it is the patterns uhuh mnrm The anept cf metapatterns is ro k 

thwglt cf as primtri}y a dance of interacting parts. 

I am reminded here of a plmise that many Indigenous peoples use when they finish praying or 

making a speech. They say "All 113/ rdatims!" 1his statement is an acknowledgment that one is 

part of a great pattern of relationships which is all of creation, what Bateson called the farw

nind 7he "relationship" between entities is understood to be more than the sum of the 

separate entities themselves. The quality of "relationship" determines the outcome of that 

relationship, and so the ''hamvrcy wth" relationship that Indigenous peoples strove to establish 

with one another and with the forces of nature makes sense. The essence of Indigenous 

spirituality lies in the "quality cf relationship" established in interacting with all ·of creation. 

Indigenous peoples "harmony with" paradigm would view it necessary to develop respectful 

relationships with one another and with all aspects of the environment; thus, making moral 

and ethical considerations immanent in the process. An example is illustrated in a prayer 

shared by elder Nancy Phillips, which illustrates how the St6:lo showed respect for all living 

things before killing or harvesting them for food and medicine.11
3 

Le th'exwtilemt o siyim Pity us, oh siyam.

113 Galloway (1982). Upper St6:lo Ethnobotany. Coqualeetza Education Training Centre. Sardis, B.G 
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Meyt6lxwhexw 

1b'ex'l1J11115/xwhex14 lalh tstuwh ts6s 

Shx1R£1rW!xwhexw 

Y alh JJUXwkwd'as h6.y. 

� te shxwx5kwxtset 

Help us. 

Pity us; we're getting unfortunate. 

You did us a favor. 

Thank you. 

We'll use it in rnanyways. 

(Brent Galloway, 1982) 

Another example regarding the notion of respect from St6:lo Elder Joe Louis: 

The 'llmte JX.qJ!e stop to pray; ue stop to rr:spoct - the sam thint, pt know We rr:spoct the 

wxxls, the li'lirrg tms in the wxxls. We drink the wirer, it's a/ire We brrathe the air, it's 

a/ire tro - Respoct it! And it srem like ererything, pt rr:spoct he/,ps pt aknt, in life, uhat 

)(Xb" gnna, try and aaurplish, sre That's the tRaching <f a1r dd prople here.114

These daily rituals were reminders of the interdependent interrelationships of all things within 

creation and the importance of understanding that as humans we are only one part of the 

whole environment. This relational way of interacting with our environment is holistic, and 

makes all our relationships holy or sacred So, in fact, it is the relationships that Indigenous 

peoples established with the land, its resources and the whole environment, and in particular, 

the "harrmiy wth relatimsbips, " which defined who we were, how we lived, how we conducted 

ourselves and how we determined our "ways of knowing," "our science." 

Our Stories, Our Selves: It's in the Telling 

''Dariniai mer" and "harrmiy mth, " can be thought of as stories we use to explain our place in 

the universe, where we come from and where we are going. The Western Scientific paradigm, 

114 Carlson, in chapter 4. A Le;pcy if Brdunl'rarisf5: A X wJitemExJi,aratil:nard Settlemznt if S'flh Tenixw(Otr Lan#. p. 54 
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with its roots in the "Dominion over" philosophy leads to breaking down, separating and 

analyzing the world into its smallest component parts in order to understand it, while the 

Indigenous scientific paradigm, derived from a "harmony with" philosophy is concerned with 

understanding the relationships of all the parts to one another and to the whole. In a sense, m 

the telling <f atr stories; 'li£ are creating ansel:res. Bateson likes to tell a story about a man who as� 

his computer whether or not it will ever think like a human being. The computer prints its 

answer on a piece of paper, which reads: 

1HAT REJv1INDS :ME OF A STORY 

Connections in a story, Bateson says, can be thought of as relevance, where any A is relevant 

to any B if both A and B are parts or components of the same "story." And then, as in the 

rretapattems discussed earlier, we face connectedness at many levels. First the connections A 

and B of the same story and then, connectedness between people in that all think in temlS of 

stories. In this rretapattem sense, we as humans are connected to the starfish and the 

sea-anemones, the coconut palms and the primroses. In fact, what is being alluded here is that 

"thinking in temlS of stories must be shared by all rrind or rrinds, whether ours or those of the 

forests and the sea anemones."11
5 "Have I got a story for you!" says the bear, the cedar and the

land. And it is from all these connections and interconnections that we draw our own stories, 

creating who we are. 

1his unfolding of interconnectedness and sharing of mind, or of being part of a great pattern 

of relationships which is all of creation, or hi,gier nind, strikes close to home. The Katzie, a 

115 Bateson, 1979, p. 13-14 
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Downriver Halkomelem-speaking people, believed that animals and plants, and perhaps even 

rocks, possessed power and ''srrEStiyx7RJ " a word which means vitality and thought combined, 

for there was no conception of one without the other. The water, wind, the sun, the moon and 

the stars also possessed power, vitality and thought, and man could share in these powers of 

nature. 

Ewy li'W'ft arature in mms mwbarhooi errnnates pauer, uhidJ trawls ab:x1t ard 

fequently atttuhes itself to the uta/,ity cf a humm � 1he fXJliEI' cf an irdiddual, w:1f, for 
exarrple, rrny enter a mm, miking him a gxxl, hunter; the mm gt-ins, and the w1f itself 

/a;5 � EadJ arature has its special, jJ<JlREt" that it can /:xstnleJ arx:l sorre tiJTj altWtrdly 

msigµfeant aratul'e m:ty l:xstnwstra1fp jJ<JlREt° than the b?tzr (Jf WJak. 116 

And thus, our relationships are bound together by srrEStfy.x7RJ bound by the power of our 

shared vitality and thought, or will. The Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en,11
7 Indigenous peoples in

northern British Columbia, hold a similar worldview. 

1his W5tem 'lRllllJ.'liew sas the 5sentid and primtry interactims as leirg thae retuJ:£n 

humm lxinr§. To the Gitksan and Wetsuueten, humm � are JUrt cf an interaaing 

conftnUUm uhidJ irdudt5 animds and spirits. A nimds and fob are ueued-as m:rrbers cf 

saieliis WJUh haw intelliwre am ;:xmer, and can influerxe the muse cf erents in term if 

their intemlatin,ship wth humm �' {Gisday Wa, 23} 

The idea that human beings, animals and spirits are part of an interacting continuum bears 

witness to an understanding of the evolutionary process which links us all together in 

rrF/:ajXlttem The Indigenous paradigm, or worldview, is encompassed in creation stories, myths 

116 Diamond Jenness. (1955). The Faith of a O>ast Salish Indian, Victoria: British Columbia Provincial Museum, p. 36-37. 

117 Gisday Wa and Delgam Uukw. {1989). The Spirit in the Land. Gabriola: Reflections. In a Supreme Court statement in 
British Columbia over their land claim, the Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en fek it necessaryto supply evidence of the framework, 
or worldview, within which their claim was being made. 
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and legends involving a trickster, or transformer. For the Gitksan, it is We-Gyet whose 

"blunders, tricks and falsehoods changed the face of the earth, and the shapes of many of 

earth's creatures. He was a creator - by accident! C.aught between spirit and flesh - no man, yet 

all men."118 For the St6:lo, it was Xa:ls or Xe�:ls the Transfonner(s), who came through the

world, transforming monsters and other myth-age beings into rocks and animals, and setting 

+l.:.,,,..,. ;,..,l,+ • S' 11h ,,.,, ,
119 

uJw '& n}5{✓" m o .1 emexw. 

For mythic people, all of life's teachings were revealed at the time of creation, and through this 

"sacred history," or sxwoxwiya.m, the events of creation are relived and reenacted over and 

over through story and ceremony. The time of creation is ever present in the now and in the 

future. Mythic people are people of bidui,ca/, arientatiai who follow Nature's grand symphony of 

endlessly repeating cycles of birth, growth, senescence, and death, followed by rebirth. And 

these rhythmic cycles have the same behavior, form and power as at Oeation. 120 

Tune in Xwelliem history is linear, placed on a continuum where one is separated from the 

past in a millisecond, and uncertain of what the future will bring. Thus, there is a need to be 

ever progressing in the development of new technologies for human survival. Western myth is 

118 In We_ Gyet Wanders on: Legends of the Northwest; the Bookbuildexs of KSAN, front jacket. 

119 Carlson, p. 185 

120 Calvin Martin, Ed. (1987). The American Indian and the Problem of History. Toronto: Oxford Univexsity Press,. In the 
Epilogue, "Tm ard the Amriam Iman," :Martin differentiates people with worldviews based on trickster type, or creation 
stories and those with a strong Judeo-Cluistian imprint. The difference, he notes, is that the former fed themselves 
connected with the Cosmos and cosmic rhythms, and the latter with history. Calvin named the differentiation as peqieofm')th 
and peqieefhjstory, or peqie<fbidagjcd orientatimand peqie<f � ori.entatim. P. 194-199. 
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narcissistic, with all of its great literature heroic, its philosophy humanistic and its image 

God-like. People of history are people of anthrqxl,o;jad orienmtim.121

For 10,000 years our Amerindian paradigm of myth and harmny wrh philosophy seIVed us 

well, while the Xwelitem ever-progressed with the development of their powerful technologies. 

And ever since our paths crossed, our "two different Worlds" have tried to make sense of each 

other from our respective worldviews. But more specifically, we, of S'6lh Temexw are refining 

our sense of ourselves within the overwhelming influence of the Xweli'.tem World surrounding 

us. After 150 years of being nearly completely devoured by "the hungry people," we maintain 

our uniqueness as the St6:16, the River People through our interconnectedness with the land, 

our language and our s�o�yam. 

S'olh Temexw, S�ii�iyam and Halq'emeylem: Our Land Our Stories, 
Our Language 

Our legends and stories entrench us in our country, S'6lh Temexw. Therefore 

Our Halq 'emeylem connects us to the land. ( Tlowkom6t - Verley Ned) 

The relationships we developed with the land for 10,000 years resulted in the development of 

St6:lo cultural and spiritual traditions associated with numerous cultural heritage sites and 

resources in S'6lh Temexw. St6:lo Nation's Heritage Policy today is based simply on Respect 

and Protection for the people, the land, the resources and the environment. St6:16 Nation aims 

121 Ibid. The discussion here of Indigenous peoples and Western peoples is included to show elements of how we are distinct 
from one another based on our fundamental belief systems and worl.dviews. Calvin has described Indigenous peoples' way 
of understanding the world as not being possible that they would develop an "historical consciousness." I contend that it is 
not our past as Indigenous people that isn't important, but that what is important in the past has been our relationship to 

our land and environment and to the time of creation What has been important to the West is focused more on human 
experience and events. The semantics of what is an "historical consciousness" can be debated within cultural contexts. 
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to exercise our Aboriginal Rights and claims on St6:16 tenitory and the cultural resources and 

heritage sites located within it, as follows: 

1. Transfonner Sites - "Sun people" sites ard plaas WJUh are g:mral}y associated
wJh the Transfannrs Xe;£a:ls,.

2. Pictographs and Petro glyphs - Rak paintini§ ard canirli§ WJUh 'lR£Ye mule by
S t6:lo people are famd in mriats plaa:s in acr tradiJiooa/, tenitory.

3. Burial or Mortuary Sites - Plaa:s wx:re acr arretnrs, mx1em and ancient, are
buried

4. Archeological Sites - All sites <f prdiswric or prao-hiswric origjn wJh tangj}:le

rerrninsl jeatu:n3

5. Spirited Places - Plaa:s inhabited by spi,rits.

6. O!remonial Sites - Plaa:s and areas WJUh are irrportant w past and -preser,t Sto:lii

rerenwial life

7. Cultural Resource Sites - Plaa:s wx:re m:derials irrportant for Sto:lii rerenwial
ard spiritual, actiutits are tradiJionaJ}y alleatd

8. St6:lo Names - St6:lii Nam5 are theprrperty<f farrilies.

9. Traditional Designs, Images, Songs - TradiJiooa/, desigps, imi&f5 ards<»i§ are
the prrperty <f f arrilies. 122 

Our names and stories show how we, the X welmexw, the people, are intricately 

interconnected with our land, and with the cultural resources and heritage sites in S' 61h 

Temexw. Our Halq' emeylem language is integral to understanding these, our stories, and 

122 St6:lo Heritage Policy, February 1995. An elaborate discussion of St6:lo Heritage sites is included in Gordon Mohs, (1990). 
St6:lo Sacred Ground. Sardis, B.C: St6:lo Tribal Council. 
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ultimately to understanding who we are as St6:lo. An examination of just one place, in a trilogy 

of stories about Cheam, draws us deep into the interconnections of S'6lh Ternexw, 

Halq' erneylem and the St6:lo people. 

''ALWAYS WILD STRAWBERRIES" 

Cheam is an Indian Resetve in St6:lo Traditional Territory. Wtld strawberries grow plentiful 

on a mountain that is said to have taken its name, Cheam Peak, from the same meaning of 

the Pilalt village of Cheam. Now, the Tait people, in whose territory the peak stands, consider 

it to be like one of them; for according to legends, the mountain is heard to moan in sorrow 

when any member of the tnbe dies - even in a distant place. But for the Tait, the mountain is 

known as Theethul-kay, or Lbflheqi23 "the mother mountain." The word literallymeans "joined 

together," and refers to three "sons," the three peaks attached to her to the east. The mother 

mountain also had three daughters, the youngest of which she is said to hold in her anns. 

1here are legends also concerning the ancestors of the people of Popkum, who came down 

from Theethul-kay, or Lhflheqi.124

Every time a different person tells the delightful story of Cheam, new information is revealed 

as will be shown in the following Trilogy. In the first story, the mountains take on human 

attnbutes, full of events and emotions. The Wells spelling "Theethul-kay,"125 becomes LhfJJxqi, 

123 On page 655 of Galloway's (1993) Grammar "lhflbrp' is defined as 'glacier' ('always + 'covering). However, in Galloway's 
(1999} Firderlist for Upmer Halq'emijemDiaimary, to join something together in Halq'emeylem is a closer rendition, with its 
root VJOrd as "lhfrJ.." Galloway 2002, p.c. 

124 The description of the section "Always Wild Strawberries" is drawn from Wells (1987), p. 17, where he describes Cheam 
Peak in the excerpt "M amt:ains WhidJ Limi in If£ Natire Legnis." 

12s 1bid. 
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represented in the writing system that was more recently developed for Halq' ern.eylem. The 

square brackets [ ] are used to enclose the English translation, provided by Brent Galloway, of 

the Halq' ern.eylem spoken sentences from the original interview recorded by Oliver Wells. 

St6:lo Elder Mrs. August Jim is telling the story while the younger St6:lo Elder Mrs. O:>oper 

provides the translation. 

How many stories are actually going on here? Well, for starters, there is an original story on 

which this telling is based. That's one. There is the story told by Mrs. August Jim in 

Halq' emeylem. That's two. There is the story told by Brent Galloway who translated Mrs. 

August Jim's rendering. That's three. And there is the story told by Mrs. O:>oper who provides 

her own version of Mrs. August's rendering. That's four. And fifthly, it is a story intermediated 

by Oliver Wells which likely influenced how it was told Nonetheless, much is salvaged.126 

Te Sxwoxwiyams Te Lhllheqi 
[LEGEND OF OIEAM PEAK] 

MRS. JIM: Loy esesu xet' e o ye xwemlexw sqel6qtelselh mesciyexw ye 
Lhllheqi. 
(it's onl-0(that the-0(sa-0Gust)(the plural)(Indian)(theywere close 
siblings)(people)(the plural)(Lhilheq� 
[It's only that the Indians say that the Lhfllxqi, prople 7J£Ye s� dae inaf!?][Nae that 
swe speakers, indudinz,Mrs. ]imusa/,xufrrkxwas theWJYdfar Indian, rather than 
xwflmxw] 

126 Gregg Sarris. (1993). Keeping Sing Woman Alive, A Holistic Approach to American Indian Texts. Berlreley: 
University of California Press. Sarris illustrates how traditional stories can lose so much of their authenticity in the mediation 
of collecting, translating, interpreting and �presenting in English forms for non-traditional uses such as school use. Sarris 
researched the background of the Ya-ka-ma school version of the story of Slug Woman and found that the original 
tranSlation omitted repetitions that -were deemed annoying to an English audience, and that one of the storytellers may have 
assimilated aspects of Cbristianity in the telling to impress the ethnographer. In the presentation of the story in a school 
today, Sarris found the language to be flat, with subject/ verb/ object structure predominant absence of a first person 
narrator, the original tellers and even the ethnographer are not identified as sources for the story. 'The Ya-ka-ma version 
ended abruptly, no discussion. And so, the need to be careful about citing sources and explaining the process of the telling 
cannot be overstated. Wells handles this well in The Oiilliwacks and Their Neighbors. 
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qe owetsel hakw'eles lis kw'e kw'il. 
(but)(I don't)(remember)(if it is)(some)(how many?) 
[but I dm't rerrerrkr hawmmy.J 

E ' 
, su xa::ms te soseqwt. 

(So)((s)he criiiiied)(the)(youngest sibling) 
[So the')Wlf!:St sihlirrg, oud, and crit:d J 

Stl,, kw' tl'' _L! lkws ' kw''kw' ' 'kw'" '1-
lS es os amweqe o:mets qesu o etstes te qo: 1 1 sto: o. 

((s)he wants)(that)(it be him/her)(right in front upriver side)(that)((s)he's 
sitting)(and so)((s)he's looking at it)(the)(water)(in) (the )(river) 
[She/He wmJs to k the� sittirg ngn in fimt and laleing at the wt:er in the mer J 

Esesu tl'e u'ol alnweqel te s6seqwt. 
(and so)(that's him/her)Gust stayed just)(in front facing upriver)(the)(youngest 
sibling) 
[And so the')Wlf!:St siliing stapl ng;t in fimt, f a&g upri:rerJ 

Loy lheq'elh sqwo:lqwels ye xwemlexwelh. 
(only/ at least)(it used to be)(their talk)(the plural)(Inclian of long ago) 
[At le£lst, that used to k the tdk <f the Indians <f wrg af!l] 

E ' ,, 1 1 1 ]h 1 ' 1 -L ! ' } sesu xwe 1t erru xexeyt a: te qesu xwe st a tewa xwe sma: t. 
(so then)(it happened)(came to/ started to)(they already mentioned)(and so/ so 
that)(became)(like)(that)(became)(mountain) 
[Then sorrrthing hapJx:rm, to start transfarrrirg them to bronr like that, to bronr a 
nmntair!l 

MRS. AMY COOPER: Lhellhali:? 
(Is it women?) 
[W<K1'Tlli][Mrs. Gxper asks this sine the 'lilJtds for s� pj,'l£Yl alme dona reud the 
sex: ef the s�, and sine her Indian nam! is the mm! <f the fuby c/aurj;ter <f LhflJ.Jeq; 
narrdy S'opuj 

MRS. JIM: LhellhaK 
(It is women.) 
[Wwm] 

MRS. COOPER: TherearetlWsisters, and

MRS. JIM: Le t'welh lhxwa:le 1 sqwalewel 
(there)(may have been)(be three people)(it's m}?(thoughts/feelings) 
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[There rmy haw fxieri tmre ;xxple, I think] 

MRS. COOPER: There rmy haie fxieri tmre cf them ard they uere a/,wtf5 � 
almt WXJ 1f&!d kin tk frmt ro face the riier there, so that they caJd sre tk riier and 
wuh the mer.

MRS. JIM: TI' o s6seqwt qesesu tl' o aluwstem kw' 6kw' etstes ye mekw' 
leq'aleqel ye'hel 
(it's that one)(youngest sibling)(and so)(it's that one)(she was put in 
front)(watching them)(the plural people)(every/ all)(travelling)(bypaddling 
along) 
[It wtS tk )WJ1g'St that wtS tk ark? WXJ wtS put in fimt. Shes wtxhing elEY)ixxly 
tr� by paddling� 

MRS. COOPER: Well, shesa:;s thatthe)WJ1g'Stark?is intkfantherr, soshecaJd 
wuh themas they'repadd/,ing,� Esesuxue'it? (Andso7ihathapperml} 

MRS. JIM: EIIll a:y te xexeyt te mestlyexwelh qesesu xwe smelma:lt. 
(he started to)(keep on)(the one)(tr.msforming)(the)(people in the past)(and 
so )(they became)(mountains) 
[The ark? transfoming tk people in tk past started ro keep an, and so they bram: 
muntains.] 

Xwe sma:lt kw'e mekw'elhstames. 
(they became)(mountain/ stone)(the remote)(everyone in the past) 
E 'll!YpK? in the past lxram: a rrwntainllxram: sun. 

MRS. COOPER: ]re, 7ihat das that ,n,an· �cy,_eyt? 

MRS.JIM: Iyi:qt15. 
(he's char#g then-} 
[He's char#g them] 

MRS. COOPER: �the-people 

MRS. JIM: E:'e 
(ys} 

JOE LORENZETI'O: OJangjr,g,thepeople, ')f'IW. 

OLIVER WELLS: H<JWdoyx,tsay "char#gthepeople"? 

MRS. JIM: Xeytem. 
( they uere transfarrr,xg 
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MRS. COOPER: Xeytem. 
(they uere transfonm:P 

JOE LORENZETTO: Yeah. 

MRS.JIM: Esu le xwe sma:lt yutl'olemelh. 
(so)(they (past tense))(become)(mountain/ stone)(they remote past) 
[So thae l«:am: a rramtain} 

MRS. COOPER: And they turned into the rramtain 127 

Reference, in this story, made to Xa:ls, the transformer, clearly identifies it as a s_xwo.xwiyam. 

Equally significant, an important word is revealed, that is important to the whole discussion of 

this research. It is K�eyt, whose root word is Keyt which means "change something," or 

"transform something." This word is amazingly close in form to the Halq'emeylem word for 

"write something," which is Ke.i,t. The connection that can be inferred here is that as we write 

something, so we transform it into whatever it is that we name it. This theory shows how our 

use of language connects us to the existence of ideas and things like spirituality, mentality, or 

sm:s-rf.>exw, and that as our vocabularies change, so do our worlds. 128 

In • this next account of the Legend of Mt. Oieam, the story is expanded to include 

relationships with neighboring mountains, and the introduction of a dog which can be seen in 

127 This is the original transcription of the Halq' e�m in this story, supplied by Brent Gallow:iy p.c. 2002 but omitted from 
the Talonbooks publication of Wells 1987. To Gallow:iy's regret all the Halq'emeylem in the stories and most in the 
conversations 'W3S removed in the publication since Talonbooks did not have the fonts. However, the complete manuscript 
with all the Halq' emeylem and liternl translations supplied have been copied and are on file in the St6:lo Nation Archives. 
Gallow:iy and Burton plan to produce a book of these stories in the original Halq'emeylem with 1iter.tl ranslations and fluent 
English translations in the next fewyears (Gallowayp.c. 2002}. 

128 Gregory, p. 198 
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the mountains from a certain vantage point. 1his mountain family story is related by St6:lo

Elder Mrs. Amy C.Ooper, and intermediated by Wells. 

[LEGEND OF MT. OIEAM] 

MRS. COOPER: We/4 Mamr, Clx:amis a lady, andMamr, Baker is a mm (Ibis is 

an dd �- So Mamr, Baker, he wms mer arxl he kms far a wfe, and he finds a nue 

kmirg gj:rl So he takes her mer to the State cf Washirgm They /i.ie there arxl they haie 

thrre OOJS, M amr, Haxl, Mamr, Rainier - I can't tell pt wxa the other cn is. A rxl they 

haie thrre gjrls, but the 00)5 are the eldest ens. After the 00)5 � up and she had thrre 

little ?J:rls, she sa;s, "I had ktter gJ wde harre, "she sa;s, "to � people, to the Fraser 

Riw:" So she wms wde, arxl she sa;s: "I'll stand gµard," she sa;s, 'I'll stand and gµard 

the Fraser Riw; that m harmwms to� people, and m harm mm to the fob that ams 

up to fei them "

WELLS: We/4 that's wy interes� 

MRS. COOPER: That's the kg?nd Arxl then she takes her thrre dildren, and she 

stands up there. Arxl a:mng dmm fem up the mu/, there's thrre little par!JS, arxl these 

thrre little points are her childrm They say she hdds the smdlest cn in her hand A rd 

Jx:hind her, tmmrds this way, is the daghe£tdof thedag that f dlouRdher, arxl she tdd the dog

to gJ wde barre, arxl it stxxxl, there, and stapl there, So I 8Jl6S rign nuw there, if the snuw 

isn't all cf[, pt add sre that dog head plain Did pt er.er sre it? 

WELLS: Y mh. SorrE people m.i that the arepirgprapeaor. 

MRS. COOPER· No, it's really lxnstly a dog head there.129

It is our smstip,w, our thought and vitality, that generates our imaginative capacity,13
0 as St6:lo

people, to attnbute our humanity to the mountains and to draw on the smstf;exw of the 

129 Wells (1987), p. 51 
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mountains for our protection and comfort. Smesdyexw is the life and power of will shared in 

our environment. In many senses, the St6:16 live in a world bordered on the spiritual realm, in 

I smesuyexw. 

Now, for the next story in this trilogy, we might ask ourselves, "How many people does it take 

to render a Halq'emeylem story into English?" The following story has three people involved 

in the telling: Edmund Joe Peters translated his wife, Mrs. Peters' rendering of the story, and 

Oliver Wells who also recorded the story. This story tells of how a people became descendants 

of the Mountain goat. One can see that the process becomes very complicated with the details 

of the story becoming blurred as the three tellers seem not to be quite, at least obviously, in 

synchrony. The beauty of this story is that the Halq' emeylem rendering is included as provided

by Brent Galloway. We can see how different Halq'emeylem appears compared to English.

One can only imagine the stories as they might have been told before contact, as they would 

be told in Halq'emeylem, with the use of body language and performance, and in their natural 

context.131 It would be wonderful to hear the story in Halq' emeylem, with all its unique sounds 

strung together like music and spoken like song. I imagine the original tellings as theatrical 

events, maybe like an opera, where our language sings the universe. 

130 George Lakoff. (1987). Women. Fire and Dangerous Things, What C.ategories Reveal About the Mind. Oncago: 
University of Oncago Press. Lakoff is 'of the experientialist view that "Thought is enixxJie::I, that is, the structures used to put 
together our conceptual systems grow out of bodily experience and make sense in temlS of it; moreover, the core of our 
conceptual systems is directly grounded in perception, body movement, and experience of physical and social behavior." He 
states that "every time we categorize something in a way that does not mirror nature, we are using general human 
imaginative capacities," and that "Human reason. .. grows out of the nature of the organism and all that contributes to its 
individual and collective experience: its genetic inheritance, the nature of the environment it lives in, the vvay it functions in 
that environmem, the nature of its social functioning, and the like, p. xv. 
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Mountain Goat legend 

PETERS: Q.wx/lidlh. 

MRS.PETERS: .A'a. Xet'e sW'lfl>ks a la ak'U£ldx la teli ttha te XwhijJ:mSmf:lt, 

Lhflheqiy 

PETERS: A 'P'"if,fellaw'liEl1t up w hunt, up in 0:Je£im A rd he trade«/ a. .. 

MRS. PETERS: P'q'elqel, 

PETERS: Cart, yu knmJ.J rrmntain �t Ard he am5 w the lake there, lutle lake, 

and he sren too 'P"1!, 'l.ROl7EJ1S sitting dmm � They g:t sekm.m[howis it?} 

MRS PETERS: Q:sulekuu:tem 

PETERS: A rd they tdd him that he shookln't k asha,m,d if us, and they tak mm pt 

sre, tak him .. 

MRS. PETERS: Kue le s6:sequt d'e le xue st/J: IRs. 

PETERS: The�t arr is the arr thatg:t himfarhis wfe. Anderery tm'l! theywnt 

rrrut, uhen the gJty fIX:S aa, am erery burr, Ciiw-, erery lxn they rut, yu kmw they elm 't 

burn it, throw it lzuk in the lake, lzuk. 

MRS. PETERS: Li teq6. 

PETERS: Inthewter. Or tm'l! this 'P'"if,gJ,ty thatWJS brrujlt �-

MRS. PETERS: Kwi:lxes ti tem!qsels t'emhes sth'o.m 

PETERS: They hid a pure if the na;e, yu knmJ.J and this fellaw'liEl1t aa, he rorre fuck, 

his na;e W1S � and they ask«/ him WX£l£Y" hid the burr, yu knmJ.J they w:mted txJ 

gj,ie it w this gµy, andhethrrmeditbcuk inthewater. Well, thisguygotallrifiit. Thats the 

s� Ciiw-. 

rn Carlson, in dlapter 11, "Spoken Literature, St6:lo Oral Narratives." A section called "1he Interactive Perlonnance Aspect 
of Sxwc>�" discusses how a speaker retains effective control of the medium in oral telling, and compares the 
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[My comment: I wonder here if the nose bleeding in the story here is saying something about 

nose bleeding at high altitudes. Wells intervenes now, to elicit details of the story which might 

be understood by the tellers, but not obvious to the novice listener, or, now, reader.] 

WELLS: Well, these too y.wg w:m:n at the lake, 'lJ£"fe they like spirits? Wmi they the 

spirit <f the� the� or 'lJ£"fe they w:JlW1, like? 

PETERS: The spirit cf the fPl,t. 

MRS. PETERS: E thex:uerm rrEStiyexw)l,d'aeme tep'q'elqel, 

PETERS: W1x!i they ffl l.xrrr ro uhere they are, they 'lJ£"fe red peopk 

WELLS: Yedb, Isa:; ')WJ. But uhen this rmnsawthemat the lake, they'lJEfe the spirit 

cf thegu,t 

PETERS: T!mthey'lJEfegu,ts, ')WJ. 

WELLS: Yedb, I lJ:l it N<YliJ CJJeam, I naia:dyx,,:rwfe SaJ5 Ox:amjust like it W1S an 

Indianwrd 

PETERS: Yedb, Oij1:m 

WELLS: Well, didthelndians ha'l£ •.• ?' 

MRS. PETERS: Ll!DxrJiyyuhteskwxs tuii'osrra:lt 

PETERS: L� the rmmtain's narre. 

WELLS: That's CheamPeak, dJ? 

PETERS: Yedb. 

WELLS: Wfut da5 it rrrun? 

-witnessing of an oral narrative performed as being akin to seeing live theatre versus silently reading the script. P. 188-189. 
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PETERS: Well, I dm't kmw the rmtnmg But, ')00 knmJJ mmy Ckam peq;le are 

li'lir§ still li'lir§ that's tlxir armwr is that fPJ,f, 'pt know 

WELLS: CTI, I sre, ')f!dh- Well, nm£J WJen ')00 say CJJeam it refers to the JX!XPk, rxx the 
. -'-?

rrruntam, f.'FJ. 

PETERS: Na the rrwntain. 

WELLS: No, but the armwr WIS the� if the rrwntaint I sre, 'J?fW. And haw do 'pt 

say this nttm!, this armtnr? 

PETERS: S�·ls. 

WELLS: And the CJJeamrefers to the JX!XPle at the lxttanif the rrwntaint 

PETERS: Yeah. W1:m the kids WCJWU/J, wll they send them- send them that rrundmm 

wth his kids, 'pt sre, send them!xm?, and his wfe tm 

WELLS: And that WIS the b:gi,nnirg if the CJJeamjX!Xple? 

PETERS: Yeah.132 

Despite the many interventions and Xwelltem influence, these three stories convey the St6:lo's 

intimate connection to the land and animals. They show how the mountain, the mountain goat 

and the people are interconnected and interdependent through their shared power, and how 

the Halq' emeylem language tells the story best. For without our language, what would be the 

meaning of "Cheam," the Anglicized version of X'OOJ0V:mand Cl,ifxm Without the original 

Halq'emeylem language, one might never make the connection that it refers to a place where 

there are "always wild strawberries." And so, then, we cannot truly saywe are in S'6lh Temexw 

n2 Wells (1987), p. 94 
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without knowing the stories of our relationship with the land, and how they are best expressed 

in our Halq' erneylem language. 133

What Halq'emeylem means to the Sto:lo: "/felt I was called home ... " 

How can you claim your land back if you can't even speak your own language?" Stt)5

Tselof;thel,71Et, "How can you say you're Xwelmexw if you can't speak your own language 

yourself? We're fighting back today." She showed me with great pride some quotes that were 

prepared by the St6:16 Shxweli program participants, the Halq'emeylem word warriors who 

will breathe the Shxweli of our ancestors into S'6lh Temexw. "Their words are going down in 

history," says Tselof;thel,uet. 

In these quotes, prepared for inclusion in Sqwelqwels ye St6:lo, the St6:16 Nation newsletter, 

the St6:lo Shxweli people were asked "Why is the language so imponant, and what does it 

mean to you?' The bold emphases in the following quotes are mine. 

• Finding the "missing link" that jcins armtnrs ro m and carries ai ro ey chikben. ..
Kala/a - Carde Peters

• It srem like a 1mg tbn alff), but I fek I 'WIS called home ro leam ey larf!Jlttff!, wich
is Halq'emf;lem Kkiyia - Gloria ]re

• Halq'emf;lem has /:xien, passed dawi fturn a1r r.umtnrs. It is part cf a1r aJture and it
heals andgi<res me strength. Seliselw-BibianaMakste

133 Louis Owens. (1992). Other Destinies, Understanding the American Indian Novel Norman: University of Oklahoma 
Press,. Owens vvrites about American Indian novelists who use that medium to come to terms with discovering their identity 
in contemporary Amenca. He states that the very fact of writing in English "adds complexity to the overarching question of 
culturnl .identity by using a discourse "charged with value" and 'alien"' Ho-wever, he states, "in Native American fiction, for 
the first time, the interest is always and intensely in the Indian defmed in terms of Indian ideas and needs as those have 
evolved into the late twentieth century." And, "Indian vvriters today have come to expect, even demand, that readers learn 
something about the mythology and literary ( or.u) history of Native Americans." Thus, "Native American vvriters are 
offering a way of looking at the vvorld that is new to Western cultw-e." In Clupter 1, "Oher Destities, Oher Plas, An
Intrrxluctim to Irdian N auis, "p.3-3 1, 
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• Halq'errijem is � choue as the cornerstone as 'lJ£ build a fomdatim tmmrds
StrJ:lii renewal Siph- Sreprre Corpuz

• Leanii1w; the lar,gµa� is healing the culture wound that W1S hidden for so bf,
Stulka - Darr:enMdntyre

• Otr le;pds and stories entrerxhes us in an- "cmntry" S'fih Tem!x1£J " therefore an
Halq'errijemconnects us to the land. 1l'oukonvt- Verley Ned

• Halq'errijemhe/,ps us ro find our trne identity. And is a healing medicine to
an-scd H�iya - E unilE Ned

• Wby is the� irrportant? &rause it's an-identity. Yomla: - Raaken �

• Bromse it W1S an-past, is the present and wlJ, k an-future. E lizaleth Herrling

• La11!f(l-t,� is the bridge for our culture ro pass fium en generation ro the rrx't.
Daws/ay-WJil-tsa - Helen ]re

• Speaking Halq'errijem is how the Creator identifies us as St6:lii Nation people.
Tsela/Jthel,'lJl!t - Shmey Norris

• Otr Halq'errijem language is our culture cf StrJ:lii Nation. Tu;we - DiarrrE
OJarlie

• 1he Halq'errijem �� has lxen a spiriJual, healing and empowering jatr'YEJ
tfllmrds sdfaneptuaHmtim fiumnow ro eternity. KateHla - Ode/,ina, Rentaria

• Learning the langµa� is � w,ry if honouring our ancestors. Tf:t'elem Spith -
Eddie Ga:rdn?r

• Halq'errijem is for anpr uho has a desire ro communicate from the heart.
Oxxale-1� C'.orrre134 

Xtq,eylthettset: Writing Ourselves 

Through the stories, the language, the people and the land, we can see how all the pieces fit 

together connected by smestfyexw into one coherent idea - S' 61h Temexw, an idea that nearly 

disappeared under a veil of X welfrem domination. Under this veil, the X welftem - the hungry 

134 Ti.-t'elemSpath- Eddie Gardner. 
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people - recreated us in the name of Indian, as they devoured our stories, our language, our 

cultural resources, and our knowledge. They attempted to submerge our Xwelmexwness into 

artifact, a thing of the past, sure that we would die out, '&wi.ytsetxha, leaving themselves, the 

Xwelttem, the hungiypeople, to devour Our land, to devour S'61h Temexw. 

But we didn't die out, fue '&wi.ytset.. Our ways went underground, muffled by the Xwelitem 

laws, muffled by the force of their powerlul Western influence, muffled by the imposition of 

their own language over ours. In their own words, they wrote us, '&ijtaxues, nearly into 

oblivion. Xij,t6xues, they wrote us, into the past, recreated and reinvented us in their words, 

into Their World, their Xwelitem world. 

And now, from under the veil of Xwelitem influence, we rise, pel:ekwset, to name ourselves, to 

write ourselves, '&e/thettset, even in X 7.Ridfrerrqe/,, in the Xweli'.tem tongue, '&e/theaset. We have 

learned how to use the writing instruments, '&eltd, of the X welitem, and in their X 'U£!iterrqel, we 

write ourselves, '&e:/theaset alive a:jexw into a new way of looking at their world, making their 

words our own, saying who we are in their foreign tongue. 

And even though our Halq'emeylem language, our X wflmzx::uqel, has been submerged deep 

under the veil of Xwelitem influence, we and our Xwmxuqel, our language, will rise, 

pel:ekwsetdJCi. And with this pel.·ek� our X wmxuqd, our Halq' emeylem language, this most 

important assertion of our uniqueness, will burst through the Xwelttem veil and breathe our 

identity throughout S'61h Temexw. For the spirit of the St6:lo, the spirit of the River, lives in 

our language, a:fexw te Sto:lo Shx7.Rid£ The next chapter will examine more closely how 
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Halq' emeylem expresses Riverworldview, and is the best expression of our spirit, our world 

and of creation. 
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Chapter 4 

T'IT'ELE:METISET TE ST'ILEMS TI-IE SKWOKWQ.A:Q 
SINGING TI-IE ROBINS SONG 

Grand Onef Mike Mitchell of the Mohawk C.ouncil of Akwesasne, at the 1988 Assembly of 

First Nations Aboriginal Language Policy C.onference, captured beautifully the essence of what 

it means when we saythat our languages are from the Oeator in the following statement, 

"Wbat 'lfIX,Ud, happen to tk Creawr's law if tk rdin cooldn't sing us s� anyrmre?" he 

asked "We 'lfIX,Ud, feel, wy fud; 'lf£ 'lfIX,Ud, rx:t Wlderstand that sam!!hirg snappr:d in 

nature's law Wbat 'lfIX,Ud, happen if yxt saw a rdin and yxt hmrd a different s� if it 

WIS sirrgjrrg, tk s� ef tk seag,J/,? Y at 'lfIX,Ud, � 'Rdin, that's rx:t yur �[!!,· that's 

rx:tyurs�' 

"That's wat � grandfather us«/ to say to rre," Mitrhell said "It WIS rx:t mw7t far us t.o 

he our lmwµag:;we brdee thecyie, and ta/aywe hawnothing to standon if our�� is 

gingt.odi.e{AFN, 1988, atedbyKirkrx::ss, 1998:74). "135 

This chapter explores in St6:lo tenns the concept that "language is a gift from the creator," 

asserting that the place where the River People and River environment intersect is where we 

derive our understanding of creation, and that our Halq' emeylem language is its best 

expression. I will illustrate how Riveiworldview permeates . the Halq' emeylem language, 

blended in tenns for place, time, in general directional tenns, and in human body parts. Tenns 

for animals incorporate word pictures related to St6:lo creation stories. By breathing life into 

our Halq'emeylem language, we aim to reconnect with our collective memory that is 

135 VemaJ. Kirkness. (1998). Aboriginal Languages: Collections of Talks and Papers. Vancouver: VemaJ. Kirkness. p. 
74. 
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distinctively St6:lo, to reconnect with the legacy of our ancestors and their relationship to the 

River, to smg cur mms�. 

In 1975, the 24 Bands of the St6:lo Nation came together and prepared a St6:lo Declaration, 

which includes the following in its statement: 

We, the people of the S to:lii tribes know the Creator -put us here. 1he Orator gire us law 

that gnem. all, cur relatims� t:o lire in hanrr:nzy wth nature and rrunkind. .. 

... 1he Orator gire us cur spiriluttl W, cur � cur bdture and a plaa: oo 

Maher E a:rth WJidJ pradkl us wth all, cur rm:ls. 

We hare rruintaim:l cur fimJom cur langµag5 and cur tradilwns firm tiJre 

imnmvriaL • • 136 

Immediately, by this passage; we can see how all aspects of St6:lo identity, is represented in an 

interrelated system of beliefs a) in a Creator, b) that the Creator gave us laws, languages, 

culture and place, and c) that all these gifts, including language, have been a part of the St6:lo 

people since time immemorial. Rarely, is the importance of language spoken about without 

mention of these three interconnecting factors which altogether define us as St6:lo people. 

Aboriginal people across Canada believe in the notion that our languages come from the 

Creator. 1his broadly based belief is incmpora.ted in documents that represent First Nations 

people nationally. In 1992, the Assembly of First Nations (AFN) summarized the importance 

of Aboriginal languages as follows: 

136 The St6:lo Declaration is included in Public Relations packages given to visitors to St6:lo Nation, and is also included in 
St6:lo Nation's Employment Policy manual 
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The A lxJri?frd lan;µalf3 uere gj:rm by the Creator as an inte;§-cd part cf life E rrbxlii:d in 

A lxJri?frd lan;µalf3 is an- unique relatianship ro the Creator, an-attitudes, ldiefs, udues, 

and the fandarrmtd rxxioo cf WJat is truth... Lan;µa� is the pnrx:ipal, mws by uhuh 

aature is a.a:umdat:ed, sha:rrd and transrrilted from wuaticn ro wuatim. The key ro 

identity and retentioo cf aJture is �'s armtrcd lan;µag::.137

1he interconnectedness of G-eator, language and identity speaks clearly to a spiritual aspect in 

an Aboriginal worldview and possibly what Dauenhauer & Dauenhauer ( 1998) were referring 

to in their requirement for language survival that the effort must "feel spiritually good" In 

plain language, one might say that the G-eator gave us our languages to tell us who we are, to 

distinguish us from one another, celebrating our diversity. Along the same vein, a 1991 Report 

by the First Nations Congress titled First Natun Alx»i?fr,a}, Lan;µalf3 Pdicy and Program 

Cmsideratims noted that 

"ro sµwe ')WY A lxJri?frd lan;µa� m>ans rrore than just speakU1?J Otr lan;µag5 are titrl 

ro kmwng WJO -pt are in the wre cf ')WY sad ( ated in lgpa<e 1998 ). "138 

How can we know who we are if we cannot learn our history, beliefs and stories from our 

elders told to us in our Aboriginal languages? So much of what is inherent in our Aboriginal 

languages is untranslatable. Elder and Language Teacher Instructor, Catherine Bird, Nakazkli 

Nation, in a statement to the graduates of the Carrier language teachers program, states 

It is irrpartant for the people ro knaw their mxher tmgµe. This is haw cur elders talkal to

the people and passal dmm an- history, ldiefs and swries. W1:m ue sta:rt«l to he cur 

lan;µa� the dder wrraticn cwld na rormunimte wth the )OlfWY' wrraticn in cur 

137 Ignace, p25.

138 Ibid., p. 2 4. 
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languaf!J and the m>ano-g W4S ht WJen -rhey tried to rorrrmnuate in E Yffoh (lgpa<£, 

1998).139 

Our histories, beliefs and stories are embedded in the languages themselves, in the veiy ways 

that our languages have evolved to include the meanings inherent in them. How will we pass 

this legacy of our Oeator's gift to our future generations if we do not have a language with 

which to tell them of our rich heritage? 

The chief of an Interior First Nations community looking toward the future affinns how 

important language is to identitywhen he remarked that 

"Thirty )Ftm fem naw I dona wmt nw childmi to knawby their status cardonly that they 

are Indian Knooing their /anguaf!J is WJat wll gne them their identity {lgr,a<£, 1995, cited 

inlgJ1tK£ 1998}. "140 

And so it is clear in the minds of Aboriginal peoples, including St6:lo, that language, identity 

and worldview which includes a creator and creation are inextricably interconnected, and that 

by learning them we may restore wholeness to our peoples and communities from the trauma 

inset by their veiy erosion. From 1975 and certainly before that time until today in the year 

2000, the statements from Aboriginal peoples ring a common note continuously and 

passionately, even more so today than before. The following is from the Vision Statement on 

Languages from the Language Secretariat of the Assembly of First Nations: 

In spite cf a history that axJd haw distrayed au adtural, suniud as Peoples, ue haw 

a»1li,nu«J, to express cur adture thrmrJ, the dapest apprroatim, respect, camit:m?nt and 

celebratim cf au unique relationship wth this Earth, Or A rK1her and all cf C'IWlim It 

139 Ibid., p. 28 

140 Ibid.,p.24 
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is aq langµag:s that prodde us wth the firxst uurds and the wmext for exfJY€5S1J1f§ 

�?J1f§ umerstandi,rg and liung in this spead relatimshipwith thewatld The sun.im/, 

<f aq langµag:s is essential, to aq aatural identity, uhethe,- 71£ spede wth fall fluerry and 

ekxJuerKe or are arrwg thae WJO are just � to learn aq first uurds {AFN, 

2000).141 

Durante (1997) says that "to have a language," means being part of a community of people 

who participate together in a shared range of ways of communicating, of being part of a 

tradition, of sharing a history-, and thus of having access to a collective memory-which includes 

stories, innuendoes, opinions, recipes, and other things that make us human. Without our 

language, or with only limited knowledge of our language, we cannot access our collective 

memoiy-.142 
As Aboriginal peoples, who in a drastic way have been stripped of our languages, 

stripped of our rightful Aboriginal identities inherent in our collective memory-, the 

consequences have been devastating to our very- livelihoods. In many ways, we have 

continued to "have a language" even in the ways we distinguish ourselves through our own 

unique ways of communicating using English. 

By bn:athi,g life into our Aboriginal languages, we want to and aim to reconnect with our 

collective memory- that is distinctively St6:lo, to reconnect with who we are as defined by our 

ancestors through our ancestral language, to redefine our world today in our own terms, and to 

achieve the wholeness we long for that is inherent in knowing who we are collectively. I quote 

Durante at length as he elaborates further on what it means "to have a language," 

141 Assembly of First Nations Language Secretariat. 0uly, 2000). VisimStatem!nt- L�. Posted on the AFN website. 

142 Alessandro Durante. (1997). Linguistic Anthropology. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. p334. 
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To haw a fantµag:. .. w add, say that /antµa[]! is in us as rrndJ as ware in /.,ingµag:. By 

anrming p«ple to their past, prr:sent ard fature, /.,ingµafJ! l:xrr,rra their past, prr:sent, ard 

future. Langµa[]! is not just a representation rf an independently estaliished wdd. 

Langµag! is also that wdd. Not in the sirrplistic sense that all w hm.e rf atr past is 

/antµag! but in the sense that atr rrmvries are inscrihd in lirfjlistic tUmlllls, stories, 

arm:lm!s, and narra just as rrndJ as they are cmtaimi in smlls, samds, ard wt)5 if 

hdding atr lxxJy. If /angµa[]! is aaia,, as propaed by Mall11llli$ki, ard the wt)5 w spedk 

prodde us wth wt)5 if king in the 1ilJ1Ui, as SUfgJStm by Sapir, Woif, ard mmy dhers, 

lirfjlistic cvrmuniration is part if the mdity it is suppaed to represent, interpret, ard eulee 

If /antµa[]! is, in Wzttg!YJStein's iwrds, "a farm rf life " then to hm.e a /ar,gµa[]! not cdy 

m?ans to haw an instmmnt to represent (:(£f1Js in parli,cu/ar wt)5, it also m?ans to hm.e the 

ability to interaa wth sudJ (:(£fds, ajfea them or re aJfo:ted by them{Durante, 336).14
3 

How much more closely interconnected can we, our identities, and our languages be if 

languages truly become our "past, present and future." And if language is "a form of life," 

then it is the embodiment of meaning created by the life form which is ourselves as humans in 

anert wth the environment in which we create it. That is, to say, that we cannot name 

something, for example, without that something telling us what it is, by its touch, feel smell, 

sound and look What other means do we have to know our world, other than interaaing wth 

it? Language, having been born from this interactive process, takes on a life of its own, 

affecting us in ways beyond our conscious awareness. Lakoff and Johnson (1999) elaborate 

more fully the idea of the embodiment of reason, 

First, � rf wgpitiw scien:e] tell us that hurrnn reascn is a form<[ animd reasw, a reascn 
inxtricaliy tud to atr l:xxlies and the prodiaritus if atr brains. Sarni, these resuks td1 us that atr 

143 Ibid., p 336. 
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/xx.ie;, brains, and interaaials wth aer emir<nmnt prodde the rmtly unancious b:tsis for aer 
el£Y)day m.1ttj»J)5u:s, that is, aer sense <f WJat is reaf 44• 

A sense of what is real for the St6:lo is the River and its environment, which in Halq' emeylem 

is intimately reflected in terms for place, general directional terms, body parts, social system, 

time and probably in other ways not examined in this study. What a strong sense of identity in 

being St6:lo it will be for those who choose to learn the intricate nuances in our Halq'emeylem 

language that reflect the St6:lo, reflect us. 

River People, River Culture 

Our identity is embedded in the very name we call ourselves, the Sto:lo, or River People. The 

River is our lif eway, our culture, and is deeply interconnected to our spiritual beliefs of a 

Oeator and creation. Our language connects us to the River and its environment and is 

reflected in the names we give our places.145 The place names we use today for our 

communities submerge the rich St6:lo meanings which descnbe vividly aspects of the River or 

River environment. 

C.Ommon usage 

Aitchelitz 

Cheam 

Lakahahmen 

Peters (Squatits) 

Halq'emeylem 

Athelets 

Ltr/a:md 

Skwate1s 

Meaning 

"edge at bottom" or place 
where two rivers meet" 

"always wild strawberries" 

"level place" or "place that is 
visited" 

"water trickling through" 

144 George Lakoff and Muk Johnson. (1999). Philosophy in the Flesh: The Embodied Mind and Its Challenge to 
Western Thought New York Basic Books. p. 17. 

145 Carlson. pp. 197-199. 
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Seabird Island 

Shxw' owhamel 

Squeah 

Tzeachten 

Yale 

We have retained these 

Sq'buJ.e/ 

ShxwiiWJarrt1 

St'elxueth' 

Skwji46 

0/iyiqtel 

X 7.Rl1J£W/hp 

names, yet many St6:lo 

"rum in the river" 

"where the river levels and 
widens" 

"to move in a semi-circle with 
the current" 

"waterlall" 

"fish weir'' 

"willow tree place" 

people today are not aware of the 

Halq'emeylem meanings we have for these places. I was born in Sk'lfijJ, a place I always knew 

as Squeah. Little did I know until today that the name of the place I was born held a special 

significance defined by a natural phenomenon. It is also understood that it might be derived 

from the Lillooet term "skwstqwarrl' (St6:lo orthograph}1, "watetfall." This revelation gives 

Squeah special meaning to me, more special than the vague notion I previously held of this 

place. Recently, I attended a celebration of the education achievements of the children of the 

Cheam First Nation, and was delighted to hear some of the history related there. The master 

of ceremonies played a little trivia game with the children where one of the questions asked 

was "What is the meaning of Clieam, or Ozjv:rrt" Many hands went up from the children 

146 
Galloway ( 1993) in his Grammar, lists Squeah as possibly derived from skwl,, w:iterfall, or from the Thompson (Nlakapmx) 

language. But Gallow:iy (2002 p.c.) notes that the Thompson word for w:iterfall in an exhaustive Thompson dictioruuy by 
Thompson and Thompson {1996) is completely different, vvhile the Lillooet word for w:iterfall (from Jan van Eijk p.c.), is a 
more plausible source, that would be written in the St6:lo orthography as skuistqru'an(whichis analyzed as s- nominalizer, root 
kuis 'fall,' '-tqw' 'w:iter,' -am 'intransitive), and kuis can easily be heard as k'UZ)5; if the suffix for w:iter is dropped as we drop 
w:iter in our clipped version "falls" for w:iterfalls, we are left with skWJ5om, not far from Sk'llijJ." Carlson (1997), on p. 198, 
lists Squeah as St'&'U£/h' "to move in a semi-circle with the current." 
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who showed anxious determination in their faces to respond, "always wild strawberries." lhe 

pride shone through the children's faces at their knowledge of this little bit of important trivia. 

Siyfmhes tdi te Yeqr.i)f?qui:w (Oiief Frnnk Malloway of Yakweakwiouse) tells eloquently the 

meaning of Oiilliwack,147 148 the place, and its meaning to the people of the area. He illustrates 

how the place is defined by a function of relationship between River People and the River. 

W1»i ')U,I, g> up the ri'lEY' there WIS a rretha1 cf pding, Y � kmw that WIS a skill in it.self. 

A JX?Y5an umld pde riffe up the Fraser a/ag the� cf the riw. I thmk that there WIS a 

red skilJ, in it lxrause I tried it and I crnkln,t krep the canre straigpt. I umld push an en 

side and the canre umld head (X.{t the a-her 'iJ.l$J. Y � had to haw a skill to leam hawtodo 

that They used to talk amtt the rmming cf Ts'elxY£$YfW (0Jil1i'l.Rl1lk). "Wfut dais 

Ts,elxu6eqw m:an?" But if ')U,I, heard a1r CJief Looi£, he umld s� "Ts,elxyey:qw 

m:ans as Jar as ')U,I, can wt up the riier using a paddle 1hen uhen ')U,I, had to swtd-J to a 

pde, and that,s uhere Ts,elxYE$f/W WIS." So that mule sense to m?, and that WIS the 

nam cf a1r trik- � people. 

Imagine, a name based on the place on a River where one switches from using a paddle to a 

pole to move in it, and naming a people by this very·function of the name of the place. 

Language, identity and culture are interconnected so obviously here. 1his account shows 

clearly why Aboriginal people whose language, identity and culrure are interconnected in this 

obvious way would understand so strongly the deep meaning of these interconnections. 

Without the language the interconnections are not grasped easily. Cheam, removed from the 

original name, Cliy5:m, is just a name. And what is "Oulliwack" without knowledge of 

147 Ibid., p. 9. 

148 Galloway (2002, p.c.) in his dictionary, lists Sts'dxwiqw-Ts'dxwqw-Ts'dxuey:qw as Cbilliwack River and Cbil1iwack Indian 
People, and the literal tranSlation of the word as "slough/backwater/ quieter v.rater at the top of the head (or) something to 
go into slough/ quieter water from the river at the top of the head." 
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Halq' erneylem? One may have some vague notion that it comes from the people of the area, 

usually no more. But, for Sifmhes, "Chilliwack" holds greater meaning related not only to its 

Halq' emeylem name, and to St6:lo identity, but to the lif eway of the River, to River culture. 

"Chilliwack" defines a relationship based on interaction between River people and the River, 

and defines the people as the Ts'elx7REp[W 

The River further defined us in determining how our social structure was developed.149 

Smdd:lh, for example, is the Halq'emeylem word for high status people from high status 

families. To be Smla:lh, meant to be from a family who "knew their history." Being from a 

Smld:lh family meant that the family knew which productive fishing or berry picking sites the 

family had access to, and that the family knew the legends, or Sif.�ui;tfm related to these 

places and resources. Smla:lh people knew special infonnation about plants and other 

resources, and had relationships with spirits of prominent family ancestors. 

Being St'axem refers to a low status family, or "poor people." St'axem implies "people who 

have lost or forgotten their history." Without knowledge of history, one could not access the 

hereditary privileges of high status families. To be upper class, or lower class, then, was

determined by the access one had to the River and its resources and to the rich spirirual 

resources associated with it. Today, many of us are "lower class," or St'axem, because we do 

not have a deep understanding of our culture and how it is embedded in our Halq' emeylem 

language. Our language was stripped from our tongues by the colonial imperative. Sk'llli'fth 

were slaves and had no direct access to any of the River resources. 
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Despite the declming use of our language, River culture thrives. River resources continue to 

be managed through family connections today. Fishing spots and beny and root locations are 

managed by families who have ancestral obligations to these places, and these rights and 

privileges are acknowledged through naming ceremonies. During the naming ceremonies, a 

speaker describes the places and resources to which the previous owner of that name had 

access. River resources are considered ancestral relations to people living today. The 

SKw5Kmyim, or legends of Xe&d:ls, the powerful Transformers who changed the world in 

ancient times, tell of our ancestors who were transformed into River resources such as the 

salmon, eulachon, sturgeon, cedar tree and so on.150

Siyfmhes shares how his family is descendant from the original Ts'elxuip[lR/51 delineating how 

identity, place and social status are interconnected 

I don't think there ws any rrmerrl!l1t. Y at uere born into 'Pl"' class 'pt knmR1 .. I �s if 

'pt gJ fude in histary, uel1 it's like Oief Ken Mallmmy said: «ue're the arigjnal dJi.efs if 

the Ts'elxuiy?qwpeopk He rmmt himelf, his urKie, nw btrxher-and r7¥elf. We trare cur 

history ngn fude to CJilli:wuk lake We're the dkt f anil,ies here, but ue don't say ue're 

hig;er up. Otr history Stt)5 ue're firm, the first f anilies. 1he nams that ue carry are firm, 

the first f arrily; firm, the fat, brrxhers WXJ start«l the Oi1Jiwuk trik Kenny Mallurmy 

carries that 11a11'E Wd£·/frJ., and I carry the narre Siyfmhes, nw sen carries the narrr 

1b'efddiJatd and nw unde carried the 11a11'E Y e&'lRi/em but now his sen Cecil, carries that 

nam:. So the fat, nams are still in cur farrily and Kenny Mallurmy al'lm)5 Stt)5 that if 

'pt're kxieirgfor chiefs, 'pt kxie tmmrds <Mr f anily brause ue're herw,tary chufs. 

149 Jbid., pp. 89-90. 

150 Ibid., p. 167. 

151 Ibid., p. 15. 
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This account is an example of a family who knows their history. The following stories, also 

from Siyemches, depict knowledge of s�w�uipm, of the stories of the time of creation related 

to the River Culture. Smela:lh people were well versed in this knowledge. 

"Why ue gx salnvn" 

I fJUf5t:i<nd Ed Lrm ahatt it [First Sdrrm Cererrmj/, and he tddme a baa the t� 

khind it and the pray;rs. He ustd to tell a kt if storiRS that W:Ye passtd an to bimabaa 

WJen the umld. WIS creatRd Y at knuw that it '001! that far futk. And he WIS tdkirrg 

ahatt WJy ue gx salnm. 

He said, "Us Indian people in the Fraser Valley and the trihutaries if the Fraser rx?TEr ate 

mza W')' mm. We ooly ate m?at WJen ue ran a1t if sdrrm" He said, "That WJen the 

creator fast mule m:Jher Mrlh, he httd all kinds of meat ammdhere, bear, drer, elk. W'kn 

yat eat mza yat &fl that hea-ey .feel,irrg and yat ckn't wmt to rrme too mm lxrause mza 

uei,g/Js yat dm.m. They ustd to pray to the creator to send them jixxl, that didn't lug them 

dm.m... " He saul that ore if the shxula:m[lndian datars] httd a dream that the creator 

WlS sending sorrrahirg up the mer and t.dJ bim to [I) dmm to the nw-and Sax!J their dip 

rm, and it WIS the salnm. 

It was not enough to know the origin stories of the salmon. In the continuing relationship 

between the St6:lo and the salmon food supply, it was important to always remember to be 

thankful to the creator by maintaining a deep respect for this gift which sustained our people. 

They t.dd them haw to respect the sdrrm and thank the orK5 that sent the salnm. 1be 

sdrrm people from alt in the awn, yat pray w them and thank them for 7ihat they sent. 

1he sdrrm people sent their dildren up to yat so yat'd haw sorrrahirg different to eat that 

gj:a5 yat kt:ter �-- Y at haw w just thank them take the !xJrx:S ard send them lxuk 

after yat haw eaten the fast sdrrm He saul that if yat didn't do that yat ueren't shooing 

yx,errespect for the salrrm people and they umld, quit sending theirdildren alt toyu 
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The deep respect that the St6:lo had for things in nature can be associated with how they 

viewed nature. St6:lo understood that they were only a small part of nature, dependent on 

nature for all that nature provides, and in many ways, at the mercy of nature herself. The 

anthropomorphizing of salmon and other things in nature, referring to them as people, as 

human, places those aspects of nature on a level equal to humans. 

A spiritual interrelationship with the "Other-than-human beings" in our environment is 

echoed by Jocks ( 1998), a self-professed scholar of religion and a student of the religious life of 

North American First Peoples specifically. As a Native person himself, he shares his deep 

concern for the loss of Native languages in this respect. 

There is m wry to dtride WJif.h is rrm demstat:irrgj the hs cf practiad k� in such 

redm as history, natured science, and social arg;inizatim; the /,as cf stories and jdees and 

all the ri_dnss cf humm experierxE they � the hs cf skills cf perreptim, trairxd by 

fndi,g;nats lingµistic structures; or the hs cf depth in atr rriatimships wth Other-than

humm � (Jaks, 1998: 218).152 

This type of relationship with "Other-than-human beings" features strongly in Aboriginal 

peoples' worldviews and can be recaptured in a way that makes sense for us today by 

reconnecting with our language and our s�oxwiyam. Lakoff & Johnson (1999), in their 

development of the theme that "reason is evolutionary," postulate that since abstract reason 

builds on and makes use of perceptual and motor inference which is also present in "lower" 

animals, rather than separating us from other animals, their line of "reasoning" places us on a 

152Christopher Jocks. (1998). Liurg in cmtan tmnslatim.: L<Tfiixue "texts" ttnl. the � if Er,Jish. In Endangered
Languages. Ed. Lenore A Grenoble &Lindsay J. Whaley. Cunbridge: Cunbridge University Press. p. 218. 
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continuum with them153• This notion is not new for Aboriginal peoples, and is an integral part

of our St6:lo worldview, a Riverworldview. 

1he wordsrra�win Halq'emeylem is particularly revealing. "Sm:s�w means "soul," "life 

spirit," or "power of one's will,154" or "power of thought combined with vitality.155" It was

believed that plants, animals and even rocks possessed sm:s�w. In Halq' emeylem, one can 

create a noun by adding a prefixed "s" to a verb. For example, adding this "s" to the verb 

"tY:/em," "to sing" creates the noun "st't:lem," which means "song." 1he Halq'emeylem word 

for person, or "to be a person" is "m:s�w." 1hat which is the spiritual essence of a person is 

"sm:s�w." 1herein lies the spiritual interconnection between St6:lo people and the River 

environment- sm:s�7.4 inherent in the veiyword spoken. 

Salmon 'people' are an integral aspect of River culture. Not surprisingly then, that tenns for 

salmon are well developed in Halq' emeylem, including sixteen different types with eighteen 

names. Each salmon species (coho, dog, humpback, sockeye, and spring) are divided into 

small (fiy, small in size, or kokanee [landlocked] and large; the spring and sockeye (and 

perhaps others) have further tenns specifying the time of year they run and the river they 

spawn in or run up.156 

153 lakoff & Johnson, p 4. 

154 Brent D. Galloway. (1999). Finderlist for Upriver Halkomelem Dictionary. Unpublished document. 

155 Diamond Jenness. (1989).The Faith of a Coast Salish Indian. Victoria: British Columbia. 

156 Galloway. (1993). A Grammar of Upriver HalkomeleDL Berkely: University of GilifomiaPress. P. 513 
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The 'small adult coho' is referred to as 'little berry;' its origin story links the coho to a berry 

that dropped into the lake or water. Thus, the spiritual relationship between the St6:lo and 

their environment is inherent in names given to animals, names associated with their origin 

stories. 'Speckled trout' is called 'little berry of red-flowering current;' its origin from a red

flowering currant having dropped into the water.157 This kind of naming links our everyday 

understanding of the world to the time of creation, and what a delightful way for children to 

learn about their environment. 

River Ways, or River Gtlture, is inherent in River People's terms for time, apparent in the 

names for months, or moons. Syil&em, the St6:lo year starts in the month �kwexfxs) equivalent 

of October. Each year begins at about the first quarter of the moon in October, and the moon 

beginning in October is the first of each year. The -o:s
158 suffix refers to face, and the root 

kwex means 'to count,' and the s prefixed turns it into a noun. Specific years were probably 

referred to by describing some event. In giving someone's age, the number precedes either 

syil/1ern, or miqa, 'fallen snows.' 159 

Each month, a lunar month, begins on the first quarter of the moon visible after the new 

moon. Each name refers to a time for some activity or event as follows: 

tenp6:kw 

157 Ibid. p. 512 

October, time to smoke dry Chehalis spring 
salmon 

or 

158 "-o:s" is semamically extended to round objects including coins and moon. Galloway (1993), pp. 203, 206, 213, 218, 488, 
549. 

159 Ibid. pp 571-573, gives an elaborate description of Tnne and Tense in Halq'eme}iem, including the names and meanings for 
months. 
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telxwts 

.... _. __ ,,, J 
rerru t:qes 

tent'elerrtses 

m'es 

qoooythf.·lem

terrkwk:uexd 

lherrt'&s 

terrle/,fle 

terrkw6:lexw 

... Ttme to dry salmon 

November, time to put away canoe paddles 
for winter 

or 
... leaves are falling 

December, fallen snow season 

Januaty, dried sockeye head, torch season 

Febmaty, time to get jammed in as in a trap, 
a box, ref erring to snow on pithouse 

or 
... Ttme one's hand sticks to things from the 
cold 

March, little frog season, when they start 
talking 

or 
... Birds making music 

April, time for baby sockeye salmon 
or 

... Tune of spring showers in one's eyes 

May, time for salrnonberries 

June, time for high water 
or 

... Tune for gooseberries 

July, tenth month 
or 

... Ttme for mosquitoes 
or 

... Ttme to wind dry fish at Yale 

August, time for sockeye salmon 

September, time for dog salmon 
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Eight of the tenns for months relate to gathering and processing food; four relate to activities 

of fauna; seven relate to the weather or are caused by it directly; and one is numbered, allowing 

the calculation of when the year begins. All relate to the River system. 

The River system is so central to St6:lo people that river tenns are the main set of general 

directional tenns besides demonstratives and phrases such as li te smi.·lt, 'to the mountain160 
.' 

There are several types of these tenns: directions toward and away from the river; upriver and 

downriver; both preceding types used at once (i.e., regarding sides of a house); and up and 

down movement in the river. Numerous such tenns are used. Here are a few of the basic 

ones. 

t/xl 

dnmu 

dxxleqw 

wiqw 

/ha; 

ahiw 

tiyt 

/ha;eK,.d 

�d 

te!JM 

teltiyt 

toward the river { on land) 

away from shore ( on the river) 

toward the backwoods, away from the river. 

drift downstream, drown 

drift downriver 

upstream 

upnver 

downriver way, down that way, downriver below 

upriver way, up that way, way upriver 

from downriver 

from upriver 

160 Ibid., p. 568. Describes directional temis based on the river system.
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s/Jx!q'qd wayupnver 

House temlS are coined with the river as a reference point. For example, s/Jx!q'qe/,, 'way 

upriver,' appears to be related to the term IJxxj'ewlh, 'opposite side of the house (on the inside).' 

�el,, 'front end of house (inside or out)' is literally 'side toward the river.' Sts�e/,, 

'back end of house (inside or out) refers to the 'side away from the river,' and is also related to 

the word for Chilliwack, Sts'elx'lRiyr[w S�e/,, 'upper end of house (inside or out)' is literally 

'upriver side,' and seuqwd:&e/,, 'lower end of the house' literally translates as 'downriver side.' 

River Culture is embedded even in Halq'emeylem temlS for body parts. For example, t'&� 

'going downriver' is embedded in the words xut'6xW<:Sts<5, 'hollow of the hand' and 

xut'6xW<:Sxe/,, 'arch of the foot,' and literally translates as 'the part that is going downriver on 

the face of the hand' and 'the part that is going downriver on the face of the foot.161
, In 

Halq' emeylem, words for people and human body parts and aspects of the environment are 

folded into each other as in th� above examples of 'hollow of hand,' 'arch of foot,' and 'sides 

of a house.' 

The integration of these aspects of the River in Halq'emeylem words truly illustrates the 

worldview of interconnectedness between humans and their surrounding environment. The 

word for land, earth, and world is remx� the word for St6:lo people is X wmx� and the 

word for umbilical cord is �7JE)li62
• The 'mexw' in each word may link us X 7filmxwto our 

161 Ibid. p. 468 

162 I have asserted some poetic licence here. However, I w:is interested in the word "rrey_'li£)ti' to see if it had some relation to 
the "rrexw' in "T6rrfxw' and "Xwehnexw." I asked Rosaleen George about a possible relationship, and she Stated "Me1'W"' 
that's everything, eh? But that's in the beginning of everything there." In a formal linguistic analysis by Galloway (2002 p.c.) 
there is no relationship between � in � and the suffix -rrexw in tenixw Rosaleen's statement may be the 
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ancestors who are of the land, and through our umbilical cord, the "mexw" in �'Ue)t½ we are 

connected to our future generations, to the beginning of all things yet to come. 

Riverworldview 

River People believe in a G-eator who created us and our environment, including a protocol of 

respect for interacting with that environment, an environment of shared power. Our 

Halq' emeylem language was born out of our interconnecting interrelationship with the River 

environment which defined us, gave us our identity. The interconnecting relationships 

between River People and our River environment permeates our Halq' emeylem language, in 

our terms for world, S'flh Tenixru; in origin stories, or S:K:_w�'Uiyim, in 'time' terms, in 'body 

terms, in 'house' terms, and in smstiy?x� the shared power of vitality and thought which 

requires a protocol of respect in "all our relations." And so it is, that for River People to speak 

our Halq'emeylem language is as natural as it is for the Robin to sing its own song. 

In essence, the place where River People and our River Environment meet is where our 

understanding of the creator com.es from, and is the same place our Halq' emeylem language is 

derived. Halq' emeylem expresses best the relationship St6:lo people have with the G-eator, 

with our world, S 'flh T em?X'UJ and with each other as X wflmxw. This way of understanding our 

Halq' emeylem language and its relationship to our River identity and worldview, is 

"Y' lhal" I "Ho B tifull"u:wqw . say, w eau . 

fonnation of a folk etymology. Galloway goes on to suggest that Rosaleen may also have been saying "Mlkw that's 
everything"' since mfkw is the normal word for 'all, everything,' and vvhile it sounds a bit like mxwor �'ll! Galloway also 
does not believe it is related either. For example, ikw means 'get lost,' fxw means 'you (subordinate subject),' and �w 
means 'sweep."' 
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Chapter 5 

IY011EX, EYQWLHi\ YU:WQWLHA163

La'Yff(d,� repre;ents the rmt ooitiie, JX;m1Sne aspoc!S if adture, the rmt intimite side if 

the humtn rrind The las if langµa� di:rersity wll rrrun that ue wll rerer eren hare the 

opportunity ro apprtriate the full creatne capaci1i6 if the humm rrird {Mithun, 

1998:189).164 

Langµa� is the rmt rmssire and irdusne art ue k11[1(£J a nwntairms and @l01J'l1WS 

'l.R.O'fk if urmnsciats w,zratims {E chmrd Sapir ( 1921:220 }165

Mithun (1998) and Sapir (1921) refer to language as one of the greatest expressions of human 

creativity, an art. Halq'emeylem represents St6:lo's linguistic representation of creation, an art

that expresses the deep interconnectedness between the St6:lo and their Riveiworld. 

Halq'emeylem binds the people and Riveiworld into an indistinguishable whole, into a 

Riverworld aesthetic. What does this Riverworld aesthetic mean in St6:lo peoples' lives today? 

This Chapter explores aesthetus, the approach I use to conduct and present my research. I draw 

on Kenny's {1989) concepts of "humans as aesthetic" to establish the nature of the 

relationship I establish between myself as researcher and my participants, the co-researchers in 

my study. In 1983, Native scholar, Kenny, began to envision her practice in aesthetic terms. 

She perceived an improvisational music therapy context as a reflection of a deep value 

comparable to the Indigenous value of relationship with Mother Earth. She designed a 

163 The words Eyqwlha and Yu.-wqwlha are interjections and their translations were taken from a "Finderlist for Upriver 
Halq' emeylem Dictionary, put together by linguist Brent Galloway, and is not a published document. 

164 Mithun, p. 189. 
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theoretical model, the "field of play," imagining the human person in ecological tenns, as a 

field, a bioregion with all its interactive components of condition as in any Earth space. 

Similar to the notion of Halq' emeylem language as art, Kenny descnbed music as the 

expression that was key in sustaining our connection to the land, in music therapy, or any 

experience potentially reflective of this dynamic aesthetic link between the Earth and the 

human person. In her theory, Earth places and the human being are both fonns of beauty -

aesthetics. 

In particular, I use Kennys theoretical principle, the assumption made that "as one moves 

toward beauty, one moves toward wholeness, or fullest potential of what one can be in the 

world." This befits my research of what Halq' emeylem means in the lives of people who are 

working to revive their language to bring wholeness to their lives as St6:lo people. After 

reading Kenny and other literature on aesthetic, I explore my own understanding of the term 

from a St6:lo perspective. I arrive at a definition of aesthetic as an "intuitive synchronicity," 

meaning that a thing of beauty creates an awareness of resonating with all of who I am. An 

aesthetic attitude of empathy and respect descnbes the kind of relationship I aim to build with 

my co-researchers in my interactions with them and how I present what they share. I use a 

creative expression format to present my research, keeping the co-researchers close to their 

shared experiences in their "poetic monologues." This process describes the medium I use for 

involving the reader in a dynamic of "play." I wish to convey coherence between 

165 Gystal, p. 40. 
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Riverworldview, theoretical aspects of Indigenous discourse, academic and theoretical 

knowledge, and the expression of my research by means of an aesthetic research methodology. 

"It's Really Beautiful" 

"Eyqwlha" is the St6:lo Halq'emeylem interjection for "Beautiful." Another word is iy6mex, 

which means "beautiful" or "good looking." "Yu:wqwlha" is the Halq'emeylem word for 

"How Beautiful!" or "Be Really Beautiful!" Good is inherent in the word Eyqwlha, where 

"Ey'' is the word for "Good." "Yu:w'' is the root for Yu:wqwlha. -qwha is a suffix meaning 

(emphatic admiration), wonderlully, how (emphaticall)?, really! Yu-wis an interjection Qike all 

the words formed here with-qwlha) and is used when praising something beautiful. Iyomex is 

the ordinary adjectival verb for "good-looking," "beautiful," "handsome," from ey or iy for 

"good" and-am:x for appearance.166 When I examine our Halq'emeylem word for "Beautiful" 

in this way, I am inclined to agree somewhat with Wittgenstein's idea that the structure of the 

world is mirrored in the logical structure of language. Wittgenstein opposed philosophers who 

he believed were trying to create a new ideal language to explain the world and reality, and 

rather felt that ordinary language was adequate for this pmpose."167 Wittgenstein's idea for the 

work of philosophers was to clarify our use of language, 

166 Gallow:iy (2002, p.c.) explanations for l)Omex, E)'q'l'-'lha and Yl).-wqwlha are from his Halq'emeylem Dictionary. He further 
explains that Yu:w is related to y5:wkt, the word for "bragging." -thet is a suffix maning "do to oneself," thus )O:wthet 
means "praise oneself - bragging." 

167 Gordon Hunnings. (1988). The World and Language in Wittgenstein's Philosophy. Albany: State University of New 
York Press Hunnings, p.1 
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The ftlSk <f phihophy is na to create a rEW ideal fa1lJ(tlg:, but to darijy the use <f au 

la1lJ(tlg:, the existing �ff!. Its aim is to rem.JlJ! particular rrisunderstandings, na to 

proiuce a red understandingfor the first tim.168

Wittgenstein reflects my own skepticism of what philosophers try to do in their quest for 

rendering intelligible the nature of what is real However, my own skepticism stems from my 

belief in what the elders mean when they say, "Our cultures and our worldviews are embedded 

in our Aboriginal languages." What I call my "healthy skepticism" of philosophy is a 

skepticism of Western philosophy which does not represent St6:lo Halq'em.eylem language, 

and therefore, cannot easily represent St6:lo Halq'emeylem thought. However, we need not 

throw out the baby with the bath water, so to speak - because we all love the baby. We can 

use the tools of Western Philosophy to see our Aboriginal world in a new way, to accentuate 

and reveal our own distinctive worldview. Phenomenological inquiry, for example, focuses on 

personal experience as one of its primary goals to understand rather than explain the real 

world, to understand human experience as it is experienced.169 In this light, I will examine how 

Western Philosophy can help us understand world(s) of "beauty or "aesthetics" through the 

views of one Aboriginal scholar. I will present an exploratory piece synthesizing my 

understanding of aesthetics, and will develop an aesthetic approach for conducting my 

research in examining how the Halq'emeylem aesthetic manifests in peoples' lives today. 

t68Jbid., p. 211 

169 Valerie Malhotra Bentz and Jeremy J. Shapiro. (1998). Mindful Inquiry in Social Research. Thousand Oaks: Sage 
Publications. G.apter7,P�lrquiry, pp 96-104. 
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Kenny's Aesthetics 

Carolyn Kenny (1989) outlines the philosophical views that form the foundation for building 

her concept of "custhetil5," and this is where I begin to develop my own deeper understanding 

of the term. Kenny builds her concept of "aesthetus" on the works of Polanyi, Kuhn, and 

Eisner, and on Phenomenological Inquiry, Hermeneutics, Heuristic Inquiry, Systems, and 

Fields. In particular, Kenny resonates with the Navajo worldview of h/Jzpi, or beauty as a way 

of life. Indeed, her exploration of a field theoxywas inspired by the following Navajo prayer 

Wuh b?auty J;efore m:, I uulk 

Wuh b?auty l:xlird m:, I uulk 

With b?auty alxR.e m:, I uulk 

With lmuty lx:lnwm:, I uulk 

Frum the East lmuty has ken n:starrd

Frum the SaJth lmuty has ken n:starrd

Frum the W£St lmuty has ken n:starrd

Frum the N arth b?auty has ken n:starrd

Frum the zemth in the sky b?auty has ken n:stom:l

Frum the nadir if the earth b?auty has ken n:stom:i

Frumall ammd m? lmuty has ken n:starrd (Wttherspan, p. 153-4)170

This important prayer, used so often in Navajo ceremony helped Kennyto imagine the human 

person as a field or environment as an "aesthetic," a form of beauty. Witherspoon ( 1977) 

elaborates the core of the Navajo worldview in his work, Language and Art in the Navajo 

Universe. The value for living in beauty is described at length. In this important work, as 

170 Gary Witherspoon ( 1971). Language and Art in the Navajo Universe. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press. 
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· Mithun and Sapir, Witherspoon ( 1977) situates language within the context of art, and

therefore germane in the aesthetic discourse.

From Polanyi, Kenny draws the idea that "we do not have knowledge outside of our 

experience," and from Kuhn's development of the concept of romrunity mtuitim which reveals 

itself in similarities of thought.171 From these ideas I glean that my own personal experience 

can be understood within the context of a community, such as St6:lo and other and 

Indigenous communities. Eisner, Kenny states, claimed that an artistic approach is associated 

with the discovery of meaning, while science is associated with the search for truth. Eisner 

stresses that it is important to create images people will find meaningful "from which their 

fallible and tentative views of the world can be altered, rejected or made more secure. 172
" The

artist creates images subjectively, and presents it as an object to the audience as a reference. In 

this way, the sensibilities of artist and scientist are utilized, concerning both truth and meaning, 

objectivity and subjectivity. 

Phenomenological inquiry suits artistic research in the creatton of images because it is 

concerned with direct experiences of a phenomenon173
• In this light, Existential

Phenomenologists define a link between sensation, or direct experience, and perception. 

Sensation is direct experience because of its relation to physicality, and translates into mental 

constructs such as perceptions, thought forms and feelings. Sensations connect mind and 

171 Carolyn Kenny (1989). The Field of Play: a Guide for the Theory and Practice of Music Therapy. Atascadero: 
Ridgeview Publishing Company. P. 48 

m Ibid., p. 49. 

m Ibid., p. 50. 
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body74
, and when this happens we  become conscious of the world, of things of beauty. Kenny

defines consciousness as the space between self and the world, and sees this dynamic as the 

gateway to change in human development and healing175
• The heart of the phenomenological 

method is in the examination of examples, pictures or images of a phenomenon to determine 

its essential elements176
, in as much as they "bring to the light of day' the phenomenon being 

examined. 

While phenomenology seeks the essences of a phenomenon, hermeneutics poses a science of 

interpretation, with the assumption that one cannot understand a phenomenon or an act 

without understanding the context in which it occurs, including historical and cultural 

considerations 177
• 

Heuristics is a search for the discovery of meaning and essence in significant human 

experience with a belief that self-experience is the most important guideline in the pursuit of 

knowledge. One only knows what one has experienced in the self. The researcher's perch is 

of special significance in this line of methodological thinking. Any research project can be 

considered a design of the researcher's world-view, or some aspect of that view, because one 

can only create out of what one knows to be true and meaningful in the self, then in relation to 

the world178
• Heuristics encourages the researcher to go wide open and to pursue an original 

174 Ibid, p. 53. 

17s Ibid, p. 55. 

176 Ibid, p. 58. 

177 Ibid p. 59-60. 

178 Jbid p. 6�61. 
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path that has its origins within the self and that discovers its direction and meaning within the 

self. It guides human beings in the process of asking questions about phenomena that disturb 

and challenge their own existence179
•

Systems thinkers accept wholeheartedly the challenge to view the universe not as a collection 

of physical objects but rather as a complicated web of relations between the various parts of a 

unified whole180
• Kenny cites Eliade who articulated the link between phenomenology and 

systems in that one is constantly asking oneself about the essence of a set of phenomena and 

about the primordial order that is the basis of their meaning. In response to Eliade's 

primordial order, Arguelles contended that we have lost the sense of the natural order through 

a state of hdononic arrnsia, amnesia of the order that existed before technological advance. He 

stated that we can recover our sense of the natural order by allowing our consciousness to 

travel through aborifjnal, cmtinuity, an intuitive level of awareness which retains the sense and 

structure of the primordial order. Arguelles saw art as representing the mode of aborigfr,td 

cmtinuity and attached great importance to the activities of art and creative process in order to 

do away with hdononic arrn:sia. Arguelles saw aborifjnal, cmtinuity as a critical complement to the 

ciwizatimadamce, which reflects our logical and technological knowings181• 

Field thinkers, Kenny states, cany the imprint of the holonomic design from the general 

systems tradition. However, their discrete characteristics have to do with their tendency to 

view boundaries as unnatural, and as mere assumptions created for the convenience of 

179 Ibid. p. 62. 

1so Ibid. p. 62-63. 
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understanding and articulation. Because the field is considered infinite in many ways, field 

theorists believe that only aspects of it can be descnbed and their influence articulated at any 

point in time and space. Field thinking represents the position of maximum interdependence 

among elements. The field is always an environment in which any point can represent the 

whole through the vision of an organic creative process. Field theory is expressed in fonnative 

terms, that is, in terms of patterns, relations, ratios as opposed to numbers, and processes as 

opposed to objects affecting each other182
• 

Humans as fields. The concept of "the field" allows focus and appreciation of that which is in 

the field, including the conditions and relationships among the participants contained within 

this space. Kenny states, "We are prisoners of our conditions - limited and bound Yet 

conditions are also paradoxically what allow us to grow, expand and change183
." She then 

frames the human person - the researcher or co-researcher, in my application of this concept, 

as a field full of conditions, - an environment - "similar to the alpine meadow, the swamp, the 

prairie, and full of beauty, surrounded by beauty." Finally, co-researcher, being a field of 

beauty, is whole and complete, unique, an aesthetic.184 

Fields of Beauty: Humans as Aesthetic 

Kenny's Definition: The tlf5thetic is a field <f /:x>auty wi<h is the hurmn persm Ibis field antains all, 
mn-wb:d aff5, wi<h are a:mmniatt«l by the indiddua/, in lxirg ard aa:in;J; and are perreiw thrrx.lf1l the 
intuili:re fundim. The tlf5thetic is an emi:rr»m-mt in wi<h the anlitims irdude the mdi,wlua/,'s hurmn 

181 Ibid. p. 64-65. 

182 Ibid. p. 65-66. 

183 Ibid. p. 73. 

184 Ibid. p. 7 4 
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Kenny further elaborates her definition of aesthetics, which applies to the researcher/ co

researcher context of my method of research based on an aesthetic process. 

Principles of Aesthetic 

1. An eu5theJ:ic represenlS that WJU:h arKJ carries and rormunicates into the unrld

fused oo the s� S)5tem cf dxias and jUCfllWIS rE'fFn/irg that WJU:h arKJ 

cmsiders to le "kauJiful." (Assunption: As arKJ rrme; touard multy, arKJ rrme; 

touard W'l<lerx5s, or the fa/l,est paen1ial, cf ufut arKJ can le in the 'lWYld)

2. An CU5thetic represenlS the an.itions arKJ <3taliishes by "king arKJ WJO is" in

relation to self and ahers.

3. The [ resfdrrher} inutes the [ co-resedrrher} into her field to eYlfJI,� in aaions d<3�

by the [resedrrher}. Sine expressicn is the creatiie farce, the aaioo aauaf,iz<3 the
eu5theti,c. l86 

The music therapist uses musical space as the medium for formative creative expression which 

is shared between therapist and client. My and my co-researchers' love for our Halq' emeylem 

language and discussions of our efforts to revive it will be our musical space. Our interview 

sessions on this topic will be our actions toward creating a deep understanding of our process 

of language revival, and what it means in the contexts of our everyday lives. 

Kenny's philosophical foundation for the development of her theory of aesthetics begins with 

Phenomenology, which is the study of the essences of a thing, and then to hermeneutics, the 

interpretation of a thing, which considers contexts such as history and culture. Heuristics 

185 Ibid. p. 75. 
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emphasizes the importance of the researcher's own experience in understanding challenging 

human phenomena. Systems theory takes us beyond the thing itself and has us consider its 

relations within an integrated whole. Here we are introduced to the idea of an intuitive level of 

awareness of a primordial order. Finally, fields theory represents the position of maximum 

interdependence among elements, with conditions. The following is a synopsis which 

illustrates how Kennys Theory of Aesthetics develops from the philosophical foundations she 

uses to build it. 

Nawjo unrlddew 

Phenorrendugy 

Herrrmeutic5 

Heumtics 

S')5-rem 

Field 

AtSthetic 

wlking in l:ruuty 

study if a tiJin& its tSserm 

an interpretatwn if a thing in tim and in culture 

an indzudual's rde in understandi,ng hurrnn ex:perienre 

a thing as part if an irtJ1Wated wxie, intui,twn irrpHed 

rrwcirmm interdependena: arrr:ng elem?J1ts, wndiJions 

field if !wuty, ('lljhdistic farm if ewgy (ie, a hurrnn) 

Chapters 2, 3 & 4 in this study provide a backdrop context leading up to an understanding of 

Riverworldview that binds S'fih Temfxw, Halq'emfjem, S;£w5;£uiyim and Xu.imxw into an 

aesthetic whole. The following excerpt is an exploratory piece, or heuristic, derived from my 

personal and direct experiences with ideas of beauty and from this St6:lo person's perspective 

having read and assimilated Kennys and others' ideas of aesthetics. 

186 Ibid. p. 77-78. Kenny describes her principles of aesthetics. 
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Personal Reflections on Aesthetic 

I assum rJ¥elf w Ix! St6:&. W'hen I kmwuho I amas a St/x& Jm<n, I fed like a 7ihde 

Jman. W'hen I assum rJ¥elf w Ix! a 7ihde Jm<n, I am hedthy, ubrant, I kmw uho I 

am, and r.an refoxt a ubrant, lm/,thy self k� fude W the 'lWrld 

If I sre the w:Jdd, and I do na ste rJ¥elf ref/«ttd, there, and I do na kmw WJat � 

ref/Rl1im sha!kl kxk like, � inug? is fran:u:red. I rm/ the ta1s w � enahled w ste 

rJ¥elf wxle. 

Is there nothing nm! � than a rrw /xJrn fuby, feh and irrrKXEl11? W'hen I ste a 

� cf l-eauty, � erraims are stimd There i.s a� an insiiJt, a re-patterni,n& a 

perfect fa. What is it aroa a rrw /xJrn fuhy that stirs the emxims sci Baby sift, addly, 

atte, � rmly. Dre the fuhy renind us cf atrSel:ll!S, a wsh for a feh start, a dean 

slate, hqJe for the fat,wr:? Suniml, cf the humm race? NelDK5s? Fralnss? taking rre 

kp,d�selj? 

The 'lfUlder cf srxmflakes, eadJ � cf billm different, ')f!t mule cf the sarre stuff, intrigµes

us, ddiiJts us, refkx:ti,rg atr mm uniquerl!Ss. Taste a snm.eflake <n the tip cf yur � 

mwwter, ax1, tidelirf§ 

A 7ihde Jm<n i.s akrent, r.an ste kauty ref/«ttd, in wxlerx:ss, r.an Ste re;manre cf se!,f 

What are � cf� Traffic that mns like dak'l.RIJYk, a fulanad pattern, surprise 

Worm that rddte w b?auty. "rK!lP.J feh, surprise, dean, racnate, oisp." 

&mty taJl:hes ')at drep dmm inside cf ')W, rf5<»1tltes wth the ')at that is wxie. The rrDrf! 

')at fol wxk, the nm! ')at raxwiize the kauty that racnates wth ')W. 

Rhythrric C'){US 

Nature's C'){US 

The u/ii,rrnte farm cf twUty is nm-judgm:nta/,rl'Ss. ]� a:»fin5, nm-j�s 

.fire. 1hat is, W say that operrtx5s alJ,om room for rrure, lxundaries !imJ. 
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I assunr rJ¥elf to k Stfxlo. I resooate � Stx'xlo-rK:Ss, I resooate wth 7ihat is Sro:lo. If I 

dona ha1£ a scrag sense if WJo I am I carTJ'Ki; funainn as a wxie hum:m � 

W?xnl hear� la�f!?, Ifod emx:ianaL W?xnl srea Stfxlo elders-peak Halq'� 

� em:rions uell up inside. It's the rorring to k wxle, a nmgµitun, a resooaw if 

s<m?thing <hp inside that uants to take farm, to understand itself 

Farm, Understanding 

Y 5, tears uell up in � e)6 at the '001fier if lxroning WJat I al,w:t)5 krx:w I WIS. It's in 

� liaxl, it's in the land, it's in the na� naning 111?. 

So they� krep on gj'lirg. .. Xa:ls tumd a wmu petson into a 0xJar T1re 1he 

kiuzy if the an:ept if a 0xJar Tree is in the relatimship the Sro:lo 5taldish«/, wth it for 

rrutual, krxfi,t, a nx:ipra:al, relatimship. Ot:r relatimship is fusai en respea-, rezererre and 

responsibi/,ity. For ue rwire uedth, b!auty and protmi,an frr»nthe Oxlar, ie 

Bmsbing wth Oxlar Wasbingwth Oxlar Oxlar�flwrs 

Blankets Oxlar Baskets Planks 

R«l Yelhw Hats 

Dress5 Skirts G1fX5 

Bracelets Headfunds Rope 

Bark Arrmi Carll£ 

Oips 

My Defini,tim if A 5theti,c S<m?thing l:mutifol that rruk5 m! laurJ or srrile, s<m?thing 

that is wtty, dew-, uhimi.cal, spiri,tual It is that spa&, or field wmh <IJl1fX'!1S the patterns, 

a rmgniti<n if the cmrxxtims, an intuiti1£ � 
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H20 

In a rrdecule <f wter, it is na: so rruh the fact that there are too a,,;)WIZ at:om and <n 

h;dw;pi atom that rrnke them inten:stinf§ but that wen they cmmt, they b«wr sam?thing 

else - a rrdecule <f uater. If yx,t throw in ana:her elerrmt, i.e. 111Jlicn, sam?thing rxIW and

inten:sting happens. If rrmirgf ast, they troJ/112 g15, if rrmir¥, skmly they troJ/112 hard UF. 
Many rrdecuks <f w1er rrmir¥, tqpher- is a Riw; or St/J:w. It is the patterns, or 

relatunhips, that rrnke the m1tter inter£Sting, It is the unique patterns, or �hips 'lR£

erxmnter' that ta«h mr spirit, that is spirit, or is sm:stiy:xw 

Sm:stf:;e,cw is a Halq'errijem unrd, widJ rmms "utdity and thalrJ,t" tlJi!1her, a quality 

sharr.d anvng humms, ammtls and inaninute thin§. A wdd in widJ 'li1dity ard 

thalrJ,t are sharr.d 1frjUires a prmx:d <f relationship that is fused en resJX'(t. Matter is 

ph;su:al. Relat:imship is spirimal,, and rrralJs the teadJirl[§ <f Xa:ls WJO WIS sent 1XJ the 

wdd "w put thin§ rigx." S<m?Lim:s, it srem, that vhen 'lf£ nrrw,ize the aesthetic in 

s� mr cdy W:tJ <f understanding the phenom:rm, is that it "fads rigpt," resooates, 

fas. 

And so it is, an artistic approach to research allows the broadest of possibilities to emerge in 

moving toward wholeness, toward creating meaning in one's understanding of a phenomenon, 

a process, a field. 
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Metaphor: The Artistry of Lived Experience 

A few of the ideas outlined have been tentative, i.e. Why are images useful in moving toward 

wholeness, understanding? What is an intuitive level of awareness? What does Polanyi's 

statement mean when he says, "we do not have knowledge outside of our experience?" Whyis 

an empathetic, or respectful, regard in research so important rather than a detached objective 

view? Lakoff and Johnson (1999) provide ground-breaking insights into these kinds of 

questions. They outline three major findings of cognitive science which challenge Western 

philosophical views of how we think about the world and about reality: 
187 

1. 1he nind is inherently erri:xxJiPd.

3. A bstraa an:epts a:re laPgiy rrmtpharical,

An errbx.ied nind means that reason is shaped by the peculiarities of our human bodies, by the 

remarkable details of the neural structure of our brains, and by the specifics of our everyday 

functioning in the world188
• Unconscious thought, or "<XJgJ1itire UJ1lJJ1Sciats," constitutes our 

unreflective common sense, and shapes how we automatically and unconsciously comprehend 

abstract concepts and other aspects of our experience189
• A bstraa an:epts such as love, 

causation and morality are conceptualized using multiple complex metaphors. Each complex 

metaphor is built up out of primary metaphors. 

187 Lakoff and Johnson (1999) Philosophy in the Flesh: The Embodied Mind and Its Challenge to Western Thought. 
New York: Basic Books. 

1ss 1bid. p. 4. 

189 lbid., pp. 12-13. 
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Lakoff & Johnson's {1999) development of A Philosophy in the Flesh takes Polanyi's 

statement that "we do not have knowledge outside of our experience," and locates our 

knowing directly in our bodies, and not in some abstract "self'' which only has its home in the 

body. Philosophy in the flesh would say that we do not have knowledge outside our bodies, 

and that knowledge is created with our bodies as a reference from which primary metaphor is 

developed. Primary metaphors neurally connect domains of sensorimotor and subjective 

expenence. We acquire primary metaphors automatically and unconsciously through the 

normal process of neural learning from our earliest years by functioning in the most ordinary 

ways in our everyday lives190
• 1he following example shows how metaphor allows sensory

domain imagery to be used for domains of subjective experience. 

Sensorimxor experien<e - sorrl!thirg ging by or (J[E}" a,:r heads 

Subjroi:re experien<e -failure to understand 

Here, we can gain a vivid understanding of "failing to understand" using the image of a gesture 

tracing the path of "something going past us or over our heads191
." At any point in time, we 

can draw on a totality of numerous primary metaphors which provide our subjective 

experience with extremely rich inferential structure, imagery, and qualitative "feel"192 Our

intuitive level of awareness, then, is drawn from the sum total of our automatic and implicit 

knowledge which is ref erred to here as the "cognitive unconscious." 

190 Ibid., p. 47. 

191 Ibid., p. 45. 

t92 Ibid., p. 59. 
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C.Omplex metaphors are built up from primary metaphors and into multiple complex 

metaphors. For example, if the metaphorical ways of conceptualizing lorewere taken away, not 

a whole lot would be left. How would we understand lore without the metaphors of "physical 

force, i.e., attraction, electrical magnetism; and without union, madness, illness, magic, 

nunurance, journeys, closeness, heat, or giving of oneself?" 193 \X'hen we reason and talk about 

lore, we import inferential structure and language from other conceptual domains. The 

cognitive mechanism we use is cross-domain conceptual mapping.194 Using primary, complex 

and multiple complex metaphors allows us to use a wide breadth of cross-domain conceptual 

mappings to create deeper understandings of the meaning of our bodily based and subjective 

experiences. Imaginative processes, then, of metaphor, imagery, metonymy, prototypes, 

frames, mental spaces, and radial categories are central to conceptualization and reason195
, and 

allows our conceptual system to expand into new revelatory understandings.196 Kenny (1999) 

sums up the value of metaphor beautifully as follows: 

Metaphar ran bring sorretlir,g hidden to life lxrause it ran errlxxly sWE aspect <f au 

experient:e WJUh is di/fodt to narre or c"5oik on its OW'/, term. With mtaplx»; ue lxpe 

far a nferentid taality. 1be rretaphor rruy na le a taa1 representaticn H<Jl1£7I!r, it has a 

"sense" ef the totality <f au ex/J'f(5swri97
• 

This conceptualization of the use of metaphor from both Kenny( 1999) and Lakoff & Johnson 

(1999) validates the use of an artistic approach to understanding the meaning of a 

193 Ibid., p. 72. 

194 Ibid., p. 71. 

19s Ibid., p. 77. 

196 Ibid., p. 565.
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phenomenon such as that of research into what Halq' emeylem revitalization means to St6:lo

people in a contemporary context. Metaphor, or cross-domain conceptual mapping, expressed 

in the words (worlds) of my co-researchers shared experiences will bring to light new 

revelatoryunderstanding of the phenomenon we are exploring together. 

Aesthetic Attitude and Indigenous Codes of Conduct 

"An embodied spirituality," say Lakoff and Johnson (1999), "requires an aesthetic attitude to 

the world ... " 1his statement leads me into a new discussion on what is an "aesthetic attitude?" 

Or, how do we perceive an object aesthetically? How does an aesthetic attitude reflect a 

protocol of respect and harmony? According to Jerome Stolnitz (1998), our attitudes 

determine how we perceive the world, are ways of directing and controlling our perception, 

and prepare us to respond to what we perceive198
• He suggests a definition of aesthetic 

attitude, as "disinterrsted and synpatheti.c attenticn to and rontenplation if any chject if a'lJJl'YeYK3s W'Jatel£r, 

for its mm sake akn." He further unpacks this definition by defining its key concepts as follows: 

"disinterEsted' "the aesthetic attitude isolates the object and focuses upon it - the 'look' of the 

rocks, the sound of the ocean, the colours in the painting. Hence the object is not seen in a 

fragmentary or passing manner. Its whole nature and character are dwelt upon.199 

197 Carolyn Kenny (1999). "Beyond This Point There Be Dragons: Developing General Theory in Musk Theory."
Nordic Journal of Music Therapy. 

198 Jerome Stolnitz {1998). 1be Aesthetic Attitude. In Aesthetics: The Big Question. Carolyn Korsmeyer, Ed. Malden; 
Black.well Publishing. 

199 Ibid., p. 80. The Halq'eme)1em transacion of disinterested as defined here -would be Lets'dit Cf!SU thf;t te sqwfleud xwam 
testar/'13. (literally "(separate it)(and so)(fa: it){the){thoughts/ feelings)(toward){the)(something).") (Galloway, 2002 p.c.) 
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"syrrpa;the1ic' the way in which we prepare ourselves to respond to the object. "When we 

apprehend an object aesthetically, we do so in order to relish its individual quality, whether the 

object be charming, stirring, vivid, or all of the above. If we are to appreciate it, we must 

accept the object "on its own terms." To be "sympathetic" in aesthetic experience means to 

give the object the "chance" to show how it can be interesting to perception200
•

We come now to the word" attentiorl' in our definition of "aesthetic attitude." In taking the 

aesthetic attitude, we want to make the value of the object come fully alive in our experience. 

Therefore, we focus our attention upon the object and "key up" our capacities of imagination 

and emotion to respond to it. To whatever extent it does so, experience is aesthetic onlywhen 

an object "holds" our attention. Aesthetic attention is accompanied by activity, i.e., tapping 

one's foot to rhythmic sound, walking around a sculpture to view all sides. To savour fully the 

distinctive value of the object, we must be attentive to its complex and subtle details. As we 

develop discriminating attention the work comes alive to us201• 

"Cmtenplatind' sums up the definition. It means perception is directed to the object in its own 

right and that the spectator is not concerned to analyze it or ask questions about it. Also, the 

word connotes thoroughgoing absorption and interest, as when we speak of being, "lost in 

contemplation." The object of aesthetic perception stands out from its environment and 

200 Ibid., pp. 80-81. E )SUXW tranSlates as 'enjoy and appreciate something' and is the closest to the term sympathetic in the 
sense defined here (Galloway, 2002 p.c.) 

201 Ibid, p. 82. Tinyt te sqwalewel means 'concentrate, tix one's thoughts/feelings' and this is the same as focus one's 
attention." (Galloway, 2002 p.c.) 
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rivets our interest. The aesthetic attitude can be adopted toward "any object of awareness 

whatevei02 ." 

Lakoff and Johnson {1999) state that "Empathy- the focused, imaginative experience of the 

other - is the precondition for nurturant morality." Through empathic projection, we can 

understand how we are part of our environment and of how it is part of us. We participate in 

nature as part of nature herself, as part of a larger, all-encompassing whole through a mindful 

embodied spirituality, an ecological spirituality. Embodied spirituality, then, is an ethical 

relationship to the physical world203, where empathetic projection onto anything or anyone,

according to Lakoff & Johnson (1999), is contact with God, and carries the responsibility to

care for that with which we ernpathize204• How similar is this idea to an Aboriginal conception

of our relationship as humans to our environment? Douglas Cardinal ( 1991) states, 

A barifinal, culturr5 eul:ll!d into a wty cf king in tadJ uith the earth, and experm:ing the 

redity if king part if the earth. For this reasai the culturr5 are ws«l in hammy as a wty 
cfl:xing, 205 

An aesthetic attitude based on empathy and respect defines succinctly the kind of approach I 

assume with the co-researchers in my study of what St6:lo Halq'emeylem language 

revitalization means in the context of peoples' lives. This approach is similar to other 

indigenous scholars' ideas for conducting research based on indigenous principles. Linda 

202 Ibid, p. 83. A Halq'emeyiem term for "contemplating" is the root td- which means 'contemplate, study; wtf:k is the word 
that means 'studying, learning, thinking about something, training for something.' (Galloway, 2002 p.c.) 

203 Lakoff &Johnson (1999). p.566 

204 Ibid., p.577. 

20s Douglas Cardinal & Jeannette Armstrong. (1991). The Native Creative Process, A G>llaborative Discourse between

Douglas Gudinal and Jeannetre Annstrong. Penticton: Theytus Books, p. 12. 
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Tuhiwai Smith (1999) discusses how codes of conduct for researchers are prescnbed for Maori 

researchers reflected in the following Maori cultural terms: 

1. A rrha ki te tarffl,ta {a rrspect far people).

2. Kandi kitRa (the seen fare, that is Jrf(5ent yurself to people face to face).

3. Titiro uhaka:raw>- .. karero (km, listen. .. spede).

4. Ma:naaki ki te tar7fP!a {share and hat people, k �)

5. Kia tupato {k cautux4S).

6. Kaua e takahia te mma o te tar7fPltt { do mt trarrple mer the mma cf people).

7. Kaua e rmhaki ( dan't jlauntyxu k�.

Smith states that from indigenous perspectives, ethical codes of conduct serve the same 

purpose as the protocols which govern our relationships with each other and with the 

environment, and that respect keeps balance in the world, and involves reciprocity and sharing 

in all our interactions.206 Similarly, Jo-ann Ardubald's a theory of St6:lo and C.oast Salish 

storywork (1997), incotporates principles of respect, respmsilility, r«ipraity, rezeren£P, WJdism, inter

�s, and�, to get to the "core" of making meaning with and through stories. 207 

Play: "The Intelligence of the Heart" 

Kennys theoretical work emphasizes the "inteiplay' between aesthetic fields. This inter-play 

establishes the dynamic exchange reflected in the creative process. In order for our 

206 Llnda Tuhiwai Smith (1999). Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples. London & New 
York: ZedBooksLtd.pp.119-120. 

207 Jo-ann Archibald. (1997). � Lem-rs to Make a St:orfesket: The Plaa! <{First Natms Stories inEdua:aim. Thesis submitted in 
partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Simon Fraser University. p. 212. 
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Halq' emeylem language to survive and thrive, there must be such an interplay, such a creative 

process. This field of play brings growth and change. The presentation of the co-researchers' 

words, using a creative expression format, aims through its process of development, to provide 

a medium for involving the reader in a dynamic of "play." Gadamer {1998) characterizes the 

relationship between the perceiver and the work of art as one of "play." He maintains that the 

concept of play illustrates our experience of works of art because it overcomes the division 

between perceiver and object of perception and captures the way we become absorbed in art

objects. Gadamer emphasizes the cognitive value of aesthetic experience, maintaining that art

affords insight and knowledge of the world and of ourselves208
• Play, he states, has its own 

essence, independent of the consciousness of those who play09
, and he calls this change, in 

which human play comes to its true culmination in being art, transformation into structure. By 

this, Gadamer means that "In being presented in play, what is emerges. It produces and brings 

to light what is otherwise constantly hidden and withdrawn210 
."

Kennys definition (1989) of "Oeative process" culminates · the development of her 

conceptualization of the field if play, characterizing it as a self-organizing system, moving 

toward wholeness: 

Definitim: The Of'atiw pra:5s is the interplay if form, �tu115 and rrlatiooships, WJit.h as 

a wxle antitute the rontext for a rrmerrmt tmmrd wxlerx5s. It is an existentid � 

and acting WJit.h is mt J»Ulua·orient«l and WJit.h apprroat£5 each errngirg rmrrmt as the 

20s Gadamer, Hans-Georg. (1998). Fran Truth cud Methal In Aesthetics: The Big Question. Carolyn Kors�, Ed. 
Malden: Blachvell Publishing. p.75-76. 

209 Ibid., p.94. 

210 Ibid., p.97. 
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only rmrrmt in tirre, ';et acknowe4,s the past wth attenlion for pasille foture rrmerrent.

It is irfarmd by lm.e, the intelliwice <[ the heart, and thus the k� <[ the self 

�ing S)Sfem .. 211

And so it is, with an aesthetic attitude that I enter into conversations with my co-researchers, 

assuming a protocol of empathy and respect. The conversations use ordinary everyday 

language to extract extraordinary meaning from how people function in the most ordinary 

ways in their everyday lives. In my presentation of the research, I craft the co-researchers' 

interviews into "poetic monologues," keeping the co-researchers close to the depictions of 

their experience, to reveal in their own right what it means in the context of their lives to be 

involved in Halq'emeylem language revitalization. The monologues reflect Gadamer's 

"transfonnation into structure" and Kennys "movement toward wholeness" and aims to 

engage the reader in a dynamic of play to bring to light a little understood phenomenon. 

My approach as an Aboriginal scholar requires me to see the world through my St6:lo eyes and 

to represent that worldview in my work Using an aesthetic approach allows me the kind of 

freedom of expression I need to explore unique cross-domain conceptual mappings, or unique 

ways of understanding the world, which are specific to a St6:lo worldview. One need only to 

examine the rich imaginative stories and legends of our people to see that the aesthetic 

approach I propose is culturally appropriate for creating understanding of a phenomenon or 

experience. My definition below of Aesthetic, I believe, reflects closely the nature of many 

St6:16 stories and legends. 

211 Kenny{1989). p.89. 
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My Defi,niti,on if Aesthetic SarrEthirg tRdUtifiJ that muees rre laujJ or srrile, sarrEthirg 

that is uitty, derer, wimud, spi:ritual. It is that sp:,ue, or fold WJUh cmm:ts the patterns, 

a � if the Wl1ll:CtUJnS, an intuui:re syndJrooiaty. 

Finally, it is Santayana's definition of beauty in The Sense of Beauty Being the Outline of 

Aesthetic Theocy (1955), which most closely reflects the Halq'emeylem word for beauty, 

"Eyqwlha." 

Beauty is pleasure re;prdd as the quality if a �.. a paiti:re wlue, that is intrinsu; it is 

a pleasuri-12 {31-32)... the dearr:st mmifestation if perfenim, and the rat er.iderx:e if its 

pasihility... a p�of thepasihlecafarrrity bel:lRPen the saJ and nature, andc<»?S<rJ.uently 

a grrund if faith in the suprerrw:y if the gxx/13
• 

Both the "good" and the "pleasure" elements are included in the word "Eyqwlha," which 

sums up in a great many ways what this whole discussion has been about. "Yu:wqwlha," I 

say, "How beautiful!" In the next chapters, I invite you to come and journey with me to the 

land where there are "always wild strawberries." 

212 George Santayana {1955). The Sense of Beauty Being the Outline of Aesthetic Theory. New York: Dover Publication.p31-
32. 

m Ibid., p. 164. 
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Back row: Tyale Diana Charlie, Katalila Catalina Rentaria, Chuti, Judy Douglas, Sl:tel a:la Laura Lee 
Kelly, Kerholerstol Helen Carr, Stelomethet Ethel Gardner, Selfselwet Bibiana Modeste, Maliyel Marion 
Harris, Verley Ned, Koyalem6t Mary Stewart. Front row: Y6malot Rosaleen George, Howlcg_ia Eunice 
Ned, Ts 'ats 'elexw6t Elizabeth Herrling, Tseloy6thelwet Shirley Julian, Epelel Evelyn Pennier. Kneeling in 
front: T'it'elem Spa:th Eddie Gardner (photo credit). Linguistics class outside St6:10 Shxweli's portable 
classroom (1999). 

i • 

Sl:tel a:la Laura Lee Kelly, How/cg_ia Eunice Ned, Katell/a Catalina Rentaria, Chuti Judy Douglas, Epelel 
Evelyn Pennier, Mary Anderson (Lil'wat)and her son. Linguist Strang Burton is in the back. Graduating 
class of the SCES Linguistics Proficiency Certificate Program. (Photo credit, St6:l6 Shxweli, 2000). 
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Representatives of St6:lo Nation, SFU, BC College of Teachers, First Nations Education Steering 
Committee on December 6, 2001 at the approval of the Sto:lo Nation/Simon Fraser University proposal for 
a Developmental Standard Term Certificate (DSTC) in Halq'emeylem Language and Culture, a first in 
B.C. 's history. St6:10 Elders Y6malot Rosaleen George and Siyamlalexw in the front. First row standing:
Debbie Leighton-Stephens Chair of the FNESC Aboriginal Language Sub-Committee, Ste/6methet Ethel
Gardner, Dorothy Drew (Vice-Chair of Council and elected member from Surrey) Patti Coldicutt (Chair of
Teacher Education Programs Committee), Judith Giles (Past Chair of Teacher Education Programs
Committee), Christa Williams (Executive Director of FNESC). Back row: Doug Smart (Registrar), Percy
Austin (elected member of the Council of the College of Teachers from the Fraser Valley), Dave
Gunderson (Chair of the Council and elected member from Okanagan), Marie Crowther (Director of
Certification), Marie Kerchum (Deputy Registrar), Laura Bickerton (Director of Teacher Education
Programs), Derek Payne (FNESC Program Administrator, previously St6:l0 Nation Education
Comptroller), Shoysh qwel whet Gwen Point (St6:10 Nation Education Manager). (Photo Credit, Krystyn
Smolen, 2001 )

= 
-

�1 
Linguist Lawechten Brent Galloway and Ste/6methet Ethel Gardner 
In the background, Seliselwet Bibiana Modeste and Marilyn (Gardner) Farebrother (2002). 
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Chapter 6 

GA1HERING WILD STRAWBERRIES 

"Gathering wild strawberries" refers to how I approached acquiring and presenting the richly 

shared experiences of my co-researchers, the nine St6:lo people who participated in our study. 

They shared generously, and with enthusiasm, the sadness, hope and joys of Halq' erneylem 

language work, all bundled into an hour to an hour-and-half of interview time each. My 

emotions stir every time I re-read through each "poetic monologue," reliving how each person 

disclosed to me their innermost thoughts about their involvement with Halq' erneylem renewal. 

My research stemmed from wanting to understand my own life experience, but learning 

Halq' emeylem linguistics in a class of Halq' emeylem revivalists served as the catalyst for 

arriving at mytopic. I was in awe of these people who were persevering to learn whatever they 

could of the language. They understood that they were learning something very precious and 

that they would be shouldered with the responsibility of carrying this learning to others. This 

class included some twenty people, mainly women. Elders usually presided in these classes; 

they were Y6malot, Ts'ats'eloxw6t, younger elder, Tseloy6thelwet (Shirley Julian) and 

sometimes Xwiy6lemot (Tillie Gutierrez). The classes were part of the SFU/SCES 

Halq'emeylem Linguistics Proficiency Certificate Program taught variously by Strang 

Burton(sometimes co-facilitated with Martina Wtltschco), Brent Galloway, Susan Russell, and 

Suzanne Urbancyk. I knew Burton from our collaborative work at U.B.C, where I was

employed as the Associate Director of the First Nations House of Leaming. He was doing 
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post-doctoral studies there at the time, and suggested that I should participate in the course 

offered in Sardis. 

In the fall of 1997, I was travelling by bus from Vancouver to Oiilliwack once a week to 

participate in the linguistics class. I sensed immediately that my classmates knew they were 

participating in something special, something unique, and timely. Students would bring food 

to share. A great deal of reverence was shown toward the elders who were always ready to 

receive hugs and exchange smiles and laughter. Students addressed each other in 

Halq'emeylem, "Ldw Lfrhexw'lf£ eyi" and a common response was "Ts'ats'd ey!" It was a class 

like no other in which I ever had participated, and I looked forward enthusiastically to this 

weekly trip. After I began my research, I continued to participate in Halq' emeylem linguistics 

courses. 

O:mducting my research on Halq'emeylem language renewal required following specific 

protocol with St6:lo Nation. Accompanied by a letter dated February 10, 1998, I sent my 

research proposal to Gwen Point, the Education Manager of C.Ommunity Development for 

St6:lo Nation (Appendix I). On September 9, 1998, Gwen invited me to St6:lo Nation to 

meet with her and others who would compose my steering committee. The committee 

included Sonny McHalsie, a St6:lo cultural expert; Keith Carlson, researcher; and David Smith, 

archivist. Except for Gwen, they all worked for St6:lo Nation's Department of Aboriginal 

Rights and Title. 
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My first instructions were to exercise sensitivity in working with the elders so that their time 

and energy would not be taxed. They were often called upon to share their rare knowledge of 

Halq'emeylem and St6:lo culture. Secondly, I was asked to submit a description of my 

research project to the St6:lo Archives, which was approved by the Executive Director of 

St6:lo Nation's Aboriginal Rights and Title Department, Clarence Pennier (Appendix II). 

Third, I was asked to request my co-researchers to sign a consent form to have their taped 

interviews submitted to the St6:lo Archives, and finally, that I submit a copy of my final 

research paper to the Archives (Appendix III). I had little contact with the "steering 

committee" regarding the development of my paper, other than receiving instructions at the 

initial meeting. David Smith, Archivist, kindly helped me locate materials from the St6:lo

Archives and provided me with consent forms to include collected data from participants in 

the Archives. In October 2000, I sent the required forms to the University Ethics review 

committee, including the required consent forms and interview guide, and was inf onned in a 

letter dated November 6, 2000, that my research was approved (Appendix IV). 

My research into the issues of St6:lo identity and worldview intensified when I was hired by 

St6:lo Nation in November 1999. I was hired as Education Manager to replace Gwen Point 

who was on a two-year leave from her position. Part of my new responsibilities would be to

oversee the work of the St6:lo Shxweli Halq'emeylem Language Program. This was a great 

opponunity for me to be immersed in the topic of my study, to see how people were using the 

language more broadly and to participate in and obseIVe community activities, some of which 

are referred to throughout this paper. Being in the community allowed me to become familiar 
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with a number of individuals who were involved in a broad range of activities in Halq'emeylem 

language renewal. From these individuals, I selected my co-researchers. 

The method of my entire study is truly an heuristic investigation, an internal search for 

understanding the phenomenon of how learning Halq'emeylem can provide a key to

understanding St6:lo identity and worldview. Heuristic research is 

... a prcms that krins wth a questwnorprdiemwhuh theresearr:her setks toilluninateor 

ansuer. The questwn is en that has lx£n, a persana!, chaJJenif and puz,zlerrmt in the semrh 

to understand en's self and the w:md in widJ en lim. The heuristic pr<ms is 

autdingrapbi,c, ')l!t wth 'lirtuaJ1y ewy questwn that mitters there is also a said - and 

perhaps uni:rersal - significarKE. .. 

Heuristi15 is a w:ry if �#g in scienJific semrh thratgJ mdhals and pr<mses a-imd at 

discmery; a w:ry if self inquiry and diahtµe wth others a-imd at foxlint, the underfjng 

� if irrparmnt humm experim:e. 214 

In the initial chapters, I draw on my personal experience, on conversations and observations of 

events in the St6:16 community and on literature to get at the core of ideas surrounding how 

identity and worldview are embedded in our Halq' emeylem language. 

From September 1998 to July 2000, I delved into researching several topics to set the context 

for my research. First, I set the socio-historico-politico context, and discovered how to treat 

as metaphors the concepts of st'axem, "lower-class people," or "worthless people who do not 

know their history' and sm.M.:lh, "upper-class people" or "worthy people who know their 

history." I use these as metaphors for the effects of Canada's practiced government 
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assimilation policies, and our efforts to transcend their effects through language and cultural 

revitalization. To determine what it means "to know our history," I draw the reader into the 

land of S'61h Temexw, the land of the St6:lo. Here, I explore St6:lo people's worldview 

defined by our traditional relationship with S'61h Temexw, and the interrelatedness of St6:lo 

people, language, land and identity. I then examine how Riverworld, or St6:lo worldview, 

permeates the Halq'emeylem language, as defined by our ancestors and their relationship to 

Riverworld. "Singing the Robin's Song" examines how reconnecting with our Halq'emeylem 

language is the link that can serve to bring wholeness to understanding our St6:lo identity and 

worldview. The inclusion of the co-participants in my investigation aims to depict how our 

identity and worldview are manifest in a contemporary cultural context through language 

revitalization. 

My research approach was highly influenced by the work of Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis' 

method called The Art and Science of Portraiture (1997), which seeks to blend art and 

science to capture the richness, complexity and dimensionality of human experience215
• In 

particular, I was drawn by portraiture's focus on a narrative style and its intention to make the 

research accessible to a wider audience, and uses a language that is not coded or exclusive.216 

Portraiture concerns itself with supplying rich contextual description, and makes explicit that 

"voice is the research instrument, echoing the self of the portraitist.217
" In portraiture,

214 Moustakas, pp 17-18 

21s Lawrence-Lightfoot & Hoffman Davis, p. xv. 

216Jbid., p 10 

217 Ibid., p. 85
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empathy and reciprocity with the co-researchers is central to representing their lives as 

authentic and legitimate to the participants themselves218
• Portraiture presents the data in a

wayin which the participants can proclaim, "This is who we are. This is what we believe. This 

is how we see ourselves.219
" An aesthetic whole in portraiture means that the research

resonates with the researcher, with the actors and with the audiences, achieving a standard of 

"authenticity," portraiture's response to "validity.220
" For the research on St6:16 Halq'emeylem

renewal, resonating with the researcher means that I will have written a credible and believable 

story about my topic; resonance with the co-researchers means that they will see themselves, 

their images and experiences mirrored in the "poetic monologues," and in the discussions 

about them; and resonance for the readers means that they will be able to say, "yes, of course, 

now I understand better what it means to the St6:16 people to revive their language!" 

I draw on Kennys concepts of "humans as aesthetic" to establish the nature of the 

relationship between myself as researcher and my participants as co-researchers in this study. 

In "humans as aesthetic," the assumption is made that "as one moves toward beauty, one 

moves toward wholeness." This assumption befits my research of what Halq'e:meylem means 

in the lives of people who are working to revive it to bring wholeness to their lives as St6:16 

people, to reconnect with their St6:16 aesthetic. I use a creative expression fonnat, pretic 

rrmdntµes, to provide a medium for involving the reader in a dynamic of "play." The "poetic 

monologues reflect a "transfonnation into structure" what the co-researchers shared, a creative 

21s Ibid., pp 148-149 

219 Ibid., p. 193. 

220 Ibid., pp. 245-247. 
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expression fonnat designed to engage the reader in the lived experiences of the co-researchers. 

The chapters Te St'tfxem qas te Smla:lh, S'flh Tenixw and Tit'elemt te St'fkm te Skwdewqd:q 

(Singing the Robin's Song) serve as a background setting that contextualizes the shared lived 

experiences of myco-researchers. 

I asked each co-researcher who participated in my study to share the limited time we had 

together to talk about their life experiences, their thoughts, their dreams, and about their 

motivation in their work as Halq' emeylem revivalists. I coined the term 'revivalists' only after 

having interviewed them all. They chose, with a great deal of enthusiasm, to participate in this 

academic exercise, and I was honoured that they did. The co-researchers chose where we 

would meet to interview, their home or mine or elsewhere. They were comfortable with me, 

and spoke freely, with an outpouring of detail I had not expected. I laid out my plan to each 

of them, explaining as carefully as I could the nature of the phenomenon I was trying to 

understand. Each person led the way from there with only a little prompting from me with 

questions from the interview guide (Appendix V), which I posed at intervals, and then receded 

in the background and listened intently as their voices flowed forth loud and clear. I asked 

each co-researcher to read and sign two consent forms, one for S.F.U. (Appendix VI) and the 

one for St6:lo Nation mentioned earlier. When we finished our talk, I provided each one with 

a token gift and a small amount of money for their time. 

The presentation of the co-researchers' words, isolated from my own interaction with them, 

lays bare for the reader the essence of what each co-researcher shared. I call them "poetic 

monologues." Although the "monologues" were derived from our interaction, I call them so 
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because they reveal, in essence, the co-researchers' own search for understanding the 

phenomenon they were asked to talk about - their experience. Speaking about their 

experiences as they did was as much, if not more, for their own sake, as it was for mine. I 

qualify the monologues with "poetic" because each "monologue" represents a unique 

character and style that is reflected in the diction and vernacular of each co-researcher. I call 

them co-researchers because they are deeply involved in learning about themselves and what it 

means to be St6:lo by immersing themselves in learning Halq' emeylem. Their experience 

reflects my experience; my experience reflects theirs. C.ollectively, we ponder how people are 

experiencing Halq' emeylem language revival work by examining our individual experiences. 

In my presentation of the "poetic monologues," I present my own musings; my own light 

inteipretation of the co-researchers' shared experiences. My musings represent my personal 

inteiplay with the "monologues." The reader may establish their own musings, or inteiplay, 

with the "monologues" to see what they say, as one might examine a painting in a gallery and 

detennine what the painting says to you, howyou understand the painting, how it touches you, 

interacts with you. The co-researchers' experiences represent a portrayal of their story, 

complete in itself, in vivid, alive, accurate and meaningful language.221 In the chapters leading

up to the "poetic monologues" I have tried to paint a "Riverworldview picture" of what 

Halq'emeylem means in a St6:lo world, in S'61h Temexw, a context within which to 

understand the "monologues." Finally, :rather than explaining how history, art, politics, or 

other human enteiprises account for and explain the meanings of my co-researchers' 

221 Moustakas, p. 19.
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experiences, I provide a composite depiction of the experience, representing the entire group 

of co-researchers.222

Each co-researcher received a copy of the audiotaped interview, full transcript and "poetic 

monologue" with my light inteipretation of what they said (Appendix VII). I spoke with 

K w6sel, E pelel and Tyrone and they requested no changes to what I had written. Tfr' elem 

Spath, and Koy.llem6t and KateIBa asked for some minor changes and these were 

incoiporated. I visited the elders Y6malot and Siyamiyateliyot to show them and explain to 

them what I had done with the words they shared and incmporated their suggestions for 

change. 

I invite you to come and enjoy the basket of sweet, delicious, and red delectable strawberries 

to savour and remember. I invite you into the world of Halq' emeylem revivalists to feel and 

empathize with their cause, their difficulties, their triumphs and joys. 

Parents with Children Junior Elders Senior Elders 
KateIBa Xwelixwiya Epelel 
Koyalemot Kw6sel Siyamiyateliyot 
Tyrone* Tft'elem Spa:th * Y6malot 

The Sto:lo participants fall into three categories equally distributed: Elders, Junior Elders, and 

Parents with children at home. Of the nine, only two (*) are male, one Parent and one Junior 

Elder. There are no living Male elders who are fluent speakers doing active language work 

Of the Parents, KateIBa and Koy.llem6t teach in an organized setting, while Tyrone is actively 

222 Ibid. 
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learning, informally teaching his children, and promotes Halq' emeylem language work in the 

St6:lo community. Of the Junior Elders, Kw6sel teaches the language at Seabird Island 

Community School, and Tfr'elem Spath teaches the community Halq'emeylem classes to 

adults. Tfr'elem Spath is my brother. Junior Elder, Xwelixwiya teaches more informally, at 

eveiy opportunity, to whoever is willing to learn. The Elders' group includes Epelel, 

Siyamiyateliyot and Y6malot. Epelel is the youngest of the three elders and is training to 

become a highly fluent Halq'emeylem language teacher. Siyamiyateliyot is one of the veiyfew 

fluent Halq' emeylem speakers who also knows how to write Halq' emeylem. Y6malot, the 

most senior of the three, works diligently to share her vast knowledge of Halq' emeylem. It is 

important here to acknowledge Ts'ats'elexw6t {Elizabeth Herrling), Xwiy6lemot (Tillie 

Gutierrez), and Tseloy6thelwet (Shirley Norris), three other St6:lo elders who are also making 

significant contnbutions to the Halq' emeylem renewal work. It is wonderlul, and sends 

shivers through me, to be writing all these Halq' emeylem names in this paragraph. 

Halq' emeylem naming is increasingly gaining momentum in St6:lo communities, giving 

prominence and validation to this important aspect of our language. 

The experiences of this set of co-researchers span the era of community driven Halq'emeylem 

renewal efforts: the Skulkayn Project of the early '70s, then the Coqualeetza Cultural 

Education and Training Centre, which also began in the '70s and continues today, and more 

recently, the St6:lo Shxweli'. Halq'emeylem Language Program. Three linguists will be 

mentioned at various points in the "poetic monologues." They are Jimmy Harris, who 

conducted work on Halq'emeylem in the 60s, and has been volunteering with St6:lo Shxwelt in 
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helping to develop the Intensive Halq' emeylem Language Fluency Program; Brent Galloway, 

who has been wmking on the language since 1970 conducting work with the Coqualeetza 

elders and the St6:lo Shxwelt Halq' emeylem Program; and Strang Burton, who currently works 

with St6:lo Shxweli and has taught some of the linguistics courses. Each participant in our 

study will have had a variety of experiences in any combination of the above-mentioned 

initiatives. Halq' emeylem language work has also been conducted extensively in community 

schools in Chehalis and Seabird Island. The Chilliwack School District, where many St6:16 

children attend, has been highly supportive of the Halq' emeylem language work, and is very 

much looking forward to hiring teachers being produced as a result of all the efforts. Other 

Halq' emeylem language initiatives have been established in the First Nations communities of 

Kwantlen, Skwah, Matsqui, Sumas and Chawathil, and possibly others. The Halq'emeylem 

language renewal momentum is growing. The following table will be useful to the reader in 

understanding some of the terminology used in the "poetic monologues." 

1969 

1972-74 

1973 -
present 

1995 

Canada's White Paper Policy. A government document introduced by 
Prime Minister Pierre Elliot Trudeau, which proposed to extinguish special 
rights for Indians. Aboriginal communities across Canada joined forces in 
o osin the im lementation of this olic .
Skulkayn Project. This was the earliest community driven project
established to document and preserve Halq'emeylem. Elders were audio
ta ed talkin about Hal 'eme lem language and St6:lo culture.
Coqualeetza Cultural Education and Training Centre conducted
extensive work with St6:lo elders on St6:lo history, culture and language.
Produced materials to su ort community Ian a e efforts.
Early Skowkale Halq'emeylem Immersion Program. This pre-curser to 
the St6:lo Shxweli Halq'emeylem Program, ambitiously aimed to train 
teachers with Halq'emeylem fluency in six months. It produced the 
community language courses: Hal 'eme lem Levels I - IV 
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1995 - Sto:lo Shxweli Halq'emeylem Language Program. Delivers 
present community language programs and trains Halq'emeylem language 

teachers. Students in this program have taken any combination of 
Halq'emeylem levels I - IV, the Halq 'emeylem Linguistics Proficiency 
Certificate, the Native Adult Instructors Diploma (NAID), and the 
Provincial Instructors Diploma (PID), and other courses and 
workshops. Many of the participants now teach Halq 'emeylem. 

September Intensive Halq'emeylem Language Fluency Program (IHLFP). 
2001 Established to help future teachers become highly fluent in 

Halq' emeylem and to learn how to teach this type of program. It is 
taught five hours a day, five days a week. 

December Developmental Standard Term Certificate in Halq'emeylem 
2001 Language and Culture. Incorporates much of the prior work into an 

accredited teaching certificate recognized by the British Columbia 
College of Teachers. This certificate was developed with many 
community stakeholders, St6:15 and other, in partnership with Simon 
Fraser University's Faculty of Education. 

Co-researchers in this study have referred variably to the above initiatives in our discussions. 

St6:lo Shxwelf began its first offering of the Intensive Halq' emeylem Language Fluency 

Program (IHLFP) in September 2001 to 12 participants. The St6:lo Nation Developmental 

Standard Term Certificate (DSTQ in First Nations Language and G.tlture, in a landmark 

decision by the British Columbia College of Teachers, was officially approved for delivery on 

December 6, 2001. Some of the co-researchers in this study will participate in these activities 

when they are offered On January 25, 2002, St6:lo Nation celebrated this historic event in a 

traditional witnessing ceremony with feasting, drumming, singing and speeches. 

And now, I invite you to join me in tasting the red, delectable berries. You will experience the 

full flavor of them by reading first the "poetic monologues," and then my musings on what 

they have said. The "poetic monologues" are presented in the following order: 

• Parents with children
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• Junior Elders

• Senior Elders

I hope that you will enjoy reading them as much as I did listening to the co-researchers and 

presenting them in the finest cedar bowl I could carve up. 
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KateUla Catalina Rentaria 
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Chapter7 

A BASKET OF WILD STRAWBERRIES 

"Signed, ta' siyaye, your friend. "

CATALINA RENT ARIA 

November 11, 2000. At the interviewer's 
home in Sardis. 

You know, my dad grew up as a 
'Brown Monkey," called "Brown Monkey' 
In Bainbridge Bay 

He, from the Philippines, 
My mom, from Canada, 
Met in the berry picking fields 
In Bainbridge Bay. 

"No Halq_'emzjem, no Ilocano," 
They said, for the kids, 
But they used their language, 
A secret language, 
Acode, 
Who was sleeping with who? 
"Let's go get some sepli/,," 
Some grief relief. 

But, I heard the words; 
I knew what tdlewas; 
Knew what sqfxJ.e was. 
Sq6Jemeant 
To get something to drink; 
The td1e was money. 
And if someone wanted cigarettes, 
I knew what sp'&i'em were. 

Kateh1a 

I knew Katelila from the linguistics classes at 

Sto:/6 Sbxud{ and from various events in the 

St6:lo community. She was always friendly 

with a good-natured humour, and a little 

mischievous, which is evident in her 

monologue. However, Katelila is very serious 

and highly dedicated to her role as a 

Ha/q_'errijemrevivalist. Katelila, with the "gift 

of gab," shared generously and from her 

heart. I did not expect the outpouring of 

detail and emotion that revealed so much of 

how the st'dxemforces that affected us 

commonly manifested in her unique life 

experiences, and how the language work, with 

all its "brutal teachings," brought a sense of 
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Women from many nations, 
Sumas, Skway, Squiala, Tzeachten, 
Y akweakwioose, Matsqui, Nooksack, 
Youknow, 
Cbeam, Seabird Island, Skowkale, 
They were down there 
Picking berries with Filipinos, 
Some even from Vancouver Island, 
Nanaimo. They all understood, 
"I was a berry picker." 

They came from Port Douglas 
Through Harrison Lake 
Down the River, and then, you know, 
Chilliwack 

They all met in Chilliwack, 
Intermarrying. 
And you didn't want to marry 
Your cousins; that was taboo. 

The Japanese came, 
The Filipinos came 
To Bainbridge Island 
And then in the 60s, 
We could purchase our own land, 
To grow the berries, to grow the red gold 

Workers would come, 
Lived in Cabins 
Indians and Filipinos. 
They would meet and start dating. 
You know, we created a subculture 
Within our own culture. 

The Filipino mother said 
"No, she's Inja-n!" 
You don't marry the Inja-n!" 
The St6:lo father said,

"These men aren't from here. 
We don't know their kind." 

The women married Filipinos. 

smld:lh back into her life. 

The st'tfxemeffect loomed strong in our lives 

as Aboriginal people in Canada, and doubly 

so for intermarriages of brown people of 

different cultures. Kateilla parents' 

relationship was born from the fruit of the 

land, from the "red gold," from the berry 

patches. The st'tfxemfactor served to

submerge Halq_'emijemto the role of code 

among speakers, where secrets were shared, 

or to conversations in private away from the 

ears of outsiders. St'axem forces forbad that 

Halq_'emijem be transmitted to Kateilla 

generation, but for a few words she was able 

to grasp, to use and have fun with. These 

rare words identified her with others who 

said, "I was a berry picker," with the women 

who came to the "red gold" from all of Coast 

Salish territory. 

Intermarriage with outsiders meant women 

lost their status as Indians, as Band members 
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Skwaywas going downhill; 
They had 27 in their membership 
In Skway. 

Then came Bill G31, 
Allowed equality for women. 
We started coming back 
Entitled to membership, 
But not for our children. 

I've heard you are 
"Who your mother is. 
So that's what language 
Meant to me. 
My mother's from here. 
Her mother's from here, 
From Skway, which name I don't like. 
It means "It's impossible," 
Or "It's wrong." *
The guys that came out here 
To chart the area, 
They got it all wrong. 
It could have meant this, 
C.Ould have meant that, you know, 
Sarne as the Hatzic thing. 

And what of our language? 
Our Halq'emeylem language? 
I just say, "cool" The shame? 
It's the alcohol thing. 

My dad would converse with his people, 
The men would converse, and I'd think, 
It's just great. 
Theyre happyto see each other, 
Or oh, they re arguing ... 

At school there'd be foreigners. 
I kind of knew their broken English. 
C.Ould decipher, oh that'd be Korean, or 
Those guys are from another place. 
But there was really no use for it 
In the education system. 

lost their status as Indians, as Band members 

of Skway, severing from the community ties 

with the ones responsible for carrying the 

culture and passing it on to the future 

generations. The St6:lo benypicking women, 

defying Sto:lo fathers, married and left the 

reserves to live with their Filipino husbands, 

creating elsewhere a subculture of their own. 

Katelila came to understand the term 

"mother tongue" literally, "I've heard you are 

who your mother is. That's what language 

meant to me." This theme is strong in St6:lo

territorywhere offspring are associated more 

strongly with their mothers' identity than with 

their fathers'. 

[*The anglicized version "Skway' does not 
represent the Halq' emeylem meaning very 
well. Shxwd:y, the Halq' emeylem version 
means "place for making canoes" from root 
biy"making canoes and shxw- (nominalizer 
for continuatives) here "place for." Skway, 
an entirely different word, means "it's 
impossible, it's wrong (Galloway, 2002, p.c.)] 
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They had to learn English to get along 
In todays society. 
I associated our language as 
Something I didn't need to know. 

Mom looked at her husband 
Talking with his friends in Ilocano, 
And all of a sudden 
A big roar of laughter. 
She probablythought, 
"Oh, my God, their talking about me." 
She'd get with her friends, 
And they had their language. 
It was kind of neat for me. 

I went to the white school, 
And went to the powwow. 
Didn't understand their singing, 
It sounded like gibberish. 
I know my mom speaks 
Some kind of language, 
And how come we didn't have 
Songs that are shared? 

I enrolled in some class, 
Was going through a divorce, 
Had three kids to look after, and you know, 
A single mom, trying to get over it. 
I wanted to kill myself, 
And all that stuff. 
I didn't want to sit home. 
I was always a worker, 
Worked in the fields, and 
Went up to Alaska to the fish canneries. 
When I met my husband, I was only 16. 
He put me through school, 
Through graphic arts.

I did that for 10 years 

My marriage broke up, 
Now what do I do? 
Mom had a house up here in Skway; 
Her connections were 

Through Bill G31 legislation, the women 

returning to Skway began increasing Skways 

population from its prior depleted state, and 

Katelfl.a, one of the cultural carriers, has 

welcomed her role, her burden of 

responsibility, for reviving Halq'errijem She 

understands the value of being at home with 

one's "mother tongue," as she observed her 

dad speaking with his people and heard her 

mom bantering comfortably, and sometimes 

humorously, in code Halq'errijemwith her 

friends. Though each parent wondered and 

was skeptical about what the other was

saying, there was fun in it all, many fond 

memories that Katelfl.a cherishes. 

Outside the comforts of home, things were 

different. Katelfl.a came to learn that in the 

education system there was no place for a 

language like Halq'emfjem, or any other non

Anglo language for that maner. The message 

was loud and clear, "Something I didn't need 

to know," and in good staxemeffect fashion, 
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Deep rooted in the land 
That was her life work, 
25 years of picking berries. 
She stayed home with us, or would work, 
Fish processing, you know, and I did too. 
I came up in the summer, and 
Packed fish from the river 
With my uncles, and 
The boys would go fish. 
The women stayed home, 
And you know, 
Washing the canning jars, 
Canning fish for the summer. 

We'd make extra money, and 
Run from the fish wardens, cause 
If the nose and the dorsal fin wasn't cut, 
They would cease your car, 
Cease your fish, cause that's how 
Indians had to mark the fish. 
You know, we got money doing that. 
All you'd needed, was 
Gas for the motor, gas for the car, 
Some smokes and some beer. 
We'd stay up four/five days and nights 
To do what you gotta do 
To go fishin. 

Anyway, here I was, on social assistance, 
And what do I do? 
Where's work around here? 
I came over here, no funding down there. 
Why don't you go to school? They said 
I said, great, and started going to school 

And that's where I met Tess and Diane. 
They started with greetings, 
Doing the listen and repeat thing, 
Rote learning, and I said, 
"Wow! That's so cool." And so 
Professionally done, in our language. 
Hearing it, and everybody speaking it, 
I iust got a rush, and wanted everybody 

to know," and in good st'dxemeffect fashion, 

Kateilla would not have access to learning it. 

And what of our own language and songs? 

She wondered, realizing that our language 

wasn't there, in the education system, or 

anywhere. And the pow-wow songs and 

dances didn't quite convince her that that was 

who she was either. 

Life went on. Kateilla met her husband-to-be 

at the tender age of 16 and had three kids. All 

this would change after 10 years when they 

divorced It was a sad time, and a turning 

point in Kateilla's life. This new situation 

brought her back home to Skway, to her 

fondest memories of River ways, of canning, 

fishing, wardens, to the land of berry picking 

women, to the land of her mother. 

Once home, and restless, Kateilla returned to

continue her education, and there 

encountered Halq'm:ijemonce again in a 

settin2: different from her childhood davs. in 
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To start learning it, to have that feeling 
That sparked my identity. 

I thought, "Oh, my God." 
The people were hurt up here, 
Especially economically;
But the spirit lived here. 
\Vb.ere were these ladies 
\Vb.en I was in pre-school? 
I had a good education; 
Don't get me wrong. 
Coming back these years later, 
And seeing the nursery songs sung 
To the kids down the Landing, and 
I think Coqualeetza, Pita and Malila 
Were teaching down here. I said, 
"How cool! Finally, 
Educating for a putpose," and you know, 
I was like, "Wow!" I connected, 
And then I just couldn't stop from there. 
It was strange. 

So, then, after I took just that small 
Little course, I said, "Thank you, finally." 
I was just so jazzed about it. 
My brother was chief and he said, "Well, 
You're gointa have to learn the language. You 
go see the elders and talk with the 
Elders as much as you can." 
I wasn't' able to talk to my grandmother 
Because of the politics, and the in-fighting. 

Then I took level one, 
And taking courses at UG<V, 
And they were doing the NAID program 
And we could get it for credit. 
I started calling around. 
I picked up the phone. 
They didn't have any system back then. 
We basically had to teach ourselves. 
Nobody ever designed a program 
For language. 

setting different from her childhood days, in 

an artificial environment, a classroom. 

"Wow! That's so cooll" Her initial reaction 

was affective, strong with positive feeling, as 

happens with so many of our people upon 

. . . 
expenencmg more mtense exposure to our 

language, connecting us with who we are as 

Sto:lo. I call this happening the smld:lh effect, 

becoming worthy, or realizing the worthiness 

of who we are as Sto:lo, in this case, through 

our language. The smld:lh effect sometimes 

overcomes us, as in KateKla's case, so 

strongly, it seems strange, but wonderfully so. 

Once hooked on the language, Katelfla 

realizes the responsibility, the expectations 

required of her in her new role in the 

community. Along with the warm fuzzies, 

the "jazziness," come the challenges and 

hardships of the factions, the politicking and 

in fighting in the community, being careful 

not to breach cultural protocol. The 
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And then there was in-fighting with 
Coqualeetza and St6:lo Nation. 
I just said well, you know, let's be pioneers 
To language accreditation. 
I really didn't want to start with a fight. 
It felt weird going in there, 
Getting involved with the elders' disputes, 
And you know, this isn't fruitful for me. 

There was one time when 
We wanted to sing that silent night song. 
We put a First Nations twist to the song. 
So instead of the three wise men, we'll use 
The four grandmothers who bring 
Gifts for the King, to the baby Jesus. 
One from the root people, 
One from the winged, 
One from the four legged and 
One from the water. 
We choreographed it along with the song. 
We wanted to do it 
.AJ, the elders' Christmas dinner. 
And they made us wait 
For like four hours there, 
And they were doing their raffles, 
Everybodywas leaving, 
They knew we were there ... 

And so, that was like level III,
And we did The NAID and the PID, 
Some practicums, and did some linguistics. 
So, I said let's go get the elders, and 
I'd make them some food and 
Bring them whatever they needed, 
And sit down and talk to them all day, 
Having fun learning, 
Deflecting the politics, 
Not even worrying about the funding. 

And then Strang came out, and we didn't 
Really know how to sign up for college. 
Some of us didn't complete 
Hieh school Strang said, 

challenges often brought personal pain. The 

"pioneers to language accreditation," as 

Katelila referred to herself and her peers, 

trudged on; getting passed the hurdles, the 

hurts. Sometimes it seemed as if nobody 

cared for the language, after all the "pioneers" 

were doing, investing so much of their time, 

their energy, their hearts in working to learn 

Halq'enijemto revive it. They found solace 

with the fluent elders who worked with Sto:lo 

Shxw� taking care of them, having fun, 

"deflecting the politics." 

The natural place for language transmission is 

in the home from parent to child, extending 

from there. But now, it is transmitted in 

classrooms, on computers, used informally as 

a code language, and eventually reverberates 

back to the home. The transmission is 

flowing backwards now with language being 

learned in a formal classroom setting before 

being passed on to the children in the home. 
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You can get on with mature student status. 
We checked the box. 
Had to be Twenty-six, 
Or something like that. 
We started with twenty. 
Ended up with eight. 

We went to Snuneymexw, 
And they said it again. 
It's not dead. 
Our language is alive. 
We've got resources, 
We got technology, email. 
So, why can't we use those 
On-line? 

If you don't want somebody 
To know what you are talking about, 
Those are your opportunities 
To use Halq'emeylem. 
Or you can insult somebody, 
Not to hurt somebodys feelings. 
I could use it to just say 
Talk about money, about time. 
I talk.to mymorn, myco-workers. 
Slowlytrying to bring 
The language back to Nooksack 
I just say, "Law" And they respond. 

I'd call up my mom and she'd speak 
Halq' emeylern, and my dad 
Would get kinda angry about it. 
She lit a candle or some little ritual. 
Dad didn't like it, 
So, he blew out the candle. 
Then Mom goes, "Your Dad's a real devil 
[in Halq'emeylem]." 
"What? Are you guys talking 
# @% Halq'emijerrr" 
Mom and I would 
Just burst out laughing. 

Anytime I get able to do that, to laugh or 

Kateilla is doing her share to bring the 

language back to her Nooksack roots, to her 

co-workers there, and to "the Nooksack boys 

and girls." Their positive reception to her 

teaching invokes strong emotions, "I just c:ty 

because I was just so happy to see that many 

kids interested." Kateilla sees the smla:lh

effect resulting from her efforts. Out of the 

classroom and into her home, Kateilla teaches 

her children. A natural setting for teaching 

the ways of the Sto:!o, scolding and singing, 

praying and lecturing, everyday things in 

Halq'errijem, reversing the artificiality of 

classroom learning. 

For the "pioneers" who've learned so much, 

there just isn't enough exposure to hearing 

the language to learn its rhythms, too few 

opportunities to expand their knowledge and 

to practice what they know. Also, modem 

technology is presenting both a boon and a 

bane for Sto:!o people. Halq'emijemis being 
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Say something in Halq'emeylem, digitized, on CDs now, yet computers are 
I'll use any opportunity. 
Or you can use your Hotmail; I use my scarce, "and yeah, what's the financing on 
Translated version of Catalina, Katelila. 
So everyday I check my hotmail, that?" And how many languages does it take 
I'm doing Halq' emeylem, 
Signed ta' siyi;e. your friend. to learn Halq_'enijerrr It's a complex affair, 

I got asked to go down and teach what with the orthographies and fonts, the 
The Nooksack boys and girls. 
It's voluntary. My tuition is IP A, English and techno-babble. "It's 
Students teach it to someone else, 
Or teach each other what I taught them. awesome what were able to do." Katelila and 
It works out good. 
So, I just said, can you say your name? her peers acquired a great deal of knowledge 
And who are your parents? And why you 
Came down and want Halq'emeylem? in relation to their Halq_'errijemleaming and 
So we did that, and I just cry because 
I was so happy to see are rightly proud of their hard earned 
That many kids interested 
They wanted it, knowledge. 
Just to be able to learn it and share it 
With the elders, 
And sing "silent night" forth.em. The Sto:liibelieve that the language is inherent 
And you know, 
It was really fun. to who we are, something inside of us, a 

I teach my own kids. mystery that "the Great C1i<helh Si)ti·mput in 
Sometimes they're not good 
I mean like I scold them. "E mJt/ha! my heart." According to Katelila, 
Enit!' I would tell them, "Sit down!" 
They picked up the "thank you song" Halq_'errij,ish is the way to go, meshing two 
Really quick. They did sing it last May 
When they opened the new wing languages to create a new one, but a living 
To McCammon School 
So, they knew the "thank you song," one, making it our own, "making its meaning 
And theY,picked that up quick They Picked 
up the "Ey tel Sqwfleuel, st'flem," for you." The more Katelila becomes 
And the "Salish Anthem." 
I would sing in the car immersed in learning about Halq_'enijem, the 
And play tapes over and over. 
We'd bless the food at the table more she becomes delighted in understanding 
And I'd lecture them; 
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What to do for the day, 
And what didn't get done. 

A lot of people are real 
Protective of the language. 
Some of the teachings are held so sacred 
Because we gotta hold on 
To what's real Spiritual. 
You can't be running the camera 
When you're doing the burning, 
Doing spiritual work like that. 

We need more stories. 
We need fluent Halq'enij,em 
To get the rhythm of the language. 
I don't hear it enough. 
The visual aids we have 
Don't stimulate learning for me any more. 
You know, I don't have 
A freakin' computer, 
And yeah, what's the financing on that? 

Can Halq'emeylem become 
A functional living language again? 
"'What do you mean become? 
It is. We are livin' it. 
We're livin' it right now. 
It's functional for our purposes. 
But, you know, I don't think 
That we'll ever become fluent. 
And actually, 
When you're on the computer, on-line, 
You're like doing 
Five languages at once. 
You got the regular type boarding, 
Then the clicking sounds, 
That's the computer language. 
Plus you're doing an Americanist 
Orthography, that's your second language, 
Plus you're doing Halq'emeylem. 
You're doing English, 
And then you're doing IP A at one time. 
So, yeah, it's functional. 

the intricacies of it, amazed at the skill the 

elders possess in being able to dissect it, 

revealing deeper meanings of the words in 

our language. Becoming smla:lh, becoming 

aware of what OJi1helh SiJi:mgave, makes one 

realize the impact of the staxemeffect, of not 

being positively represented in the larger 

society. Becoming smfd:lh is the vantage 

point from which to counteract the st'dxem 

stereotypes and to recognize and honour our 

own representations of ourselves, "our own 

language... songs... dance... foods ... 

government system." 

What are the rewards? Not material, but 

intangible, feelings, light overshadowing the 

dark stereotypes we've lived with for so long. 

"It's just so awesome." However; the honour 

is also a burden of responsibility, daunting, 

and with practical considerations attached to 

it, "How are you gonna feed yourself?" And 

the brutal teachings that come with the 
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It's awesome what we're able to do. 

I think what we'll have is Halq'emeylish. 
We gotta know English, but then 
Also gotta keep up with culture. 
We're going to have to mesh a language, 
To create a new language, 
A living language. 
It's not gone. 
You draw upon both cultures 
And make it your meaning for you. 

The heart of my culture is the language. 
It's my identity, 
Who I am. 
There's something inside of there 
That the Great Siya:m, the Chlchelh Siya:m 
Put in my heart, 
And nobody can take that from me. 
That's just the way it is. 
There's some connection there, 
And I don't know what it is. 

I took Spanish in high school, and 
Hey; what about our language? 
This is our land here, and you know, 
We're not this typical stereotype drunk 
Indian passed out on Pioneer Square, 
Or in Vancouver on the street. 
We're our own distinct people. 
We have our own language, 
Our own songs, 
Our own dance, 
Our own foods we eat, 
Our own government system 
It's something that's drawn to you 
About who you are, 
About how I feel about myself. 

And you're seeing a lot of Nations 
Finally standing up 
And recognizing their language, 
Recognizing their culture; 

territory, "where your tongue has the power 

to pick somebody up and knock somebody 

down really bad." The pain, the growth, the 

realization that some of the brutal teachings 

come from love, "I learned that she loved me 

enough," says Katelila about her 

grandmother's critical words. She realizes 

that not getting through the brutal teachings 

means, "Theywin," the st'dxemforces prevail 

· and we become "dispossessed" of who we

are.

Despite the many difficult challenges, there 

are no doubts in Katelila' s mind of the 

functionality of our language in the world of 

today, "We're livin' it right now." Katelila 

doubts that "we'll ever become fluent," but is 

sure that the language will live, that we need 

to "just wake it up." Finally, her comment, 

"It is so freeing" sums up our pmpose for 

learning Halq'enijem, freeing us from the 

forces of staxemto return to our sense of 
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I am in awe. 

I sit with my mom and read to her, 
"Inixtset' and say, "Mom, that's first 
Person," then add the pronoun, you know, 
Inixdxx71; InixdJap, and then "yeah, that's 
Right," that's the second person plural. 
Even Y 6malot will say, 
"Well this part of the word means this, 
This is built into that," 
And it's just amazing how they thought 
In what do you call that, word economy? 
And she never went to college. 

Rewards? I don't know, 
There are so many. 
The feelings in my heart, 
Being able to share the intangible stuff. 
Those are the biggest rewards, 
Those spirit feelings. 
It's just so awesome, 
How far we've grown, 
That we're not the epitome of 
The drunken Indian on the street. 
We're in the academic world, 
Front lining it, you know. 
We're livin it. 
It's not monetary, but it's 
Those really nice feelings. 

The greatest challenge is funding. 
It's important to have the economic part 
Because how are you gonna feed yourself 
In our societythat we live in? 
But, if you're feeling good 
About yourself, 
Then your familys going 
To be taken care of 
Emotionally. 
Giuse language is like 
A double edged sword 
Where your tongue has the power 
To pick somebody up and 

snw:lh. 
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Knock somebody down really bad, 
Those are some of the challenges. 

We have a big responsibility. 
You know, you were there 
At that grad ceremony. 
It was an honor, but then 
It's also a burden, a burden 
To carry it on into the future. 
I don't think it's really that bad 
We already got it; 
All we have to do 
Is just wake it up. 
That's what I'm saying, 
It's there, 
We're just reviving it. 

My philosophy is that I am not 
The all-knowing teacher. 
I am a learner and student at the same time. 
Those kids are picking up 
A way lot more than I am.
Their brain is moving a hundred times 
Faster than mine. 
And she's teaching me something. 
The same way too, 
I could teach her, 
And she could be the learner. 
It could go either way; 
We're both at one time. 
So, I know that those kids 
Are listening somehow. 
And I like it too. 

I was hurt at first, and 
Seen other people cry. 
And I've heard "you're not saying it right," 
My grandmother told me, "You don't 
Really know what you're saying." 
I just felt so bad about that. 
I would call my own grand-aunty, 
You know, and I said, "What a freakin' 
Bitch, what has she done?" 
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Then, I say, okay, 
Let me take this negative situation 
And tum it around 
You know what it was? 
It was one of those brutal teachings. 
She was an elder, 
Def ending the language. 
So that gave me a teaching 
To fightfor who I am.
Because the X 'l1£!Jtem, 
Whatever they want, 
If we lose our language, 
They've succeeded in their quest 
To destroyus, 
Dispossess us of language, 
Dispossess us of land 
Theywin. 
We'd pick it up as a teaching 
To humble yourself, 
And to also fight too. 
Who else is going to waste their time 
To talk to you like this? 
"It's because I love you." 
And I learned that she loved me enough. 
That's a really hard teaching. 
It makes you feel sad, 
But you swallow your pride. 
She loved me that much to saythat to me; 
Even though it hurt, 
And it still does. 

Never say that it's extinct. 
You are there, when you are 
In your grandmothers 
How many generations ago? 
You heard the language. 
It was in her womb, 
In your mother's womb, 
Now in you. 
Never say extinction 
Giuse this is living. 
And don't think that it is ever gone. 
You are still alive, 
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And it's up to you to pick up the ball 
And just wake it up. 
It is so freeing. 
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Koyalem6t Mary Stewart 
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"Teach the Children With Love" 

MARY STEWART 

November 13, 2000. At the interviewer's 
home in Sardis. 

Law, Kaplentt td skwx. 
X udm!xuelh skwx is KlJ)Ulenfr, 
My traditional name. 
It's my great grandfather, HanyStewart's. 
I'm from Skwah Reseive. 

His name's Koyale; it means Peacemaker. *
He was a leader of five reseives; 
The people gave him that name. 
He was called to different reseives 
To settle disputes. 

I have three girls. 
Youngest one's Jenna, she's four; 
S�e's been around the language the most, 
Smee '94. And then Alita, she's nine, 
And Rozaline is going to be nine 
In February. 
I'm with Bill Sepass, 
Living on Skowkale. 

I was honoured recently. 
That really surprised me. 
They covered me with a swqwelh, 
A wool blanket. I guess 
They were happy with my achievements 
In the language. I have to learn how 
To look after it, to store it. 
I will go meet with the man 
Who made the swqweth some day, and 
Ask him what these symbols mean 
On the blanket. 

Koyalemot 

Koyalem6t and I met for our talk at my 

home. I knew Koyalem6t from linguistics 

classes at Sto:kJ Sbxudi, and she taught some 

of Sto:lo Sbxudts Hal,q'errijemlanguage 

courses at the C.Oqualeetza grounds. 

Koyalem6t strikes me as a gentle spirit, quiet, 

but well spoken, strong in her convictions, 

and well immersed in Strf:kJ cultural practices. 

Before our talk, she said a prayer for the work 

that we were about to do. She exuded 

reverence for the language work, for Sto:lii 

tradition, practices and beliefs. I felt humble 

in her gesture. 

What's in a name? Koyalem6t explains the 

meaning of her name, where it came from. 

Halq'errijemnames are important, distinguish 

us as J to:lii people in a larger world where 

S to:lo is something of a mystery. 
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When he made the blanket, 
He said lots of prayers. 
He said whenever I feel down, 
I need strength, or whatever projects 
I might be involved with, he said, 
I could just wrap that blanket around me; 
It'll give me strength. 

I first became aware of the language, 
About early90s. I'm forty-two now. 
When I was growing up 
In K wantlen reserve, 
The majority of the elders 
Were gone at that time. 
We didn't have much cultural teachings. 
I went to the public school, and there were 
Only two or three Native families 
In the K wantlen school system. 
We were the minority there. 
All my friends were non-Natives 
And would say, 
"Do you know your language?" 
I'd go, "No, I don't know." 
I'd kind of feel bad. 
Didn't understand 
Why I didn't know my language. 

I was raised by my grandparents 
Who passed away in the early sixties; 
I remember them; 
They would speak Halq' emeylem, 
And would always be joking. 
Didn't know what they were saying, 
But I remember the few words 
They would tell us. 
To be scared would be s£-si. 
I learned that somehow. 
We used to tease each other as kids. 

My grandmother and grandfather 
Would call me Mill; 
Halq'emeylem word for :Mary. 
All these years growing up 

Sto:lo is something of a mysteiy. 

[ * Regarding the name Koy)Je, Galloway
(2002, p.c.) states that the root may be kyi,
"wait" as in kyw:m, "fast for lent," and kya,
"wait, be later." The "t' there is pmposeful
control In ky:i-l-am the "t' means "manage
to, despite obstacles." The "a:" is durative and
the -em (middle voice) means "do to
oneself."]

Next, Koyalem6t introduces her family and 

community of residence. When I think about 

how language is learned naturally, I think of 

family, and how it takes a family to learn a 

language. The Maori people capitalized on 

that idea in their Te Kohanga Reo language 

nests. 

When Koyalem6t shared how her community 

honoured her for the language work she is 

doing, their gesture reminds me that it takes a 

communityto raise a whole human being. 

Their gesture brings honour to the language, 

to the language work and to those involved in 

the language. It holds our Halq_'emijem 

language high, and sends a message to the 

-- ;..._,_ -· 1- .1 TT .I > ' I • 
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I didn't understand why 
They called me Mill; 
Until I joined the language in '94. 
One of the instructors was telling us 
What Mall meant ... 
Either for Maryor Merry (Xmas). 
So, I didn't find out the meaning 
Until I was in my mid 30's ... 

The way I was raised was, 
I call myself an urban Indian, 
Even though I lived on the reseive. 
Didn't have elders to pass on the teachings. 
We just knew we were Indians, you know. 
That would bother me, 
Because my friends would say, 
"Well, do you know your language?" 
And I'd, well, "I don't know it," 
Didn't really understand 
Why it wasn't passed down. 
And to think, their parents would say, 
"Oh you're just too lazy. 
Don't want to learn your language. 
Just lazy, right?" 
So, that would hurt. 
Seemed like I was always asked 
1hroughout my whole life by non-Natives. 
"Do you know your language?" 

Yeah, and I didn't ever hear it until 
I moved to Oulliwackin the mid-80s. 
They were offering Halq'emeylem 
At the Fraser Valley C.ollege, 
Through C.oqualeetza. 
Sounded interesting, so I went. 
There was about 10 of us students. 
We had lots of fun. I liked it, 
Though the sounds were difficult to say. 
Don't know why, but I guess 
We were so busy with our studies, we 
Didn't have time to continue. 
They quit having it there. 
We felt _good anyway, that someone 

community at large that Halq'errijemis 

important to Strf:lopeople, to the people of 

Skwah. 

The honour is solidified with the symbol of 

the Swoqw'elh, the wool blanket, and means 

Koyalem6t now shoulders responsibility for 

the language, and further that her blanket of 

responsibility will give her strength. 

Koyalem6t demonstrates tremendous 

strength throughout her story here. 

Early memories of the st'dxemeffect for 

Koyalem6t recall confusion over identity and 

language. Why did we not have our language? 

Why did everyone expect us to have our 

language? And why was shame attached to 

not knowing it? For Koyalem6t, confusion 

stemmed from not understanding what 

happened to the language in her community. 

However, she remembers hearing the 

language being spoken by her grandparents, 

and remembers a few words that she learned, 
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Was willing to give us the time, 
To teach us the language. 

When I was living in K wantlen, 
Coqualeetza offered 
To teach Halq'emeylem. 
Someone made the decision, 
"Oh no, we don't need it here." 
Some of us were thinking 
That would have been really fun. 
The views at that time was
"It'll just, make you backward." 
They went to the residential schools, 
And were saying, "It's not good, 
Not going to help with your life." 

I try to speak it all the time 
At home with my children. 
My kids now, they say, 
"E y ldte/h, good morning." 
WJ,.en they go to bed, they say, 
"Eyslat," "Good night." 
"TI'1:lsth6me, [I love you.]" 

My kids are really proud of me. 
When I start doing my practicums 
With St6:lo Sh:xweli, telling them 
I'm going to these schools, 
I'll be teaching Halq'emeylem. 
They say, "Oh, my mom's a teacher, 
A Halq' emeylem teacher." 
One of my daughters, in grade four 
Last year, was learning 
St6:16 culture and people.
The teacher asked me 
Would I be interested in going 
Just to talk about the language. 
I said, "Oh, sure." 
My daughter Rozaline goes, 
"Oh, mom, I don't know." 
She was kind of being bashful about it, 
Don't know why. So, I told her 
It would be really good for me to do that. 

and remembers a few words that she learned, 

such as sf:si and Md/,� which she came to 

discover, was her own name, Mary. This 

memory of Halq'errijemwould come to serve 

her in a time of becoming smM·lh, a time of 

learning what happened and redressing the 

gap in her knowledge of the language, of what 

it means to be St6:16. 

Relationships with outsiders in Koyalem6t' s 

younger days were brutal Outsiders 

understood little of our history, of what 

happened to us, or otherwise how could they 

be so insensitive? The question "Do you 

know your language?" though it may have 

been an innocent question, was like pouring 

salt to an already raw wound The st'dxem

effect was strong during Koyalem6t's youth, 

at a time when she understood little of why it 

was that way. 

The sttixemeffect was evident in the attitudes 

toward the language in the not so distant past, 
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She thought about it and said, 
"Mom, when you go to my school, 
You have to be dressed up nice." 
She was excited about it. 

I'm working with Xolluneylh, 
In the Head Start program. 
Halq'emeylem Is one of 
The six components we cover. 
It includes parents and the children, 
Ages infancy to six. 
It's a parent-involved program. 

"When I got hired, 
I was only looking for part-time work. 
I put my resume in. They got back to me, 
"Well, we want you full-time," 
They knew I had the language 
And a social service background 
I told them, "Give me a week .. " 
My elders were saying 
Our paths are made for us, and 
We have to follow that path. 
Well, this is the path -
Doors opening for me to work 
And teach Halq'emeylem. 

There was no curriculum developed, 
So, I'm developing curriculum, and 
Trying to decide what's best 
For the children and the parents. 
Our program is so new; 
Language revival so new. 
Children pick it up fast. 
I find songs they can pick up. 
'Ih.e nursery rhymes through St6:lo Shxweli 
Are a high level of Halq' emeylem. 
I have to figure out how 
To make it real simple 
For the kids and the parents. 
We just purchased language masters. 
They love the whole idea of 
Hearing your own voice. We 

toward the language in the not so distant past, 

prevalent even while the Coqualeetza 

Education Training Centre was reaching out 

to bring Halq'errijemto Koyalem6t's 

community, in K wantlen. The views at the 

time, "It's not going to help you with your 

1if " e. 

Today is a different story. Halq'errijem 

prevails in Koyalem6t's home, "E y IJ:telh," 

"E y s/J:t" "1l'f:lsorre," are common fare with 

her children now. And the children are proud 

of their Halq'errijemteacher mom, though 

they may feel a little bashful about it in a 

public forum such as school - residue of 

st'axemin the world of today. 

"What is remarkable about Koyalem6t is how 

far her reach extends with the modest amount 

of Halq'errijemshe knows. Following the 

advice of elders, Koyalem6t chose to work in 

a role where she is able to utilize both her 

laneuaee and social service backrn)Und 
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Don't have a computer for our program. 
We're using flip charts, songs, prayers; 
We do grace before meals. 
Some of the parents are trying to learn it; 
I try to encourage them, empower them 
To learn the language. 

My goal is to share the language. 
It's going to be slow; 
I have three hours with the parents, and 
One hour is for lunch. 
I speak Halq' emeylem, say 
"Thank you," "you're welcome," 
And just general greetings. 
One of the parents, 
She's into the language. 
Her little girl is one, and she's learning 
"Hello" and "1hankyou." 
Her mom really helps; 
1hey speak it at home, 
Whatever they learn. 

At our staff meetings at Xolhmeylh, 
1heyve asked me to have 
15 minute of Halq'emeylem 
Before meetings starts. 
Done that a few times. 

I just got asked to work 
With the resource workers, 
To do prayer, and Halq' emeylem lessons. 
That seemed to come along after I got 
1he linguistics certificate. 

When I pray on my own, 
It's in Halq'emeylem. 
A few of my student friends, 
We call each other, and try to say 
As much as we can in Halq' erneylem. 

I've been in the language since '94; 
Had a few breaks in between, 
And the summer off. 

language and social service background 

teaching children and parents. Through her 

teaching, parents in the Head Start program 

can bring their Halq' emeylem learning home 

to practice with their children. 

At work, Koyalem6t teaches Halq'errijemto 

her co-workers, and attained experience in 

teaching the language on a contractual basis 

with the St6:lo Shxweli Language until she 

attained permanent employment at 

Xolhmeylh. Outside of work, she shares with 

her family at home and with her Halq'errijem 

teaching friends. 1he teaching is done with 

little or no curriculum and learning resources. 

In private, Koyalem6t prays in Halq'errijem, 

keeps up with the language, reading, using it, 

learning on her own steam, her own 

motivation. But it's not enough. 1he 

challenge of time competes with her own 

growth in Halq' emeylem learning, competing 

with the challemes of raisin£?: children whose 
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I always kept up with the language, 
Keep reading, using it. 
I learn more than theyre offering; 
It's just my own motivation. 

It's hard to find time. 
My children are getting a bit older, and 
Need more of my time 
To help with their homework. 
Less time for myself. 
I usually start studying at 
9 o'clock at night, 
Then I'm tired; 
I try to do things for myself. 

At each level, I thought maybe 
This way might be better, 
Or maybe that way, 
The program might be better. 
As long as I was learning, and 
C.an go home and say I 
Learned five words today; 
That satisfied me. 

I sometimes felt like walking away. 
The education department 
Promised jobs from the beginning. 
We keep going, learning the language 
And waiting for jobs. 
I thought it really disheartening; 
Felt we were betrayed in that way. 
But was glad to be learning, 
And could teach my children. 

It's the elders that kept me 
From walking away. 
lheyve been involved in the language 
A long time, and they don't give up 
On saving the language. 
They have so much patience; 
We get so frustrated, 
And they stayed there with us. 
The elders told us, 

with the challenges of raising children whose 

time demands grow with the years, their 

homework and so on. And the effect of all 

the demands, "Sometimes I felt like walking 

away from the language." Why? Maybe the 

program could have been better; maybe 

someone could have acknowledged the worth 

for all that the Ha/q_'enijemteachers were 

putting themselves through. Where were the 

jobs that were promised? The consolation 

for Koyalem6t, "was glad to be learning, and 

could teach my children." 

But when the going gets tough, Koyalem6t, in 

the end, cannot walk, cannot walk away form 

the elders. They are her inspiration, and she 

realises that their time with us may be very 

short, leaving her and the others to cany on 

the work to revive the language. Koyalem6t 

and the others will be the experts in Upriver 

Halq_'enijem 
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When they go to the other side, 
They don't have to wony 
About the language, because 
The students are going to cany it on. 
Oh, my gosh, them talking like that; it hurt. 
I don't think I can walk 
Away from the elders. 

I reallywanted the language; 
Had to find a way. 
Then St6:lo Nation 
Had this first project going. 
I had to make a choice, 
Means I can't have a job. 
I was on a job contract, and thought, 
No, this is important to me. 
I became a student; it was confirmed. 
And people would say, 
You guys are getting paid 
A thousand dollars a month, 
1binking that was a lot of money. 
For me it was a sacrifice 
To go to school I had to use 
My children's family allowance 
To payfor the babysitting; 
They sacrificed too. 
Bill was working, 
And it was hard to live on one income. 
It hurt when they said that. 

At that time, level one was six months, 
Four hours a day, five days a week 
We had a lot of language. 
I feel we got cheated; 
We had to go for so long. 
Now, level ones, they go one semester, and 
Got equal value to us. 
They have level one; I have level one, 
But it's not the same. 

When I was in level one, 
We had input from the elders. 
Theywould come in and speak to us 

Koyalem6t made a personal choice to be one 

of the few to be selected to cany the burden 

of Halq'errijemlanguage revival. The 

sacrifices she and her family made were not 

small, and were at times met with scorn by 

some of the community members, "You guys 

are getting paid a thousand dollars a month." 

It being no small task and thankless at times, 

one might wonder what the others were 

fussing was about. But for people in a First 

Nations communitywith high unemployment 

and low levels of education, a thousand 

dollars could seem like a lot of money. 

Koyalem6t's challenges would become 

greater the more immersed in the language 

work she became. It would seem that one 

would need to develop a really thick skin. 

Sometimes things just didn't seem fair, in 

terms of what Koyalem6t had to do to learn 

the language and what's expected now. 

"They have level one; I have level one, but it's 
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About the importance of learning. 
1his is how we should cany ourselves 
If we want to be teachers. 
They were strict. They said, 
You can't be going out 
Every weekend getting drunk, 
Making a scene of yourself. 
You have to be a role model, 
Representing St6:16 people, 
Cany yourself right. 
It was hard to sit there and listen to that. 
If the students showed 
Disrespect to the teachers, 
The elders would give us a lecture; 
It was good. 

Now I've taught af ew courses, and 
Thought the students didn't respect me. 
Theytold me what they thought about me; 
Didn't value what I knew. 
I was being challenged; 
I didn't like that, and 
Didn't know how to handle it. 
\Vhat I find missing now in levels I-IV; 
We need our elders. 

Our people are healing, 
Healing through so much. 
The people that were challenging me, 
Or being disrespectful, 
Must have a lot of healing to do. 
I did feel like quitting too, teaching. 
Thought, well this is too much. 
I put a lot into the language, 
:Manyyears of studying, 
And the students don't even respect me. 
Don't know if I can handle this. 
But, my elders told me, 
When you start something, 
You gotta finish. 
I got through the semester. 

Strang said, just teach three semesters, 

not the same." The feeling is that standards 

have changed and the intensive rigors and 

learning from the earlier program are not 

recognized And further, now that 

Koyalem6t is a teacher, she doesn't have the 

luxury of having an elder present to set things 

right with the students, to teach them about 

respect. Koyalem6t is now required to play 

that role for herself, an elder-in-training? I 

venture to say, most certainly. 

Koyalem6t reconciles the challenges and 

hurts she experiences, chalking it up to a 

people who are "healing through so much." 

She finds ways to overcome her personal 

obstacles through solace with whoever is 

around her who can relate, and through her 

own personal ingenuity and charm in her 

classroom practice. This is evident in her 

student's response to her approach, "'Okay, 

so we gotta have rules," and that set the pace.' 
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And you'll understand 
What students are all about; 
You'll know how to handle them. 
My second semester I went in, and 
We developed rules as a group, 
Rules for this classroom, 
How are we going to treat each other 
As teacher and students? 
I told them my experience 
With my first class. Theywere laughing, And 
said, "Okay, so we gotta have rules." 
And that set the pace. 

This last year, I was getting ready 
For my mid-term exam with 
Brent Galloway; he has pretty hard tests. 
I was reallytired, 
And the only time I can study is in the 
Evening. I got the kids to bed, and 
Thought, oh I'll wait another day;

I was tired. Then my daughter, she says, 
"Eysl£11! 11'£-lsom?[Good night. I love you.] 
It was just what I needed to hear. 
She said, "Good night, I love you," 
And gave me a hug. 
That gave me strength and energy, 
Gave me more motivation. 
I opened my books, 
And started my Halq'emeylem. 

I don't know if I'm doing right 
Not speaking English to my youngest. 
I started speaking Halq' emeylem first, 
Then I'll say it in English. 
My babysitter next door, she'd say, 
I don't know what she's saying 
Cause she's speaking Halq'emeylem. 
Does she want juice, or whatever? 
When I pick her up, 
I would have to tell her what she's saying. 
So, she's teaching her aunty. 
My biggest reward? 
When I hear my children! 

The work is taxing, keeping up with 

Halq'errijem, caring for the kids, having little 

time for Koyalem6t. So what inspires her to

continue, to not throw in the towel? Why her 

little ones, in all their innocence, like angels 

appearing in a time of need at just the right 

moment, "Eysld:t, d'i·lsVXJn'E[Good night. I 

love you]." 

Just as the language sharing is having a ripple 

effect, so do the challenges, the questions of 

what to do, and how to do the right thing 

with the children. Whether to speak only 

Ha/q'enijem is that cheating the child? Or 

whether to compromise and give both 

English and Halq' emeylem at the same time. 

Not a trite question, indeed. And there are 

further benefits. The babysitter aunty is 

learning Ha/q'errijemtoo through the 

children. 

The journey has been full of fears and doubts 

of all sorts aloru! the way. Most currently, is 
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The challenge is time 
To learn more about the language. 
After this mentoring course 
With St6:lo Shxweli, 
There's not going to be anymore 
Language courses 
For the more advanced students. 
What are we going to do? 
We have to keep going. 

When linguistics first started, 
I was apprehensive about it. 
We had a non-native instructor. 
Well, the elders, Rosaleen, 
Elizabeth, and Tillie were there. 
I just felt really uncomfortable; 
It didn't seem right. 
We had a non-Native instructor 
To understand form, structure and analysis 
Of the language. I didn't understand 
What linguistics was about; 
Never heard of linguistics before. 
Thought, okay I'm here learning, 
And if the elders stay here, I'll staytoo. 
And they did. They were just so happy 
That we were wanting to learn, 
Have a desire to learn. 
If they just had the instructor, 
I don't know if I would have attended 
The class at that time. 
It was about the third linguistics course 
Where we learned how to develop 
Long sentences. That interested me; 
It would mean more fluency. 
After that, I really enjoyed it. 

In level I and II and III, 
It was just a small group of us, and 
One time we were just five students. 
We thought, Oh my gosh, 
You know the elders keep saying, 
You guys are the ones 

of all sorts along the way. Most currently, is 

the challenge of time to grow in the language. 

The opportunities for Koyalem6t to learn 

Halq' ern.eylem in a structured environment 

are diminishing, while Koyalem6t must now 

provide the learning experience for others. 

What now? The more advanced student will 

be left to their own devices, their own 

ingenuity, and a lonely prospect at times. 

Earlier in her Halq' emeylem learning 

experience, Koyalem6t was sceptical of the 

quality of teaching provided. What, a non

Native instructor? "It didn't seem right. But 

the doubts were allayed with the support of 

the elders, and the rewards of learning greater 

knowledge of the intricacies of the language. 

"We learned how to develop longer 

sentences." 

Koyalem6t is apprehensive that once the 

elders are gone, the burden will be placed on 

a few, who feel competent with so little of the 
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To take over the language. 
This is a big responsibility. 
I never envisioned myself a teacher. 
We started having more students, and 
I was really happy we could share 
This load It's not going to be 
Put on a few. 
But I don't see the leaders involved 

In Xolhmeylh, we have 
A fifteen minute lesson in Halq' emeylem. 
All the programs have Halq' emeylem, 
And X u.imxwskwx, 
You know, Indian names. 
They put Halq' emeylem tapes 
Into company cars; 
There's greetings and the prayers. 
They are encouraging people 
To learn the language, listen, to hear it. 
People think were not doing enough, 
Not moving fast enough; 
We are moving. 

Our language shows 
What St6:lo people spoke; 
Nobody else has this language. 
We have sister languages 
Over on the Island; 
We have this interconnection. 
There must be histoi:y behind that; 
We should learn and understand it. 
I went to a couple of language conferences, 
And seen Musqueam there. 
We should recognize our sister language. 

• No one does that. It didn't happen;
They didn't recognize us.
We're losing our cultural protocols,

My kids naturally say the sounds, Consonants,
and vowels; they just say it.
To me it's right in them.
They can saythe pops and the xxxs,
All these sounds.

a few, who feel competent with so little of the 

language. But her fears are allayed with 

recognition that a growing number of 

students are joining the wee army of 

Halq'enijem language revivalists. 

Additionally, there exist CDs of older 

speakers of the language that are available 

from the St6:lo Nation Archives which may 

include stories, conversations, words and 

cultural knowledge and most are not 

transcnbed. Brent Galloway provided these 

CDs which include 400 hours of elders 

speaking. Koyalem6t remains concerned, 

however, that she does not see the leaders 

involved in learning Halq'emeylem. Although 

activity in Halq' emeylem language revival 

never seemed to be happening fast enough, 

Koyalem6t recognizes that "we are moving." 

Another challenge Koyalem6t obsetves is 

learning all there is to know about the 

Halq' emeylem language, the interconnections 
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They don't think about it; they just do it. 
My children are speaking English, and 
They have Halq' emeylem sounds. 
The teachers notice it, 
An accent or something. 
I see other St6:lo people learning; 
It's natural, so simple, as if having been 
around the language all the time. 
I found it easyto remember; 
Felt the creator always there, helping me 
Get strength. It wasn't just my own self, 
The creator was helping, yeah. 

In my life, all I heard 
About First Nations people, was 
A bunch of drunk alcoholics, stupid. 
I even thought I was going to be alcoholic, 
Because that's all I heard. 
My guidance counsellor said, 
"Oh, you'll never go to University, 
Never go to college; 
Just go for the modified program." 
I did. 

It was grade nine, or social studies, 
We were talking about the totem poles. 
And the teachers were saying, 
"It's just like the Native people, 
On the bottom of the totem pole. 
They're poor and don't have 
Much education, not successful." 
And that really hurt. 
I talked to my elder, and he goes, 
"The way I look at it, 
It's the First Nations people 
That's holding up the world, 
Holding up the people." 
I was so happy he said that, 
C.ause, you know, he seen different. 

with other languages, the histoiy of it, and 

learning the protocols that should be 

practiced in relation to this histoiy of 

interconnections. 

The language and the memoiy of Halq'errij,em 

is prevalent, the memoiy so fresh in our 

histoiy, in our being. Koyalem6t feels "It's 

so natural, as if having been around the 

language all the time." It's not so unusual 

considering that the language came to her ears 

from her own grandmother when she was a 

child The language is a memoiy of the not 

so distant past, some might say, even in our 

cell memoiy, and most certainly, is 

consciously alive in the minds of our precious 

elders. 

Getting to our language, for Koyalem6t, 

meant overcoming the tremendous barriers of 

the st'axemeff ect, getting past the stereotype 

of the drunken alcoholic Indian, of the 

stereo of Indians be· "on 
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They wanted to do testing on her, to stereotype of Indians being stupid, being "on 
See where her academic abilities are. 
I said, "No, there's nothing wrong with her, the bottom of the totem pole." Koyalem6t 
That's just her personality." 
To me, that's cultural differences. reaches to her elders for their wisdom, for 

At a teacher/ parent night at Skowkale, their words of reassurance. They 
Stephen Point, a chief there at that time, 
He welcomed them, unequivocallydenythe stereotypes, they, who 
Shared his experience 
With the public school system. have a reach beyond the staxemeffect, and 
He was quiet, and they said 
There was something wrong with him, who have lived closer to a time when smia:lh 
Told him he wouldn't be anything in life. 
I want to make sure our children was the norm, a time when St6:lo people 
Are not subject to that. 
They can't believe it when I knew their history. 
C.Onfront them on it. 

I had a couple messages Now Koyalem6t takes on the junior elder role 
From the spirit world 
Me and my friend Kaxta, Yvonne, for her own children, confronting the 
Helped someone help this guy 
On the other side. stereotypes head on, confronting those in the 
When he's leaving to go home 
To the other side, he said he knew roles who deliberately or not, continue the 
You were learning the language. 
And he goes," All I want to tell you is, legacy of the st'dxemeffect. "No, there's 
When you teach the language, 
You teach it with love, nothing wrong with her. That's just her 
Teach the children with love." 
I make sure that I try to do that. personality," says Koyalem6t, challenging her 

I see competition amongst the students. Like, child's teacher. 
who's got the most knowledge? 
Who's better? I don't really agree. 
To me, there's no unity. The most powerful teaching shared by 
We were all getting along; 
Had a lot of love for each other, and Koyalem6t in our talk was the one from the 
Soon as jobs came into the picture, 
Things started to change. spirit world, "When you teach the language, 
Being competitive, 
I don't think it should be you teach it with love, teach the children with 
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In the language at all. 

We have to find a way to gauge 
How a person is doing. 
If they just gave a pass, 
Nobodys getting an� B, C or D. 
That way, you'd get rid of this competition. 
I'm trained through my grandmother 
And through the longhouse. 
You don't go around boasting, 
Saying this is what I got. 
It's non-Native thinking versus 
The Native way. 
The grading system is not 
Shx1ul:nixwdh s'ajexUJ 
Not our life. 

Community members 
Said that they have no intentions 
Of becoming a teacher. 
Theywant programs where 
Theyre there to learn, 
But not to become a teacher. 
I guess it just seems 
Too structured for them. 
The people are talking. 
Jim Hanis, he goes, 
We shouldn't be focussing 
On learning to write. 
I spend a lot of hours learning 
How to write, and could be spending 
This time learning it orally. 

Sometimes I think we don't have 
The support of the people. 
But I just feel like theyre saying, 
"Why are you doing it? 
It's just about gone; 
All our elders are just about gone." 
They understand the history, what 
People went through in 
The residential schools. 
Mom went to residential school. 

you teach it with love, teach the children with 

love." This philosophy is transformed into 

Koyalem6t's understanding of the First 

Nations way of life, shx'llldmx'ZRlih s'ajexUJ of 

how we should conduct ourselves with each 

other as human beings, a teaching which 

resonates with teachings from the longhouse, 

resonates with teachings from her 

grandmother. 

How do we refine the process of offering 

Halq'emijemto community members who just 

want to learn to speak the language? The 

focus of S to:lo Shxwdi so far has been on 

training people to become teachers, and for 

sure, we need that kind of dedicated spirit to 

develop Halq' emeylem language experts. 

Otherwise, who will teach the others? The 

Halq'emijem language that is being offered to

community members is taught in a highly 

structured context with a system of grading 

that Koyalem6t opposes. "The people are 
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I don't know that she heard the language. 
I've seen it's been healing for her; 
Going to Halq'emeylem. 
I could see she looked clifferent to me, 
Looks more happier. 
It made her spirit feel good, 
Taking back some of her power. 

Patsaipt: Kapkm5t shared these UJaff/pts in an 
ermil roman January 27, 2002.

As the student JJrai!/ESSf5 in the IRami,ng <f the 

talking," says Koyalem6t, and feels she and 

others "could be spending more time learning 

Halq'emeylem orally." The student is required 

to learn both the oral and written aspects of 

the Halq'emeylem language. From her 

personal experience, a lot of time is required 

�� � rmls ro identify and jireturr his/her to learn the written language adequately, 
�intheH�'errijem��Ihawwtn:s� 
that� student mry haw a� in ktmi,ng and especially for the written mid-term/ final 
t1iUhing the tradiiimd s�, or� mry haw a� 
inwitingtheH�'errijemlarrgµaff, or�mry exams and assignments. However, the 
haw a� in transcribing the�� or� mry 
haw the gjft <f t1iUhing the larrgµa� WJe!he,-it is writing system gives the key to the full 
sprofo:a/ly ro � dildren or adtdts. Or� mry 
haw the gjft <f deultpi,r,g amiaJum I do net think dictionary to be finished by Galloway in 2002. 
it 'l.Rafld k fair or JJ<EsiHe ro put these rr:sponsibilities 
upoo � mdi,udual And if� sp«idizf5 in� <f We highly depend on the written word now, 
these arettS he/she 'l.Rafld k expert in a sprofo: 
area/lead if we�� As ')W can see, there is a since we have so few fluent speakers. 
la if oork aJx,i1d, if the JmjJle learnirg and redung 
the�� Sina! the arigjntd inleniewan 
N(J{EfJ'W" 13, 2000, umderfal, � haw There now exists three generations within 
transp£red in the future if the H�'errijemlarrgµa� 
-Le: Deu:loprnntal, Standard Term Certificate Marys family participating in the revival of 
Prqw:.

the language; her daughter, her mother and 

herself. Who would have thought this kind 

of ripple effect would have transpired? 

Lastly, Koyalem6t's reference to her Mom 

who went to residential school and is learning 

the language, sums up the spirit of 
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Halq'errijemlanguage revival nicely, 

"It made her spirit feel good, taking back 

some of her power." 

Re: Postscript: 

Koyalem6t outlines the vast array of skills and 

expertise that is involved in Halq'emeylem 

revival work. With so relatively few people, at 

this time, involved in the work, individuals 

sometimes are required to take on many of 

these responsibilities. 
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Tyrone McNeil 
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"A reawakening of what's there." 

TYRONE MCNEIL. 

January 9, 2001. At the Seabird Island 
G.tltural Building on the Seabird Island 
Reserve. 

Back then it was natural, 
It just flowed out. 
Now, other than the few 
Well-spoken elders, 
It seems memorized 
I picture kids in a play 
Trying to memorize a script 
As theyre going along, 
Pronouncing each word separately. 
It isn't the continuous flow we heard 
When we were kids. 
In print, you see 
Something like Shxuenii·kw[uncle or aunt]. 
Our elders know how to say that fully. 
It might have been Shxuenii·k� 
Pronouncing that little tail end, 
But so silently. 
The expression on their face, or mouth 
Told more what that word was. 
Whereas now, we're unfamiliar 
With the language. 
We sound it out fully, 
J\tiore accents where there wasn't then. 

To be honest, I can't remember 
Halq'emeylem too much as a youngster. 
It was more Thompson. 
The only Halq' emeylem I really heard 
Was at festivals we had each spring, 
Somebody pounding the drums, 
Being really too drunk, a Slahal game, 
Or something going on. 

Tyrone

Tyrone's appearance in my study came as an 

unexpected gift. I had arrived at the Seabird 

Island G.tltural Building to meet with K w6sel 

and was swprised to see Tyrone and 

Tselofx:hel,w also there. I knew Tyrone 

through his role as a councillor of the Seabird 

Island First Nation, and the portfolio holder 

of education, which includes language. 

Tyrone, one of the few politicians who are 

actively concerned about the critical state of 

our language, enrolled in one of the 

Halq'enijem1inguistics courses offered 

through Sto:lo Shx1iidi. His role as councillor 

provided him with the opportunity "to go 

stronglywith the language," though his 

interest was "tweaked when my daughter was 

singing." I isolated Tyrone's and Kw6sel's 

stories from each other to enable me to focus 
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It was consistent back then, 
Always some kind of language happening 
At the festival, and 
To a lesser extent, at events 
Other than the festival. It 
Wasn't very commonplace. 

I mostly heard my uncles speak Thompson, 
At Union Bar where we fish. 
All my uncles spoke. 
There are no more Thompson speakers 
On Seabird Island, considering 
Most of us are Thompson, 
At least got roots to Thompson. 
All my mother's side and my father's 
Come from N1akapmux. 
We were forcibly moved downward 
A small portion of Seabird 
Would have been moved over from St6:lo, 
From the bottom St6:lo up. 

At the youngest age, 
It was kind of there, 
But what hurt it the most 
Was being a bit older, early teens, 
Even, say 10 and older, viewing it as 
Some kind of silly foreign language. 
That's what everybody else thought of it 
Back then. 
Probably around that age 
We were driven away 
From it altogether, 
Mostly from the public school 

We have a language program 
Here at the school 
My daughter was in the program. 
If it wasn't for my daughter 
Being in the program, 
I probably wouldn't have an interest. 
When my kids are singing at special 
Events, it kind of gets my blood going. 
That's what really got me interested, 

on each one individually. 

Tyrone remembers, as do others, a 

Halq'enijemlanguage spoken that flowed 

more smoothly than what we hear today from 

the ones who are struggling to learn our 

language. Today, we are more akin to babies, 

or first graders trying to sound out each letter 

in sequence, in our attempts to speak 

Halq'enijem Whereas before, the language 

spoken was more synchronized with its 

natural rhythms and accents. Tyrone doesn't 

remember a prevalence of Halq'enijemat 

Seabird in his younger days. Thompson 

would have been more prevalent, "All my 

mother's side and my father's come from 

N1akapmux. We were forcibly moved 

downward [ to S to:lo tenitory]." Nonetheless, 

he would hear Halq'enijemat spring festivals 

and slahal, games, but doesn't recall that it was

commonplace. More common to Tyrone 

would be hearing his uncles speaking 
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Seeing my kids singing. 
The greatest reward for me 
Would be my kids talking, 
And anything else, 
What I hear in the school, 
All that's a plus. 

Personally, it's like a grounding. 

Thompson where they fished at "Union Bar" 

The staxemeff ect was well entrenched in 

Tyrone's youth, where teens and younger 

viewed Halq' emeylem "as some kind of silly 

I'm not by any means fluent, foreign language." Tyrone credits the public 
But it seems natural, not only speaking, 
But hearing it spoken, and how it's spoken. school for generating this type of attitude 
When you speak, 
It isn't necessarily a set item; among the children. But the school at 
It's a description of an item. 
That's the natural part, it seems. Seabird would prove to be a boon for Tyrone, 
The proper translation 
For riverbank, generating a newfound interest in the 
If you look in the dictionary, 
There are probably 15 translations language through his daughter who attends 
For riverbank. 
Riverbank might be and learns Ha/q'emijemthere. "If it wasn't for 
A description of a bank 
On a certain part of the river, my daughter being in the program, I probably 
As opposed to riverbank in the broad sense. 
C.Ould say the same thing wouldn't have an interest," he says, and 
For a fair amount of written words. 
Not only are you saying something, derives much satisfaction and joy in "seeing 
You are saying something about 
A specific place on a specific part his kids singing [in the language]." 
Of the river. 

I've been involved with the language There is a naturalness about the language for 
The last couple of years; 
Tselofthe/,w has been myteacher. StrJ:lii people, "a grounding," in speaking it, 
Although my interest was tweaked 
When my daughter was singing, hearing it and understanding its connection to 
I never really got involved 
Until I came on council on Seabird. the River culture. And though learning the 
Education is my portfolio, and 
Cliose to go strongly with language. language comes easy to Tyrone, the influence 
I had that opportunity. It 
Brought me into this building of the written word thwarts his ability to 
With Kwi;e/, and Tselofthe/,'l.R£t. 
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If I wasn't a councillor, speak, to know "what a word is supposed to 
I probablywouldn't be as interested 
As I am now. sound like." His opportunities to speak 

For the most part, learning Halq' emeylem present themselves mostly at 
The language is easy. 
I confuse myself when I try, home with his daughters, where teaching 
Rather than picture what a word 
Is supposed to sound like, them offers him opportunities to build his 
Find myself picturing how it's written. 
It slows me down more than helps. own vocabulary. Having too few 
It's habit already, 
Hard to break the habit. opportunities for learners to hear the language 

I probably speak it more at home presents a huge dilemma for Halq_'errij.em 
Than anywhere else, 
With my two daughters, ages three and ten. revival. 
My youngest daughter now, 
Says sp'fxles long before she says eagle. 
Driving along and "there's a sp'(q'es [bald While individuals such as Tyrone are able to 
eagle]," 
Not an eagle, you know, it's a sp'(q'es . focus their attention on the language, 
She's just in daycare, but 
I teach her mainly. prevalence of the language in the rest of the 
The youngest one sutprises 
Both Tsdayothel,7iEt and Kwd community is not strong. Tyrone observes 
On her pronunciation already. 
It's not bang on, but she's at that age that audiences prefer that if Halq_'errij.emis 
Theyll learn quick 
With her grandmothers on the phone, it's her used that it be translated for their benefit, or 
"tata," her "sile," "the sile." 
I'm building my vocabulary through them theyre not interested in hearing it. "The 
More than anything else, really. 
It's been worthwhile. language isn't prevalent at the community 

At an event, I hear others speak level yet," says Tyrone. He feels "the want to 
If you don't follow up with 
An English translation immediately, learn" is there, but that they need more 
It's frowned upon bythe audience, 
A kind of beef with the audience. opportunities to learn. 
Some might know what you're saying, 
And kind of just listen. The Seabird Island Community School is the 
Others, have no idea what you're saying, 
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And unless you translate, 
They're not interested 
I get that just by looking around 
How do you react if you don't know 
What's being said? 
It's just kind of a blank section, 
Until English. 
At most events, 
The language is usually more 
In a song form. 
Everybody just likes the way it is, 
Especiallythe kids. 

The language isn't prevalent 
At the community level yet. 
The key is opportunities 
That allow people to learn. 
The want to learn is there. 
Unless you're a student 
In a school like Seabird Island's, 
The opportunities are limited. 
If they have no opportunities, 
Soon they're going to lose interest. 

The language started creeping 
Its way into the Band Office. 
Kwd and Tsdoyxhel,w 
Were having classes over there. 
The couple I made it to 
Had a fair attendance. 
After five/ six months straight 
\Xi'hen I went again, 
The attendance wasn't there. 
That's right about the time 
Once in a while you'd get "E y latdh."

After awhile, even that's out. 
It'll happen again, for sure. 
We just got a little bit lax. 
It's time to pick it up, hold it up again. 

Most of the resources we use 
Is developed here in one way or another. 
We're advancing a little; 

main source in Seabird Island for learning the 

language. However, there have been efforts 

to teach the language in the community(see 

K w6seQ, and there have been efforts to teach 

it to the Band Office staff. Tyrone is sure 

"It'll happen again ... Time to pick it up, hold 

it up again." Though the language is offered 

full swing in the school, in the community, 

efforts are happening in fits and starts. It's 

not easy. 

The school program includes its own 

challenges in the delive:ry of Halq'errijemto 

the students. Scarce resources being one, 

translating resources into modem technology 

is another, and reliance on so few experts, 

elders fluent in the language, is probably the 

greatest challenge in the work Tyrone feels 

that language work in more communities 

would enable Seabird Island School to do its 

work more efficiently. On a practical note, 

Tyrone emphasizes that to do any of the 
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Digitizing the language. things that need to be done; we "always end 
We fall back on Brent's work, 
And on some of the others' up needing money." Despite the challenges 
To complement what we're doing already. 
Most of our work is curricula based presented, the school program has given birth 
For the school 
There's not a whole lot to a new tradition at Seabird where, "A 
For K-12 schools. 
A good chunk of that development is normal course of an event now, is to have 
Reliance on one individual. 
Now, it's Tsew;6tfxdm [Shirley Julian Norris], kids sing a song, "and "has become an 
Before that, it was SiyimdkxwUoe Aleck], 
And before that, it was Edna [Edna Bobb]. expectation." 

We need tools right now, 
To support our IRP. Tyrone thinks deeply about the language and 
That established, we'd be coasting. 
We're having to develop and teach what it means for us to have our language. 
At the same time, 
A bit of a struggle sometimes. An important role that language plays in our 
It would make our position easier 
If more was happening lives is that it distinguishes us as "unique from 
In the other communities. 
We seem to be the leading force anybody else," contraindicating total 
Between Seabird School and Shxweli. 
Little else happening. assimilation into the dominant settler society 
If it came more from the grassroots, 
We'd be that much stronger. where we are relegated to st'axem.status.

The more they're learning 
At the community level, Leaming the language and the culture, he 
The more they can expect us 
To draw on their strength feels, begins to strengthen the self-esteem of 
To teach the kids. 
The resource we need is money, Sw:lii people, producing a smM:lh effect, and 
No matter what we do. 
We always end up needing money. that even introducing "minute levels ... we'll 

The language has become get a trickle down effect," producing "whole 
More accepted, 
A normal course of speech families of fluent speakers." 
On an individual basis. 
At an event now, it's normal 
To have kids sing a song, 
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Regardless of what that song is. 
For a lot of people, it makes the event, 
Seeing somebody from their family 
Up there singing. 
Kids in a small ceremony 
Has become an expectation. 

In the recent past, 
Language wasn't there. 
There wasn't anything to disassociate us 
From non-First Nations. 
Most of our people don't excel off resetve. 
We're seeing more and more people 
Not going off resetve, 
Whether it's for school or visiting. We 
Don't have to be part of what's out there; 
We could be our own society here. 
People are becoming more interested 
In learning the language. It 
Affords them to be unique 
From anybody else. 
Until 10 years ago, 
We never had that opportunity. 
We were just the bottom end 
Of the dominant society. 
We don't have to be now. 
That's especially so in Seabird. 
We don't have the cultural background 
That other Bands do. 
We haven't had a smoke house here 
In 120 years. 
In other Bands it's normal 
To have one, and more than one. 

Once they start learning the language, 
They are learning a part of the culture. 
It starts building self-esteem, 
Strengthening them. With the 
Minute levels introduced, theyre 
Starting to see light 
At the end of the tunnel 
A little bit of interest, 
And we're almost guaranteed 

Challenges in Halq'emij,em language revival 

include time, not enough of it, resources that 

need to be created and the expertise required 

to develop them. However, teaching and/ or 

learning a near extinct language will not be the 

same as teaching/learning a language that is 

flourishing with speakers, resources and 

prominence in the community. The manner 

of teaching and learning Halq'emij,emand the 

resources needed Jin ev9Jve, for example, as

Tyrone says "What we're teaching in grade 12 

now, we may be teaching in grade 5 five years 

from now." For the time being, our greatest 

challenge is reliance on our few elders and 

need to look to a day when we stand on our 

own two feet and proceed without them. 

Another challenge Tyrone is concerned about 

is that of maintaining our uniqueness as 

Upriver people. Tyrone feels that if we 

borrow words from other dialects, "we will 

lose what makes us Upriver, that's our link to
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We'll get a trickle down effect 
Within a couple of generations. 
We'll have whole families 
Of fluent speakers. 

The odd part is, 
It's still not accepted outside. 
We've become strong, and 
Don't care what theythink. 
We're proud to be Indians. 
In the past, we relied too much 
On what they thought of us; 
We responded to that. 

There's not enough time 
In the dayto do stuff. 
Resources that aren't there 
Need to be created 
We're not assured access 
To resource development 
And the expertise required, 
Be that computer programming, or 
Someone with a masters 
In curriculum development. 

Tools in English are 
Simple to translate into Halq' emeylem. 
Tools for a school in an 
On-reserve environment 
Is a little bit different. 
We can't always just draw off 
What theyre doing in the public school 
Though our outcomes are the same, 
How we get there is different. 
We're teaching the language from k-12. 
Each year is going to get 
Progressively harder. 
Kids are going to become 
More and more skilled 
We can't just develop something this year 
That's going to be good 
For the next ten years. 
It's going to be under some kind 

the land" He descnbes the language as 

having evolved from the land and its 

resources. Tyrone believes that our language 

use todaywill never mirror how it was used in 

the past; due, I suppose, to the fact that we do 

not live in relation to the land as our people 

once did He believes that because of this, 

"we're losing part of our identity." "Instead 

of being unique St6:lii people," he says, "we'll 

be people who speakHalq'emfjem," and that 

in "living the language, there's definitely 

weakness." 

On the other hand, Tyrone also feels that 

"without the opportunity to be a unique 

people, we're going to be fully assimilated, 

integrated within the dominant society. 

"Language and culture plays to our 

strengths," he says, while "assimilation, 

integration plays to our weaknesses." The 

weaknesses he refers to are related to the 

st�emstatus we hold in Canadian society for 
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Of developing or tweaking. 
What we're teaching in grade 12 now, 
We may teach in grade 5 
Five years from now. 

On my list of challenges, 
One's got to be the elders, 
The limited time we have left 
With these ones that are contnbuting 
So much right now. 
That's a huge challenge. 
Once these elders stop, or move on, 
We're going to be struggling. 
We're reallyfortunate 
To have these four or five elders. 
Don't think we can get a group 
Like that again. 
Right now, we have 
Elders to fall back on, 
To kind of prove what we're saying, 
And support us. 
Once that support isn't there, 
It'll be a bit of a struggle. 

A certain word or phrase, 
Cbmmon from Upriver to Downriver 
To the Island, we could probably borrow. 
But when that phrase is specific 
To a certain part of the river, 
a creek, a mountain, it won't work 
If we went wholly to borrowing, 
We'd lose what makes us Upriver, 
That's our link to the land. 
Fiftyyears ago, language 
Was based on land, and 
The resources of the land. 
Now, it's not, hardly at all, 
It's more conversational now. 

The language back then, 
Cbuldn't separate it from culture. 
But today, in the future, you can. 
A natural evolution of the language, 

the most part at least. As for the strengths, 

when we practice our language and culture, he 

infers that we use a more natural, inherent 

part of ourselves, drawing on our affective 

ways of being. "It's a re-awakening of what's 

there ... it's real personal, comes from a feeling 

within, or a feeling for ancestors," he says. 

Will our language become a living functional 

language again? Tyrone is doubtful that 

fluency will go beyond "an individual family 

basis." Fluency holds promise if St6:16 

people are able to pursue economic 

opportunity on-reserve. Tyrone looks at the 

practical side of things, "If forced to go off 

reserve for economic opportunities, we're not 

going to use our language." And that makes a 

whole lot of sense, because who will there be 

to talk to? More importantly, in order for us 

to have a remote chance at functional fluency, 

we "need to look at what's got to be done to 

get the language into the home." Having it 
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A movement away from culture. 
Language was a description 
Of what's happening. 
Today, it's different, 
Be that a physical item, emotion 
Or something, it's just different 
Back then than now. We 
Can record it, 
Put it in a museum, 
But we're never going to use it 
As it was. 

Our language right now, 

just in the school will not be enough. 

We are a thread away from full assimilation, a 

breath away from language death, and the 

resources required to reverse this trend are for 

the most part outside our control, especially 

outside of the control of the people involved 

Ties the past with the present. in the language work Tyrone is a politician in 
Five years from now, 
It's going to be just the present. his own right, and there is no doubt where 
We're losing part of our identity. 
Instead of being unique St6:lo people, We're the importance of language lies in his 
going to be people 
That speak Halq'emeylem. thinking. He supports the language work in 
There's a certain uniqueness in 
Speaking a second language, anyway he can. His political astuteness leads 
But living that language, 
There's definite weakness. him to understand the realities of economics 
That's part of us evolving again. 
There's no preventing us assimilating for getting things done. "Financial ties to 
In some form or manner 
With the dominant society, language and culture can go a long way," he 
It's just how much we choose to retain. 

In the past, probably 'til now, 
To hold a cultural event, 
Language is a gimme. 
Do we continue doing that? 
How many cultural events 
Do we have in a year? 
It would ensure certain material 
Is carried forward. 
It is relativelyeasyfor us to do here. 
Across the river, 
It's not the same case. 
I was really shocked to talk to 
Some well-known, well-established people, 

says. He also understand the importance of 

garnering the support of the other political 

leaders to mobilize the resources required to

get things done, "We are relying on St6:lo

Nation because of the treaty." 
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Traditional people 
In the smoke house for years and years. 
The only Halq'emeylem they know, are 
The songs they sing in the smokehouse. They 
don't know conversational Halq' emeylem. 
That really shocked me. 

We can't continue culture, and 
Expect language to keep up. 
It's obviously not working. 
We can't continue language, and 
Expect culture to do that either. 
That's not working. We're 
Doing what we can to sustain language. 
In the next little while, we can see 
Some similar effort to retain culture. 
It kind of gets to our uniqueness 
And worldview. 
Without the opportunity 
To be a unique people, 
We're just going to be fully assimilated, 
Integrated within the dominant society. 

Continuing language and culture 
Plays to our strengths. 
Take the language and culture away, 
Start assimilation, integration, 
Plays to our weaknesses. 
We've proven we don't fit well, 
Don't hold the high paying jobs, 
Not enough of us well educated. 
Take away language and culture, 
All we're left to playwith 
Is our weaknesses. 
Within language and culture, 
We have lots of strengths to playwith. 

\Xlhat's the difference if we're speaking 
Halq' emeylem or English? 
For me anyway, 
And for a lot of others, 
It's a re-awakening of what's there. 
You're not iust born 
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And you're white or you're Indian. 
It's an individual response to something, 
To the world 
As soon as you step off of Seabird, 
You're one small part 
Of a huge scheme of things. 
Even an emotional description 
Of something we've gone through 
In the past, it's really personal. 
It comes from a feeling within, 
Or a feeling for ancestors, 
A feeling for something. 
It's not the case out there. 
They don't care about individuals. 
As long as you do your job, 
You're non-existent. 
Sitting in a classroom, 
You're one of many, 
Not an individual. 

On an individual family basis, 
The language can become 
A living functional language again. 
A broader basis will depend on 
How we attain resources, 
Whether that's for language, 
Job creation, or whatever. 
As long as we can continue to do 
That kind of stuff on-reserve, 
The language will foster and flourish. 
But if the day comes that we're 
Not funded the same way, 
Not receiving the resources to hire 
Twenty people to do a job, 
These twenty people are going 
To have to go off reserve. 
If there's a change like that, 
It'll be hard to retain language revival. 
Funded that way, we're able to be 
A closed society, 
Able to have our own program, 
Have our own school here, 
Our own daycare. 
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If that funding changes, 
Forcing us to integrate 
Even a little more than right now, 
It'll be tough to retain our language. 
If forced to go off reserve 
For economic opportunities, 
We're not going to use our language. 

Some families with one, maybe two 
Children in the school, is 
The only access to language 
We have right now. 
If they move somewhere else, 
Or just have an argument with us, and 
Don't send their kids here anymore, 
That severs the language tie. 
We need to look at what's got to be done 
To get the language into the home. 

Where we go from here? 
So much is tied to resources, or things 
That we don't have control of. 
The language may be made or broke 
By outside influences 
That have nothing to do with us. 
We can struggle all we want, 
If we don't have the resources ... 
We're not to the point yet where 
We can be self-sufficient, language-wise. 
We desperately need the 
Support of the political leaders. 
If on the backburner, 
We'll be spinning our wheels, 
Either at Seabird or St6:15 Nation. 
We are relying on St6:15 Nation 
Because of the treaty, 
For economic opportunities 
Around language and culture. 
Financial ties to language and culture 
Can go a long way. 
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Xwelfxwiya Rena Peter
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"It just has to burst through." 

RENAA PETER. 

November 29, 2000. At the interviewer's 
home in Sardis. 

My name is Xwelfxwiya, 
From the Skowkale Band. 
I was born and raised in Chilliwack, 
A hereditaty carrier 
For the wolf people. 

I am originally from Sumas; however, 
During the time of the White people 
First coming to the Valley, 
It was a tradition 
That the men be moved 
To where the wife comes from. 
But priests were here and they believed 
The wife should move 
To where the husband comes from. 
My mother left Sumas, 
Moved to Sardis. 

My mother is the hereditaty carrier. ("" see 
adjacent column) 
After she passes away, I become 
The hereditary carrier for our people. 
It's an old tradition 
That the women cany 
All the names, 
All the areas where the men trap, and 
All the designs for the baskets, 
For the weavings, 
All the stories, 
All the places where our people 

Xwelixwiya 

Xwelixwiya and I met at my home for our 

talk. We would have fewer distractions there 

than at my office, where we originally were 

going to meet. When I first met Xwelrxwiya 

in linguistics classes at Sto:m Shxwli, I had no 

idea of how deeply involved she was in 

practicing Sto:!o culture. She takes her cultural 

role very seriously, and though she does not 

teach the language in a classroom setting, she 

insists that she is a Halq'enijemlanguage 

teacher. She is adamant that Halq'enijemwill 

fulfill a piece of the puzzle that she feels will 

bring her to cultural wholeness. I felt an 

immediate friendship with Xwelrxwiya when 

we were in the linguistics classes, and I 

noticed she had this effect on others too. 1 

exudes a bubbly friendliness and a deep 
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Picked berries, 
Got their roots, 
Through the hereditary carrier. 
And the hereditary chief 
Is from the hereditary carrier. 
It goes through the women; 
My oldest son is in line. 

We still cany the culture 
The same way it was passed on 
Generation after generation. 

The language was spoken around me 
As long as I can remember, 
All of 50 years ago. 
1vfy grandparents spoke the language, 
My dad and my mother. 
He was raised with his grandparents. 
My grandmother couldn't speak English; 
Spoke real broken English, 
Something we got used of hearing. 
My mother's mother spoke the language, 
A different language, [a dialect, actually] 
Halq'emeylem Sumas. 
Same language, 
Different words here and there. 
My English has gotten better 
Since working in the school system. 
1vfy language was very broken; 
I had a strong Halq' emeylem accent. 
lvfyvocabularyin English was small, 
Didn't speak my language fluent, 
Knew words here and there. 
To listen to me you would have thought 
I had a second language, 
The way my accent was. 

Our language was something natural, 
It wasn't something that was different. 
I never thought theywere speaking 
In a different language; 
It was just a natural thing. 
Dad and his grandmother would be taJking, 

exudes a bubbly friendliness and a deep 

respect for others, great qualities befitting a 

junior elder. 

Xwelixwiya introduced herself by her 

Halq'enijemname, and the community she is 

from, the Skowkale Band She quickly 

explained that her roots link her to the Sumas 

people with whom she strongly associates. 

Xwellxwiya attributes being at her current 

location of residence to outside influences, to

the "\Vhite people first coming to the valley." 

Traditionally, the man would move to the 

'
. 

woman s cornmumty. 

She inherits her cultural role from her mother, 

a role that includes learning a wide range of 

cultural traditions and teachings that she is 

responsible for knowing. This role looms 

largely in Xwellxwiya's life, having received 

many of the teachings throughout her 

growing up years from her mother, and also 

bv dehberately pursuing them in her 
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And we would just sit, listen to them, and by dehberately pursuing them in her 
C.Ould pick up things theywere saying 
By the waytheytalked, their tones. adulthood for some thirty years now. She has 

I never had that kind of shame; some definite plans for how she wants to 
Wasn't a residential school student; 
Was always raised at home, and manifest this role, which includes creating a 
Went to a public school 
It [Halq'emeylem] wasn't something different; Sto:m cultural school called TenfxwShxudl 
No feeling one way or the other, 
It was nonnal Xwelfxwiya's main cultural teacher, her mom, 
We didn't socialize; 
Not many people lived around us. lives away from S t6:lii teni.tory, with her 
Next door neighbor was a mile away, 
I mean white people. husband in Terrace, but maintains close ties 
We didn't mingle with white people; 
We were quiet in school with Xwelfxwiya and the St6:lii community, 
No one asked us why or how come. 
No one seemed to pay attention especially in the winter season, a time when 
To what we thought and felt. 
So, the way we were at home, important cultural work is being done. 
It just stayed that way. 
It was in high school I realized, If the idea of "hereditarycani.ers," "wolf 
After my grandmother passed away, 
Why there wasn't anybody people," and ways of passing on names 
Talking the language anymore. 

diverges from what is known to be traditional 
It meant an awful lot to Dad. **
He started the Halq'emeylem program, St6:lo practice (Galloway, 2002 p.c.), then we 
Would go and tape all the elders; 
It was in the early 60s. *** can conclude that St6:lo people are adopting 
He could foresee that the language was dying; 
It really bothered him. many new ways of being St6:lo, blending the 
He would tape them 
On a real old reel to reel; "old," the "new," and the "other." 
Turned them over to C.Oqualeetza. 
I thought, Oh dad, what are you worrying 
About all that stuff for? Xwelixwiya's early recollections of 
Things won't die out. 
But as I got older... Halq'enijembeing spoken around her are 

I spoke Halq' emeylem, not fluent. strong and prevalent in her memory, though 
Only words, like hello, pass the sugar, 
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Butter, and stuff like that, cigarettes; 
Never used it consistently. 
I joined the longhouse at twenty-one; 
It was spoken there fluentlyall the time. 
There was people from the Island 
That spoke the language, 
And the Island's language is 
A little different. 
They talked of different things, of course, 
Talking names, blankets, money, 
Longhouse talk. 
Dad would always be with us, would 
Translate what they were talking, 
And we got to understand 
"What they were saying. 

I never, ever thought, 
That our language was leaving. 
I didn't know what to do. 
My dad was doing his best 
To tape and get things done, 
Like the stories and whatnot. 
I had the same dream as him. 

People on our Band 
Never thought too much of the language. 
Church was a big influence at that time. 
They thought, leave that stuff behind 
Learn English, and get on with your life. 
That's the way it's going to be now; 
Never mind the past. 

Dad was a teacher when I started learning 
The language at Tzeachten Hall. 
It was probably68. 
It wasn't very popular, 
But dad was full bore with it. 
He got elders Richard Malloway, 
Elder Kelly, he's just passed away. 
His wife Dell, and himself, Roy Point, 
Oh, and Danny Charlie Sr. 
1heywere teaching the language 
At Tzeachten Hall, the old Tzeachten Hall. 

she never learned to speak it fluently. Both 

her parents and her grandparents spoke 

Halq'enijem, providing a rich environment of 

Ha/q'errijemaround her. The language she 

relates to most strongly is Sumas, a sub-dialect 

of Halq'emfjem The prevalence of the 

language around her instilled in her a taken

for-granted naturalness of it in her home 

environment, a sense of familiarity. Living 

somewhat isolated from outside society 

served to consolidate this sense of naturalness 

about the language. 

It wasn't until school days that Xwel.txwiya 

realized that the language speaking was 

diminishing, "that there wasn't anybody 

talking the language anymore." It wasn't until 

this time that she would realize "the language 

was dying," a concern of her dad's she had 

doubted for some time. "Things won't die 

out," she said Her dad, Roy Point, was one 

of the earliest St6:lo pioneers who began 
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All guys, and one lady, Dell. 
1hey were the ones that were 
Concerned about the language, 
Had the language fluency. 
Talked it different then than now, 
A more singing sort of language. 
When they talked the language 
1heywere always happy, 
Talking awayto each other. 
1hey never, ever spoke English 
To each other. 
1hey d always spoke the language; 
It made me happyto see my Dad so happy. 
It was his great goal in life. 

It was very easy to learn 
Because the teachers were all elderly,
But not real old; 
I would say in their 60s, and 
My Dad in his 40s. 
1heir voices were shaip. 
1hey didn't really make you write it; 
1hey just wanted you to talk it, 
So they talked, coat, hat, hello. 

1here were probably 15 of us 
Taking the language. 
I took the language for two winters; 
It was always in winter, 
Started in October, and 
Ended in December. 
I was really happy to take it, 
Something me and Dad were doing; 
He was proud to be a teacher to me. 
And it was a time for me 
To get out of the house 
Awayfrom mytwo little girls, 
To have a break. 

I do my best to exercise it every day. 
I'm not good at writing it, really;
Not saying I couldn't learn. 
I've taken two years of linwistics, 

working to establish a movement in the 

communityto save the language from dying. 

['�* Galloway (2002 p.c.) states that Roy Point 
was very active in the Skulkayn Heritage 
Project, setting up the first Elders' meeting, 
doing interviews, and later being an elder with 
the Coqualeetza Elders Group. He also took 
the Halq'emeylem Teacher Training courses. 
*** Galloway states that the early Skulkayn
Heritage Project was actually 1972-74. St6:lo

Nation now has all of those tapes, CD copies 
made by Galloway and Sonja Van Eijk.] 

X welixwiya's early language learning was 

limited to words like "hello, pass the sugar, 

butter and stuff like that, cigarettes," similar 

to many others in our generation, 

Xwelixwiya's and my own, at least. Her 

exposure to the language reached outside the 

home and in the Longhouse, exposing her not 

only to a repertoire of Longhouse talk, but to 

the Longhouse talk of other dialects of 

Halq'errijemas well. Roy Point understood 

the other dialects and shared this knowledge 

with his daughter, X welixwiya. Roy had a 

dream for the language, and X welixwiya came 

to have "the same dream as him." Smla:!h
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And didn't have a real hard time, to have "the same dream as him." SmM:lh

But it was new for me. 
And speaking wasn't hard. was strong in this family even as the st'dxem 
I didn't really like learning things, 
Like colors. effect was continuing to have its impact on 
I wanted more everyday language; 
We weren't getting that. our people. 
We were getting things like numbers, colors, 
shoes, clothes, and body parts. 
Things that we wouldn't use Xwelixwiya credits the Church influence for 
All in a sentence. 

I speak with my friend Eddie. 
He teaches me phrases, and 
We exercise it when we're together. 
So, it makes me happy 
Because everybody today is learning. 
When I talk to young people, 
Like my daughters' ages, 30, 
And that don't take language classes, 
They look at me real blank. 
Oh, I don't know what you're saying, 
And they feel a little bit ashamed because 
They don't know what you're talking. 
But, theyre happyyou're talking; 
It's like an honor you would speak to them. 
And really all I'm doing is 
Hoping theywould want to learn. 
I speak in phrases to them, 
Not in words, i.e. "it's a nice day." 
I say, ldwsiyim, 
And say their Indian name. 
They get real fluttered 

It tells me that they would 
Like to learn the language. 
I can see it in their body, 
In their eyes, that they are honored 
That I would call their Indian name 
And talk to them in Halq' emeylem. 
They all want to learn the language, 
The young people, especially 
The un teena ers and the yo ones 

entrenching a st'�emeffect in her community 

that "never thought too much of the 

language," giving way to English as "the way 

it's going to be now." Those early pioneers, 

Xwelixwiya's dad and the others, were going 

against the grain, not only against the st'�em 

forces imposed from outside, but against the 

st'�emeffects that were taking hold more 

closely around them. 

All while the st'�emforces were taking hold, a 

few of the elders were not willing to give up 

the affection they held for the language and 

for each other, the ones who maintained 

fluency in the language. These elders felt a 

joy that only a fluent speaker of the language 

and listenin to another fluent 
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Even younger, not teenagers. 
I talk to my grandchildren every day 
In Halq' emeylern. 
LaUJ Lfdxxwx'lR£eyi 
They say ts'ats'd ey. 
I never teach them too much at a time. 
They love the language; 
They would rather learn Halq' emeylem 
Than French or German that's in school. 
"Why are we learning those languages? 
We should be learning our own. 
If we need a second language, 
I would love to learn my own." 

I do my best to exercise 
What I know everyday. 
I teach it in the home, 
In the community, 
At work 
By just talking it to them, 
And they say, "What did you sayto me?" 
And I tell them, and 
Then I say to them again, and 
Then the next day I say to them again. 
Then pretty soon they're using, 
They're talking it. 
They start answering me back 
In Halq' emeylern. 
Just keep it up! 

I see in community use 
They're getting the ears for it. 
Very curious, unashamed of asking 
"What did you say?" 
In the primary schools 
They're using it, but 
They drop it in grade one, when they 
No longer go to a Native school 
But they join into a public school, and 
Then you don't hear it anymore. But, 
They had this at five and four years old 
Around twelve, thirteen, 
Theyre kind of curious aeain. 

speaking and listening to another fluent 

speaker could appreciate. "When they talked 

the language, they were always happy, talking 

away to each other." At that time, a few men 

and one ladywere doing the cultural work, 

language work, normallythe domain of the 

women. Today, the roles revert back to the 

ladies now, to the few rara aves who are 

fluent in Halq' emeylern. 

X welfxwiya has been privileged to have heard 

and to have been able to remember a quality 

of the language barely heard today, "a more 

singing sort of language ... their voices were 

sharp." She remembers her dad as being very 

proud to be her Ha/q'errijemteacher, and the 

feeling was mutua4 she was proud of her 

dad's work in the language, "something me 

and my dad were doing." Going to 

Halq'errijemclasses in those earlier days was

not without its practical reward, "time for me 

to get out of the house." 
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They start to hear 
The odd word here and there, 
Greetings and how are you? 
Is it a nice day today? 
And their Indian names. 
They get an Indian name. By then 
The ears are kind of perking up again, 
Going, "geez, you know, 
I've had to learn French 
Since grade three or four, 
And I want to learn this," they re saying. 

I've gotten more braver to use it. 
More people saying greetings, 
How are you?, and they re hoping 
You are going to be feeling well 
Theysayphrases, and it's 
More common to the ear now. 
So you exercise it more. 
Before you only could say 
A few words to your brothers and sisters 
That you grew up with ... 
In the last ten years 
We come across a lot more people 
Wanting to speak it to you 
On a everyday basis. 
So, it's kind of nice. 

The only way I do it is 
The way my Dad and Grandmother 
We used to do it, just to talk it, 
Speak it to the people. 
Oh, I took classes down at St6:lo, 
But still will ask my mother 
For new words, new phrases. 
She's not always here with us; 
She lives in Terrace. 
She speaks the language fluently,
The Sumas language. 

She comes every three months or so, 
Stays the winter seasons, 
To make sure we carrvon our culture. 

to get out of the house." 

Today, X weHxwiya makes a concerted effort 

to speakHalq'errijem, "I do my best to 

exercise it every day." But, she not only 

exercises speaking Halq'errijemeverydayfor 

the sake of speaking, but teaches others and 

instills in them a desire to also want to learn 

the language. In her efforts, she observes in 

their reaction, in their body language, and in 

their eyes that they want the language too, and 

that they would prefer their second language 

in school to be Halq'errijemrather than the 

second language choices available to them. 

X weHxwiya is thoughtful in how she transmits 

the language to others, careful to deliver it in 

small bites, using everyopportunityto speak 

to learners again and again, understanding 

fullythe value and power of repetition. 

Oral transmission in a natural setting is 

X weHxwiya's preferred manner of teaching 

the lan£Ua2:e to others, "by just talkine to 
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She teaches us weaving, knitting, 
Basket weaving, working with cedar bark, 
Roots and herbs, the names, 
The stories, the dancing. 
She taught us so much through the years. 
I didn't think it was learning anything, 
Thought it was the way 
Everybody was taught, 
The waythings were done. 
She doesn't speak our language 
To anybody up there, 
But she teaches her husband. 
He speaks fluent Tsimshian; 
Theyteach each other. 
Theyre really strong in themselves 
And their culture. 

Rewards? Hearing the little ones 
Talk back to you, 
Luhexwxueeyi 
And without me asking them, 
Just popping it out themselves. 
My son-in-law's talking to me too. 
They get up and speak the language, 
1hings I've taught them. 
My grandchildren are learning it, 
And my children. 
If they are not learning it that way, 
They are doing it through the systems 
In the school or in the community, 
Sardis elementary. 
The schools have got little teachers 
From St6:lo Shxweli 
Going into the schools 
Teaching one hour a week 
Orsomeway 
Theyre getting a little taste. 
It's planting a seed, 
And all the rest is at St6:lo Nation. 
When they want more, it's there; 
1he seed has been there. 
It just has to be watered, and it'll grow. 
It's better than no seed. 

the language to others, "by just talking to 

them." She prefers speaking to writing and is 

not too interested in learning lists of words. 

She would rather learn and teach Halq'enijem 

using common everyday dialogue. She 

expects learning will take place in this fashion, 

"Then pretty soon they re using, they re 

talking it. They start answering me back" In 

her manner of teaching, Xwelixwiya emulates 

her dad and grandmother. 

Xwelixwiya sees growth in the community. 

"Theyre getting the ears for it," she says, but 

also recognizes that there are limited 

opportunities for community members to 

hear and learn it. Halq'enijem is being taught 

in some of the Native schools, but once the 

children move into public schools, the 

language is no longer accessible to them. 

X welixwiya notices too that once the children 

reach their teens, "the ears kind of perking up 

again." The language, which is gaining greater 
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My greatest challenge? 
Leaming it myself fluently, 
An objective I haven't reached. 
If I could succeed, it would bring 
A big dream come true to the elders 
1hat realized it was a dying culture, 
Part of the culture, 
1he heartbeat of our culture. 

I'm also trying to learn the education, 
And having to choose. 
I really thought about it, 
Because you've asked me to join 
1he day-to-day program 
With the language, the immersion. 
I would be reaching a goal 
1hat' s just on stand-by 
Before I started my education. 
To put it off, 
And yourself saying to me 
1hat this is a once in a lifetime thing. 
I would be kind of crazy to pass it up. 
Might never reach that goal. 

I feel I am a teacher. 
I practice it everyday; 
Try my best to teach other people. 
I am starting a school, 
A cultural school 
\Xlhere we are going to be practicing 
Cultural activities. 
It's going to be in honor 
Of my Dad and my Mom. 
1heyre in my heart, 
1he cultural people in my family. 
It makes me feel honored 
1hat I could even think 
About having a school for the culture, 
For the people that want to learn. 
And Eddie has told me, 
If I don't gather the language, 
We won't be able to say 

favour than ever before, provides Xwelixwiya 

with more confidence to use it more too. 

1he greatest rewards for Xwelixwiya, as with 

all of the teachers, is hearing the language 

spoken by the little ones, by relatives, and in 

the community. Xwelixwiya realized what 

Halq'enijemexposure had on her, and as a 

result, has learned that what little exposure 

the children and others may be getting will 

benefit them as well. "1heyre getting a little 

taste," she says. 1his little taste of the 

language, she fully expects will grow into a 

craving to want to learn the language. 1he 

analogy she uses is "planting a seed." 

Xweuxwiya has a dream, the same dream as 

her dad, to create a movement to revive 

Halq'enijeminto a functional living language 

once again. But her greatest challenge in 

attaining that dream is gaining fluency in the 

language for herself. 
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We're totally cultural 
Because the basketry, the drumming, 
Dancing, the hunting 
Has all got to do with the language. 
It's the main source of Indian culture. 
I have a husband that will provide for me. 
I can put my education on the back burner 
For a year. It's not gonna hurt, 
Not going away. 
But you won't have this opportunity again. 

If I knew three quarters of the language, 
I'd be there. But if I don't get that, 
Then it's going to be 
Putting a piece of the puzzle together, 
And it's going to take years 
To put it together. 
I carry the culture; 
I am the hereditary carrier of our family 
When my Mother leaves. 
She is in her middle seventies now; 
I will be the culture for our family. 

It meant an awful lot to my Dad.· 
It's in our blood, 
In our memory, 
Apart of us. 
The seeds are being planted; 
It will take time. 
It's going to take another 30 years, 
Because we are a people, 
And excuse me, 
I'm just about ready to cry here ... 
It was the same way 
Theytookit away from us. 
Our people are losing their heart. 
People that I love 
No longer use their self in here. 
They just use their head, 
Use money, 
No longer care about their families, 
About their people. 
All they care about is 

Xwelfxwiya's analogyfor the language is that 

it's "the heartbeat of our culture." During 

our talk, X weKxwiya. shared her realization 

that the language is slipping away, its heart is 

beating faintly, and she sees a lifeline for that 

heart to beat more strongly in the offering of 

the immersion program. Here, she sees that 

her dream for Halq'enijemrevitalization may 

be realized, her dream for a cultural school 

that will truly be cultural can be realized 

through the language. "If we don't gather the 

language, we won't be able to say we're totally 

cultural," she says. Her proposed cultural 

school will be dedicated to her parents who 

strove to keep the Halq'enijem language and 

Sto:lo cultural practices alive. 

X welfxwiya' s realization of the critical state of 

our language surfaces another realization, that 

is, the realization of the staxemforces that 

have affected our people so deeply. How 

long is it going to take to restore our 
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Putting a fence around their yard, 
Making sure no one gets in. 
That means people 
Are losing who they are, 
And they have won, 
The people that have set out 
For us to lose everything, 
To become a lost people. 
'When I talk to the young people 
In our language, 
The few words that I can sayto them, 
It melts them, 
Makes them soft, 
Makes them feel something. 
Because our world is so hard, 
The English language is so hard, 
It's got no heart. 
Our people are becoming 
Harder and harder, and 
Pretty soon theywon't have a heart. 
It won't matter if they have a Indian name, 
Know all the herbs, all the weavings 
They think they have under their belt. 
lheyll just put it aside, and 
Want to do something else with their life. 

To become a balanced person, 
Able to use your energy, 
Your s'IS'eld:x1f£fl't23 power we call it, 
[s'IS'eld:xuemis 'experienced Indian spirit 
dancer' from root '!S'e/ex74 'go into quieter 
water (Galloway, 2002 p.c.).] 
You won't become a balanced person. 
You will become a lost person. 
You will always be brown, and 
People will always ask you, 
"Aren't you First Nation?," and 
"Do you know your language?" 
That's the first thing they ask you! 
They don't say, "Do you weave? 
Do you know how to knit?" They say, 
"Do you know your language?" 
Our people come from here 

language? "Another 30 years," says 

X welixwiya, and the tears flow as she feels the 

full force of the st'axemeffect upon our 

language, our culture, our lives, "Our people 

are losing their heart . ..losing who they are." 

And what does it mean if we continue in this 

vein? It means "they have won," and we 

remain st'dxem "You will always be brown, 

and people will always ask you, 'Do you know 

your language?"' 

But we still have the language; though we are 

a thread or a breath away from losing it. Yet 

the belief is strong that it is not lost. "There 

are a few people struggling to keep that little 

bit warm. .. a few elders trying to keep the 

language warm," says X welixwiya. The 

warmth may fulfill the missing piece of the 

puzzle where Xwelixwiya can find "the full 

strength of my power." 

Xwelixwiya sees the language bring self

esteem to those who soeak it, sees "warmth 
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And we don't have our own language; 
We don't have our own schools. 

You can go to Vancouver, 
And you see Ounese schools, 
East Indian schools, Korean schools, 
Japanese schools. Their people make sure 
Their children are still learning 
About who they are. And it makes me sad 
That our people don't do that, 
Don't think of themselves as important. 
There are a few people struggling 
To keep that little bit warm. 
We've got a few elders trying 
To keep the language warm 
So it can be learned still. 
And we are losing our elders. 
The ones teaching in St6:lo Shxwelf; 
They are ready to leave this world 
Anytime. These are the brave ones 
That are willing to share. 

I know an awful lot of culture. 
It's taken 30 years of my life to learn 
The culture, seriously learning it. 
The other 20 years I learned it 
Just fly by night, 
Whatever my mom told me to do. 
Seriously, myself, I've been 30 years 
Learning the culture, 
And there's a huge piece missing, 
And that's the language. 
I can't seem to get 
The full strength of my power 
Until I learn the language. 
Maybe that's why I can't 
Get as good in my education 
As I would like to be, because 
I haven't finished what I started. 
When I get the language, I will be 
Practically complete. 

I see the ones 

esteem to those who speak it, sees "warmth 

and love" in its expression and sees that it 

"brings a different focus." Whatever she does 

in the language seems to f�, to resonate with 

her, "I'm so easygoing, can express who I 

reallyam." Xwelixwiya's sense of 

responsibility for carrying the language and 

culture forward was instilled in her 

throughout her lifetime. It is no small matter. 

Her mission as a teacher will be completed 

with the inclusion of Ha/q_'enijemin her 

repertoire of cultural knowledge. 

Xwelixwiya believes that a "rebirth" of our 

language can happen by reversing the 

direction toward death in exactly the same 

way it was taken away, "by having residential 

schools, but for the culture." She believes 

enough people can be committed, enough 

seeds have been planted, and that who we are 

as S to:lii people is in us, even though our 

"human self doesn't know," and that we need 
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That can speak fluent Hulq'urni'num, 
That's the Island language. 
When they get up to talk, 
Theystrut. 
And I'll betcha they only got grade 2, 
But they've got such huge pride 
In who they are. 
They're as high as Mount Everest, 
So I know it brings self-esteem. 
You can see it. 

When you know your language, 
You can express your culture 
In a way that the English language can't. 
In English it's too hard to express 
Who we are as First Nations people. 
But when you speak the language, 
It brings the warmth and the love 
To who we really are; 
It brings a different focus. 

I feel that when I speak the language, 
We are reincarnated people. 
That's what our people believe. 
Who I was before, 
Gets happy in here, and I can feel it 
To the depths of my feet that they're 
Happy. The English language is hard. 
It makes me stand up stiff, 
Makes me stiff inside. 
I start to sweat. 
But when I do things from the culture, 
I'm so easygoing, 
Gm express who I really am. 

I am a junior elder. 
Soon it will be my responsibility
As much as it is Aunt Rosaleen's 
Responsibility in her heart to teach it. 
It will become my responsibility
As much as it has been hers and my Dad's. 
Young people have always 
Looked to the elders, 

to go "back inside mother's womb and be 

reborn again." Hmm. .. A born again Sto:lo.
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Because that's the way our people are, 
For the heartbeat of who they are. 
If I can't present them their deepest 
Feelings, and bring it forward 
So they can understand it, 
Then I'm not going to be the elder 
That I should be. 
It's been instilled in me since I was born; 
I've been waiting for the responsibility; 
I've been trained and groomed 
I know there's a lot of people 
That haven't been trained, 
But they are training themselves. 
And I find them so awesome, 
Taking this initiative 
All on their own. 
They told us when I was a new dancer, 
"You'll be standing here one day 
When we're gone. 
You'll be expected to teach, 
Expected to teach what you know." 
I didn't just get it from my Grandparents; 
I got it from the Longhouse, 
As part of mytraining. 

I made up my mind to take the language 
That you asked me to take. 
There's a piece of the puzzle I should get 
Before I think I'm near completed 
My mission as a teacher. 
I have the language partially, and 
Should have it as much as I can. 
Funny, it plopped right on my lap. 
I thought it really strange, 
Like a bucket of cold water 
When you offered it to me. 
Me, you're asking me? 
I went home and I told my husband; 
He wanted it. I looked at him. 
You want it? 
I know he does, but he needs to do more, 
Like with his painting and carving. 
He'll do anything to learn more 
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About the carving, drawing and painting. 

My dad just passed away. 
It meant a lot to him, 
And means a lot to me. 
When he first started teaching it, 
I was his first student. 
Mary and Richard :Malloway 
Who helped me come in the Longhouse, 
And old Ed Kelly, they all tried so hard 
To plant the seed in us. 
Now it's growing. 
They are saying, "Here it is." 

It's our needle in a haystack 
That we have to find 
To sew ourselves back up again. 
Feels like a goose egg, 
Trying to pull it through a pinhole. 
If you plug away long enough, 
The hole will rip, oh well. 
And that's just exactlywhat we gotta do, 
Is bring birth to this again, 
Just like a baby tries to come through 
This little tiny thing of ours down there; 
It just has to burst through. 

By having immersion, 
Having residential schools, 
But for the culture, 
The same way it was taken away. 
Open up a mission school at the arrny base, 
A place for everybody to go live 
That's a student, or anybody 
That wants to be committed 
To go there for a year, to 
Learn how to be cultural. 
Exactlythe same waytheytookit away 
Is the same waywe're going to get it back 
I believe there's enough people 
That could be that committed, 
Because there been a lotta seeds planted. 
All these people who are of age now, 
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Realizing the gap 
They have within themselves 
To find their identity, 
Have to go within and learn. 
It's like they know in here, 
But theyre human self doesn't know. 
It's like going back inside mother's womb 
And being reborn again. 
It's going to be hard, 
It's not going to be easy. 
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" ... In my mind, I can do it." 

STELLA PETTIS 

January 9, 2001. At the Seabird Island 
Gtltural Building on the Seabird Island 
Reserve. 

Kw6sel 

K w6sel has been part of the Halq'errijem 

effort at Seabird Island C.Ommunity School, 

Only time I heard the language, 
My aunt :Mary used to talk and also participated in the S tfxlo Sbx7ild{ 

In Halq' emeylem, or in Thomson 
\When I was younger. Halq'emij,emlanguage courses. Among the 

My parents never spoke it, and 
I didn't understand it at that time. nine participants, I have had the least personal 

I started working on language in 1972,

With the elders at Skowkale. contact with K w6sel, though I have had 

Didn't start understanding 
Until I worked with the elders, interactions with her since I conducted my 

Roy Point, Wilfred Oiarlie, Amelia Douglas 
and Tillie. 

' 
Masters degree research on the Seabird Island 

They used to get the proper way of 
Saying words from Charles Hill-Tout. C.Ommunity School in 1985-86. She agreed to 

\What they were working on back then, 
I'd type up the words, meet with me at the Seabird Island Gtltural 

And at the elders meetings, 
They d record the proper way of saying it. Building. \When I arrived, I was smprised to 

I tried writing it; always written see that there were three people there. The 

It since 1972. But never tried to speak 
The language back then. situation was a little awkward, as I didn't 

It was cliff erent than today, 
Pronunciation of the words. expect to interview three people. The other 

The elders back then, 
Had the more higher language. two were Tseloft:hel,w and Tyrone McNeil, 

\When I was working, 
I reallywanted to start learning it. both with whom I have had a great deal of 

Even today, I still can't speak it, 
Though I been working with it contact surrounding the time of this research, 

For a while. 

I iust need to be with an elder, 

particularly through my work with St6:lo
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Keep hearing the language, 
Constantly. 
They spoke it then, 
But I just couldn't understand 
What theywere saying. 
Now, when other people speak it, 
I can understand what they say. 
But I can't speak it. 
I keep praying, 
Giving myself another five years 
Where I'd become fluent, 
That's mygoal. 
I practice with Tseloy6thelwet, 
Now maybe Ty. 

I wanted to start learning back in 72, 
Working with the elders. 
I worked a year with the elders, 
Then worked with Coqualeetza, 
Translating these tapes 
We did back in 72. 
We were so busytranslating, 
I didn't really hear the elders speaking. 
Got back into the language in 78. 
Used to go to the elders meetings. 
That's one of the reasons 
I'm in the language; I want to learn. 
It's very important 
The kids learn their language, 
So they'll know who they are. 

All the elders I was working with 
Was Amelia Douglas, Tillie Gutierrez, 
Aunty Edna Bobb, Agnes Kelly, 
Susan Peters, all the ones that have died, 
Teresa Michelle, they're all myteachers. 
[Tillie Gutierrez is alive, continues to work 
with the language] 
When I was working at Coqualeetza, 
I came over and helped Aunty Edna 
Teach at the school here, 
When we still had the school 
At the old building. 

Nation. I asked if all three wanted to be 

included in the interview. Tsdoyxhdw bowed 

out for the time being. It would have been 

great to have Tse/oy5thel,w in my study, but I 

decided against including her simply because 

of time constraints. Nonetheless, the 

participants' testimonials have spoken 

volumes to her influence in the Halq'emeylem 

language revival efforts. Tyrone agreed to 

participate, and K w6sel did not object. So, I 

was fortunate to have a two-in-one deal. I 

interviewed them both at the same time; and 

they alternated answering each question. I 

then extracted what each shared to isolate 

their individual stories. 

K w6sel' s early exposure to language included 

not only Halq'errijem, but also Thompson, 

which was spoken by her aunt Mary. She was

not exposed to the language in her home, as 

her parents did not speak it. But, K w6sel was

involved in Halq'enijemlanguage work during 
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That was in '78/'79 
When I started. 

Tseloy6thelwet and I used to go 
Up to Chehalis and teach there. 
We used to go up and teach at Skwah. 
Where else did we teach? 
Chehalis, Skwah, Seabird, College, 
So it's been ... Soowahlie ... 

I teach here at Seabird, 
From nursery to grade 12; 
We speak every day. 
I been working with Seabird since '93, 
But not with the language 
At the time. 
I was a TA for kindergarten. 
It was in '98 
I came back with the language. 

I enjoy doing the work, though it 
Depends on the day of the students. 
Some days it's easygoing, 
Easy to teach. 
Other days theyre bouncing off the wall, 
Can't get any work done. 
It has its ups and downs, 
Not just the young kids; 
It's the older ones, the high school kids. 

Some of the students say, 
"Why do I have to learn this language?" 
I tell them, 
"Well, it's part of our culture. 
We need to know our language; 
We'll know more what our culture is 
By learning our language. 
Some things in Halq'emeylem 
Can't be explained in English." 
That's what I tell them. 
One of the reasons 
Theyre coming to Seabird, is 
So theyll get the language and the culture. 

the time of the Skulkayn Project the early 

?Os, working with the pioneers of 

Halq' emeylem language revival. "What they 

were working on back then, I'd type up the 

words," she said. Subsequently, Kw6sel 

worked with the C.oqualeetza Education 

Training Centre alongside many of the 

pioneer elders involved in Halq' emeylem 

language revival. In addition, she assisted her 

elder mentors conduct their teaching at 

various community venues. As a result of all 

the years K w6sel worked in the language, she 

learned to write in the language, but to her 

chagrin, did not master learning to speak it. 

Her early exposure to the language work 

inspired her to want to learn more, and her 

motivation for wanting to learn? "It's very 

important the kids learn their language so 

theyll know who they are." And, thus, her 

current role as a teacher seIVes that end 

K w6sel' s mastery of the language evolved 
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If they didn't want that, they 
Shouldn't be here at Seabird. 
I keep saying that everyyear. 
I tell them, "Well, if you don't want 
To take the language, 
You could always go to Agassiz." 
They say, "No, I'll stay here." 
1heyre trying 
To get out of learning the language. 

I notice, even though 
They don't participate in the class, 
They pick up on what we teach them 
After a while. 
Teachers in the lower grades, 
The ones staying with us 
When we do the language, 
Are learning the language 
Wtth the students. 
And if we're not there, 
Theyteach the kids the language. 
Those ones seem to be 
Into learning the language and songs. 

We had the language 
In the community last year. 
Only four people that took it. 
Myself, Marian, Tma, she's an elder, 
And her daughter, Irene, were 
The ones coming to our classes. 
And Irene had foster kids, would 
Bnng them every once in a while. 
That's the ones that would come 
For the night classes. 
There's people that signed up, 
Said theywanted to come and learn. 
We phoned them, said it was at this time; 
They just didn't show. 
It would be in the Band newspaper, 
And people would phone 
To let us knowtheyre interested 
People would come, 
Want something translated, and ask, 

over the years from recognition of 

Halq' emeylem in its writing system to now 

where she can recognize the language aurally. 

She hopes to learn to speakHalq_'errijemone 

day, and gives herself a five-year window to 

achieve her goal Her practice partner is 

Tse/,oy5thdW?t, and now maybe Tyrone can be 

her partner too. 

The challenges of teaching are daunting in the 

best of circumstances, requiting specialized 

knowledge and skill. K w6sel teaches 

Halq_'errijemto the children at the Seabird 

Island Community School She has gained 

much knowledge from her mentors, and calls 

on her own resources and devices to deliver 

her teaching in the best way she knows how. 

K w6sel not only deals with the youthful 

exuberance of the kids, younger and older, 

when "theyre bouncing off the walls," but 

consistently, year after year, she faces 

resistance from them, "Why do I have to 
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"You guys having night classes?" 
We said "yeah," and theyd say, 
"Well, I didn't hear anything about it." 

CDs will get the kids more interested 
In working with the language. 
Theyre always into CDs. 
We need to develop more 
Gmputerized stuff with conversations 
They could use everyday. 
Every once in awhile, 
I speak to them in Halq' emeylem 
While theyre outside. 
I hope that when theyre outside, 
Theyll speak to each other, 
Or in a classroom, 
That it would just come naturally. 

We have to do more tapes, 
More language masters. 
Get that in the classroom, 
So they could just go there and listen 
'When they have free time, 
Or listen on cassette. 

The ones taking the language courses, 
Seem to be the ones that use it most. 
It's being used. 
I use it more with my family 
Than what I used to do before. 
Guess it's because I reallywant 
To learn to speak it. 
'When I'm walking, I 
Try to saythings in Halq'emeylem, 
Translate the things that I know. 
Since Tseloy6thelwet came back 
That's happening with me. 
I'm doing more translation on my own; 
She's great inspiration to me. 

It's been in the school 
A certain time now; 
The community finally accepts it. 

learn this language?" However, when 

presented with the option to stay and learn 

Halq' emeylem, or go to a non-First Nations 

school and not have to take it, they generally 

opt for Seabird. K w6sel responds eloquently 

to their rebellion, stating clearly the cultural 

importance of Halq'errijemis in their lives. 

And even though the students in her class 

seem not to be listening, she observes that 

they are speaking Halq' emeylem on the 

playground and in the community. 

Kw6sel believes using modem technologyto 

teach could provide more impetus for the 

students to learn. "CDs will get the kids more 

interested in the language. Theyre always 

into CDs," says K w6sel. Another challenge 

for K w6sel and the Seabird Island 

C.Ommunity school will be to streamline the 

curriculum as the children become more 

fluent, and to incoiporate a greater cultural 

component in the learning process. 
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It's part of the school, 
Part of the culture. 
And maybe now, because the language 
Is a normal part of ceremony, 
Maybe some of them will start 
Leaming the language, 
Give them more 
Motivation. 

My motivation is 
Seeing the students singing; 
Maybe theyll get doing something else. 
Hearing kids acknowledge you 
'When you're out in the public, 
Speaking the language. 
They just come up and say, 
"LaUJ Kwi;ef, Sekhimhexui" 
["Hello, Star, How are you?"] 
Or they say other things 
In Halq'emeylem. 

For grade 8, I gave them something 
Monday, yesterday, and they said, 
"Well, we did it last year." Okay, 
They had to do the same again. I said, 
"'What you're going to do at the end, 
You're going to be writing a poem 
Using these words." 
They get the same thing, 
But the activity is different. 
They didn't like the idea of 
Getting the same thing 
They got last year. 

That's it for the speakers, 
Once the elders are gone. 
It's up to the next generation, 
The ones that are learning. 
What we're getting now, though, 
That's not the proper way of saying it; 
That's how we learned how to say it. 
They can come help with the language, 
If we're not saying it right. 

component in the learning process. 

Teaching Halq' emeylem to a captive audience 

such as the students at Seabird Island school 

is challenging enough. Finding willing 

learners from the community is another 

matter. "In the community last year, only 

four people that took it," says K wosel 'Why 

is Halq' emeylem renewal not happening on a 

larger scale? Is there simply too little interest, 

or is something else going on? How can 

Seabird Island bring more prominence to 

learning the language in the community? A 

spin off to teaching the language in the school 

is that the children inspire the adults to want 

to learn Halq' emeylem. Halq' emeylem use, 

through the children at the school, has 

become "a normal part of ceremony' at 

Seabird Island Everyone loves to hear the 

children singing and speaking in 

Halq' emeylem. In all the work that K w6sel 

has been involved in, it is "seeing the students 
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Well, they can come and see us. 
We just hear it through the grape vine, 
This is what's being said 

We'll be just learning the basics 
\'X?hen students first start in school. 
By the time they continue, 
Theywill be learning different medicines, 
How to prepare things. 
We're going to have a smoke house here, 
Learning how to prepare the fish, 
\'X?hat you have to do to can deer or elk 
That's what we're hoping to have here. 
The basics is for the younger grades 
Learning to speak the language. 

Where it'd be spoken 
The way it used to be, an everydaything 
Like the elders were, 
I don't think that would ever come. 
In certain families, maybe, 
But not in the community 
Or within the nation, 
Just in certain families. 

Anybody that's interested 
In learning the language, 
If they want a tape, 
We just give them a tape. 
We're not charging anything 
For taking a tape, 
Because theyre interested 
In learning the language. 

I'm going to do more translations 
From Halq' emeylem to English, 
Thinking in Halq'emeylem 
More than in English. 
\'X?hen I'm walking it comes natural, 
\'X?hen I'm thinking things. 
Tse/,oy5thel,m is an inspiration to me, 
Is pushing me to, she doesn't know it, 
To think in Halq'emeylem 

singing," and "hearing the kids acknowledge 

you ... La'lfJ Kuad, Sekhfmhexu?' that gives 

her her motivation to continue working 

toward Halq' emeylem language renewal. 

A recurring challenge the participants repeat 

consistently is getting the language right, 

"\'X?hat we're getting now, though, that's not 

the proper way of saying it." To the 

naysayers, K w6sel suggests, "They can come 

help with the language if we're not saying it 

right. They can just come and see us." And 

whether we get the language right or not, 

K w6sel is not convinced that the language 

will "be spoken the way it used to be, an 

everyday thing." K w6sel can attest to how 

difficult learning Halq' emeylem can be, 

having been involved in the language work 

for so many years and yet cannot speak it with 

a high level of fluency. However, K w6sel's 

mentor and her inspiration, Tse/,oy5thel,7REt, put 

her on to something wonderful, that is 
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Instead of English. 
I used to think in English 
And then translate. 
I need somebody like Tsdafxhel,w 
So I can hear the language more, 
Give me a boost. 

I can't speak it, 
But in my mind I can do it. 
I find it easier 
To do it in my head 

inspiring her to a new approach to her 

knowledge of the language, "to think in 

Ha/q'emijeminstead of English," a kind of 

reverse assimilation process. 
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T'it'e/em Spa:th Eddie Gardner
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"We have a beautiful dream." 

EDDIE GARDNER 

November 30, 2000. At Eddie's home, 
Sleepy Hollow, Gtltus Lake B.C 

In myvision 
To move to more fertile soil, 
Things looked good for me there, 
Really good. 
My teacher, S')iilfe, gave me a name 
At the time of myvision quest, 
- Walks in the Sun Singing Bear.

\X7hen I came home, 
People were telling me 
Their Halq' emeylem names; 
I wanted to have a name in my language. 
Went to see the elders. 
Told them my story, 
How I got my name. 
They shortened it to Singing Bear, 
Tit'elemSpd:tb, 
That's my name now. 
Announced my X 1fi!mxwname

At the Charlie longhouse 
And in Y ak7Rl'ek7ime. 
Tfx7idtd, Kelsey Charlie, told me, 
"You have a X wfbrrxwname now, 
It's time to announce it." 
Everybody in the Fraser Valley longhouses 
Acknowledges me as 
Tft'elemSpa:th. 
The elders Tse/ay;the/,uet, Yomda and 
Ts'ats'ele.xw1:, gave me my name. 

It was so good to come home, 
To feel welcome amongst my people, 
Pan of the St6:lo 
As a X wrrexw, 

T'it'elem Spa:th 

We met for our talk at T'fr' elem Spa:th' s 

home in Sleepy Hollow, at Gtltus Lake. 

T'i'.t' elem Spa:th and I have a very special 

relationship in that he is my brother. So, 

naturally, some of his story will be similar to 

mine, while his telling of the story, of course, 

is from his own unique experiences. T'.ft' elem 

Spa.-th, I and our large family were whisked 

away from S to:lii territory when we were 

young children, and gradually, most of us 

returned to live in B.C T'tt'elem Spa:th, after 

a lengthy period of longing to be in his 

homeland, returned to his S t6:lii roots only a 

few years ago. During his time "at home" 

T'tt' elem Spa:th developed a strong passion 

for learning Ha/q'emf;lemand became a strong 

promoter of the language in S t6:lii territory. 

His enduring passion led him to believe in "a 
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With a X wflmxwname. 
That made me proud. 

Always had a keen interest 
To learn my language, 
Since I was a kid 
Used to listen to words 
Dad spoke in Halq'emeylem. 
He loved saying the few words 
He knew in our language. 
Would say, "How's your m&,_1i£J1,?" 
And he'd laugh. We'd ask, 
"What does that mean?" He'd say, 
"That's your belly button." 
We'd run around asking each other, 
"How's your m&,.1i£J1,?" 
We was kids, 
Thought that was pretty funny. 

At the table he would ask, 
"A letsa Seplu," and that means, 
"Where's the bread?" After hearing him 
Say that so manytimes, 
Got to saying that all the time too. 
He would look at us, and say, 
"You know what? 
You're a the'ft X 'liibrexw," and I'd say, 
"What does that mean?" and he'd say, 
"Means you're a re-e-eal Indian. 
That's what you are." 
So it always peaked my interest, 
When I was a kid 
Wanted to learn more, 
But Mom and Dad didn't know 
The language. 

When I came back home, 
Working at St6:lo Employment Services, 
I made friends with quite a few St6:16. 
It was a really good time; 
A new movement was afoot 
To bring back our language. 
They were selected people who 

beautiful dream'' for Halq'errijem language 

revival. 

When Tfr'elem Spa:th moved to B.C, he 

lived in Lytton before moving "to more 

fertile soil." It was during his stint in Lytton 

that he received his name, Walks in the Sun 

strf!ing Bear, on a vision quest. Though closer 

to home in Lytton, Tfr'elemSpa:th longed to 

live in Sto:lo territory, in S'flh Terrixw For 

many of us, learning our Halq'errijem 

language is a coming home coming of sorts, 

home to our roots, to S'flh Terrixw. 

When Walks in the Sun Singing Bear finally 

came home, he listened to people introduce 

themselves to him with their Halq'errijem 

names. While he was happywith the name he 

acquired through his vision quest, Walks in 

the Sun Singing Bear now wished for a 

Halq'errijemname. What's in a name? A 

Halq'errijemname is a way of distinguishing 

us as S to:lo people, a name in our own 
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Were expected to learn the language, Become us as S to:lo people, a name in our own 
teachers, and bring 
The language back into our community. language. And so, Walks intheSunSingj:ngBear 
It was a huge challenge. 
The deeper into it they got, went to the elders to acquire a Halq'emfjem 
The harder it seemed to get. 

We don't have many opportunities 
To practice the language. 
Aren't many speakers. 
Our language is beautiful, 
But it's a real challenge 
To learn it fluently. 
We have veryfew tools, 
Few resources to learn with. 
I kinda picked that up 
Intermingling with relatives and friends 
In the St6:lo Nation. 

We decided to have a name 
For our organization, 
Our part of St6:lo Nation. 
We consulted with ,Coqualeetza 
About a name for our service. 
Wanted to call it New Beginnings. 
Asked what New Beginnings meant. 
The elders told me CJxmiyes. 
We acknowledged Pfpte for that name. 
He had consulted the elders, 
And we became CJxmiyes. 
We were working in a little house 
On the Coqualeetza ground at that time. 
Got a big sign, CJxmiyes, 
Had a grand opening of our service. 
We invited all the people 
From the St6:lo Nation, 
And all our funders were there. 
I was so happy to say, 
"This is CJxmiyes, New Beginnings." 
We made a good start with our language; 
I wanted to keep doing something 
To cultivate greater interest 
In learning our language. 

name. He received one, and was instructed in 

the proper protocol associated with acquiring 

a new name, which W a/ks in the Sun Singj:ng 

Bear abided. Now, "Everybody in the Fraser 

Valley longhouses acknowledges me as 

T'ft'elem Spa:th," he says proudly, with a 

feeling of smla:lh. T'ft'elem Spa:th was finally 

home. 

T'ft' elem Spa:th' s early recollections of the 

language were similar to mine, which 

consisted of the few words our dad spoke in 

seplfl" and stayed with us throughout our 

lifetime. Though T'ft'elem Spa:th craved to 

hear more in the language, both he and I and 

our family would be denied this privilege. 

Our parents did not know the language. In 

this sense, we were relegated to st'dxemstatus. 
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Y6malot later told me that New Beginnings 
Translated as Xaw SkWJ)!Kthet 

We know what intent the government had 
To assimilate First Nations people. 
Seemed like every time 
I learned a new word in our language, 
I could smile and say, 
"Aha, they didn't take that 
Word away from me, boy." 
It stirred something inside me 
That became quite emotional. 
Our language is our G.tlture, 
G.tlture is our language. That phrase has 
A very powerful impact. 
As First Nations people, we need to
Exhaust every possibility to restore 
Our language, 
So we can stand up and say, 
"You didn't win. 
You couldn't assimilate us. 
We're here to stay." 

I got a real passion for the language, 
Wanted to learn more and more. 
A lot of mixed feelings 
I have with the language. 
Everybody talks about 
The race against time. 
The elders are dwindling, 
Few left who know the language. 

There's fighting going on about 
The wayyou pronounce words 
In the Fraser Valley. 
They say certain words over in S 'fS'a'iks, 
That's a different way than 
Ts 'elxW)a'JWpeople say it 
This side of the River. 
Then there are other different dialects. 
If you talk to some elders, and 
They don't quite understand you, 
Think you're not pronouncing right; 

Tfr' elem Spa:th was happy when he came 

home and discovered" a new movement 

afoot to bring back our language," and soon 

came to realize the critical state it was in - few 

speakers, few tools, few resources. Tfr'elem 

Spa:th was determined to find ways to uplift 

the language, to give it greater prominence in 

our community. One way was through 

utilizing the powerful mechanism of naming, 

providing a public identity marker for his 

program, a process that serves to distinguish 

us as Sto:lo Halq'emijempeople. After 

consulting the proper authorities and 

participating in the proper protocol, Tft'elem 

Spa:th was happy to say, "This is �
' 

New Beginnings." This gesture was meant 

not only for self-identification, but the name 

was directed at counteracting the st'Jxem

effect in our community. Chowiyes was later 

corrected by Y6malot as Xaw SkWYJ!Kthet, 

new doings. 
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It gets frustrating. T'fr' elem Spa:th felt and understood deeply 
I get very happy, very proud 
That more and more people what the government had done in its attempt 
Recognize and acknowledge 
We need to choose·one language, to assimilate First Nations people into the 
One dialect, and to stick to it, and 
Respect, at the same time, settler Canadian society. The most powerlul 
All the dialects. 
If people say it a little differently mechanism for implementing the process was 
Here and there, so what? 
At least, we can all understand, to take away the language, which aside from 
And that's the main thing. 
We have a beautiful dream. the disease epidemics, was the most 

Political lip service is given devastating assault to the St6:16 culture and 
By the political masters. 
I get a sense it's lip service. people. And now, for T'fr' elem Spa:th, every 
For their own reasons they feel 
They are too old to learn, word that he utters inHalq'errijemaffects him 
Give their priorities elsewhere. 
You're never too old. deeply, "It stirred something inside me that 
I'm almost 55 now, 
Still learning the language, became quite emotional." The realization of 
And a lot of the political leaders 
Are younger than I am. what happened to us within the assimilation 
They should make a greater effort 
To pray in our language. process rings louder and clearer when we re-
Other First Nations have somebody 
W'ho can stand up and pray connect with that which was taken away, re-
In their own language. 
When they look around here, connecting with what we were missing all of 
There's nobodyto pray. 
Very few of our political leaders our lives. 
Pray in our language. 
They feel a little uncomfortable about that. 
When they have somebodywho knows With the connection to our language comes 
How to pray in our language, 
They re proud to call them forward, the elation of finding ourselves, with a 
Whether it's myself, Houl/4fia (Eunice Ned), 
S¥,rridlexwOoe Aleck) any of the elders, growing affection for all it represents, our 
Like YfJrnda (Raaken �' Ts'ats'elexw!J: 
(E lizakth Heming), and Tsew;6the!:uet (Shirley identity, our culture, a way of saying, "You 
Julian). 
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It is precious 
To be able to pray to the creator 
In our language. 

It makes me feel 
I'm a living part of the culture, 
Everytime I learn 
A few words in our language. 
1his is me, living 
An important part of our history, 
Part of a turning point 
Against the assimilation forces. 
The best way to do that 
Is to go to your language. 
That's what it means to me. 

Here I am. I've come back 
To my own territory. 
My mother is a X u.i:mzxw

Her roots go back to the Skwah Band 
Our grandfather on our mother's side, 
His mother was Muy. 
Marys name was Shiatax; 
Nobody knew her maiden name. 
I thought it was pretty cool that everybody 
Could remember her X ui/,mxwname,. 
Not her Christian name. 
It put a complication in getting 
Our status back 

I'm learning the language 
Anyway, shape or form. 
Taken level I to IV in Halq' emeylem, 
Audited a linguistics course, and that 
Was pretty effective. 
Brent Galloway was good, 
Teaching through story telling. 
I see our elders as often as possible. 

Had the pleasure yesterday 
Of picking up Y6rrula, 
Bringing her out to a funeral. 
On the way there I asked her, 

didn't win. You couldn't assimilate us. We're 

here to stay." And at the same time that we 

feel this elation, this passion, we're faced with 

another anxiety, "The race against time." We 

worry about losing our precious few elders 

who have fluency in our language during this 

early time in our revivalist work in our 

language, our culture, and our identity. 

Ti'.t'elem Spa:th is rightly concerned for our 

language, and is concerned that the "political 

masters" of Sto:!oNation are not paying 

enough attention to the language. He is 

confident that if they give enough attention to

learning the language themselves, they can be 

powerlul role models. The few people who 

have enough of the language to share prayers, 

a common protocol in First Nations 

gatherings, are called upon by the political 

leaders to do for them what he believes they 

should be able to do for themselves. "When 

they look around here, there's nobody to 
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How you say when you' re praying pray," he says of the leaders. 
ToGmhelhSiyim, 
"Thank you for the rain and the water." 
She said, "Chf<helh Siyfm, T'fr'elem Spa:th reiterates his affection for the 
Ch'ithorrmd, xuelam te slhemxwqas te qfx." 
Oh, that was really good. language. It has a strong appeal for him in 
Now, I was able 
To pick that up and say, contraindicating the st'dxemeffect of the 
"O/ith6rrme/, xuelamte � qas te heyqm" 
That means, Thank you, Oeator, government's assimilation goal He talks with 
For the sun and fire. 
I took it a little further and said, great pride of his discovery that our great 
"(1/ith6rrme/, xuelamte terr/xw," which is 
Thank you, good Oeator, for the earth. grandmother, Shiat:ax, could not be 
"When you go see the elders, and 
Pick up certain things, remembered by her given Anglo-name, only 
You can do mixing and matching. 
I learn the language that way. by her Halq'emfjemname. With this 
Every chance I get, 
I talk with people who know the language, discovery, T'fr' elem Spa:th can imagine a time 
Especiallythe elders. 
I asked the elders to translate when Halq'emfjemthrived, and harbours a 
O:>mponents of the Medicine wheel, 
St'elmxwSt'&ikw, "beautiful dream" that it can happen again. 
Words like north, south, east and west 
Into Halq' emeylem, and that was good. 
I make up songs in our language, Our biggest struggle is acquiring the language 
Made two of them up. 
One was Stfxlo Shx,'lR£11 Wt Y&:ha. and being able to use it in the most usual 
Ts'ats'dexwi, Yorrukt, Tsdafihel:uet and 
X uiylerrfr (Tillie Gutierrez) contnbuted to circumstances of our lives, to be able to meet 
Translating that song into Halq' emeylem. 
Music is a wayto learn the language. one another and after greetings and 
People like it. 

I arrived at being able to 
Express myself in the language. 
Few of our people speak the language. 
They get the impression 
I know more than I do, 
"Which is really funny. 
They highly respect me for it. 
I'm looked to to say prayers, 

salutations, to then be able to interact in a 

simple conversation about what is going on in 

our lives, to talk about our thoughts and 

ideas. T1t'elem Spa:th approaches this sort of 

task, takiru?: up every opportunity to learn 
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Thanking the cooks for the meal, 
1hanking the creator. 
They ask me to bless the meeting 
I know how to do that in our language. 
They see me as a leader for that. 

I promote the language. 
Encourage our staff to take it, and 
Quite a few of them do. 
We've included Halq'emeylem 
In all our programs. 
The little taste they get 
Stirs some people 
To register for language courses. 
The more that happens the better. 

A lot of people like 
The way I pronounce words. 
I really listen to the elders, 
Always listen very carefully. 
\lv'hen I teach people the language, 
I say clearly in their ears, 
How to pronounce something, 
Keep repeating it until 
I sense theyre picking it up. 
They appreciate that, 
Notice the care that I take 
To pronouncing the words. 
I test myself with the elders, 
And if they understand, 
It makes me feel really good 

They re asking for people 
To sing in our language. 
Never had that before. 
\lv'hen I first came back, 
Walking St6:lo Nation grounds, 
I didn't know how to speak 
Halq' emeylem at all, 
Didn't hear the language. 
I was drumming and singing 
In the O:>qualeetza longhouse, and 
Tse/,a/xhef,71Et came and asked, 

task, taking up every opportunity to learn 

something that can be useful, increasing his 

repertoire of Hal,q'emijemwith words that he 

will plan to use in his Hal,q'emijemspeaking, 

prayers and songs. "I'm learning the language 

anyway, shape or form," says Ttt'elem 

Spa:th. 

If Tfr' elem Spa:th is diligent in acquiring the 

language for his own uses, he is equally 

diligent in finding opportunities to transmit 

the language so others can learn. He 

transmits the language through prayers and 

protocol; he gives the participants in the 

employment and training programs that he 

oversees a "little taste" of the language, and 

shares the language in opportunities where 

anyone will lend an ear. Tfr' elem Spa:th cares 

dearly about the language and takes care in 

how he acquires and transmits it, care that 

the language is pronounced correctly, care to 

provide repetition until those who have lent 
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"Do you know how to sing 
In your language?" 
"No," I said. 
"You don't?" 
She looked at me, and shook her head. 
Boy, did that ever floor me. 
Thought, God, you know, 
I should learn my language. 
I heard her singing in the language, 
And other people who were 
Leaming the language. 
Heard some tapes. 
My golly, I got to get out there 
And learn the language. 

As I got into the language, 
I saw quite a few people 
Registering for it. 
Pretty soon there were lots of people 
In the language, 
Going through levels I,II and III, 
With a burning desire 
And a passion to learn. 
All that effort paid off. 
Now you walk the St6:lo Nation grounds, 
You hear "Ld14 L frhexwx'lil! eyJ," 
Hi, how are you? 
Never heard that before. 
That's awesome. 

In the St6:lo communities, 
You hear the language much more now. 
Big house ta1k, you will hear, 
"Lbm:ha x7idelam te S)U)5 rre i e."
[You are asked to witness the work that is 
done here today.] 
Nice to hear it in the longhouses. 
In the street sometimes, 
When I see my friends, 
They look at me and say" La:w." 
Even on the phone, 
People are saying our greetings 
In our lane:uaee. 

an ear can pick it up and use it for themselves. 

And if the fluent elders understand him and 

approve how he speaks, "Makes me feel really 

good." 

And what inspires Tfr'elem Spa:th to pursue 

the language with such passion and diligence? 

The desire was already in his heart to want to 

learn our language, but the little messages 

from his elder mentor, Tsdoyxhel'lil!t, would 

provide just the right cataclysmic response to 

nudge him on to forge ahead with a greater 

energy and passion than otherwise might have 

been the case. "Do you know how to sing in 

your language," says Tsdoyxhel'lil!t, and shakes 

her head incredulously at Tfr'elem Spa:th's 

negative response. Tfr' elem Spa:th 

determines, "My golly, I got to get out there 

and learn the language." 

Another sharing from Tsdoyxheluet gets to the 

core of Tfr'elem Spa:th's rebellion of sorts, a 

stab in the heart from which he heals himself 
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That's really good. 

The challenge is daunting, 
A lot of work to do 
To make our language functional 
In the communities; 
We can do it. 
What inspires me most is our elders 
Who dedicated their life 
To getting the language back 
1here's young people 
Inspired by the elders to learn. 
Our language. Hauld:£ia, Tidle, Tl'ookonvt, 
&plerra, 
And quite a few more 
Got a very strong passion for the language. 
lb.at gives me hope. 
This new fleet of people 
Will inspire others to follow. 
I remain optimistic. 
I refuse to be pessimistic. 
Our dream will come true. 

A multipronged approach is needed; 
It's got to be in the schools, 
A strong thrust in the community. 
We need to get our adults learning, 
So when the kids go home, 
They have somebody to practice with. 
It will take a strong commitment 
From the political leaders 
To learn the language themselves. 
It'll take marshalling resources 
To keep our language alive. 
C.Ommunication, communication, 
C.Ommunication in our language, 
In music, in art, in storytelling, in prayer, 
All those things. 
We have to modernize our language. 
Our elders are doing their best 
With our linguist to make headway on that. 
It's going to take a strong commitment 
By those involved now. 

stab in the heart from which he heals himself 

with every word he utters in the language, 

with the gentle encouragement from the 

elders, and with his songs and prayers. 

Tsdafthe],'liEt shared the arrogant words of 

Pierre Elliot Trudeau, "If you're Sto:lo, speak 

to me in your language." "It shook me up," 

says Tfr' elem Spa:th. If you know the history 

of how the language was stripped from 

Aboriginal people all across this land, those 

words from Trudeau could feel like the stab 

of a dagger in your heart, with an added twist. 

"Somebody like Trudeau can be provocative," 

says Tfr' elem Spa:th, "but they didn't win the 

whole thing." And I am surprised at the place 

of calm and centeredness with which my 

brother speaks about this affront made by 

Trudeau, while I feel my own blood curdle at 

his very arrogant words. Tfr' elem Spa:th has 

arrived at this place of peace within himself, 

safe at home in his homeland, in his culture 

and hrnnno-e, in S'&h Tenix:w. 
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These people are inspired, 
With genuine passion for the language; 
Theyre not quitters. 

It's hard to become fluent; 
I can take the language in small bites. 
I have to prepare for retirement, 
Have to keep my job. 
If I took the immersion, 
An expectation would be 
To teach the language as a job. 
It doesn't seem like there are 
Many jobs out there 
For teaching the language; 
That's a problem. 
I pick up the language quite well, 
Love learning. 
It's just a matter of time; 
Have to be creative. 

What motivates me is my elders, 
What they have done. 
They are excellent role models. 
What motivates me is to see 
Many of us truly dedicated 
To the language. We don't have legions; 
There are only a few, and 
I'm one of them. 
It's a dream; it's our culture; 
It's who we are. 
It will tell the residential school system 
You lost. You didn't win. 
We're here to stay. 

It's the waywe express ourselves. 
The way we relate 
To our tenitoiy, our land. 
Our culture is our land, 
Our language is connected to that. 

Tseloy6thelwet told us Pierre Trudeau said, 
"If you're St6:lo, speak to me 
In your lcmon::io-e." At that time, 

and language, in S'flh Tenixw 

Tfr'elem Spa:th's "beautiful dream" is coming 

to pass, albeit slowly. The language is being 

spoken and heard in classrooms, in programs, 

in the longhouses, in S to:lii communities, 

among friends, on the phone, "People are 

saying our greetings in our language. That's 

reallygood" This is the payoff, and Tfr'elem 

Spa:th can take credit for his part in 

supporting the movement. Despite 

recognizing all the work that needs to be 

done, Tfr'elem Spa:th remains inspired bythe 

elders, and bythe other people who have a 

passion for the language that equals his own. 

"I remain optimistic... Our dream will come 

true," says Tfr' elem Spa:th. 

To keep the language going, it's going to take, 

'' . . . . cornmumcat1on, commurucat10n,

communication in our language," in all sorts 

of media and situations. It's a tough place to

be to determine how one can achieve one's 
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Few people could speak. 
It shook me up. 

I thought of the movement 
In Quebec to separate, 
To protect their language. 
There are six million of them, 
They have a written language, 
Millions of books, 
A mother country, France, 
A long history of the language, 
You can see their language on T.V., 
In theatre, in the multimedia. 
And yet, they feel threatened 
That their culture will disappear. 
They don't want to be Anglicized. 
They want their French identity. 
One needs to speak French, to 
Parlais Franca-is, to work in Quebec. 

It makes me sad, we don't have 
A requirement, where 
To work for the St6:lo Nation, 
You have to learn Halq' emeylem. 
We're not there yet. 
When we get a critical mass 
Interacting and speaking the language 
In the multimedia 
In our territory, 
That's where we need to be 
To really express ourselves, 
Live our culture. 

Somebody like Trudeau 
Can be provocative; Here we are, 
After a few hundred years 
Of effort to assimilate us. 
It failed 
They can celebrate themselves, 
I suppose, a measure of success; 
We can regret they made ground 
In assimilating us. But they didn't 
Wm the whole thing. 

be to determine how one can achieve one's 

dream, at least for Tfr' elem Spa:th, who in his 

mid life is concerned for his future and for his 

family. How much can one sacrifice in this 

day and age for the sake of our culture, for 

the sake of our language? Tfr'elem Spa:th is 

concerned for the practical realities of a 

livelihood, of being employed in order to 

maintain that livelihood At this time, 

pursuing a career teaching the Halq' emeylem 

language is not a secure choice, in Tfr' elem 

Spath's estimation. 

And what does Ha!q'errijemmean to Tfr'elem 

Spa:th? First, it's the affective quality that he 

obseives when it is spoken, "It's amazing. It 

captivates people... People feel it, respect it." 

Second, is a deeper understanding of a Sto:lo 

worldview, "A worldview is important. We 

can appreciate what that means when we 

become more fluent in the language." Third, 

it's part of what makes us X udmxwand 
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In a recent gathering, 
This young friend of mine, Willie Cbarlie, 
Was asked to MC 
For a language meeting. 
He felt humble 
Being an MC for the language; 
He doesn't speak the language. 
People look at that, 
And when they begin learning 
The language, it instills self-worth, 
Self-pride in their heritage. 
It makes a big difference 
When somebody can pray 
In their language. 
It's amazing. It captivates people. 
People, who know how to pray 
In their language 
Get recognition, encouragement. 
Means something 
More powerful than just praying 
In a second language. 
People feel it, 
Respect it. 

When you speak your language, 
The words you speak 
Originate from a territory, 
A sociaV political collective 
Existing for thousands of years. 
We've been here for 9,000 years. 
The collective force here 
Has a world outlook that can only 
Be expressed in our language. 
How the people relate 
To the natural world, to the fish, 
Birds, mountains, fire and water, 
All from a specific worldview. 
Language brings that out. 
A worldview is important. 
We can appreciate what that means 
When we become more fluent 
In the 1-.:mo,no-e. 

Tft' elem Spa:th will assert his X wmz:xw-ness 

as long as he can breath a word of 

Halq'emfjemto prove it. "It isn't wiped off 

the face of the earth as long as I know how to 

speak a few words ... It's not going to be lost," 

he says. 
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Our legends in the language 
Express our worldview, 
And you don't get the entire picture 
By the translations that are given. 
It takes a long time 
To get the accurate meaning 
Of what the legend is about. 
It is a specific worldview 
Passed on by all those generations. 
That's my take on it. 

Other things make us X Wrrz:!X,W 
Go to the longhouse, 
There's spiritual dancers, 
There are songs; drums continue to beat; 
There's our history. 
Once a language dies, 
So much is lost; It's quite frightening. 
People sense that loss; it's real. 
I feel it every day. 
It feels like you lost something precious 
That's so close to you, part of you, 
A part of your spirit. 
It can make me sick to know how 
Assimilation can be that strong, 
To wipe out a large part of our culture. 
I feel a big sense of loss. 

I refuse to be pessimistic, 
Refuse to give in. I am here to say, 
"It isn't wiped off the face of the earth." 
As long as I know how to speak 
A few words, and continue to learn, 
It's not going to be lost. 
I'll do what I can to pass on 
What little I know, and so will others. 
That's the way it is. 
E7RE, lose the language. 

This talk reinforces my feelings 
About the language, to staywith 
Positive and like-minded people. 
We �vitate together, and 
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Acknowledge each other. 
It makes me appreciate them more. 
We talk about the race against the clock, 
The enormous challenge 
To bring our language together. 
It makes me emotional, 
Pervades my whole soul and my spirit. 
It has a very big impact. 
All those thoughts and feelings 
Flood back to me, 
Those moments when I think about 
Losing those precious elders of ours 
\Xlho speak the language fluently. 
I think about those times 
\Xlhen I had some free time, and 
Could have went to see Y6malot, 
Sat down and had tea with her to 
Learn more of the language, and 
Wmded up doing other things. 
Then it hits you like a ton of bricks, 
The awesome responsibility 
Left with the few of us 
\Xlho know a little bit of the language. 

I see a spark of hope that 
I can get close to fluency before I go, 
One of my missions in my life. 
That's what drives me, 
Keeps me going, reminds me 
Of some of the work 
I'm going to do. 
I'm with a new company, 
Tenixw Shx7Pell, 
Means 'life spirit of the earth,' 
My partner, Renee Peter, 
Carries and loves the language. 
The TenixwSbxwllleaming centre 
Wants to teach our culture, our language 
To the community people. 

Tset hfkwtexwte s(flflftekset. [We hold our 
language lm?:h.] 
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''just going to teach my little guy." 

EVELYN PENNIER 

November 10, 2000. At the interviewer's 
office at the Coqualeetza site. 

E
pelel is my Halq'emeylem name.

My home community is Skowlitz. 
I'm a single parent, 
Have five children, 
Nme grandchildren, and 
Raising another boy, five years old. 

I used to hear the odd word 
Here and there from my mom 
Before going to school 
But she never did teach us 
How to speak the language. 
She'd tell me what a cat was, 
You know, -pus, or a dog, or a potato. 
Wouldn't say any sentences 
Or anything like that. 
I was sent to Residential school; 
I was 8. 
Got a little wee bit exposure 
To the language. Yeah, 
Just a wee bit. 

I never actually thought 
It was another language. 
Guess to me it was just a different way 
That mom said things, you know. 
She called these things different 
Than the English way. 
I didn't know it was Halq' em.eylem. 

In the early '70s, 
Somebody started teaching 
Halq' emeylem at our Band Office. 
I went and took a few lessons, 

Epelel 

E 
pelel and I met at my office at S to:lo Nation.

She was the first co-researcher to participate 

in the series of talks for my study. E pelel, a

young elder, represents her community, 

Skowlitz on Sto:loNation's Ldlerr& Ye 

Selyiexue, House of Elders. My first 

introduction to E 
pelel was in the linguistics

classes offered by St6:lo Shxudi. She was quiet 

and shy, and had a really good-natured subtle 

humour about her. E 
pelel did not hesitate to

be involved in my study, and I was delighted 

that she agreed. We scheduled about an hour 

and a half for our meeting, and E 
pelel

indicated that she wanted to leave at the 

scheduled time. I didn't quite expect so little 

time for our talk. Usually, the whole process 

takes about three hours. Nonetheless, we 

discussed many aspects of her experience 
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Not that many. 
Then after awhile 
I just got too busy ... 
Thought, well, that's supposed 
To be our language, 
Maybe I should learn it. 
Guess my heart wasn't in it 
At the time. 
Nothing stuck 

Then three years ago 
I saw a notice come in 
From the Band office. 
They were having Halq' emeylem classes 
Over here at St6:16 Nation. 
I sat down and thought, 
This would be a good thing, 
You know, to learn the language, 
1v1y Mom's language, I said to myself. 
That's when I started 
Well, my father's isn't different, 
It's the same. 

I felt it important, 
Hardly anybody I knew 
Was speaking Halq'emeylem 
Only time I ever heard it is 
\Xlhen I was with elders. 
And the elders would speak 
Onlyto each other 
In the language. 
I thought to myself, 
Oh that would be neat, 
To sit there and listen 
And know what theyre saying. 
I think it was important, 
A pan of our culture, 
Knowing who we are as a people, 
To speak our own language. 
I can llllderstand some 
If they don't speak too fast. 
I need to listen more. 

with the language in the time we had 

E pelel introduced herself using her 

Halq'emij,emname, what community she 

came from and talked about her family. S to:lo

people are adopting Halq'emij,emnames more 

now than before, and doing so with an 

attached pride. "Epelel's" name is Evelyn

Halq'errij,errized, translating Evelyn using the 

Halq'emeylem orthography. This practice is 

commonly accepted and does not preclude 

someone from receiving a true Halq'emij,em 

name at another time. 

Epelel went to residential school at the tender 

age of eight years old Her earliest 

recollections of learning "the odd word here 

and there from my mom" signaJs that the 

st'axemeffect was well entrenched even before 

Epelel went to residential school 

Nonetheless, Halq' emeylem was as close in 

memoryto her as the next generation up, 

when she heard her mom s12.eak it. The "wee 
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A lot of times during the winter, 
I go to the smoke house, 
People get up and speak. 
I've always been in awe 
Of a person who got up there 
And spoke in the language, 
You know, rather than in English. 
Even if I didn't understand, 
I thought it was really neat 
To see somebody speak 
In the language. 
la� ey swz;d, 
lfJxxwx'lf£ l)U 
Hearing it makes me feel good. 
You know, cause like I said, 
Our language is our culture. 
It's who we are. 

I tty to practice as often as I can. 
Nobody to talk to at home. 
That's why I mean to get into 
That immersion program where 
You'd have somebody there 
Everydayto speak to.

When I first started learning, 
Tseloy6thelwet was the teacher. 
She made learning fun. 
It comes easy 
When you're enjoying doing things. 
Didn't take long to learn. 
Tseloy6thelwet said 
I had a tongue for the language, 
Caught on right away, 
Making the sounds. 

I'm not fluent at all, 
Wouldn't say I'm fluent. 
Just know a few phrases here and there. 
Yeah, I done a lot of studying, 
Recognize the language in writing, and 
Sometimes when I hear it. 
Yes, like I said, 

when she heard her mom speak it. The "wee 

bit exposure to the language" that she 

experienced would serve to facilitate her 

learning Halq' emeylem later. Her sense of the 

language when she was young was that it was 

a natural part of her life, "just a different way 

mom said things." 

The earlier efforts to teach Halq' erneylem at 

the community level offered up a little taste of 

the language to a few people; Epelel was one 

of them. However, similar to other 

participants in those earlier efforts, after a 

brief interlude with the language, and 

gathering a fleeting sense of its importance, 

Epelel drifted away. "Guess my heart wasn't 

in it at the time," says E pelel. 

:More recently though, only three years ago, 

E pelel sat herself down and came to a deeper 

understanding that learning the language 

would be "a good thing," to learn "my mom's 

lan2Ua2:e.'' It seemed imoortant that she 
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If they don't speak too fast. 

I need more practice. 
No opportunities to speak, 
Not at home, no. 
Just when I come over here 
To sit with the elders. 
Oh, yeah, and when we have classes, 
But I'm not in class anymore. 
And at funerals, we sing. 
I don't speak as much as I'd like, 
Though I' cl love to be fluent. 
Got to get teaching Jason. 
He's my little guy. 
He's five. 

I don't know about other people, 
But my kids think it's great. 
When I told them 
I was taking the language, 
You know, "All right!" 
Like I said, I am not really fluent 
Enough to converse. 
But other people, 
When they hear the singing, 
They love it. 
I plan on teaching the grandkids. 

My latest granddaughter, TISh 
Is going on five months old. 
Hope when she starts talking 
It will be Halq' emeylem 
Every time I see her 
I always say" Tl' ilsonitseL " 

It's getting higher status 
In our community than it used to. 
People would say, 
"W'hywould you want to learn that?" 
Whereas now, people say, 
"Yes, this is a good thing." 
I want my kids to learn. 
The un eo le are h 

language." It seemed important that she 

specifically learn the language of her mom 

She observed that only a few elders were 

speaking Halq'enijem, and came to a deeper 

understanding of its relation to her identity

and culture. Yes, it would be "a good thing" 

to learn Halq'enijemfor Epelel

What brought E pelel to this realization?

Hearing it in the Smokehouse invoked in her 

a sense of "awe," connecting her to "who we 

are" in that spiritually rich context. Her 

affective reaction, "Hearing it makes me feel 

good," consolidated her connection to 

wanting to learn to the level of feeling, to how 

it made her feel 

Epelel's "wee bit exposure to the language" in

those earlier days influenced her facility with 

learning the Halq'enijemsounds, some of 

which are extremely foreign to the English 

language. "Tse/,aftfxdm said I had a tongue 

for the Ian 
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At least from what I've seen. 

The last time Stephen was down here, 
[Stephen Point was one of the founders of 
the Skulkayn Heritage Project {1972-74).] 
At our L YS meeting, 
He mentioned you have to 
Change all the signs, 
Put them all in Halq' emeylem. 
Well Halq'emeylem first, and then English, 
Because, you know, it's supposed 
To be our first language. 

I just started a job 

for the language," says E pelel, and though 

E pelel feels she has an inherent ability for the 

language and has undertaken "a lot of 

studying," she knows she is nowhere near 

fluent in speaking Halq' emeylem. However, 

she recognizes Halq' emeylem in aural and 

written form. "No opportunities to speak," 

Teaching at the daycare in Chehalis, she says. Well, she does have a few - with the 
Start the little ones off. 
I learned some children's songs and Rhymes. elders, her classmates, and singing at funerals. 
Just started, actually. 
Ran into Pat and Ginny But she has come up with a plausible solution 
At a funeral one day. 
I was with Tseloy6thelwet, for gaining practice in speaking 
And she was telling her, 
"Oh we need a language teacher Halq' emeylem, "Got to get teaching 
For our Headstart." 
Tseloy6thelwet pointed to me. Jason ... my little guy." 
She says, "Oh, will you be interested?" 
I say, "Yeah, I can bring up my resume." 
She says, "okay, you do that." When people talk about the language, the 
Brought my resume in. A week later, 
The lady phoned me, word "love" usually comes up. People have 
Says, "Come on up." 

I taught people from the community, 
At the Band Office for a while. 
There was only about three or four 
That wanted to learn at the time. 
The Band Office were paying me. 
Classes just fell apart, 
... And it was free. 

I got my resume in to St6:lo Shxweu too, 
For when they start classes. 
Howla,xia told me 

affection for the language when they hear 

and/ or are able to speak it, and words of 

affection are common, "Tl'ilsonitsel" And the 

affection, more often than not, is expressed in 

relation to the children, and grandchildren, 

whom Epelel hopes will be learning 
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They got seven resumes. 
It's going to be a toss up, I guess, 
Who'll get the job. 

What makes it so neat, 

Halq'emijemas their first language. 

Attitudes among community members 

When our class started, there was 14, toward learning Halq' emeylem have changed 
Then some dropped away. 
And there are seven of us who went through more recently, i.e., from Epelel's own 
the whole thing together. 
That's through the four levels confession that, "My heart wasn't in it," to 
And all the Ling courses. 
That was a plus. "Yes, this is a good thing." And from 
We became one little family, 
Seeing each other for class Epelel's point of view, "The young people are 
And, yeah, we went through 
The NAID and PID too. hungry ... " The change in attitude is found 
When we were doing the NAID 
We were going to school elsewhere as well, where people want to see it 
For six days a week 
"How did we do it?" more widespread in our local media� signs on 
We kept asking ourselves. 
"Oh my God! We did it, We finished." the road and so on. 

I learned I could do 
Anything I put my mind to There is no shortage of opportunities to teach 
Because, you know, when I started, 
I went "My God, for those people who have gained some 
What did I get myself into?" 
I just about quit fluency in Halq' emeylem. E pelel, with the 
When we started the NAID, 
And I thought, no, I'll try it. support of her mentor, Tsdafxhel,'lll!t, landed a 
I wanted to learn to be a teacher. 
They said we had to teach position to teach at the Head Start program in 
Everybodythe language. 
At least that's what Oiehalis. Teaching opportunities had not 
Tsdafxhel,1REt used to say, 
"What you're learning here, always been available, as E pelel' s experience 
You teach everybody else." 

I'm a very shy person, and 
Wouldn't get in front of class 
And do anything. 
But doing the NAID, we had to. 

with her own Band indicated, "Gasses just 

fell apart." The opportunities to teach for the 

few who have a modest level of Hak/:;;-;!;-'- ; 
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We'd all be assigned something, 
Would have to get up 
In front of everybody and teach. 
I thought, I'm never going to make it. 
I got this friend Pat, eh. 
Told her I was having a hard time 
With the stuff in class. 
And do you know what she did? 
She started taking me to Karaoke bars, 
Made me get up there and sing. 
When I started, it was so hard. 
I knew what I got to say all right, 
But wouldn't face the people. 
Everyweekshe'd come and get me, 
And say, "Oh, get up there." 
I would go on. 
After a while, it got so I could, 
You know, stand up in front of people. 
Singing was easy. 
The talking was hard. 

While we were still doing 
All the Ling classes and language, 
The other girls were teaching 
Up here and up there. 
I wouldn't go teach 
Because of my classes. 
If I had a teaching job, 
I wouldn't have time to do homework; 
Wouldn't teach while going to school. 
I wrote a letter to St6:lo Shxweli 
When I sent them my resume. Said, 
"I am ready now for teaching." 

Never ever thought I'd be doing 

few who have a modest level of Halq'emijem 

abound now, but for certain key positions, 

there is a bit of competition, such as in the 

positions to teach the Halq'emijemcourses 

with Sto:lo Sbxueli. The Sto:lo Sbxwli positions 

might be thought to be more comfortable 

environments for beginning teachers, as these 

classes are where the budding teachers 

learned to model their own teaching. 

Epelel Epelel and the others who have built 

their repertoire of Halq'emijemand teaching 

skills have become a cohesive group, a cohort 

with a common mission, "one little family." 

They went through so much together, and 

wonder to themselves, "How did we do it?" 

For EpeleL "doing it," meant facing a 

personal challenge of overcoming her 

Anything like this. shyness. Her courage and willingness to take 
It's wonderlul, truly wonderlul. 
When I first started, the risks to grow in her abilities is 
It's all I really wanted 
Was to just learn the language, commendable. Further, Epelel felt she had to 
And when we first started taking classes, They 
were already pushing us give her full attention to getting through the 
To teach, too. 
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I didn't start 'til '97. 
That's Level One when I started. 

Everything I have, I made myself, 
Flip charts, and cassettes. 
We were supposed to get 
A language master for our band office. 
Never did get it. 
Every time I asked, "Oh, I ordered it, 
Don't know what's happening. 
Got to phone and see." 
Ttl this day, the Band Office 
Still hasn't got it. 
And the Band Office won't 
Schedule classes anymore. 
Don't know why. 
I used to bug them all the time. 
"Well, when are we having classes?" 
"Oh, well, gotta phone so and so." 
Got tired, so I just quit bugging them. 
That's why I'm not teaching 
At the Band Office anymore. 

Guess I could set up myself, 
But then they would have to 
Give me a keyto the Band Office. 
Don't know if they d want to do that. 
I could have classes in my home, 
But then I wouldn't get paid. 

I've got a computer. 
Oh, I would like to get Strang's CD, 
Yeah, the game he's got. 
Tyrone developed another CD. 
Don't know how he did it; 
He's got everything on the computer. 
I'd like to get what he's got, Yeah, 
Because the sound comes 
Right on the computer 
With Tsdayxhel,'lREt's pronunciation. 
I'd love to get those CDs. 

A lot more people 

Halq'errijemcourses, the linguistics courses, 

the NAID, PID and practicum. For Epelel, 

full attention to learning Halq' emeylem meant 

she would not take on teaching jobs while in 

study mode, a sacrifice of sorts. Being with 

her cohort "little family" was an important 

aspect of the learning process that made it a 

positive experience that helped her continue 

despite the challenges. 

And how did the few people, including 

E peleL come to be the special few to find 

their way into the role of becoming 

Halq'errijemrevivalists? Some began during 

the earlier program at Skowkale, while others, 

such as Epelel, joined the revivalist 

movement while taking the Halq'errijem 

courses that were developed as a result of the 

Skowkale program. One of their teachers, 

Tsdayxhel,'lRl!f, can take credit for having 

encouraged and nurtured a number of the 

Halq'emeylem teachers into their role. Most 
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Have become more comfortable 
Trying to speak the language. 
\Whereas before, you know, 
People wouldn't even try. 
They said they sounded funny. 
Nowadays there are more 
And more people taking classes, 
Using their little phrases 
Everywhere they go. 

Rewards? I guess, learning 
And speaking, and the singing. 
I love to sing. 
I learned as many songs as I could. 
Tselnfthe/:7.R£t taught us, 
And I've asked her for more, 
But she hasn't had time 
To make more tapes. 

Singing is praying. 
That's what we were taught. 
All the songs we sing, theyre prayers. 
Any time you sing, 
You're praying. 

Challenges? 
Trying to get fluent, 
Needing somebody to talk to. 
That's myonlyproblem, 
Just having the opportunity 
To be able to practice. 
I'm just going to teach 
1vfy little guy. 
This immersion program sure 
Would be a big help. 
I'll tell my Band I gotta go. 
Just join it 
And send them the bill. 

My grandchildren 
Need to know who they are, 
\Where they belong. 
The language is our culture. 

of them, including E pelel, had never in their 

wildest dreams, thought they would become 

Halq'enijemteachers. 

Halq' emeylem teaching presents many 

challenges, such as having to make all the 

resources you use yourself, and not having 

access to resources and materials that might 

make teaching and learning more efficient, 

such as language masters. Language masters 

are machines that read sounds from cards, 

and words and phrases from the elders or 

teachers can be heard over and over. 

Language learners can record their own 

voices on the cards and hear themselves. In 

terms of resources available, it is yet to be 

seen how the ms being developed by S t6:lii

Shxwli and Seabird Island will make a 

difference for the Halq' emeylem teachers and 

learners. Epelel understands the benefits of 

using these and other kinds of resources. She 

learned about these and other learning 
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So, like I've always said, 
When all my grandchildren are grown, 
I want to hear just Halq'emeylem spoke, 
And no English. 
That's about 20 years 
Down the road. 

With the response we're getting 
From a lot of people right now 
Coming to take the language, 
I think, sure, 
It is going to get widespread again. 
Even one of the chiefs, 
At a meeting, he came late. 
"Oh, I'm sony I'm late," he says, 
"I was over at Shxweli to sign up 
To start my language class," he says. 
Well, I thought, "right on!" 

Our language is who we are. 
It makes us a unique people, 
Makes us good. 
It's what the ancestors left us. 
What, like you said, 
Identified who we were 
By our language, 
Our dialect, 
Where we spoke it. 

When people hear you 
Speak the language, theyre proud. 
They congratulate you. 
It's easier nowadays for people to speak it. 
Now, everybody wants to learn. 
I see everybody learning the language. 
They express respect 
When you can speak the language. 
And if you're teaching it, they think 
That's just great. 
You bring the language back, 
And you teach everybody. 

Just to repeat myself, 

strategies through her training in the Native 

Adult Instructors Diploma Program (NAID), 

the Provincial Instructors Diploma (PID), 

and in the Linguistics Proficiency Program. 

Epelel and her peers are learning and using 

what little Halq'emeylem they know. She 

observes that people "have become more 

comfortable trying to speak the language 

today." And the rewards for Epelel rest in 

learning, speaking and especially singing in 

Halq'errijem Singing connects Epelel to her 

spirituality. "Singing is praying," she says. 

Her greatest challenge is becoming fluent, and 

having opportunities to practice. She 

reiterates, the need "to teach my little guy," 

and is hopeful that the proposed immersion 

program will serve to fill her fluency gap. 

So, why go through all the effort? It's for the 

future generations, who "need to know who 

they are, where they belong," says E pelel 

E pelel hopes her grandchildren will be 

Halq'.,, .:,:.,, .speaking people, and feels 
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"When my grandchildren grow up, 
I want this to be 
A Halq'emeylem speaking world. 

Ha/q'errijemspeaking people, and feels 

confident that the language "is going to get 

widespread again." She is hopeful, while 

observing that one of our chiefs has enrolled 

in Halq'errijemto learn it, that one chief who 

has expressed concerned about our 

Ha/q'errijemlanguage is walking the talk. 

E pelel connects our language with the past, 

with our ancestors, and clearly understands 

how it connects us more closely to our 

identity. She sees that the feeling for the 

language is positive today; people are proud 

of our language and respect those who take 

the time to learn how to speak it. In Epelel' s 

estimation, "It's easier today, "everybody 

wants to learn it." For the future, Epelel's 

ultimate dream is that her grandchildren will 

grow up in "a Ha/q'errijemspeaking world" 
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Siyamiyateliyot Elizabeth Phillips 
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"They went and taught on their own." 

ELIZABETH PHILLIPS. 

January 8, 2001. At Elizabeth's home in 
diehalis. 

I've known Halq'emeylem 
From when I was a child; 
My parents were Halq'emeylem speakers. 
That's all that was spoken, 
Except when X wlitemcame, 
Father would talk English. 
If anyone wanted to speak to my mother, 
Father would translate. 
That's why it's so easy for me to translate; 
Yes, right from the cradle, 
My father translated to my mom; 
She would say whatever she wanted to say, 
And he would translate it to whoever. 
My parents were very surprised 
I could speak English. 
They had no idea. 
They didn't teach me, 
Though in their own way, they did. 
When somebody spoke to me in English, 
And I answered, 
My parents were in awe. 

I was raised on Seabird Island; 
All our neighbours 
Spoke Halq' emeylem. 
I was born in 1939. Much has happened 
To the language since then. 
People used to send a runner to 
Tell all the neighbours 
If the ladies were going beny picking, 
Tell everybody to have a little lunch, 
Have their beny picking basket, 
A little one, and a big one to pour into. 
Everybody would meet 

Siyamiyateliyot 

Siyamiyateliyot works for Sto:lo Sbxwl� and is 

one of only a few S to:lo elders who is both 

fluent in Halq'enijem and knows how to

write the language. Her contnbution to the 

language at this critical stage is invaluable and 

irreplaceable. I was happy she agreed to be in 

my study. We held our talk at her home in 

diehalis. 

During Siyamiyateliyot's youth, the language 

was prevalent, spoken by both her parents. 

"That was all that was spoken." Her parents 

did not speak to her in English and were "in 

awe" when they discovered that their little girl 

understood it, learning it all on her own. The 

power of being exposed to a language at a 

young age manifested in 's own life, and 

illustrates the benefit of exposing our young 

children to Halq'enijemat every opportunity. 
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A certain place on Seabird 
At oh, maybe 7 :00 o'clock in the morning. 
Off we would go to Hick5es lake, 
Way up on the mountain, by Seabird, there. 
They d call in Halq' emeylem. 
That's all I heard, 
Was Halq' emeylem. 

I was 7 years old, when I 
Had to go to St. Mary's in Mission, 
A Residential School 
Itwas 1947. 
Guess my English it was pretty good, 
Didn't have trouble in the classroom. 
Not many spoke Halq' emeylem. They 
Shipped young ones to different schools, 
Like Kamloops, and Sechelt 
To separate all the speakers. 
I don't know how they did it. 
The onlytime I spoke Halq'emeylem 
Was Easter when my parents came. 
Then naturally we would 
Be speaking Halq' emeylem again. 
I never did lose my Halq' emeylem. 
Mother didn't speak any English. 
If she did, it was broken; 
I always spoke to her in Halq'emflem 

I went to Mission school from '47 to '54. 

English would be spoken in her home "when 

X 'lfliitemcame." During these visits from 

X 'lfliitem, Siyamiyateliyot would listen to her 

father translate for her mother what the 

X witemwere saying, teaching her not only 

meaning in the English language, but how 

meaning was translated from English to

Halq'emflem.and vice-versa. 

Siyarniyateliyot was raised on Seabird Island 

and remembers a prevalence of Halq'enijem 

in the community, and tells how the women 

were gathered together to go berry picking. 

At that time, "that's all I heard was 

Halq'enijem," she says. Siyamiyateliyot 

A lot of times we really didn't come home. remembers Halq'enijemas being a 
1vfy parents went to the U.S. 
To follow the harvest, picking picturesque language and all she was learning 
Strawberries, :raspberries, hops 
And things like that. and hearing, she was "putting it all away in my 
I went with my parents to these places. Spoke 
Halq'enijemthen. memory." And she relates the meaning of 

When I came home from Mission, Ts'elx'l.RE)f?t[W, and how its meaning and events 
It didn't seem the people 
Were speaking our language. are associated with the specific place on the 
They started to pass on, and 
The ones coming home from the schools River that it represents. "You're going along 
were all speaking English. 
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in a canoe, qe ts'eM:x:zdexw, that's where you go 
Speaking and hearing the language 
Was pretty far and in-between. to land," she says. And "where you go to
lhe only speakers was like, oh, l guess 
\X?hen my aunty Jean Silver came over, land" is also where people met for news and 
Her and I would be speaking. 
lhese are all late people now, other reasons for gathering there. 
Another was Agnes Kelly. 
\X?henever we came with speakers, 
Naturallywe would speakHalq'emeylem. Siyamiyateliyot's days of enjoying Halq'errijem 
A lot of them, like Amelia, 
lhe late Amelia Douglas, prevalence would be short lived with the 
Always wanted to see my Mom; 
She didn't pass on until 1980. advent of her going to St. Mary's residential 
All these different speakers 
Would come to our house, school in Mission at seven years of age. She 
All speaking Halq' emeylem. 
lhey got lonely for the language, escaped "trouble in the classroom" because 
And would come over and see Mom, 
Because that's all she knew. her "English it was pretty good" Speaking 

It isn't easy for people Halq'errijemwas taboo at residential school 
To translate our language. 
It was easier for me; and was assured by separating children of the 
It was done while I was an infant. 
I kept hearing it, same language. The only opportunity a would 
Putting it all away in my memoiy. 
Halq'emeylem is so picturesque; have to speakHalq'errijemwould be when 
That's how I descnbe it. 
Some words can't really translate; her parents visited, "then naturallywe would 
Will take a whole paragraph 
In English, yeah. be speaking Halq'errijemagain." Her positive 

The word Ts'elx7f£)ff{W and rich experiences at home and in her 
Means it's a shallow place; 
It's Chilliwack; it's like community combined with not having 
You're going along in a canoe, qe ts'ela:x:r.dexw, 
That's where you go to land "trouble in the classroom" enhanced her 
With your canoe, you go in. 
That's why Sqwa is called chances of remembering her Halq'errijem 
Chilliwack Landing, 
\X?here a lot of people went language. "Never did lose my Halq'errijem," 
With all their canoes, and 
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Stay there for no less than four days. 
They used to meet up, 
Oh, perhaps maybe a priest would go there, 
And they would have a church gathering. 
People meet and catch up 
With everybody, the new ones, 
News from families. 

We still had a few speakers; 
They wanted us on video. 
It was Coqualeetza 
At what they call the gift shop. 
We were meeting in that one room there. 
Amelia Douglas and Agnes Kelly 
Were still alive, and I think 
Jean Silver might have been still alive then, 
And, oh, Nancy Phillips, 
She could have been alive yet too. 
Today, I have a good level of fluency, 
But when I went to work for Coqualeetza, 
It advanced what I have. 
I learned the writing system; 
I knew my words; 
To write it down was different. 
Once I learned how to read it, 
What I didn't know, 
I could read and put away. 
Like for instance, counting 
Wasn't that important in just everyday life. 
We just spoke together, 
Mother, Father and myself. 
The highest I could count was /Jxq'dtsf5. 
When I went to work for Coqualeetza, 
And learned the writing system, 
I count way more. 
I didn't know all my trees, 
Surely I didn't know all my plants. 
And so, that's how I learned, 
Working with the other elders. 

My involvement with Coqualeetza 
Started in, I believe '83. 
Naturally, because I could go out and work 

she says. 

After Mission school from '47 to '54, 

Siyamiyateliyot would not hear the language 

spoken with the same prevalence as before 

her schooling. The older people were passing 

on and the younger ones came home 

speaking only English. The st'dxemeffect was

taking hold and at a fairly fast pace, to a point 

where "Speaking and hearing the language 

was pretty far and in-between." 

Siyamiyateliyot remembers when the older 

ones who knew the language would come to 

speak with her mother because Ha/q'errij,em 

was all she spoke, and because they" got 

lonely for the language." Halq'errij,emwas 

becoming precious in its swift demise. 

Siyamiyateliyot worked with the language, 

learning it and sharing it since she was "just a 

young lady." She was involved with the early 

Skulkayn Heritage Project when the early 

pioneers in Hak/erreyem l-:m01 ,c:io-e revival 
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After my Mother passed on. 
It must have been '82 when Shirley Leon 
And Amelia Douglas approached me 
To work with Olqualeetza part-time. 
That's when we were transcribing 
Words from the Skulkayn Heritage Project. 

I'm proud to say I was part of the Project, 
But more or less listening. 
I did not want to be arrogant, 
Say, oh I know tlus word, or that. 
Albert drived my mom there; 
That's how the elders gathered 
A long time ago. 
Somebody would volunteer their home, 
And all the elders would meet. 
Bob Hall and Stephen Point 
Would set up their machine, 
Have a long list of words 
They wanted to record. 
After the elders had their meal, 
Theyd start on the words. 
Each elder take turns 
How they would say the word. 
I was just a young lady, then. 

The only ones I seem to be able to speak to 
Is Ts'ats'ekx'OOt, Elizabeth Herrling, and 
YfJmdot, Rosaleen George. 
Those are the onlytwo that I know 
That speak it fluently. 
Young people have interest; 
That's one good thing about them. 
They call me, 
Do their very best, 
Don't even try to be self-conscious; 
They just use it. 
When the students see me 
They always want to speak to me 
In Halq' emeylern. 
They can pick up some words, 
Even if it's an Island speaker. 
You definitely can understand 

pioneers in Ha/q'errijemlanguage revival 

would meet, share a meal and record the 

language. She also worked with the early 

pioneers of the later initiative at Olqualeetza, 

working with the mentors who eventually 

passed on, leaving her and a few others to 

continue their legacy. During these early 

years she gained the tools and knowledge, 

which combined with the language she was 

"putting away' when she was small, made her 

the invaluable expert in writing and translating 

Halq'errijemlanguage that she is today. 

It wasn't that long ago, in fact, it was in 

Siyamiyateliyot' s lifetime that Halq'errijem 

flourished in her community of Seabird 

Island. Now, she says, "The only ones I seem 

to be able to speak to is Ts'dts'elexua, 

Elizabeth Herrling, and Yf»nda;, Rosaleen 

George." The st'dxemeffect took such a 

stronghold among the Sto:lo in such a short 

time, and Siyamiyateliyot was witness to its 
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When an Island person is speaking 
In the longhouse. 
I think all the changes is good 
It was maybe better than 7 years ago or so, 
When I heard somebody say 
They didn't want their children 
Taught Halq'emeylem. I 
Don't think anybody has said that recently. 

I can't even remember 
When I started to teach. 
I had been teaching at Skwah, at Landing, 
Just the little wee ones, though. 
Before that, theywanted us to go 
Into Chilliwack We were startin to teach, 
Can't remember what grades. 
We didn't have any materials 
When we first went in. 
Can you imagine how that was? 
Sure it's a oral language, 
But it's hard to teach others 
That have no idea of the language. 
You had to have something 
To show what you're saying. 
The late Amelia and I 
Had to go into the classroom, 
And we didn't have anything. 
That was really difficult. 

I only work 2 and a half days
For St6:lo Shxweli. 
C.Oqualeetza usually takes me back 
For one day, but they didn't. 
Perhaps it's difficultywith funding. 
I was teaching with Donna Giroux 
At Landing. 
She goes there by herself now. 
She's real good, can carry on. 
Only time I went alone 
I had to go to St. Mary's in Mission 
Working for Bill Williams 
For a year or two. 
Albert used to drive me to Mission 

growing influence throughout her lifetime. 

Witnessing this st'dxemstronghold in the 

community, Siya.miyateliyot says, "It was 

maybe better than 7 years ago or so, when I 

heard somebody say they didn't want their 

children taught Halq'emijem" Now the trend 

is changing. Siya.miyateliyot is witnessing 

another change in her lifetime, a shift from an 

era of st'dxemto one where we are moving 

ever more closely to an era of smla:lh once 

again. Hak/emijemrevival plays a large role in 

that movement toward smfd:lh.

Siya.miyateliyot recalls her teaching 

experiences, and she had many. In the earlier 

days she was plunked into a classroom and 

given nothing but a mandate to teach 

Halq'emijem "Can you imagine how that 

was?" she says incredulously, "That was really 

difficult." In the earlier days onlyfew StrJ:lo

people were aware of the value of keeping 

Halq'emfjemalive. Yes, indeed, teaching a 
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To teach the Head Start. 
I love teaching the little ones. 
I used to teach the adults 
On the C.Oqualeetza property. 
We'd have about 10 or more students, 
About an hour at a time. 
I liked it too, 
Teaching the adults. 
1heywere pretty hungry 
For the language, 
And now, more and more. 
It was quite an honour for me 
To be asked me to go and work. 
1here are other speakers, 
Yet I was asked to go. 

St6:lo Nation asked C.Oqualeetza 
To teach at St6:lo Shxweli 
In the earlier days. 
We agreed to teach. It was in '95. 
Peter, Donna and myself 
Were going in there. 
Donna sort of worked both, eh. 
She was a student, and was learning too. 
It was sometime in '95. 

I had a contract with C.Oqualeetza. 
1he students never understood 
Why I couldn't just stand up and say, 
"I'm with you." 
1hey sent me notes saying, 
"Don't leave us, don't leave us." 
I had a written contract with C.Oqualeetza. 
1hat's where I had to be. 
I couldn't just say, 
"St6:lo Shxweli wants only me," 
Sort of kicking C.Oqualeetza 
Who employed me several years there. 
It wouldn't have been loyal; 
I felt 1 had to be loyal. 

When I started teaching, 
It was with Shirley Norris Gulian now). 

language that few people within, and less 

outside, the communityvalued would be 

challenging. Nonetheless, Siya.miyateliyot 

rose to the occasion to share her knowledge. 

"It was quite an honour for me to be asked to 

go and work." 

If you can imagine how hard it is to learn a 

second language such as French with all the 

resources, training and status afforded it, you 

can imagine how hard it must have been for 

Siya.miyateliyot, and the others, when almost 

all she had was the language that she "put 

away' when she was a little girl. Now, 

imagine a small girl of seven years old 

separated from her home and community for 

several years and forbidden to speak her 

mother tongue. Growth and sophistication in 

the language would likely come to a halt. 

Siya.miyareliyot in her adult years would 

recognize that her Halq'enijemknowledge 

could be elevated to a more sophisticated 
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She had her teacher's degree; 
We were a team. 
She got the language, 
I could see her teaching skills, and 
How she went about teaching. 
A time came, she felt 
She learned enough from me, 
Of the language. 
She went and taught alone, 
Here in Chehalis first, 
Or it was Seabird? 
Joe Aleck next came, 
And we went team teaching 
Different places. 
Then, he felt sure of himself and 
Went off on his own too. 
All those times 
People felt sure of themselves 
With the language they learned from me, 
And went and taught on their own, 
That was something 
I had been successful in doing. 
Now Peter and Donna 
Are on their own, too, 
And Tess Ned. 
Her and I were a team for some time; 
Now they re all on their own. 
That's something I have accomplished. 

1he book I was showing you, 
Is quite a challenge, 
Because, there's Latin, and 
Of course I can't read Latin. 
But thankful enough, 
I know the Halq'emeylem. 
I can go and look up in 
T6:lmfls Ye SiyJ/Jexw, Brent's book, 
Then write it down. 
That way I can tape it and know the word. 
I can look at Brent's other book, 
Hill-Tout and Boas; 
You see all the different writing systems. 

adult level through her work with elders. 

Siyamiyateliyot worked with the C:Oqualeetza 

Centre for quite a few years and then first 

became involved with the Sto:lo Shxw:li

program in the earlier days when it was just 

starting up. C:Oqualeetza and Sto:lii Shx'Udt

were working together, but eventually ended 

their relationship in a bitter split. The 

students at Sto:lii Shx'Ud{begged 

Siyamiyateliyot to stay with them, but she was 

bound to staywith C:Oqualeetza through her 

own sense of loyalty to an organization that 

had employed her for so many years, and the 

need to honour her contract with 

C:Oqualeetza. At the start of the year 2000, 

Siyamiyateliyot joined Sto:lo Shxwii as 

translator, writer and recorder of our 

Halq_'errijemlanguage, and continues to this 

day. 

Siyamiyateliyot has a generous spirit, generous 

with her own knowlecke and exoertise and 
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I can look at it and remember up here 
How their system goes; 
I could just read the Halq' emeylem. 
I learned the International Phonetic 
Alphabet at UBC 
The IPA makes my life better. 
I could pick up anything and read it. 
Albert said he picked something up 
Kamloops way. 
He didn't know what he was sa}filg, 
But he could read it. 
The people were really surprised. 

\Xlhat motivates me? 
All the students that have 
Interest in the language now, 
Plus myfamily. Mygrandson was one 
Of the St6:lo Shxweli students, 
Stephen Williams. He's one of them 
That taped himself singing 
Some of the Halq'emeylem songs 
And reciting some of the prayers 
That he learned 
If that can't really motivate me, 
I don't know what else could 

It isn't hard working at home. 
At first, I thought it would be difficult. 
But the way with Albert's health, 
I would be sort of worried 
If I was over there. 
Don't get me wrong; 
I love to be with Ts'ats'elexwi and Yamda:, 
Tidleand Tl'ookorrtt. 
I love being there with them. 
Another thing is the traveL 
One hour, or maybe 45 minutes each way. 
I can workfor those two hours. 
Once in a while, 
I have to tum off the telephone. 
If I'm working with Tl'ookomx;, 
[at Sto:lo Sbx'lfliiJ 
And she gets called away, 

with her own knowledge and expertise and 

with the knowledge and expertise that she 

gained from the pioneers who went before 

her. She is proud of her accomplishments in 

passing her knowledge on to others who in 

tum have become confident enough in their 

knowledge and ability to go on their own. 

She had many mentors in her day, and has 

mentored many others. Siyamiyateliyot's 

greatest reward is witnessing her former 

proteges teach and use the language on their 

own, and in tum, they mentor others with 

what they know, a ripple effect. 

The work Siyamiyateliyot is doing today 

involves complex material and she uses all the 

devices at her disposal to wend her way 

through them. Because of her Halq'emeylem 

knowledge, she is able to decipher the 

different ways that our language was written 

by anthropologists and linguists. Leaming the 

International Phonetic Alphabet was also 
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Then I'm left alone. 
I go join the elders, and 
Don't know whether I'm intruding. 
If they find that they need me 
At St6:lo ShxweK, 
They definitely let me know. 

Gee \lv'hiz, I don't want to be negative 
About the revival of our language, 
But a long time ago, 
How the language used to work, 
Even the storekeepers, the X witem

Got to know the language, and the priests 
Used to be able to talk the language. 
So, I mean, how do I answer that? 
But, grant you, the priests wanted to learn 
The Our Father. 
So, that's a good sign right there. 
He is the priest that we have, Father Gerry; 
I call him the singing priest. 

If I were to go out there, 
Go, say at a gathering, 
Only the young people, onlythe students 
Would speak to me in Halq'emeylem. 
All the ones, I guess, 
You would call them passive speakers, 
They would only speak English to me. 
Like, my neighbour, here, Ceci. 
Her people were fluent, 
But then with her husband 
Being not a speaker, 
She never spoke it 
Through her marriage lifetime. 
Same with me. He isn't a speaker; 
I can't speak to my mate in my language. 
If we had took on the ways of the Maori, 
It would have a chance. 
But with life the way it is now ... 
Say, if we had an infant, 
A room of infants, and had speakers 
Speaking all the time. 
If these infants would be able 

extremely helpful to her in her work. 

Siyarniyateliyot chooses to work at home, 

isolated from what is going on in the 

community at large and even in her home 

community of Cliehalis. But she wooo better 

there. First, because she can work 

unintenupted, and second, she is worried 

about Albert, her husband who is not well 

these days. And if you asked her what 

motivates her to continue in the work despite 

all the challenges, she would say, "All the 

students that have an interest in the language 

now, plus my family." 

However, if you asked her if she believes the 

language will become a functional living 

language once again, her answer would be 

tentative, "Gee \lv'hiz, I don't want to be 

negative ... " And her doubtfulness would be 

understandable. Imagine that in the 

beginning of her life, she lived surrounded by 

Halq_'errijem, witnessed the near 
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To put it away like I had, 
Perhaps we would have a chance. 
But, all the young people 
Wouldn't be able to volunteer 
Their infant to speakers. 
Maybe it's possible, 
Because I think it was, 
'What group was that now? 
They had two young men that learned it 
How Nancy was teaching, 
Kindergarten on up. 
That's how theywere coming up, 
And theywere speakers. 

A long time ago 
'When the people were all speakers, 
Say it's Sts'a'fles and Sq'ewqeyl, 
Chehalis, Seabird and Th' ewali, 
Or Ts' elxweyeqw, 
All these different speakers. 
'When theywere all together, 
Were all speaking, 
They could all tell from which area 
This person was by just by how they spoke. 
If it was Tait or Ts'elxweyeqw, 
They could all tell. 
That's how they could identify 
Within the Nation. That's how 
People can claim where they belong. 
This is my belief. 
'When I teach a person, 
And say, mine's Tait, 
Then another speaker seems automatically 
Their own would come out, 
How their people spoke. 
Say I'm teaching a Ts'elxweyeqw, 
Then their own way of speaking is natural, 
It just comes. 

A person can have their Native pride 
'When they know their language. 
'When I see the students singing 
In Halq' emeylem, 

extinguishment of Halq'errijemas English 

became the language of use. She says, "a long 

time ago, how the language used to work, 

even the storekeepers, the X 7iditemgot to

know the language, and the priests used to be 

able to talk the language. So, I mean, how do 

I answer that?" But she is not completely 

without hope for our language, seeing 

possibilities in a Maori approach and with 

Sto:lo Sbx7idl's proposed immersion program 

for teacher trainees. 

The elders who know the language know and 

speak most eloquently about the language and 

what it means to us as Sto:lopeople. The 

language identifies who we are in a liternl way. 

They way we speak it identifies us with a 

specific location, is our connection to our 

place on this earth. Siyamiyateliyot believes 

this connection is inherent and will naturally 

come out when we learn to speak the 

language. She sees the language as being 
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Theyre really proud of who they are. 
Being Native, you have a spirit, 
Spirituality in our people 
Is pretty important. 
When the students are using 
Thelanguage and song,or praye½ 
It brings their spirit to life, 
So to speak; it is veiy important. 
If you only speak in English, 
All you're doing is using 
The borrowed language. 
To imagine life without my language, 
I'd be living a lie; 
That sounds devastating to me. 

The worldview, 
Some people think it's lost, 
But it's in the language. 
One of the expressions that 
My Father and my :Mother used was ... 
Even if it was a lady, 
W-iqelhet, in the language. 
It's saying, "becoming manly." 
I heard somebody say it was the difference 
Between a person and an animal. 
You could think, could speak, naturally. 
It wouldn't be insulting if somebody 
Were to saythat I was manly. 
I always found it really strange. 
That statement translated, 
To become manly, 
That would be to almost know everything 
You should know, should do. 
It doesn't make sense in English. 

All the aunts and the grandmothers 
And the uncles and the grandfathers, 
Had to take part in teaching. 
They would look at a person 
And an elder would know 
If this was a young lady, 
Then they tell an aunt, 
"It's time to start teaching this one." 

connected to who we are spiritually, sees the 

positive effects of the language, the affective 

quality. She says, "When the students are 

using the language and song, or prayer, it 

brings their spirit to life." 

Siyamiyateliyot understands deeply the idea 

that our language expresses our worldview 

and knows that its meanings are not easily 

translatable into English. Meanings in 

Halq'errijemare still fresh in her mind. She 

explains the deeper meanings of Wtqethet, 

which means much more than the litentl 

translation, "to become manly," and how the 

only English word that comes near to 

explaining lyfsfrf is "a gentleman." 

"The language means everything to me," says 

Siyamiyateliyot, "I'm here whenever anybody 

needs me." She pays accolades to the ones 

who are working to learn and save the 

language, and bemoans the fact that there are 

no male elders involved in the lan1ma2:e work. 
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An uncle or a grandfather 
Would look at that young man and say, 
"He's going to be a chief; 
You better start teaching him 
All the things that a chief, 
A leader should lmow." 

There was one, he's a man already, 
He asked me "What is the meaning of my 
name?" It was lJ3l¥J· 
I kept thinking about his name, and I 
Told him in the English language 
It was "a gentleman." 
That was the only way I could say it to him 
Because he isn't a speaker. 
If I keep thinking about it, 
I could tell him even more about his name. 
"When asked on the spot, 
I can't really think it all out at once. 

I hope all these things don't get lost, 
All the different ways of teaching, 
How the men teach their son 
How to go hunting, 
All the ways they were to be taught, 
Even if they don't have the language. 
I hope that isn't lost. 
All the uncles are supposed to teach, 
But I guess nowadays it's the fathers. 
They are trying to get everything 
From the elders that we have, 
From the speakers, 
Trying to put everything away. 

The language means everything to me. 
I'm doing everything in my power 
To make sure it is preserved; 
I lmow it will be used. 
St6:lo Shxweu's doing everything 
They can to use the language, 
Doing their best to carry on. 
Tiale always phones me up, 
And if it isn't her, it is TI' 6wkom6t, 

no male elders involved in the language work. 

"Naturally, a woman talking to another 

woman is one way of talking. Then men, 

naturally, would have their own way." 

Siyamiyateliyot hopes that the cultural 

practices will be carried on whether or not it 

happens with the language. 

Siyamiyateliyot was born in a Halq'errijem 

speaking world, a world where her father 

could build a house from his sickbed, in 

Halq'errijem "Can you imagine?" she says. 

And I, who struggle with the simplest 

Halq'errijemterms, will ever only be able to 

tty to imagine that world. 
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If they need anything translated. 
Everything seems to be at their fingertips, 
There, the tapes, the CD ROM 

It's sort of sad there are so few of us left. 
I'm glad we're here to do some of it, 
So it won't be lost. 
All the young ones are quite dear to us, 
Making an effort to learn. 
It wasn't there before. 

I'm here whenever anybody needs me. 
It doesn't matter if it's the weekend 
I guess a lot of them just can't make it here. 
Some of them were coming, like Judy, 
For the mentoring. 
She only came twice. 
I must be too far out, 
None of them can make it this way. 

It's too bad we didn't have 
More men doing language work 
That's another side to it. Naturally,
A woman talking to another woman 
Is one way of talking. 
Then men, naturally, would have 
Their own way. 
Seems like such a shame that would be lost, 
How men would talk to one another. 

My father was a carpenter, 
He could teach. 
When he got bed-ridden, 
His brother and his nephew come to him; 
They d talk the language. 
He would tell them how to cut the boards. 
He practically built a house from his bed. 
Really. His brother and nephew would say, 
X W?'ft Wowqe, saying, 
"Wimfqe, what do we do, now?" 
He would tell them, 
"This is how long you cut the boards," 
And that's all in the lan�e. 
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I Cm you imagine?
He built a house from his bed. 
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"I was going to be stubborn" 

ROSALEEN GEORGE. 

January 9, 2001. At the home of Rosaleen 
George. 

That's the first language I ever spoke 
When I was growing up. 
All I knew was Halq' emeylem 
Right from the beginning of my life. 
Always had it. 

I went to school in Mission; 
Didn't know English. 
My step-mother 
Was brought up in Mission too. 
All she did was speak English to us; 
Called me stupid because 
I didn't understand English. 
I really felt uneasy, 
Felt so bad 
She was calling me stupid, 
Blockhead, and things like that. 
I asked my dad, 
"Can I go to Mission? 
I want to go to school" 
Dad asked me, "Why do 
You want to go to school?" 
Told him, "I'm dumb, 
I'm stupid, I'm blockheaded." 
Right away, Dad knew 
What it was about, 
So he sent me to Mission. 
But when I got there, 
We were forbidden 
To speak our language, 
In Mission. 

I was nine years old. 
That's around that time 

Yomalot 

I met Y6malot for our talk at her home on 

Skwah Reseive. I was delighted that she 

agreed to be in my study. We had fun 

figuring out how to set up the recorder and 

making sure Y6malot would be comfortable 

while we talked. Y 6malot was eager to talk 

about her experiences and shared candidly. 

Both she and Siyamiyateliyot reminded me of 

my own mother, but in different ways for 

each of them. Siyamiyateliyot reminded me 

of the gentle nature of my mom and Y6malot 

reminded me of the mischievous spunkiness 

about her. After recording our talk, Y 6malot 

offered me tea and we visited laughing and 

talking about things. 

Y6malot only spoke Halq'enijemuntil she 

went to Residential School at nine years of 

age. Duties at home, and helping her 
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My brother passed away. 
He died 
From residential school. 
I was with my grandmother 
Looking after my sick brother, 
Hardly paying attention 
To my stepmother. 
That's when I begin to wonder 
About English, this other language. 
Our neighbour, she was going 
To school in Mission, 
Could sing and talk like that. 
I thought she was smart; 
That's why I asked Dad 
If I could go to school. 
He let me go. 

�:'a. (Yes.), I wanted to learn English 
Because of my stepmother. 
She used to come with a piece of board, 
Says, "This is your head." 

Thought I better learn 
To talk English too. 
Wasn't too anxious about it, but thought, 
If I have to understand, 
Guess I better go to school. 
So I did. 

Yeah, my Grandmother and my Sister 
We never spoke English, 
Even myaunt and uncles ... 
JVIystepmother couldspeak 
In Halq' emeylem, 
But most of the time she spoke English. 
Don't know what was the matter with her. 
Was she deprived of our language too? 
I wonder. 
I never asked her 
About things like that. 
We lived in Harrison. 
Dad worked in the logging, 
A booming ground. 

grandmother care for her sick brother, 

delayed her going to school. "He [her 

brother] died from residential schooL" she 

said, and up until that time, Y 6rnalot didn't 

concern herself with going to school or 

learning English. Her mother died when she 

was two years old and her father remanied 

The st'dxemeffect had become well 

entrenched among the people around her. 

English became the language everyone spoke. 

Her stepmother, who had been to residential 

school, taunted Y 6rnalot for not speaking 

English. "A:'a, I wanted to learn English 

because of my stepmother. She used to come 

with a piece of board, says, 'this is your 

head'" And she had heard others coming 

home from Mission who "could sing and talk 

like that." The power of the st'dxemeffect

made Y 6rnalot resign herself to going to 

school to learn English. 
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And away she went, to Mission schooL away 
I went to school November 30, 1929, 
Before I became 10 on December 14th

, yeah. from her family and familiar people, away 
I remember that day. 
I remembered from Halq'emijem, the only language she 
\Xlhen some of these girls from Chehalis, 
Theytold me, "You are not allowed knew. Y6malot remembers the exact day, 
To speak.our language. 
You gotta speak English, month and year she went to Mission school, 
And if you get caught 
Talking our language with us, and during her stay there would be forbidden 
You gonna get punished." 
I asked, "\Xlhy? \Xlhy?" to speak her language, forbidden to speak 
And the Sister was right there listening, 
Didn't know what I was saying. with others who knew it. The Sisters used 
We were talking in our language, 
And she asked Emma, threats of punishment and separated children 
"Did you tell her everything?" 
Emma says, "Yeah." of the same tongue. As vividly as Y6malot 
She says, "All right, you go." 
She sent Emma and Tina away. remembers the day she went to Mission, she 
They come from Chehalis; 
We knew each other, recalls the pact she made with herself, " I kept 
Spoke Halq' emeylem all the time. 

I was really, really lost. 
\Xlhy did I want to come to school? 
I was thinking, 
I'll never, never, never forget my language. 
I don't have to forget my language. 
Walking around by myself, 
Nobodyto talk to, 
I kept thinking that 
I was going to be stubborn ... 
Wasn't ever going to forget 
My language. 
\Xlhenever the Sister talked to me, 
I spoke to her in my own thoughts 
In my language. 
It took quite a while me doing that. 
I used to get pushed around, 
And she used to do that to my ears. 
Took that whole year to get used of, 

thinking I was going to be stubborn ... Wasn't 

ever going to forget my language." And 

though she would feel isolated, get pushed 

around and have her ears pulled, she would 

determine to "never, never, never forget my 

language." Y6malot's stubbornness is a gift 

to us; for all that she retained, she now shares 

unconditionally. 

Having gone to residential school at the 
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But I was trying. 
I was there five years. 

As soon as you're fourteen, 
You were sent out of school 
To give room for the new ones 
To come to school. 
I only reached grade five, and 
Was sent home. 

I didn't forget. 
Grandmother used to come up and see me, 
And Albert Phillips' mother too. 
She used to feel so bad, 
Would talk to me as if she was my mother. 
She'd hang on to me, 
And we'd talk, walk around, 
Talk in our language. 
She was a very nice person, 
Albert Phillips' mother. 

Quite a few people spoke it then, 
A lot of our elders, they all spoke. 
:Many didn't go to Mission, 
Same's my grandmother, never went. 
But mymom, 
Don't know nothing about her. 
She died when I was two years old; 
Didn't get to know her. 
The other elders, 
I spoke with them. 
One time an old lady, 
She looked at me, 
"You still remember your language?" 
I "d, "V » sai .1 es. 
She said, "Look at those girls, 
Theyre darker than you, 
And don't want to speak their language." 
"Oh my," I says, "guess they're too proud." 
That's all I could say. 

Down Misqueam way, 
That's one other place 

relatively late age of nine years and having 

stayed there for a relatively short period of 

five years may have been the circumstances 

that allowed her to preserve the language in 

her thoughts. When she came home from 

Mission, Y6malot was able to speak with the 

elders who escaped the residential school 

experience and who could still speak the 

language. Theywere amazed that the younger 

Y6malot still had the language. 

Y 6malot would encounter yet another 

challenge associated with her speaking the 

Hcdq'errijemlanguage; this time, from her 

relatives in Musqueam who spoke another 

dialect of our language. Her dad was from 

Musqueam and "signed up Chehalis" so he 

could many her mom. His family and 

community members teased him for having 

adopted the language of his wife. "They just 

found it so funny because they said up here 

our words were so flat." Y6malot accepted 
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I used to be criticized 
Because I spoke up here. 
And when I _,got d9wn there, 
I says, oh "Eue, A 'a,"
And they asked me something, 
"Li" and "Q da1J.J" 
Oh, my goodness sakes, this thing! 
And it's different, hey? 
But we understood each other, 
Just the dialects was really different. 
She used to say, "Eue, l-i-i," to me. 
Copying this language up here, 
And down there, instead of saying l� 
We'd sayni'. That's a difference. 

My Dad come from down there. 
He came up to Chehalis, married my Mom, 
And had to sign up Chehalis. 
Grandfather wouldn't let my mom go. 
He had to stay in Chehalis 
If he wanted to many my Mom 
His sisters and brothers used to tease him, 
Asking him if he talks like that now. 
They just found it so funny 
Because they said up here 
Our words were so flat. 
Well, I didn't mind because 
Theyre both my people. 
Down that ways my people, 
Up here's my people. 
And we understand each other too. 

I was so used of that language, 
%.ite language. 
Only time I spoke Halq' emeylem 
Was when I met older people, 
And I'd speak our language. 
My oldest daughter, 
She spoke Halq' emeylem 
I used to talk to her, 
And so did my husband. 
He was a Halq' emeylem man, too. 
Grew up speaking the same language, yeah. 

the teasing, "Theyre both my people, down 

that ways my people, up here's my people, 

and we understand each other too." 

English overtookHalq'errijemvery quickly in 

St/J:io territory. Y 6malot was able to speak our 

language, but only with the older people who 

hadn't lost it through the residential school. 

And though she spoke Halq'errijemto her 

oldest children, their Halq'errijemfaded away 

with the use of "this %.ite language." 

Y6malot had borne witness to the swift 

demise of our language, to where now our 

young people, if they are fortunate, can speak 

only a few words. 

Y6malot offered her services wherever she 

could make a contribution to reviving our 

language. She contributed to transmitting the 

language by teaching Halq' emeylem to the 

young ones at Seabird Island where she 

worked with some of the older pioneers, 

many of them gone now. And thow-h she 
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Both mytwo oldest ones, they could speak; 
I had my grandmother here. 
She [daughter] remembered her words, 
Even though she got mani.ed 
That faded away 
Because of this white language, yeah. 

We were just so deprived 
Of speaking our language. 
We got so used of it. 
That's how come our younger generations 
Don't know how to speak Halq'emeylem; 
It's very few words that they know. 
My grandson here, 
He can speak a few words. 
Sometimes we challenge each other. 
He used to go to school in Seabird too. 
We used to go in there, 
Shirley Norris and I, working up there, 
Going from classroom to classroom. 

The little ones, eh? 
They catch up real easy, 
And everyone can tell you 
Their father and mother's name, 
Where they corned from, 
Tell us how old they are, 
And who they are. 
Now, that's the little ones. 
We sit them around like that, 
They could speak Halq'emeylem, 
And that was really, really nice. 
But whatever happened, 
They laid me off. 
I never complain, 
Never ask questions either, 
I stayed home. 
Was '92, yeah, somewhere around there. 
Two, maybe three years. 
I just stayed home, 
Ca.use it's the way I am. 
When they tell me they don't need me, 
I don't ask them why or how come; 

many of them gone now. And though she 

really enjoyed her work there, she eventually 

got laid off without knowing why and didn't 

ask Nonetheless, the word was out that 

Y 6malot was available to help in any way she 

could, and soon was called to work with S t6:lo

Shxueli. "I've been there ever since," she says. 

This would have been during a time when 

Coqualeetza and S to:lo Nation split, and 

Coqualeetza and St6:lo Shxuelibecame

separated from each other's work in the 

language. 

After witnessing the demise of our language 

to a point of near extinction, Y6malot now 

bears witness to the emergence of a renewed 

interest by community members in learning 

our Halq'enifam1anguage. Her nieces and 

nephews are asking questions about the 

language, and "can speak more words than 

they ever spoke." S t6:lo Shxueli students are 

teaching Halq'eni;femfrom Langley to 
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When I came home, and I told them 
I could speak our language, 
If they needed me, I was available. 
But they never did call me; 
I wasn't going to just go in. 
I'm not that kind of a person 
That just pushes herself in. 

At Seabird, I worked with 
Amelia Douglas, Edna Bobb; 
Theyre both dead 
And Elizabeth Herrling, Shirley Norris 
Oulian) ... and Tillie Gutierrez. 
We were doing what they 
Are doing here now. 
We worked in one room. .. 
The cultural building. 
Jeff McNeil, yeah, he was the one 
That phoned me, asked me, 
"What are you doing?" he said 
I " thing " I says, no , says, 
1ust sitting around home." 
"Well, how would you like 
To come with the language, here?" 
"Oh h " I "Oka " I - , says, y, says. 
"I live alone, and I'm my own boss. 
So, how can I get there?" I said 
"I'll come and pick you up," he said 
That's when I got started up there, yeah. 

When I started with St6:lo Shxweli, 
They came and got me. 
Didn't tell me nothing; 
Just told me to go there. 
It was the early one, down Skowkale. 
I told Tessie, I says, 
"I'll help all I can, 
Won't hold nothing back 
I'll tell all what little I know." 
So, I've been there since, 
After Tessie told me, 
Straightened me out. 

Chehalis and elsewhere. And Y6malot's 

greatest rewards? "Every time I see there's 

[Halq' emeylem language] graduations 

... always feel like what we're doing, it's not 

lost, yeah." But despite the gains, Y6malot 

would really like to see more people become 

unafraid and unashamed to take a step toward 

learning Halq'emeylem. She provides 

encouragement to the young people, 

affirming to them that our language comes 

from the Great Spirit. Y6malot reaffirms the 

importance of the relationship between 

Halq' emeylem and our St6:lo identity. 

"Halq'emeylem is us," she says. 

Y6malot has seen the st'dxemeffect set in so 

strongly in her lifetime to a point where kids 

even today want to deny their Indian-ness. 

Knowing our language, our identity, who we 

are, where we come from can change the 

st'dxemeffect back to smM:lh, to where we can 

be proud to be Sto:lo, to be First Nations on 
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My nieces and nephews 
That never knew how to say words, 
And they speak it, 
Though they don't come to the classes. 
That's really good. 
When I get to the smoke house 
And sittin' around, 
They ask me questions, 
Really interested. 
They can speak more words 
Than they ever spoke. 

Some of our students is 
Teaching up that way, 
Right down towards Langley. 
I think that's just great. 
And even in Chehalis 
That never bothered before, 
Learnt the words too from over here, 
The ones that's teaching up Chehalis, yeah. 
They still come to me, get 
All kind of inf onnations from me, 
Take it back to Chehalis. 
Yeah, They still agoin'. 
There's a bunch of these Charlies up there, 
And very few Leons. 
I got some cousins there; 
They can speak the language. 
I don't know if they ever go and try
Help with the language. 
I never asked them if they do. 
I used to baby-sit them when 
Theywere tiny babies. 
They spoke then. 

Rewards? 
Every time I see there's graduations, 
[From Halq' emeylem language classes] 
I feel great, really great. 
I always think what we're doing, 
It's not lost, yeah. 
That's my greatest thanksgiving 

this land We are connected to this land, 

through our language, through our ancestors. 

"When other people hear you talking, they 

know where you come from," she says, and 

"I'm proud of my language, my ancestors. I 

want to keep up what theytaught us." And 

keeping it up is important for the children, 

"So they know who they are," says Y6malot. 

Y 6malot remembers the taunts of long ago, 

when her dad would become angry at being 

called "you bloodySiwash." But Y6malot 

doesn't get discouraged, even after all the 

st'axemeffect she has witnessed She remains 

strong in her convictions in the worth of our 

language and provides support and 

encouragement to all who are struggling to

learn even one word of Halq' emeylem. 

When Y6malot speaks in Halq' emeylem, she 

understands the meaning of words the way 

theywere designated within the cultural 

environment from which theywere created 
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For all of them graduating, 
That's when I'm happiest, 
Seeing them graduating, yeah. 

I really would like some of our students 
To speak.up, 
Don't be afraid of your nationality, 
Ashamed of your language, 
Speak up, and if you make a mistake, 
It's fine, because you're learning. 
Learn byyour mistakes; 
Don't be ashamed if you make a mistake. 

Ohhh, I do hope, really hope, hope to God 

She understands the cultural teachings 

irnbedded in the language. She discusses the 

root word, "mexw'' that denotes the 

interconnectedness of all things. "That one 

little word, "mexw," it means so much, "she 

says. The "mexw" is often applied to person 

or people, such as in Xwelmexw, the word for 

That our language would come back Indian or First Nations people. 
One of them came and asked, 
"How did we get this language?" 
I says, "You were born with it. . "Mestfyexw is people. Smestfyexw is spirit," 
People got different languages 
When Noah's Ark landed, says Y6malot. Applying how one creates a 
And the people started to build 
A tower to heaven. noun in Halq' emeylem, "mesnyexw'' is "to be 
The Great Spirit got angry, 
Tore down the tower, and a people," and by adding an "s" at the 
Gave everybody a different tongue." 
That's what I tell the ones when they ask, beginning, turns it into a noun. In this case, 
"How did we get our language?" 
We always had our language. that transformation to "smestfyexw," or 
Halq'emeylem is us. 
I tell my little grandchildren, "spirit," can be interpreted as being the 
"Don't be ashamed of who you are." 
Some of them was saying, essence of the person and is in effect the 
"We're not Indians." I say, 
"Do you think you look essence, or spirit, in all things. Y 6malot is 
Like them White people, up there?" 
They have no answer for that. entrenched strongly in her spiritual 
"Don't be ashamed of your language, 
Of who you are. We are the First Nations," I understanding. She says, "Without 
tell them. 

What I always say, 
"That's our identity, our language." 
When other people hear you talking, 

smestfyexw, I often think my spirit must get 

awfully tired luggin' me around sometimes." 
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They know where you come from. 
"Oh, she comes from that place. 
She comes from Upriver." 
That's how we identify ourselves. 
When you go up counoythere, 
And they hear us talking, 
Oh, they come from down 
1he lower mainland 
And up that way, they hear us talking, 
Oh, it's Stswelt talking, 
1hey come from Stswelt, 
That's the Douglas people. 
[Port Douglas Lillooet] 
I speak a little bit of their language too. 

I am proud of my language, my ancestors. 
I want to keep up what they taught us, 
All the things right and wrong, 
Different things in our language. 
We should teach our children too, 
The right word and the wrong word, 
So they know who they are, yeah. 
That's very important. 

Sometimes the white people are harsh. 
They called us Siwashes. 
I often wonder too, 
What does that mean? 
Went and got my dictionary, 
Going to look it up, 
Something else comes up. 
Still never found out 
What Siwash meant. 
Dad used to get really angry. 
"You bloody Siwash," somebody 
Told him that one time. 

Joanie, she comes out, 
"I learned a new word today," 
She'd holler it out. 
Like one of our ancestors, 
And he used to say, 
"Don't get discouraged of what you hear. 

Y6malot never fails to express her gratitude 

for the Oeator's gift of spirit and "for all 

things he has given us." 

Y 6malot easily explains nuances in 

Halq'emeylem words, such as in "Eyqwlha" 

and "Yu:wqwlha, " words associated with the 

term "beautiful" She provides examples for 

the use of Eyqwlha which refers the 

"goodness" of something denoted bythe root 

"Ey." "Eyqwlha te sqwelqwels, News is very 

good" The term Yu:wqwlha, however, refers 

more to a sense of "awe" about something. 

"Like, maybe you have a nice jacket, 

something nice, or you' re cooking and you 

show it. Somebody would say, Yu:wqwlha, 

and that's very nice, yeah," says Y 6malot. 

When she observes spiritual work being 

conducted in English, she observes, "The 

teachers talking English to them, theyre 

teaching English." In effect, she believes they 

are being taU2:ht English culture by way of the 
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You gonna remember one word 
In all the teachings, and just be happy 
You learned this one word 
You accomplished something, there," yeah. 

MlS�wmeans people. 
Sms�w, it's spirits. 
I told a few that "mxw' is one word 
It's a ending of s!hemxw, rain, 
And tenixwis the earth we walk on, 
And kwfrriexwis the word "root," 
Root of all things. 
And the s!hemxwis the rain, 
The water that we live off, 
And the X wmxwis the people, yeah. 
That one little word mxw, 
It means so much. 
KoJilemxw, he came and asked, 
When he took that name, 
Wanted to know what KoJilemxwmeans. 
Koyile is a container. 
You' re a container, 
You contain lots of things. 
And mxwis the tenixwyou walk on, 
And the kwfrriexwis the root of all things. 
And you wouldn't think so, 
But even the animals come from mxw. 
I 

, , says, -remxw.
Everything we eat off, 
Workon, 
Live on, 
It's all that, kwfrriexw. 
And that slhemxw, 
It 's the rain that comes down 
And waters everything we possess. 
Without that water, you cannot survive, 
I says, that to KoJilemxw, 

Met,.'lRE)tl? Yeah, well, 
That's what you grew off your mother, 
Growing, growing, growing. 
Without that, I don't know 
How you would have eaten, 

are being taught English culture by way of the 

language, . which cannot easily represent 

Halq'enijemways of understanding the world. 

Y 6malot shared privately with me a story 

about the meaning of a word that is used in a 

spiritual context. I am not at hberty to 

disclose the story though Y 6malot had not 

indicated at the time that it would be taboo to 

share more broadly. Later, when I met with 

her to ask about the appropriateness of 

sharing her story, she stated that it was a 

private story and others might not like it to be 

shared in this public way. 

Y6malot hopes our language will be revived 

"It's our future, great grandchildren coming, 

they shouldn't be lost." And Y6malot bears 

witness to her own great grandchildren who 

now speak to her in Halq'enijem She knows 

what it is like to feel lost, as she had felt a 

tremendous sense of loss during her 

experience in the residential school where 
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When you were growing. 
Oh, yeah. Mex� that's everything, eh? *
But that's in the beginning 
Of everything, there. 
That's the rrex� that's you're growing, means 

' 
. you re growmg. 

Yeah, right from the beginning. 
Words are not just words. 
That's just give to us bythe great spirit. 

Without sm:sti;ex� I often think 
1v1y spirit must get awfully tired 
Luggin' me around sometimes. 
Because it's what it is, our spirits, 
And our spirits leave our body, 
Then we're dead. 
That's our Creator's gift, things like that. 
I never go to sleep 
Without thanking the Great Spirit 
For all things he has given us. 
That's one thing I never do, 
Is go to sleep without thanking him. 
And that's the first thing I do 
In the morning, is thanking him 
For the new day, and thank him 
For looking after each one 
That is traveling to their destiny, 
Things like that, 
Watching the children, 
Watching the sick, 
Especiallythe helpless ones. 
That's one thing I never stop praying for, 
Thanking the Great Spirit for all that. 

Oh, yu.-uqalha,
That' s when you' re proud of something, yu.� 
Like, maybe you have a nice jacket, 
Something nice, or you're cooking 
And you show it. Somebody would say, 
Yu.-uqalha, and that's very nice, yeah. 

E')l[Wha, that's lots of different things too. 
E wu1ha. You could be saying, 

who she was as aHa/q_'emfjemspeakerwas 

disdained, and where she made a pact with 

herself to never, never, never forget her 

language. "I was going to be stubborn ... " 

says Y6malot. 

* Galloway(2002, p.c.) states that Yomelot's
intetpretation of the rrexw is a folk
etymology, not completely shared bythe
elders he worked with, or by linguists. MexUJ
he states, is not a separate word, nor is it the
same as mexw. The -rrexwend.ing means
"person, people" in most cases (i.e. xwrrex7i},
and, he states, no other dder reported it in
tinixwto him in thittyyears.
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It's very good, you did very good, 
Things like that, e;qwha,
It was very good you said it, 
Or he was very good telling us, 
t, ;qzdha te sque/quels, 
News is very good. 
And if somebody fed you, 
o E ;qzdha te s'dlhtels,
Oh this food was very good, yeah,
Things like that.
It means lots of different things.
Even if you're talking about
-what they created,
Oh, her work was verynice.

Halq' emeylem is very important to me, 
It's our future. 
Our great grandchildren coming, 
They shouldn't be lost. 
I hope this keeps up, on and on. 
Sometimes I talk to my little one, and say, 
"Oh, I hope you gonna teach this language." 
\Xlhen she comes in the door,
Sh "L, , "e goes, a-a'lfJ e;o. 
\Xlhen she was two years old 
She used to come in and say that. 
Now she comes in, 
"Ldw, I missed you Grandma." 
I'm her Great Grandma. 

In the smokehouse, now, 
Sometimes they call me to say something, 
Because they don't know how to say it. 
And lots of things theyre teaching 
Our teenagers, our young men, young girls, 
Even though in their twenties; 
But theyre still veryyoung. 
They don't know how to say this, 
Don't know how to say that, 
And they should know what they re doing. 
A long time ago, 30/ 40 years ago, 
\Xlhen one old ladywas still alive yet, 
They were teaching these new dancers. 
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And listening to them, 
I told this old lady, 
"X uelitetrqel, kw te mes," ("The teaching is in 
the English language anyway,") 
I says. 
"A "Sh "WW, my, e says, 
Tapped me on my knee, 
Looks at me and she started to laugh. 
She says, "It's true what you said, 
X 71£'it kwhe s�" she said 
"A long time ago, 
When they're teaching these young 
Dancers, theywere taught all our culture, 
What theyre not supposed to be doing, 
What they supposed to be doing. 
And it's a-all in English, 
No more Halq' emeylem words," 
I told this old lady. 
I was prettyyoung at that time. 
"The teachers talking English to them, 
Theyre teaching English," I said 
The old lady, she says, "Agh," she said, 
"It's true what you're saying. 
They do it in English way 
Instead of a Halq' emeylem way," yeah. 
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Chapter 8 

DESSERT OF WILD STRAWBERRIES 

I began this labour of love in 1998 to tell the story of St6:lo community's drive to revive our 

Halq' erneylem language despite predictions made for its extinction, to document what 

Halq' erneylem revival means to a community who believe that without our language we will 

cease to be a unique people. To answer this question, I examined the experiences of nine 

individuals involved in learning the language in order to transmit it to others. :My questions 

were aimed at finding out what Halq' emeylem renewal means in the context of their lives. 

More specifically, I set out to determine how specific events in the context of peoples' lives 

illustrate what is meant by: 

1. language is central to cultural identity
2. language enhances self-esteem and pride which promotes effective

social adjustment,
3. language expresses the worldview of its speakers

These promises, promulgated in the St6:lo Halq' emeylem language mission statement, indeed, 

have shown to be manifest in the lives of the Halq'emeylem revivalists as illustrated in their 

"poetic monologues." The story of what happened to Halq'emeylem, and to all Aboriginal 

languages, is a story all Canadians need to know and understand in order to support our efforts 

morally and financially to revitalize them and to celebrate bringing the gifts inherent in our 

languages home to the people, and to all Canadians so we can all bask in the splendour of their 

beauty. 
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1he co-researchers' stories in this study have shown how strongly they feel about learning the 

language, how it transformed their lives from st'dxem, not knowing who they were as St6:lo 

people, to smM:lh, growing in knowing their St6:lo identity and worldview through language 

revitalization. Their stories have shown how the Halq'emeylem revivalists bravely transcended 

their fears, anxieties and insecurities associated with the language work. 1heir stories have 

illustrated their intense commitment, sacrifice, and tremendous personal effort to learn and 

teach Halq'emeylem, to use it in their daily lives, and to transmit it to the next generations. 

1hey have shown a deep reverence and spiritual understanding of the precious Halq'emeylem 

knowledge over which they have become stewards. 

1hough each of the co-researchers' experiences with the language are unique, our collective 

experiences as St6:lo people reflect a holographic qualitywhere the whole is reflected in all the 

parts. Historical developments, such as Canada's assimilation aim, and the demise of our 

language and cultural traditions, are reflected similarly in each co-researcher's story. I coined 

the term "st'axem effect," to refer to the effect on St6:lo people when we do not know our 

history, do not know our culture; and how the st'axem effect hurts our sense of identity. 

"Becoming smela:lh" refers to reconnecting with our history, language, and culture to rebuild 

a strong sense of identity in being St6:lo, "becoming worthy." 

1he "poetic monologues" reveal how reconnecting with our Halq'emeylem language through 

the various means illustrated can serve to bring healing to our community, to bring pride in 

our identity, strengthening what it means to be St6:lo , to be "people of the River." For a long 

time we did not know how it was, or why, that even though our skins were brown, and we 
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were called "Indian," we spoke "thatwhite language (Y6malot)." Even "white" people had no 

idea of what had happened to us. They would ask, "Do you speak your language (Koyalem6t, 

Xwelixwiya)?" The situation was confusing for everyone. In this way, the hurt of one people 

hurt all the people. We are coming out of a dark era, acknowledging and facing what 

happened to our language and culture, and our rightful St6:lo identity is resurfacing. As 

Xwelixwiya states, "It just has to burst through!" 

The elders have watched the world of Halq'emeylem diminish swiftly before their very eyes, 

swiftly slipping away to be replaced by English. Of all the participants, the elders, who have 

once seen the language flourish, are the most skeptical that it will become fully revived again. 

Siyamiyateliyot has been involved in the work of Halq' emeylem renewal for thirty years and 

has witnessed only a few people become moderately fluent speakers of Halq' emeylern. That 

unfortunate fact is fair grounds for skepticism. Siyamiyateliyot and Y6malot have seen people 

struggle with uttering even a few words and phrases in Halq' emeylern. Nonetheless, they never 

fail to give themselves to the work of Halq' emeylem reviva4 they never give up. 

We can be grateful to Y6malot and Siyamiyateliyot who shared their experiences of how they 

managed to "put it [Halq' emeylem] away (Siyamiyateliyot)," despite the residential schools' aim 

to make them forget Halq'emeylem, and to forget that they were Xwelmexw. Because of their 

tenacity, their "stubbornness (Y6malot)," we have been able to arrive at the level of 

development in Halq' emeylem revival we are at today. The elders were detennined to keep 

Halq'emeylem alive inside their minds and hearts, while it swiftly slipped away all around them 

We raise our hands in thanks and respect to them for their great feat. \Vhen Halq' emeylem 
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revival began in the early '70s and beyond, the elders stepped forward and dedicated their lives 

relentlessly and unconditionally to this important effort. Their love for the language and the 

people shines through in their work and in the words they shared. 

The elders are the main source of inspiration for the Halq' emeylem revivalists who are picking 

up the language, to "put it away in their own minds and hearts for future generations to 

come. The new Halq'emeylem revivalists, all who are learning Halq'emeylem and transmitting 

what they know to others, look to the elders for solace when the cause seems unattainable, or 

difficult. They are ever inspired at how the elders never quit though difficulties may arise. 

These few elders who remain who are fluent in Halq' emeylem will be gone one day soon. This 

knowledge strikes fear in the hearts of the ones charged with canying the language forward. 

The Halq' emeylem revivalists will then be on their own. They are the ones who will bear 

responsibility for taking the breath of our language from the remaining fluent elders and 

breathing it into the young ones coming up. This realization saddens the hearts of those who 

have gained so much from the elders, who yet feel like babies, worried whether they can stand 

alone without the support of the fluent elders. It is they who must now stand up and support 

the legacy of the elders and ancestors, though at this time they may feel wobbly in the knees. 

"It's a race against time," says Tfr'elem Spa:th, who is learning what he can of the language in 

anyway shape or form. Nonetheless, the spirits of our ancestors and elders will carry on in the 

Halq' emeylem revivalists through work conducted over the past thirty years to preseive the 

voices of our ancestors on tapes and CDs, now available in the St6:lo Nation Archives. 
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1he Junior Elders, baby boomers, are the warriors, promoters, supporters, champions of the 

language work They have lived long enough to be wise, and to direct that wisdom to work for 

the common good 1he younger Halq' em.eylem teachers look to them for their leadership and 

experience. 1hey may not have the benefit of gaining full fluency in the language for 

themselves in their lifetime, but they will be good role models and show the younger ones that 

it is worth their time and effort to learn Halq' em.eylem and to be proud of it. 1hey will make 

eveiy effort to learn what they can, especially if the recordings of the elders made 1970-2002 

can be made transformed into more accessible learning tools. In many ways, they have come 

to terms with the hurts of the st'axem effect. 1hey can be patient with the time it takes to 

remember and honour the legacy of language and culture passed on by the elders and 

ancestors before them. 

1he Parents with children at home are the most hopeful for a future that will include 

Halq' em.eylem being spoken by their children and grandchildren. 1hese are the ones who will 

be carrying the responsibility for the revival of intergenerational transmission of Halq' em.eylem 

as they teach their children in the natural settings of their homes. 1hey are bursting through 

the old st' axem stereotypes with a passion, so their children and grandchildren will know who 

they are as St6:lo people, as people of S'61h Temexw. 

As each Halq'em.eylem revivalist grows in the language, it creates a ripple effect of first an 

acknowledgement that our language is worth speaking, then aniving at a place of being able to 

put those first words on our tongues, and healing our sense of who we are as St6:lo people. 

1he first seeds were planted during the earlier Skulkayn Heritage Project days when elders and 
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other community members determined that something needed to be done to document and 

preserve the language. Halq' emeylem "burst through" the hard seed with the work of the 

C.Oqualeetza elders, and with the help of linguist, Brent Galloway, who continues his work in 

the revival effort today. Some of the seeds began to bloom with the establishment of the early 

Skowkale Halq' emeylem Language Immersion Program. The only requirement of the 

participants was that they have a desire to learn the language to become teachers of the 

language. Some twenty people stepped forward to "hold up" the language legacy left from the 

elders and ancestors, to "put it away' in their minds, and cany it forward to future generations. 

The Skowkale Immersion project spawned four Halq' emeylem levels for community members, 

and more seeds were planted. The Skowkale Immersion Prog-ram developed into the St6:16 

Shxweli Halq' emeylem Language Program which houses the community Halq' emeylem levels, 

and expanded to offer further training for Halq'emeylem revivalists. The effort experienced 

growing pains; they were breaking new ground with each new initiative. However all of their 

efforts came together, and the people established "a movement afoot (Tfr'elem Spa:th)" "to 

pick it [Halq'emeylem] up," to "hold it up again (Tyrone)." 

The language, embedded in the collective memory of St6:16 people, feels natural to them. "It 

seems natural today (Tyrone,)," "it wasn't anything different; it was just the way mom said 

things (Epele�." Even a few words and phrases heard in times gone by was enough to give 

some people a strong sense of the language and its sounds. "What little was spoken, was 

remembered as being spoken with a great deal of pride, "when they talk, they strut," says 

Xwelfxwiya. 1his little bit of language shone through the st'axem effect in some cases, 
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planting a seed of St6:lo identity that with a little nourishment and enlightenment, grew into 

the Halq' emeylem revivalist movement we see today. 

The challenges of Halq' emeylem revival are many, but not so insurmountable that they cannot 

be overcome, and the learning cUIVe is great. It is difficult to learn a language when there are 

so few people in the entire world one can talk to, and when there are so few easily accessible 

text and audio-visual resources upon which to draw. The wmk needs to be concentrated with 

much sacrifice from the ones who take it on. It's a noble and honourable effort and often not 

greatly appreciated by others outside the work It will not be fully appreciated until 

Halq'emeylem revival comes to full fruition. Everyone will be able to see and appreciate the 

beauty, power and wonder of the rich heritage embedded in our Halq' emeylem language. 

More people will begin to understand and appreciate the work and sacrifice of the 

Halq'emeylem revivalists, and the revivalists can feel full satisfaction with themselves for the 

legacy they are carrying forward for the elders and ancestors. 

The fluent speaking elders can appreciate deeply how our St6:lo culture and worldview is 

embedded in our Halq'emeylem language. This knowledge is being passed on to the rest of us 

today, how our land, language and selves are inextricably interrelated, how spirit permeates 

everything and how these concepts are expressed best in our Halq' emeylem language. When 

we begin to understand these precious gifts, our hearts soar, our emotions are stirred, and we 

feel the healing of coming to know ourselves as St6:lo people, River people, as Xwelmexw. 

We become knowledgeable in how to express our love and affection for our people and for 

Riverways, through our songs and prayers in Halq' emeylem. We come to learn that respect is 
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the fundamental philosophical value that ties all things into one interrelated creauon. 

Halq' emeylem is being spoken today in this Riverworldview. People are introducing 

themselves using Halq' emeylem names, talking about their histmy, saying who they are related 

to, where they are from. Events are being opened with prayers said in Halq' emeylern; 

Halq'emeylem is used during traditional ceremonies. People in S'6lh Temexw are addressing 

each other informally when they meet, and speak what they know to each other. 

We have gained immensely in our understanding of how our culture is embedded in the 

language, yet we know that a tremendous amount has been lost, so much so that some fear 

that in learning to speak our language, "instead of being unique St6:lo people, we'll be people 

who speak Halq'emeylem (Tyrone)." Yes, with what was lost, we will indeed "lose a part of 

our identity (Tyrone)." But, on the other hand, it is not all lost, and we will surely have 

captured the important essences of meaning in our language. We need to come to terms with 

managing our ancient, yet persistent language, in a contemporary context, in a context where 

settler languages have prominence over ours, and in a context of global communication where 

endangered languages draw little, if any, attention. Maybe our language will evolve into a kind 

of "Halq'emeylish" as Katelila descnbes the prospect, and she is perfectly comfortable w ith the 

idea. Languages do mesh, but this does not mean that they must necessarily lose their 

umqueness. 

1he new speakers and teachers of Halq' emeylem are sometimes criticized for not speaking the 

language correctly, or for pronouncing words incorrectly. Again, it must be remembered that 

we are Halq'emeylem babies at this stage. 1he Halq'emeylem revivalists understand fully their 
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limitations with the language. Further, it must also be remembered that languages evolve. 

English today, for example is not spoken the way it was 100 years ago. We have new 

tenninology, new slang, and so on. What was considered incorrect speaking at one time is 

now considered acceptable in certain circumstances, or is defined as a common usage in 

conternpor.uy times, i.e. "ain't." We cannot say that "ain't" ain't in the dictionary anymore 

(chuckle). Bringing new contemporary terminology to the Halq'emeylem language will be 

challenging for the Halq' emeylem revivalists. Though challenging, it is not necessarily so that 

these changes will diminish the uniqueness of Halq'emeylem in anyway. Our ancestors were 

creative in developing our language; we too can be creative. 

Some of the challenges to Halq' emeylem renewal refer to the new technological terms that are 

being created at a fast pace in our contemporary times. And though we might bemoan the ills 

of modem technology, it is modem technology that may be a boon to Halq' emeylem 

revitalization. We can now digitize the elders' words for posterity. We can listen repeatedly to

the same words and phrases over and over, we can jump around from one word or phrase to 

another easily on a 0) ROM.224 We can even see animated images that show us how our 

physiology works when we make certain sounds.22
5 We can make learning Halq'emeylem fun

with games on 0) ROM226 These kinds of resources have been developed. We can put 

Halq' emeylem on the web to create greater accessibility of the language.227 "We got

224 Seabird Island Community-School (2001). Ch616le. An interactive m ROM 

225 St6:lo Nati.on. (2001). Halq'emeylem Sounds. An interactive Cl) ROM developed by the St6:lo ShxweH Halq'emeylem 
Language Program. Illustrated by Catherine Burton, Programmed by Jason Forseth. 

226 St6:lo Nati.on. (2000). Spirit of the Sto:Io. Interactive ill ROM designed and developed by Strang Burton. 

227 Gerdts and Compton (2002) Native Peoples, Plants & Animals: Halkomelem. www.sfu.ca/halk-ethnobiology. 
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technology, so why can't we use those on-line," says Katellia, "So eveiy day I check my 

hotmail, I'm doing Halq'emeylem, signed "te' si� your friend" We can use the technology 

that our children are becoming ever more expert at using; we can involve children in 

developing technological resources. And it is ultimately the children, their future children, and 

their children's children, that we remember when we make the sacrifices that we do today, 

remembering the sacrifices and challenges our elders and ancestors had to make. 

Not too long ago, fluent elders were placed with young children and youth in the schools to 

teach them Halq' emeylem. Though the children's parents did not have the language to 

reinforce it at home, the language the children learned will have remained protected in the 

seeds that were planted, to emerge at a later time when their interest in Halq' emeylem grows. 

The young ones at the time, exposed as theywere to Halq' emeylem, will have established some 

familiarity with the sounds, words and phrases in Halq' emeylem that will help them along 

when they later become "hungiy for the language." The efforts were not in vain; though an 

intergenerational gap in language transmission needed to be addressed 

As a result of all the past work and sacrifice, Halq'emeylem is being taught to children on 

many fronts - in two Kindergarten classrooms in the Chilliwack School district; in Headstart 

programs; at Skwah, l\1atsqui, Sumas, and Chawathil Bands; and at Seabird Island and Chehalis 

Schools. Most importantly, we can see that Halq' emeylem is being transmitted from parent to 

child in the natural setting of the home. 

I tRttdJ � mm kids. Sorretim:s they're not g:xxi. I rrmn like I said them 'E mfrJhaJ 

E rret! I umld tell them Sit dmm Kate!ila 
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"When we first want to learn Halq' erneylem, we usually want to learn it for our own sake, to 

connect for ourselves a sense of who we are, to become healed and whole as St6:16 people, as 

Xwelmexw, as People of the River. 1he greatest reward for Halq'erneylem revivalists is to see 

the fruits of their labour expressed in the children, who are echoing the legacy of our ancestors 

as they speak, pray and sing in Halq' erneylem. 

Conclusion and /implications 

As a St6:16 researcher my ruminations throughout the study were based on my personal 

experience of trying to understand the phenomenon of what happened to our language, and 

grew into a passion to delve ever more deeply into understanding what Halq' emeylem means 

to St6:16 people. My own experiences mirror those of the co-researchers in mystudywho also 

wrestled with ambivalence over the issue of identity. "What did it mean to be "Indian?" We 

did not know any "Indian" language, or stories, or traditional ceremonies. At least, that was 

the case for most of us for a period of time. Many of our people today continue to struggle 

with these questions. We discovered we are St6:16, that our language is Halq'emeylem, and 

that there is a rich and powerful heritage attached to being St6:16. With this knowledge, we 

finally came home to the River, to the St6:lo, and realized that we and the River are one 

identity. Our language tells us so. 

We have gained a brief glimpse of our Riverworldview and begin to feel intimately connected 

to who we are as St6:lo people, People of the River. By reconnecting with our language and 

culture, we can re-create Riverworldview into its meaning for us in a contemporary context. 
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We need our X uilmfxuqel and S�w�wyim to be made visible to our collective consciousness 

once again, to be learned by all our community members, and incorporated in all our 

educational learning environments. 1he young children especially need to learn the beauty and 

wonder reflected in our language and culture, because they are the ones who will cany this 

legacy of our ancestors fmward for the benefit of future generations. Everyone can share our 

pride and connection with S'6lh Temexw in this Riveiworldview way, appreciating the St6:lo 's 

contnbution to the "full creative capacities of the human mind.228
" 

An aesthetic approach in this study was useful for examining the St6:16 's Riveiworldview 

illuminated in the St6:lo Halq'emeylem aesthetic, a culmination of thousands upon thousands 

of years of invention, innovation and creativity reflected in the language. 1he implications of 

Halq'emeylem revitalization is that the legacy of invention and creativity of a St6:lo aesthetic 

can continue on into the future. Kennys aesthetics was useful for framing the co-researchers' 

role in their efforts to revive Halq' emeylem to achieve wholeness of identity for themselves as 

individuals, continuing the legacy of interconnectedness and interrelationship with S'6lh 

Temexw. Once again, as in the holographic quality descnbed earlier, achieving a sense of 

wholeness for the individual St6:16 means achieving wholeness for a St6:16 people and 

resurfacing the legacy of a whole Riverworldview aesthetic. 

1he elders have shown us how our identity is interrelated with the land 1he chapter "S'6lh 

Temexw" explores this topic in depth. The elders have shown us eloquently how our identity, 

culture and land are embedded in the language. The chapter "Singing the Robin's Song" 

228 Mithun, p. 189. 
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explores how St6:lo worldview, River Culture, is expressed in our beautiful Halq'emeylem 

language. The elders' teachings and the Halq'emeylem revivalists' stories illustrate how our 

language tells us about our relationship to the land, to each other, and to spirit in a 

contemporaty context. Understanding the St6:lo people's Riveiworldview of undeniable 

interconnectedness and interrelationship with the land expressed in Halq' emeylem is critical to 

negotiating Aboriginal Rights and Land daims, to reclaiming S'6lh Temexw and all that it 

represents. 

Let's now review Bauman's classification that illustrated how Halq'emeylem is verging on 

obsolescence. Only a few elder adu/,ts speak the /an;!f(afF fotentl:y. Yes, this is true for Halq' emeylem, 

and the few elders we have are dedicated, committed and contnbute tirelessly to the revival 

effort. The langµafF is na taurj}t to <.hildren m the horn!. No, we cannot say this is completely true 

anymore. The most important factor in making Halq'emeylem a functional living language is 

transmission of the language from parent to child in the home. The Halq' emeylem revivalist 

parents are making this happen. A growing number of adults are learning Halq' emeylem 

through the community program and many of those people are teaching their children and/ or 

grandchildren. Parents and children in the Headstart Program are learning the language. 

Children who are learning the language are forcing learning on adult family members who 

need to understand what they are saying. The nwrb!r if fluent speakers clet:Jin5 as the pq,ulatiaz 

irvruses. Yes, this is true at this time; however, increasing numbers of new speakers are now 

working to become higJly fluent in Halq' emeylem through the Intensive Halq' emeylem 

Language Fluency Program. Students in this program dedicate five hours a day five days a 
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week to learning Halq' emeylem to become fluent. E ng/ish is the preferred lar,gua� in rmt situatims.

Yes, English continues to be the language of use in most situations; however, "preferred" 

might not be the right term here. Many St6:lo youth would choose Halq' emeylem over any 

other language as their second language requirement in school. With greater opportunities to 

learn and use the language, Halq'emeylem will be the preferred language of use for many 

people. There are rrinimt1 literacy skills (reading and wi1ir'1} arrvrrt,fluent speakers. Yes, this is true. 

We have few fluent speakers who are also literate in Halq'emeylem; however, the movement 

toward creating highly fluent speakers includes literacy skills, and use of modem technology. 

Participants in the Halq' emeylem linguistics classes, offered through the SFU and Secwepemc 

G.utural Education Society, gain intricate lmowledge in the analysis and structure of 

Halq' emeylem; they learn how to read and write in the language. 

1his study concludes that Halq' emeylem is a viable part of modem Indigenous lifestyles. The 

Halq'emeylem revivalists are making it happen, as they work diligently and tirelessly at 

reversing the trend toward its extinction. During the relatively short period of time since the 

Skulkayn Heritage Project was established thirty years ago, St6:lo people have persisted against 

all odds to develop a multi-dimensional Halq' emeylem revival movement to "hdd rur lar,gua� 

Iii;." St6:lo people are speaking Halq'emeylem throughout S'6lh Temexw, echoing the spirit 

of our ancestors, echoing the spirit of the River, the St6:lo. The Halq' emeylem revivalists' 

stories have shown us that learning our Halq' emeylem language reconnects us with our 

Riverworldview aesthetic, restoring us to wholeness as St6:lo, people of the River. Yu.� 
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1he implications of the fledgling Halq' emeylem revival effort are that much work still needs to 

be done to revive our language, and that we need the means to keep the momentum going do 

it. We need to escalate the work of recording our elders speaking onto audio and video media, 

so that future generations can enjoy the full benefit of experiencing our language in its purest 

form. 1he existing audio taped resources need to be transformed into accessible learning 

resources available to all St6:16 community members. Halq'erneylem needs to be taught in all 

the schools on our traditional St6:16 territory, and resourced with vibrant, engaging curriculum 

materials utilizing the best language learning practices known. Halq' emeylem on St6:16 

territory requires the same attention and recognition as French, and considered equal to 

English and French as an official language, and equally financially supported in the school 

system. We need to hold the Halq' emeylem revivalists in high esteem by ensuring that they are 

provided with the best language training available and are supported generously to allow them 

the freedom to pursue the highest levels of Halq' emeylem fluency possible. Greater numbers 

of highly fluent speakers will enable the possibility of establishing language nests similar to the 

Maori in Aotearoa. Highly fluent speakers with high quality training in language teaching will 

enable the possibility of establishing Halq'erneylem immersion schools such as the Chief 

Atahm School More importantly, we need adequate resources to mobilize programs to raise 

the consciousness of every St6:16 man, woman and child, of the benefits of learning 

Halq' erneylem, and of how it can restore wholeness to our identity and self-esteem as St6:16 

people. 
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Our Halq' emeylem revival efforts need to be financed comprehensively and continuously 

until we anive at functional fluency in our communities. It is our Aboriginal right to speak 

Halq' emeylem, a right that was taken away from us through Canadian legislation and policy for 

which our leaders must seek redress through treaty negotiations. The Canadian government 

has a moral responsibility to justly compensate the loss of our language by financing it until it 

is revived to our satisfaction and can be maintained for the benefit of future generations. Our 

leaders could benefit by being trained in Halq' emeylem in order to gain a deep understanding 

of how our language identifies us as the people of S'6lh Temexw, and to understand how 

thousands of years of living in a harnvny wth relationship with the land is evident in the waywe 

name our places, sacred sites and the flora and fauna. Our Halq' emeylem language was borne 

of the land; this knowledge serves to strengthen our land claims, our claims to S'6lh Temexw. 

By learning Halq' emeylem and its intricacies, our leaders will be able to advocate for what we 

need to maintain our unique St6:lo identity embedded in our Halq' emeylem Riverworldview 

aesthetic. By reviving our Halq' emeylem language, we serve to strengthen the individual 

St6:lo, our families and communities, and society in general. A.-jexw te St:6:lo S hxweli
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Gwen Point, Education Manager 
Sto: lo Nation 
5 - 7201 Vedder Rd. 
P.O. Box 280 
Sardis B.C. V2R 1A7 
Phone: (604) 858-0662 
Fax: (604) 858-7692 

Dear Gwen, 

February 10, 1998 

I am pursuing doctoral studies under special arrangements with Simon Fraser 
University. My proposed topic of research is "Sto:lo Halq'emeylem Language 
Renewal." I was inspired to pursue my topic while participating in the Linguistics 
course with the students from the Sto: lo Shxweli Program. I was deeply impressed and 
touched by the dedication of all the people involved in working toward reviving our 
language. In the Anthropology course that Gordon Mohs is teaching, and I am 
participating in it as well, students expressed how important learning the language has 
been in their lives. I have read about why it is important to revive our language, about 
what can result from the effort (i.e. increased self-esteem, connection to culture) and 
about what we can do to revive an "endangered" language such as Halq'emeylem. I 
then thought how useful it would be to know what the Sto:lo Halq'emeylem language 
means in the context of Sto:lo peoples' lives today, which has become the main 
research question I want to pursue. 

I am thrilled to be a part of this community phenomenon and excited about the 
prospect of pursuing research on the topic I have chosen. I am proposing to use a 
research method called "portraiture" which combines rigorous empirical considerations 
with aesthetic expression, and is intended to be accessible to broader audiences than 
just academy. I want to write a document that community members will want to read. 
I had the wonderful opportunity of taking a course from Harvard Professor Sara 
Lawrence-Lightfoot who developed the "portraiture" method. 

I have just recently submitted my proposal to conduct doctoral work with SFU 
under Special Arrangements, an arrangement which will allow me some flexibility 
regarding course work and the such. I already completed two years of doctoral level 
work at Harvard University. Working with SFU will be more convenient for me, and I 
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believe there is more sensitization to what I want to do among the faculty considering 
Secwepemc•s (SCES) affiliation and Shxweli's affiliation as well. In addition, Dr. Jo
ann Archibald who is a graduate alum from SFU has agreed to be on my supervisory 
committee. 

I understand that you are the person to contact in terms of getting permission to 
conduct my research. Please advise me as to what I need to do. I will be in Chilliwack 
every Friday taking two courses this term, and you can call me at my work number, 
(604) 822-8942, or email me at egardner@unixg.ubc.ca, or fax me at: (604) 822-
8944. I Look forward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience.

Respectfully, 

Ethel Gardner 
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Research Proiect 

"Without Our Language, We Will Cease to Exist as a Unique People" 
STO:LO HALQ'EMEYLEM LANGUAGE RENEW AL, 

In my study, I want to focus on the Sto:lo people of Coqualeetza and Shxweli who are 

dedicated to reviving the Sto:lo Halq'emeylem language, and those Sto:lo people associated 

with and affected by these initiatives. 

My main research question is 

• What does language renewal mean in the context of the peoples' lives whose
language is being renewed? in this case, to the Sto:lo community.

The purpose of my proposed research is to tell the story of a community's drive to revive 

their language despite predictions for its extinction, to document what this effort means to a 

community of people who believe that without the language they will cease to be a unique 

people, and finally, to illustrate how this revival effort directly affects peoples' lives. I want 

to explore how specific events in the context of peoples lives illustrate what is meant by 

language is central to cultural identity ... 
language enhances self-esteem and pride which promotes effective 

social adjustment ... , and 
language expresses the world view of its speakers 

(Siyamtelot, 1988:2). 

As such, I hope to reveal in what ways the language delivers the promises promulgated 

in the Sto:lo Halq'emeylem Language mission statement. 

is 
Methods. The research method that I will use is called "Ponraiture," a method which 

designed .to capture the richness, complexity, and dimensionality of human experience 
in social and cultural context, conveying the perspectives of the people who are 
negotiating those experiences. The portraits are shaped through dialogue between the 
portraitist and the subject, each one participating in the drawing of the image. The 
encounter between the two is rich with meaning and resonance and is crucial to the 
success and authenticity of the rendered piece (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997: 3). 
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St6:lo Nation Research Registry Purpose and Procedures 

ABORIGINAL RIGHTS AND TITLE 

Purpose 

The purpose of the research registry is to ensure that St6:l6 history and culture 
are interpreted accurately and respectfully. All outside researchers pursuing 
projects which may involve St6:l6 Nation staff advice and/or participation 
should be registered. Researchers who plan to involve St6:l6 community 
members should also register their research proposals with St6:lo Nation so 
that we can provide guidance to ensure that interviews are conducted in an 
appropriate manner, and to appraise community members of the nature of the 
project. 

Application Procedures 

1. Upon request, the Archivist in the Aboriginal Rights and Title Department
(AR& T) will send the applicant(s) the St6:l6 Nation Research Registry
Application forms. Completed forms should be returned to the Archivist along
with a cheque or money order for $20 (individuals) or $100 (companies and
organizations) to cover processing costs. There are no fees for St6:l6
community members.

All applications and fees should be sent to: 

David Smith 
St6:l6 Nation 
Bldg. #1 - 7201 Vedder Road 
Chilliwack, B.C. V2R 4G5 

2. The Archivist will ensure that at a minimum of three appropriate staff
members are asked to review the request and to complete a Research
Registry Review form within two weeks. Titles of Research Registry topics will
be posted on a regular basis in the event that other staff members wish to
participate in the review process.

3. These reviews will then be forwarded to the appropriate Executive Director for a
decision on whether or not St6:l6 Nation wishes to be officially involved in
the project.

St6:lo Nation Research Registry Procedures 
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4. The Executive Director will send a letter to the researcher(s} indicating whether
or not their proposal has been approved.

5. At the discretion of the Executive Director, a teleconference or meeting may be
arranged between the researcher(s) and the Executive Director and/or the
reviewers.

6. A copy of the researcher's final report should be submitted to the Sto:lo Nation
Archives upon completion.

For further information please contact the Archivist, AR&T. 

St6:lo Nation Research Registry Procedures 
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St6:lo Nation Archives: Oral Interview Consent and Release Form 

Ace.No: 
-----------

TITLE OF INTERVIEW OR ACCESSION: 
----------------

I __________________ hereby consent to the recording of 
an interview of myself. I agree that this interview may be kept on magnetic tape, 
transcribed, printed, and/or published by St6:lo Nation or its agents. 

I understand that this interview will be kept by the St6:lo Nation Archives and will be 
used in accordance with the policies and principles of the St6:lo Nation Heritage and 
Archives policies. Any conditions on the use of this material are described below. 

Conditions: 

None 

I would like a cassette tape copy of the interview and I reserve the right to correct or 
add material to the interview within two months of my receiving the copied recording. 

_Other (describe): ______________________ _ 

Signed: _____________ _ Date: 
----------

Interviewer: Date: 
------------ ----------

Archivist: Date: 
------------- ----------

Date(s) of interview(s): ______________________ _ 
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SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY 

OFFICE OF VICE-PRESIDENT, RESEARCH 

Ms. Ethel B. Gardner 
322-7694 Evans Road
Chilliwack, B.C.
V .;,./4- � w � 

Dear Ms. Gardner: 

I 
November 6, 2000 

BURNABY, BRITISH COLUMBIA 
CANADA VSA 1S6 
Telephone: (604) 291-4370 
FAX: (604) 291-4860 

Re: "Without Our Language, We will Cease to Exist as a Unique People:" 
Sto:lo Halq' emeylem Language Renewal 

I am pleased to inform you that the above referenced Request for Ethical Approval of 
Research has been approved on behalf of the University Research Ethics Review 
Committee. This approval is in effect for twenty-four months from the above date. 
Any changes in the procedures affecting interaction with human subjects should be 
reported to the University Research Ethics Review Committee. Significant changes will 
require the submission of a revised Request for Ethical Approval of Research. This 
approval is in effect only while you are a registered SFU student. 

Best wishes for success in this research. 

c: C. Kenny, Supervisor

/bjr 

Sincerely, 

lli?:;f;:j � 
University Research Ethics Review Committee 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT 

"Without Our Language, We Will Cease to Exist as a Unique People:" 

Contact: 

Sto:lo Halq'emeylem Language Renewal 

Ethel B. Gardner, Doctoral Candidate, Special Arrangements Program, 
Simon Fraser University 

Thank you for participating in an interview for the above entitled research. 

In this project, I aim to explore how the near extinct Halq'emeylem language manifests in 
the lives of St6:15 people today who are working to rebuild the Halq'emeylem language 
into a functional, living language once again. This fall 2000 I will be conducting 
interviews with participants, including elders, of the St6:15 Shxweli Halq'emeylem 
Language Program. The Sto:15 Shxweli Halq'emeylem Language Program is 
administered under the St6:lo Nation which represents 19 of the 24 St6:15 First Nations. 

My main question is ''What does the Halq'emeylem language mean in the context of St6:lo 
peoples' lives today?" The St6:lo Shxweli Halq'emeylem Language Program is working 
to revive Halq' emeylem despite projections for its extinction, and their efforts are 
significant in that they are creating a movement to reverse the direction toward language 
death at this critical stage. Through in-depth interviews, I will be asking participants 
about their experiences in this important work to bring to light how Halq' emeylem is used 
in the context of St6:lo peoples' everyday lives, how it is used in the community. More 
importantly, I want to investigate how the language identifies who we are in a 
contemporary cultural context, and how it reflects our worldview today. I also want to 
explore what inspires people to learn a language that is no longer a viable part of modern 
indigenous lifestyles. 

This research will use an aesthetic approach to writing up the analysis of data collected. 
Participants will have the opportunity to provide feedback on how the information they 
share is presented in the research project. This research is registered with the St6:lo 
Nation archives, and the completed research thesis will be provided to the participants as 
well as being submitted to the St6:15 archives which is available to all St6:lo people and to 
the public. 

You will be asked to complete consent forms. Be sure to read them carefully, as you will 
have the choice to have your name included in the study, or not. Some people like to have 
their names attached to their stories. Some prefer confidentiality. 

Once again, thank you for your participation. If you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to contact me at Home: (604) 824-5664 or Work: (604) 824-5216, email: 
ethel. gardner@stolonation.be. ca, or gardnet@home.com 
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RESEARCH INSTRUMENT 

"Without Our Language, We Will Cease to Exist as a Unique People:" 
Sto:lo Halq'emeylem Language Renewal 

The purpose of this interview is to explore how the Halq 'emeylem language is 
manifest in the cultural context of St6:lo peoples' contemporary lives. The following list 
of questions will be used to guide our conversation, beginning with exploring your earliest 
memories of exposure to Halq'emeylem, to how you arrived at wanting to learn and/or 
teach Halq'emeylem, and to a discussion of what Halq'emeylem speech events and 
opportunities mean in your life today. 

Guiding Questions for Sto:lo Shxweli participants 
1. When did you first become aware of the Halq'emeylem language? What are your

earliest memories ofHalq'emeylem? Was it spoken around you? In what kinds of
situations? What were your thoughts about the language then?

2. How did you arrive at wanting to learn Halq'emeylem? Why was it important? What
did you do? Why did you not learn Halq'emeylem earlier? What does knowing

Halq'emeylem do for you? Please describe the learning experience. Who taught you?
In what context? What means? How easy, or hard, was it to learn?

3. What is your level of Halq' emeylem fluency today? What opportunities do you have
to speak Halq'emeylem? When? With whom? Where? Why? Please describe these
speaking events in detail. How do you feel about speaking Halq 'emeylem in these
events? In your experience, how do people react to your speaking the language? How
do you feel about these reactions?

4. What are you doing to transmit the learning ofHalq'emeylem to others? Teaching?
In the home? In the community? At work? Please describe how this happens? What
are the reactions of people in these situations? How do you feel about what you are
doing in these situations?

5. What kind of resources do you have at your disposal to carry on the work? What do
you need?

6. What changes have you seen in language use in terms of your own personal use of it,
in terms of community use, use in your family, other?

7. In all of your experiences in the language work you are doing, what are your greatest
rewards? What are your greatest challenges? What motivates you to continue the
work despite the challenges?

8. Do you believe the Halq'emeylem language can become a functional, living language
once again? If yes, why? What do you think it will take? If no, why not, and why are
you doing the work today?

9. What is your understanding of the statement, "Language is central to cultural
identity?" Is this statement true for you? How is it true in your life today?

10. What is your understanding of the statement, "Language enhances self-esteem and
pride which promotes effective social adjustement?" Is this statement true for you?
How is it true for you in your life today?
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11. What is your understanding of the statement, "Language expresses the worldview of
its speakers?" Is this statement true for you? How is it true for you in your life today?

12. What advice would you give to people in other language communities whose language
is in danger of extinction?

13. As a result of this interview process, have you gained any new insights on what
Halq'emeylem means to you in your life today?

14. Is there anything I haven't asked that you feel is important to this discussion?
15. Is there anything you would like to add to what you have already said?

Guiding Questions for Elders 

l . Please describe your earliest memories of hearing and speaking Halq'emeylem.
2. When and in what kinds of situations did you find yourself hearing or speaking

Halq'emeylem throughout your lifetime?
3. What hindered or helped you to remember Halq'emeylem? What is your level of

fluency in Halq 'emeylem today?
4. What changes in Halq'emeylem have you observed throughout your lifetime? I.e.,

number of speakers, speech events, attitude toward the language among St6:lo, other.
5. When did you begin to share your knowledge ofHalq'emeylem so others could learn

it? What motivated you at those times? What were the successes, challenges?
6. How did you become involved in the St6:lo Shxweli Halq'emeylem Language

Program? Please describe your involvement in as much detail as you can.
7. Since you began work with St6:lo Sbxweli, what changes have you seen in

Halq 'emeylem language use in terms of your own personal use of it, in terms of
community use, use in your family, other?

8. In all of your experiences in the language work you are doing, what are your greatest
rewards? What are your greatest challenges? What motivates you to continue the
work despite the challenges?

9. Do you believe the Halq'emeylem language can become a functional, living language
once again? If yes, why? What do you think it will take? If no, why not, and why are
you doing the work today?

10. What is your understanding of the statement, ''Language is central to cultural
identity?" Is this statement true for you? How is it true in your life today?

11. What is your understanding of the statement, ''Language enhances self-esteem and
pride which promotes effective social adjustementt' Is this statement true for you?
How is it true for you in your life today?

12. What is your understanding of the statement, ''Language expresses the worldview of
its speakers?" Is this statement true for you? How is it true for you in your life today?

13. What advice would you give to people in other language communities whose language
is in danger of extinction?

14. As a result of this interview process, have you gained any new insights on what
Halq 'emeylem means to you in your life today?

15. Is there anything I haven't asked that you feel is important to this discussion?
16. Is there anything you would like to add to what you have already said?
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Simon Fraser University 
Special Arrangements Program 

Office of the Dean of Graduate Studies 

INFORMED CONSENT FOR RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS 

in 

"Without Our Language, We Will Cease to Exist as a Unique People:" 
St6:lii Halq'emeylem Language Renewal 

The University and the researcher conducting this project subscribe to the ethical 
conduct of research and to the protection at all times of the interests, comfort, and safety 
of subjects. This form and the information it contains are given to you for your own 
protection and full understanding of the procedures. Your signature on this form will 
indicate that you have received a document which describes the procedures, and potential 
benefits of this research project, that you have received an adequate opportunity to 
consider the information in the document, and that you voluntarily agree to participate in 
the project. 

Any information that is obtained during this study will be kept confidential to the 
full extent permitted by law. Knowledge of your identity is not required. However, you 
may choose to reveal your identity if you wish. If you wish your name to be withheld from 
the thesis and from any further publication of the thesis, please check option 1. If you wish 
to have your name included in the completed thesis, please check option 2. In addition, 
St6:lo Nation officially endorses this project as research that is meaningful to the St6:15 
people. You will be asked for your permission to have the data collected from your 
interview registered with the St6:15 Nation archives, with your instructions for 
accessibility of this material. 

You can stop the interview at any time and can refuse to answer any questions you 
may not wish to answer. You may also decline to discuss matters or issues that you, for 
one reason or another, might not want to discuss. 

You will not be required to write your name on any other identifying information 
on the research materials unless you wish to do so. Materials will be held in a secure 
location. It is possible that, as a result of legal action, the researcher may be required to 
divulge information obtained in the course of this research to a court or other legal body. 

Having been asked by Ethel B. Gardner of the Special Arrangements Doctoral 
Program at Simon Fraser University to participate in a research project, my signature on 
this document indicates that 

I have read the procedures specified in the document. 
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I understand the procedures to be used in this project and that the results of this 
project may bring some benefits to the St6:lo community. 

I understand that I may withdraw my participation in this project at any time. 

I also understand that I can contact Ethel B. Gardner, principal researcher, with 
questions or queries about the project. I can reach her at Home: (604)824-5664, 
Work, (604) 824-5216, email: ethel.gardner@stolonation.bc.ca, or 
gardnet@home.com. 

I may register any complaint I might have about the project with Jonathan C. 
Driver, Dean of Graduate Studies, Simon Fraser University, 8888 University 
Drive, Burnaby, British Columbia, VSA 1S6. 

I understand that I will have an opportunity to give feedback to Ethel B. Gardner 
on the portion of the research to which my interview contributes, and on other 
aspects of the research project as well, and that I will receive a copy of the finished 
research product. 

I agree to participate in an interview as described in the document referred to 
above, during the Fall 2000 at a place agreeable to both myself and the principal 
researcher, Ethel B. Gardner. 

Name(print) ________________________ _ 

Address 
----------------------------

Please Check one: 

1. Confidentiality required ................. O 

2. Confidentiality not required ............ 0 

I agree to release interview data to St6:lo Nation Archives 
YesO or . NoO 

If yes, with the following conditions for accessibility 

Interviewee Witness 
------------ -------------

signature signature 

Date 
----------

----
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November 13, 2001 

Law Tel Si:ya:ye, 

ETHEL GARDNER 

603-125 West Keith Road
North Vancouver, B.C. V7M 1L2 

Tel: (604) 924-5336 
Email: gardnct@homc.com 

Greetings everyone! At long last, I am sending you an audio and print copy of the 
time we shared together talking about your experiences in Halq'emeylem language 
renewal. I am also sending you the description of the research project and interview 
guide. Your consent form is also included. 

You will see how I presented what you shared with me, alongside of my 
commentary on what you said. Your participation has contributed significantly to 
understanding a small part of how a person's work in Halq'emeylem language renewal 
affects ones life and the lives of others in tremendously positive, and sometimes 
challenging, ways. 

In particular, what people shared regarding Halq'emeylem renewal efforts 
validates what the elders have said about how our language identifies who we are, how it 
reflects our worldview and that bringing it into the forefront in our lives increases our self 
esteem by promoting a strong sense of St6:15 identity. This effort is truly a movement 
toward overcoming past injustices, toward become ''worthy people," "smela:lh."

I would love to hear any feedback you may have on how I presented what you 
said. You can phone me at home in the evenings or on weekends to discuss your 
thoughts, or you can email me at the address above. I may contact you to clarify the 
Halq'emeylem in your section. If there is any part of your excerpt that you do not feel 
comfortable with, please contact me and we can discuss it. 

I have yet to derive findings for the overall research. You will be sure to get a 
copy of the final product. Also, at the time that I have to defend my dissertation, you will 
be invited to attend. I look forward to seeing everyone soon! 8ye for now. 

Lamowelh 

Stelomethet 

Ethel Gardner 
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